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FOREWORD 

Welcome to the 35th symposium on Advances in the Study a/the Sydney Basin. These symposia have 
a long and distinguished tradition, having been initiated by Professor Claus Diessel and colleagues in 
the former Department of Geology at the University of Newcastle. This year marks the first time that 
the Sydney Basin Symposium has been held at the University of Wollongong, and it is with the 
greatest of pleasure that the School of Geosciences is able to host this important event. 

The School of Geosciences was formed in 1995 resulting from the amalgamation of the former 
Departments of Geography and Geology. The amalgamation has proved highly successful, and many 
Universities around Australia have followed our example under the guise of the "Wollongong model". 
Our successful amalgamation, however, was predicated by a strong co-operative spirit and mutual 
research and teaching interests within the former departments, particularly in Earth surface processes, 
geomorphology and Quaternary geology. The School of Geosciences also remains very strong in the 
fields of pre-Quaternary geology and Human Geography. 

In what continues to be a financially challenging time in the university sector, the School of 
Geosciences remains very well resourced in terms of equipment to undertake research. This is largely 
due to the assiduous efforts of many academics within the School and their successes in obtaining 
nationally competitive research funds. The School has state-of-the-art geochemical laboratories, 
particularly for stable isotope studies, as well as geochronological laboratories for luminescence and 
amino acid racemisation dating, and very well equipped laboratories for GIS and remote sensing, and 
all manner offorms of microscopy. 

As in nature, things are ever changing within University environments. In 2004 the School will 
assume the name, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, resulting from a further 
amalgamation, this time with the Environmental Science Unit, currently within the Faculty of 
Science. This is a particularly exciting initiative and will serve to further consolidate the ongoing 
changes within the School since its inception. 

Even a cursory look at the program for this symposium reveals the exciting diversity of research 
topics currently being examined within the Sydney Basin province. It is also gratifying to see so 
many people presenting talks at this meeting. I have been told that the number of people at this 
meeting represents the tip of a "Permian iceberg" in terms of those actively researching aspects of this 
sedimentary basin. 

We are delighted that the Honourable Kerry Hickey MP and Minister for Mineral Resources is able to 
officially open this meeting. It is also very pleasing to see that the Kenneth George Mosher Memorial 
Lecture will be delivered by Beau Preston. Kenneth was a founding member of the Joint Coal Board 
and the New South Wales Coalfield Geology Council, and I am sure that many of you here today will 
remember Kenneth's important contributions. 

Many of you will have attended previous Sydney Basin symposia, and hence at this meeting, will 
have the opportunity to renew old acquaintanceships. For others, it will be an opportunity to possibly 
establish new research partnerships. At this point, I would like to particularly record the enormous 
effort that Adrian Hutton has made in organizing this meeting. On behalf of the School of 
Geosciences, I would like to welcome you to the University of Wollongong and wish you a very 
successful and memorable meeting. 

Colin V. Murray-Wallace 
Head of School of Geosciences 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SYDNEY BASIN COAL SEAM NORMAL FAULTS 
USEFUL FOR PREDICTIVE PURPOSES 

ABSTRACT 

John Shepherd 

Shepherd Mining Geotechnics (Aus!.) Ply Ltd 
23 Ashgrove Place, Bundanoon NSW 2578 

This paper discusses fault geometry in a context useful to coal mines. It outlines some 
methods that geologists and engineers can use to forecast faulting characteristics in virgin 
coal. 

The study of faults goes back to early coal mining days and mine managers have had long
term difficulties in dealing with them. The understanding of seam faults in Australia has 
been hindered by the lack of multi-seam data that permit the determination of fault plane 
dimensions. Also, many mine workings truncate faults along strike resulting in incomplete 
data for back analysis. However, the dimensions of some fault zones can be determined for 
use in extrapolations. 

The most useful information for extrapolation is found to be the variation in displacement 
along the strike of a fault that is the dimensions of vertical displacement and length. This 
variation is related to seam dip gradients and strata bending. A key element in this is the 
identification offault segments along strike and the zones between them that can laterally 
transfer the displacements known as relay ramps. The old concept Qf scissor faulting can be 
explained in terms of these relay ramps. Seam dip variations can be used to identify relay 
ramps to forecast where the next segment is offset in plan. 

INTRODUCTION 
The term fault was originally coined in coal mining where a particular seam was abruptly 
lost (Hills, 1963, p.160). Faults with throws greater than seam thickness are particularly 
disruptive to mining and especially for planning longwall blocks. Normal faults are 
arranged in sets (directional groups of preferred orientations) and until relatively recently 
their behaviour has not been well known. This paper summarises some recent work and 
provides some insights into how particular fault zones can be analysed and forecasts made 
in the plan (horizontal) view. 

As in fracture systems generally, faults are zones comprised of segments at scales crossing 
several orders of magnitude and in colliery holdings from 101 up to 103m. Fault segments 
are characterized by strike orientation, length, dip angle and slip direction. In a fault zone, 
segments overstep at intervals sometimes in an en echelon manner in plan view or may 
offset in different senses (see for example Shepherd, 1995). These oversteps are transfer 
zones or relay ramps that are the key to understanding fault projection. 

At a colliery there are a number of key questions pertaining to faults: 
• How long is a fault zone and/or its segments? 
• What is the magnitude of the maximum vertical displacement (dmax)? 
• Which way will it offset (stepover) in plan view? 



JOHN SHEPHERD 

There are also other matters such as the slip motion on the fault plane(s), but this is not 
discussed here. 

Walsh and Watterson (1990) outlined some methods of vertical and lateral projections based 
on the elliptical model of a fault plane discussed earlier by Rippon (1985). Peacock and 
Shepherd (1997) discussed how some Bulli Seam faults showed evidence of reactivations and 
how this affects relay ramps (stepovers). In this paper some faults are analysed from the Bulli 
and Lithgow Seams to identify the useful parameters for assisting extrapolation ahead of 
mining. 

NORMAL FAULT DIMENSIONS 
Fault mechanics and nomenclature were extensively studied in the past, see for example 
Anderson, (1951) summaries in Dennis (1967), and numerous texts, but the details of fault 
zone characteristics did not emerge until data were analysed from the UK coalfields. Walsh 
and Watterson (1988 and 1990) and other workers have published extensively and there are 
numerous definitive papers. 

The earlier notions of hinge type rotational faults and oblique-slip by block rotation, 
summarised for example in Dennis (1967) have been substituted by strata bending and 
rupture, but still using the theory of extension and torsion at intervals along fault zones. 

Large data sets have been analysed overseas from both coal and oil fields and various 
parameters defined. The maximum vertical displacement (D) is related to fault trace length 
(W) by a power law expression of the form 

D=cW" 
where c is a constant derived from rock properties (including the shear modulus) and n a 
value in the range 1.0-2.0 (commonly taken as 1.5) (see for example Gillespie et al. 1992) and 
Nicol et al. (1996). The theory is that D (d max) is the sum of reactivated movements along a 
fault plane. 

Shepherd and Gordon (1993) analysed some widespread Australian coal seam fault data and 
plotted this superimposed on an analysis by Walsh and Watterson (1988). The results are 
shown in Figure I. The value of c in the power law equation can be varied over an order of 
magnitude from 3 to 30 Gpa. The overall data seems to fit the overseas model, but with a 
qualification that the local fault displacements seem to better fit a linear expression. 

2 
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Figure 1. Maximum vertical displacement versus length, combined Australian data 

This also seems to be the case for some Lithgow Seam faults where a population of 50 has 
been mapped and collated. An example of one zone is shown in Figure 2. These fault planes 
are relatively low angle in the 40-60 degree range and often stepping in profile (Figure 3). 
The displacements of this population are in accordance with the linear expression of 

D=0.0064W + 1.6857 
where D=vertical displacement and W=fault segment length in the seam. However, there is a 

large scatter in the data set, so considerable caution is needed for extrapolations (Figure 4). 
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Figure 2. Typical example of a 
Lithgow Seam fault zone (pecked 
lines are seam dip contours) 
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Figure 3. Lithgow Seam normal fault in a 
development heading (roof strata down at face) 
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FAULT SEGMENTS AND RELAY RAMPS 
Earlier coal industry workers in the Sydney Basin were aware that normal fault displacements 
varied along strike (Wilson et al. 1958 and Harrison, 1976). In particular, Harrison produced a 
plan of the South Maitland Coalfield (p.3, Figure 1) showing displacement variations along 
major northwest faults. Surveyors have also long recorded seam displacements (not always 
reliably) to enter on to record tracings. 

The Southern Coalfield fault maps compiled at ACIRL by Rixon and Shepherd (1989) also 
showed considerable displacement variation, segments and seam dip variations. This is 
typified by the Bulli Fault that is also partly a graben (Figure 5). Segmented patterns such as 
this occur at a range of scales. Marked variation in seam dips occur in the relay ramps along 
the Bulli Fault zone. A relay ramp is defined as shown in Figure 6 where displacement is. 

Figure 5. Bulli Seam dip contours along the 
Bulli Fault zone (contours are above the 
10 DOOm datum at 10m intervals) 
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SYDNEY BASIN COAL SEAM NORMAL FAULTS 

transferred across offset segments. A number of these major faults zones occur in the 
Southern Coalfield 

FAULT DISPLACEMENT - DISTANCE ANALYSIS 
Variations in vertical displacements are of critical importance to mining in terms of 
preventing coal extraction or hindering mine layouts. There are numerous examples in the 
coal industry where longwall mine layouts have been deleteriously affected by the unexpected 
occurrence of normal fault zones with displacements greater than seam thickness. 
(d-x) graphs represent the variation in displacement along the strike of a fault in a coal seam. 
The raw data can be plotted or the data can be normalized to plot on x and y-axes ranging 
from zero to one. The problem is obtaining a sufficient sample of faults to actually define the 
displacement behaviour. 

A data set of seven faults from the Lithgow Seam with a pattern shown in Figure 2 is analysed 
in Figure 7 with segment numbers given for the longest fault. Considerable variation in length 
occurs but the form of these curves is similar in the normalized graph. A larger data set for 
dmax versus length is plotted in Figure 4. 

In the Bulli Seam the old data from the Coledale Fault is useful because this zone extends 
northwestwards into virgin coal and it is long (up to 27.5 kms) and the behaviour of segments 
can be defined as in Figure 8. Displacement profiles are C and E-types on the basis of 
Peacock's classification (Figure 9). 
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- '" ~~ 3 .- '" 
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rl 
t: 
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o 200 400 600 600 1000 

Strike length in seam (metres) 

Figure 7. d-x plots for seven normal faults in t,he Lithgow Seam 

USE OF RELAY RAMPS FOR FAULT PROJECTION 
Where segments are offset, seam dips steepen in relay ramps, in some cases up to 10° and this 
is a useful indicator of the presence of a fault. In the Lithgow Seam some knowledge of the 
swilley pattern (curvilinear seam depressions) is needed to identify fault offsets; in some 
cases swilleys are aligned with the faults making forecasting less certain. 
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Figure 9. Nonnalised displacement distance profile classification (after Peacock, 1991) 
In the Lithgow and Bulli Seams, E-type fault profiles are common and cause significant 
hindrances to mine development because of their lengths of relatively high displacements. 
High displacement gradients occur approaching relay ramps. 

The sense of offsets can generally be deduced based on the relay ramp model originally 
defmed in Peacock and Sanderson (1994). Figure 10 provides 5 cases (sketch plans) for right 
hand offsets. (The equivalent patterns for left hand offsets are the mirror images of these). The 
plan view of the segment pattern itself is insufficient to define the offset sense, unless the 
fault zone is truly en echelon, that is, it always steps in the same sense, unlikely in a normal 
fault zone. The seam dip in the relay ramps generally "point" to the next offset segment, a 
most useful tool. All of this is dependent on systematic mapping and preferably backed up by 
seam level survey data. A drawback is that most mine surveyors now lack time to do this 
leveling work in sufficient detail. 

SCISSOR FAULTS 
The tenn scissor fault has been used by mine managers and the concept does have some 
merit. In effect the tenn describes fault segments increasing in displacement on both sides of a 
relay ramp, previously considered a hinge or pivot as shown in Figure 11. 

6 
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n 
D 

D 

4 5, 
Figure 10. Plan view of five cases of right offsetting normal faults (aligned N-S) showing the 
coal seam dip patterns, I. Horizontal, 2. Dips east, 3. Dips south, 4. Dips west, 5. Dips north 
(adapted from Peacock and Sanderson, 1994) 

Figure 11. Diagrammatic 'face-on' view of so-called scissor fault planes showing high 
displacement gradients formed in opposite directions in adjacent fault segments 

CONCLUSIONS 
• Most coal seam faults fall into length categories ranging from 10 I to 103 m. 
• Fault zone and/or segment length versus displacement should be based on a number of 

examples for any given area of a coal seam. While the overall Australian data set does 
seem to fit with international fault data sets, caution is needed in using the 
displacement formula D = c W· that is more appropriate for faults of large magnitudes. 
Numerous faults in the Lithgow Seam have values of D much smaller than predicted 
by this expression. In these cases the d-x plots should be directly assessed to 
determine probable displacements and dmax may be forecast by linear regression of an 
appropriate data set. 

• Relay ramp geometry provides a guide to offset sense. This is a valuable predictive 
tool for projections if used in the context of an already acquired fault zone data set and 
provided that there is seam level data available. 

• The old concept of scissor faulting is readily accommodated into modern thinking of 
fault behaviour where a fault zone consists of offsetting segments. 
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At this point it must be mentioned that the scientific view of prediction has altered in an 
important way since Lama's works appeared. Based on very extensive worldwide research 
and heated debate on earthquake prediction, where hundreds or thousands of lives may be at 
risk, it is broadly accepted that such events cannot be predicted in the strict sense; rather, the 
best that can be hoped for is only to quantify the risk of an event occurring. This may come as 
a surprise, considering the amazing effectiveness of some systems that have been used in 
mines. However when considering that the 'prediction' is meant to specify time, location and 
size, within given narrow error bounds, few if any of our methods can probably meet the 
criteria (Roeloffs, 2000). Instead, the processes are now called risk assessment or hazard 
assessment, or 'forecasting'. Semantics, perhaps, but it is important to insurance companies, 
and should be important to engineers and geologists. 

FORECASTING METHODS 
A list of outburst 'forecasting methods', in use or proposed, is summarised in Table I, which 
is based on figure 9.1 ofBudziony and Lama (1996). Some methods are based on direct 
visual inspection, but most involve monitoring: anomalous stress or strain changes, or 
anomalous gas or rubble emission - from rib, samples, into drilled holes, from roof bolts, etc. 
Added to these are micro seismic and sound monitoring, and other geophysical measurements. 
Much is still being learned about these 'conventional' methods. 

Table 1 Hazard indicators (after Budziony & Lama, 1966) 

GAS CONTENT STRUCTURE 'GEOPHYSICAL' 

1. Critical gas content 5. Drill machine logging 10. Seismo-acoustic techniques 
levels 
2. Desorption rate 6. Fracture density 11. Seismic signal analysis 

measurement 

3. Flow rate 7. Changes in seam 12. Electromagnetic emission 
thicknesss 

4. Radioactive gases 8. Coal structure 13. Radio imaging (RIM) for 
structure detection 

9. Rock detachment 14. GPR 

15. Inseam seismic 

16. Resistivity techniques 

17. Temperature changes in 
time and position 

Reverberation response 
Method 9 (rock detachment) involves striking the surface of a suspect area with a hammer 
and listening for' drumminess', or evidence of separation from the main body of rock. It has 
probably been done manually for hundreds of years, but results are often uncertain. More 
recently, efforts have been made to enhance reliability by introducing instrumental recording 
and analysis. When the surface is struck, the reSUlting vibrations are detected by a small 
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seismometer pressed firmly against it at a standard distance from the impact point. If the rock 
is attached, then the energy propagates away in two or three 3 dimensions, falls off quickly in 
time, and may show reflections, scattering, etc. If it is not attached then one sees high 
frequency reverberations in a closed body decaying slowly with time. The principle involved 
is likely the same as that used by haulage animals in the old mines, mentioned above. 
However the actual response has been found to depend very much on the kinds of rocks, as is 
expected from theory, so that calibration surveys must be done at each location. Bunton and 
Jacka (1997) , amongst others, attempted to instrument the measurement in an early 
NERDDC/ACARP project. They concluded that much greater effort would be necessary to 
improve reliability. 

More recently, the RMT research group in the UK has been pursuing the problem, in 
cooperation with Strata Engineering (Australia). Early results were described in a paper given 
at the 2001 Newcastle Geological Hazards symposium (Clifford, Frith and Britten, 2001), 
and one follow-on project in NSW is just being concluded. Developments include a 
standardised impact source, a new, more sensitive vibrometer sensor, better software, and 
field trials in both coal and hardrock mines. The current commercial instrument is shown in 
Figure 2. One version of it has received IS approval for use in Australian coal mines. Figure 3 
shows a result in one Australian coal mine. The larger values indicate increasing detachment, 
and are in agreement with borehole tests (Frith and Burke, 2003). Other results are shown in 
reports ofRMT (Advanced Geotechnical Instrumentation ... Reports Nos. 2 and 3) and will 
appear in subsequent reports. The work is sponsored by Coal Services P/L in NSW and 
SHMRAB in the UK. 

Differential Temperature Response 
In another project being done by RMT under UK Government sponsorship, the aim is also to 
find whether a suspect rock slab is loose and in danger of falling by measuring its 
temperature distribution. Sensitive, closely spaced measurements ofrock surface temperature 
are made in order to determine whether the slab is at the same temperature as the main body. 
The principle is that temperatures in two connected bodies will equalise by thermal 
conduction in a few days. If they are not closely attached then there could be a difference 
depending on recent air temperature changes and the thermal capacities of the two bodies. 
That is, if air temperature has been stable for some days then a small detached slab and the 
surrounding rock would have had time to come to the same temperature. If heated or cooled 
air or water is applied locally, slab temperature would be expected to change much more 
quickly than would the main rock body. Tests of this in sedimentary and crystalline 
environments are described in (Advanced geotechnical instrumentation .. . Report No.2, 
2002). 

Figures 4a and 4b, from that reference, show an underground temperature in an evaporite 
mine, with the topographic profile below. Note that the temperature variations are only on the 
order of 0.2 deg C. This suggests that the technique may be difficult. However the 
only on the order of 0.2 deg C. This suggests that the technique may be difficult. However the 
~oncept is being further tested by numerical modelling, to ascertain whether results could be 
lffiproved with more sensitive instruments or by changing ventilation conditions. The chief 
attraction of the method is that it could be done with a hand-held or vehicle-mounted sensor. 
only on the order of 0.2 deg C. This suggests that the technique may be difficult. However the 
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY -METER 

The ACOUSTIC ENERGY METER (AEM) is a hand-held. non-destructive testing instrument used to measure the 
inh!glity 01 lined and unlined tunnel surtaeoes. Its nOWoI measurement technique is firmly based on the company's 
specialist eXPQrJence in geology and rode: meohanics worldlAide. AppUcations to date indude oondition surveys of 
concre1e segments and shotcrete tunnellJnings and reglJlar safety inspections of gypsum, 00011 and hard rock mines. 

The AEM (pictured) oomprises an intligral microprocessor. geophone 
and readout unit with optional e>d:ernal geophone for high tunnel roofs. 
Operationally. the meter a utom ati Ooilly senses and analyses the oomplex 
reverberations when it'll! tunnel roof, or wall. is struck with a hammer. 
The readout provides a normalised figure of inmgrity and gives: 

a high reading for a detached. fractured or poorty baddilled fining or 
loose rock and. 
a low reading for intact rod< or a U\lell grouted lining. 

Furthermore. by plotting 1he readout data. a dlit.Jiled picture of the tunnel 
sub-surface condition can be gained; an effective and proven survey 
tool. 

As well ,,$ an alphanumeric display. the meter incorporates a pre
adjustabht green. amber. and red LED level indicator. In this way 1he 
meter can be used to give rapid indication of safe working conditions in. 
for example. mining operations or a tunnel heading. 

Of necessity. the meter is made for use in harsh and potentlall) 
flammable environmenis". Model RDL4 is approved in the USA by MSH.A 
(2G·4100·0) for use in methane-air atmospheres. Model RDL3 is 
certined Intrinsically Safe for methane. Ex ib 1 T 4. in South Africa 

L..:~_-"---____ _ ~==!J (SASS). 

I'll 
. II 

i /I J •• 

In pnlC:tioe the AcoUitb Energy mEter is simpl~ to use. Wlti'lthe maer switched on. hold geophone against the SlSpect area with 
one hand and hit the tunnel surfaoe (within 20 em of the maer) with a h3TUTler and nrte the reading or LEO colour. Irterpretaion 
of meter's normalised readings is. by design. readily assmilated with local eondtions. RMT with its extensive ecperience in rock 
mech3nics can pn:M"de appropriaetraining 3/ld back·upto eompli'Mntthis: ield instrunent. 
OelT\(lnstr.rtions can be undert~en on request . 

,Af.'prolBl N~mbe",: 
ftDLJ- Son' A1tba- Ex D IT' 
RDU- USA. USH.-.AWfOII3lJ NO.ro·'1[J9-{] 

Forfudher;r,-brmation cootact: 

RMT Ltd . 8retby Busine.ss Park, 
Ashby Road, Stanhope Bn?tby. Near Burton·on~ Trent, 
staffordshire, OE150QO, United Kingdom . 
Phone: +44(0) 1293522201, Fax: -144(0) 1293 522Z79, 
Emilll: rmt@"rntltd .com 
Web ~ite: ¥I'WY{.rrntI1d .com 

RMT 
Rock M"chanic. 

Technology 

Figure 2 RMT-Strata Engineering Acoustic Energy Meter 
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~---------- ACOUSTIC ENERGY METER SURVEY SHEET --------

.... ~ . . . .. ! . .• .. !". . .. :- ... .• , . .. 

Slllld~one 

11 North (Inbye) 

4 

Seam .. " ... ..... ' '" . .. .. GREAT NORTHERN Distriet. .. ... 11 NORTH 16/17 CUl 

f · RDodway 

.~..:. ..... ~ 

11 NORTH Roadway Dimensions 6m W'lOE x 2.5m HIGH Immediate Roor ... VARIAaE CONGLOMER..e. 

Figure 3 Acoustic Energy Meter responses in an Australian colliery 

concept is being further tested by numerical modelling, to ascertain whether results could be 
improved with more sensitive instruments or by changing ventilation conditions. The chief 
attraction of the method is that it could be done with a hand-held or vehicle-mounted sensor. 
The disadvantage is the uncertainty and additional effort required when slab and host are 
found to have the same temperature. 

Electromagnetic Emission 
A far more difficult measurement, which has been developed and used by Russian engineers 
since 1978, is that of detecting electromagnetic emissions from rock as it undergoes fracture 
(Frid, 1997; Vozoff, 2001). The method is sufficiently promising that it is included in a half 
dozen current and recent R&D programs undertaken by the National occupational health and 
safety agencies of the USA (NIOSH) and the UK (SHMRAB), by the Russian State Research 
Institute of Mining Geomechanics & Mine Surveying (VNIMI), by SIMRAC in South Africa, 
in new on ongoing research by several universities in Israel and the UK with European 
industry, by ACARP, and may soon be taken up by an EU project. Figure 5, from Kotze and 
du Plessis (2001), is an early result of the work done by ISS!. It is a rare example of 
rnicroseisms and EM emissions shown in the same time scale. 
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Fig 4a Temperature profile 

Fig 4b Approximate roadway profile (not to scale) 

The most striking aspect of the approach is that it has been used routinely for outburst 
warning in Russian coal mines for over 10 years, to augment and then to largely replace thei: 
conventional 'GUM' method. (GUM is basically the method developed and followed in 
many (most?) eastern European mines for many years, and includes methods 2 and 3 from 
Table 1. It consists of drilling short horizontal holes into the seam and measuring the amoun 
of rubble and gas ejected into the hole in a set time. Frid (1997) includes a description of the 
method.) 
As a measure of their confidence, VNIMI recently announced a new model of their system, 
with IS approvals (Figure 6). Some groups have reported difficulty reproducing the results 
claimed by the Russians, but this could well be a function of the small signal/noise ratio 
involved when it is recalled that, in its routine application, measurements are done during 
shifts in which mining has stopped (Frid, 1997). 

OTHER CURRENT RESEARCH 
Two or three other research programs should be mentioned as their outcomes will likely 
affect our ability to deploy and evaluate new techniques. Current programs at NIOSH in 
Spokane include a Wide Area Roof Fall Detections and Warning System, and Advance 
Warning of Ground Stability Hazards. According to the NIOSH Web site 
(http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/mining/projects), the first is to identify and apply digital 
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technology to monitoring underground stability hazards, and develop warning systems based 
on that technology. This work includes development of wireless techniques and miniature 
data acquisition systems, initially to monitor strain (/awogs.html). The roof fall detection and 
warning system is focused on sensors and acquisition for stress and strain within 30 m of the 
working face, and to provide information about roof conditions in the immediate working 
area (lwarfd.html). CSIR Miningtek in South Africa have recently developed small, 
inexpensive 

NP-I057 p..5()9 g..() Slart=09 Fa - ~.5 hu ~ 1.17V.locitv 0, 0) Disl - 0 

Figure 6 Example of data collected from underground experiments shows a clear 
electromagnetic anomaly prior to a seismic event. Top = geophone readout, MiddleB = pocket 
radio readout and Bottom = readout from the active antenna. 

digital seismic instrumentation for deployment around active minesites to monitor 
microseismic activity (Spottiswoode, 2003). 

CONCLUSIONS 
1. Engineering improvements to mine safety methodology are being actively pursued in 

many laboratories around the world, with new 'products' emerging regularly. These 
should be tested and must be adapted to individual sites and conditions, and introduced to 
the industry as a whole. 

2. The understanding of the prediction process which has developed in the earthquake 
context should be considered in planning hazard avoidance for new mines. 

3. In accordance with 2. and from all indications to date, no one of the methods will ever be 
completely reliable in every situation. This does make a strong case for a redundancy 
system employing two or more independent indicators in tandem, to reduce the 
probability of complete failure to warn of impending disaster. 
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PORTABLE AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR CONTROL OF PHYSICAL 
PROCESSES WITHIN ISOLATED AREAS OF ROCK MASS 

"ANGEL" system for recording of electromagnetic rediation 

<> USE 
Detection and continuous monitoring of the areas of mine workings which are prone to rock bursts and 
sudden outbursts as well as control of the time history of physical processes in the rock mass. 

<> IT PROVIDES FOR 
remote sounding of rock mass ftom the mine openings by using the induced electromagnetic radiation, 

as well as check on the variations of a geomechanical situation according to the variations of the primary 
electromagnetic radiations; 

selection of an operating mode in the menu by a keyboard and a matrix display; microprocessor
controlled execution of a given program; 

collection, selection, processing and analysis of data and storage of results in automatic or 
semiautomatic fashion. The data being processed are automatically correlated with the criteria, so the 
display indicates a degree of danger on the site of measurements. Initial data and results of data analysis can 
be transmitted from the storage of the instrument into a computer and printed as a document 

Type 
Supply voltage (stabilized) 
Weight of equipment to be used in mine 

Operation time from the batteries 

Specifications; 

EEx ia, IP54 

5V 
3.5 kg (natural electromagnetic radiation) 

30 h (measurements) 
100 h (storage of data) 

Time for checking a section of a mine lOs to 3 h for one station 
working Autotest 
Checking of the serviceability no less than 5 
Number of operating prognams 50 to 500 stations in mine workings 
Number of stations of measurements with the 
storage of data Interface RS-232C, IBM PC 
Output 

Price: 6000$ - SOOOS depending on specification. 

Manufacturer: Experimental pilot plant at the VNIMI 

We shall be glad to receive your proposals on cooperaJlon 

Our address and phone for additional information: 
181 VNIMI, 82, Srcdny Pr, 199026 SI. Petersburg, Russia 
II Tel./fax (812) 321-95-94. E-mail: post@vnimi.ru 
II Tel/fax. (812) 322-29-23. E-mail: skakun@vnimi.ru 

Figure 6 Spec sheet for Angel EM emissions monitor 
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ABSTRACT 

OUTBURSTS - A CHALLENGE TO GEOSCIENTISTS 

John Hanes 
Shell harbour 

In preparing a scoping study for ACARP (Hanes, 2003) into outburst related research 
necessary for the coal industry, it is obvious that many of the challenges to the coal industry 
in preventing outbursts need to be addressed by geoscientists. 

Most Australian mines successfully drain gas to below the threshold limits for safe mining. 
The cost of gas drainage is high with approximately 370,000 m of drainage holes drilled per 
year at a cost of around $37M. Where drainage is not successful, grunching or other means 
of mining has to be conducted adding sayan extra $IOM per year. Outburst avoidance by 
the Australian coal industry is expensive, and although it is effective it is not very cost 
efficient. 

In recent years, five outbursts have been recorded. Four of these occurred as failures of the 
outburst management plans. There is a serious lack of data relevant to understanding 
outbursts. Current outburst management is based on only one parameter; gas content. This 
is poor science. 

The research and development goals defined by industry for the next 5 years are as follows: 
• Review and specify the outburst mechanism and the roles of the various parameters. 

The parameters must be practically measurable. Once the researchers have defined 
the mechanism, it will have to be communicated to all players. 

• Develop and apply tools (methods) to rapidly, efficiently, and preferably 
economically reduce gas content/pressure as a routine procedure and as a last resort. 

• Understand the (structural) conditions that cause zones of poor drainability or 
drillability and, therefore, increase outburst proness, and to confidently locate these 
zones with adequate response time. 

To obtain relief in the short term from the restrictions of mining to the structure gas content 
threshold, mines can prove the coal to be mined is free from structures. Longer term goals 
can onJy be achieved if mines take ownership of the necessary research and development 
and conduct their own scientifically valid investigations and measurements of gas and 
outburst parameters. The geoscientist is best trained and equipped to oversee or to conduct 
this work. 

OUTBURSTS 
~ves ~1958) defined an instantaneous outburst as "the sudden disintegration of coal, 
and Its projection from the seam, without deliberate initiation and accompanied by, and 
folIo~ed by e~ormous gas emission. The gas has the effect of carrying the broken coal for 
consIderable dIstances. This projected coal is invariably of fme size. The gas pressures and 
vol~es as~iated are sometimes sufficient to penetrate the intake roadways for 
consIderable dIstances and to blowout stoppings. The outburst may be inadvertently set-off 
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by some outside influence. Small proportion of outbursts occur when no work is going on 
at all. It may be an immediate reaction, outbursting suddenly and without warning, or it 
may be a series of minor bursts and readjustments culminating in an outburst, in which 
cases some warning may be received." According to Gray (1980) "an outburst is the failure 
of coal and its ejection by stored potential energy being converted to kinetic form. This 
failure is associated with the release of seam gas." Most, but by no means all, outbursts are 
associated with a structural disturbance. 

OUTBURST MANAGEMENT 
The outburst problem in Australia is currently limited to the Illawarra mines of the Sydney 
Basin and to Central and North Goonyella Collieries in the Bowen Basin. Outburst-type 
events have been recorded from two mines in the Newcastle area. As mines get deeper and 
the coal becomes gassier, the potential for outbursts increases. 

An extensive study by Lama (1991) showed that "Certain conditions must be fulfilled 
before outbursts can occur. These include 

• The presence of a large amount of gas which also serves as a transport medium for 
the fractured I pulverized coal. 

• The presence of fractured I pulverized coal as a result of geological disturbances or 
as a result of high stresses and under the effects of gas. 

• A trigger mechanism to disturb the equilibrium as a result of mining, (breaking the 
barrier) or blasting". 

Wold (2003) showed diagrammatically (Figure I) the components of outbursts for 
modelling. 

Interactive factors in outburst mechanisms 

stress 
pre-mining, 
mining induced, 
effective stress, 
coal yield 

content, composition, pressure, 
gas diffusion, desorption, permeability, 

relative permeability 

I-----"':'--c+---<:'l<} s t re n g th 
structure, scale effects, 
porosity (energy storage) 

drainage rates, development rates, 
desorption rates, pore-pressure gradients 

Figure 1 Interactive factors in outburst mechanisms (after Wold, 2003) 

Lama (1991) defined gas content levels which appeared safe for mining: "For strong un
sheared coal in the absence of any structure, the gas content should be brought down below 
10 cubic metres per tonne when the gas is mainly methane and below 7 cubic metres when 
the gas is mostly carbon dioxide. In case of sheared coal or in the presence of a structure, 
the gas content for pure methane must be below 7 cubic metres and for pure carbon dioxide 
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the gas content should be below 4 cubic metres". The above gas contents all refer to 
desorbed gas, NOT to total gas. 

Based on Lama's recommendations, gas content thresholds have been established for each 
gassy mine in Australia and gas drainage by drilling of drainage holes is conducted to 
reduce the gas content below the threshold in each mine. As a consequence over 370,000 
metres of in-seam drainage drilling is conducted in Australia each year costing in the order 
of $37M. The drilling is conducted using a down-hole motor and a bent sub. Rotary drilling 
is only used for gas content core sampling. 

Although borehole surveying has progressed such that the location of each hole is known 
within a few metres, no other technology is applied. Holes are not geophysically logged. 
Detection of critical structures is left to the diligence of the drillers. Many structures which 
could be the locus of an outburst are missed. This is archaic. As a consequence of the poor 
ability to detect structures, mines must drain their gas to below the structure thresholds 
before mining can be conducted by continuous miner. In places where the gas content 
cannot be reduced sufficiently, mining can only advance by shotfrring or remote mining. 

STRUCTURE 
The types of structures associated with outbursts in Australia vary widely. At Leichhardt 
Colliery, in the Bowen Basin, most outbursts (+200) occurred off well defined cleats or 
joints, or off mining induced cleavage in the coal (Figure 2). The only fatal outburst was 
associated with sheared coal associated with reverse faulting. At Collinsville in the Bowen 
Basin, most outbursts were off reverse faults. In the Bulli seam, outbursts commonly occur 
on strike slip faults and less commonly on dykes. Structures also seem to be associated with 
areas that have very low permeability and refuse to drain. At Tower Colliery, poor drainage 
and poor drill ability was associated with a structural zone which had dykes and strike slip 
faulting. At Talrrnoor, zones of low permeability do not seem to be associated with any 
structures, but the cleats appear to be well cemented (Gurba, 2002). In some Bowen Basin 
mines, low permeability seems to be associated with the intersection of reverse and normal 
faults, but not with the individual faults. There is a lot to be learned about the causal affects 
of structures on permeability. 

Better understanding of the stress configurations which have produced the structures is 
required and an understanding of what combinations of structures cause impermeable or 
undrillable zones. If we cannot understand the underlying cause, we cannot overcome the 
problem. 

If it could be proven that there is no structure which could facilitate outbursts in the coal to 
be mined, the outburst gas content threshold could be raised, thus reducing the burden of 
having to drain to very low contents. When drilling was conducted with rotary drilling, 
outburst-prone structures would often cause the drill bit to bog. But the rotary holes 
wandered and there was no reliability of trajectory. Down hole motor drilling is more 
accurate but very insensitive to structures. 

G~logists who are used to geophysical logging of vertical exploration bores find it hard to 
believe that in-seam holes are not geophysically logged. In-seam holes are near-horizontal 
and generally, not filled with water, as is required for most geophysical probes. 
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Figure 2 - Small outburst at Leichhardt Colliery showing buckled cleats and induced 
cleavage 

Such holes have actively desorbing gas, which would drown out any sonic tool. The water 
filling of a hole is relatively simple. Ian Gray of Sigra developed a borehole pressurization 
tool, similar to a blowout prevention tool under ACARP funding. The tool would alIow 
drilling a water-filled and pressurized hole. This would enable the use of geophysical 
probes when they are developed, maintain the stability of the borehole during drilling by 
exerting a pressure in excess of local stresses, resist gas desorption, and provide undesorbed 
cuttings for gas content testing. The tool has never been used underground as no mine was 
prepared to test it. It has been successfulIy used at Lihir Gold Mine to prevent steam 
blowing out during drilling. ACARP funded development of a spectral gamma tool and a 
dielectric tool by CSIRO for use in in-seam drilling, and development of a bit torque and 
thrust sensor and survey tool by Sigra, these developments have not advanced past the 
original prototypes. ACIRL developed a simple caliper tool to detect changes in borehole 
diameter. I has not been used or called for. To be successful, devices must be tested in a 
mine environment. To date there has been very little cooperation from the mines to test 
devices or to support research projects. Several ACARP projects have not been able to be 
completed for this reason. Once a tool is shown to work, it then needs to receive IS 
approval before it can be used underground. IS approval is a minefield. 
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The ACARP Outburst Scoping Study (Hanes, 2003) made the following suggestions 
regarding what the mines could do to improve structure detection and raise the gas content 
threshold to the structure-free thresholds. 
• Use automated drill rig monitoring on each drill rig with data analysis by a competent 

professional, 
• Use a monitored rotary drill such as the BHP/ACARP developed monitored ProRam 
• Support commercialisation and trial of the Sigra torque/thrust tool 
• Trial the CSIRO dielectric tool 
• Trial the LunagaslAMT drill fluid logging system 
• Trial the Sigra borehole pressurisation system and cuttings sampler 
• Instal piezometers or packers ahead of a mine face to demonstrate that gas pressure 

gradients are benign. The pressure gradient should be known if development rates are to 
be optimised. 

Most of the above devices are at prototype stage and not IS. If they are not supported and 
given fair trials, they never will be available commercially". 

A CHALLENGE FOR GEOSCIENTISTS 
The approach to outburst management has been gas drainage. This is basically a simple 
engineering exercise - drill the holes and the gas drains. When the gas has drained below 
the threshold there is no longer a chance of outbursts. There have been fatalities caused by 
oversimplification of the approach to outbursts. Prior to the fatal outburst at West Cliff 
Colliery in 1994, it was assumed in some mines that the rotary-drilled drainage holes were 
straight and in other mines that they were constantly curved. The face at West Cliff was 
"protected" by three holes drilled along the heading. After the fatal outburst, all three holes 
were found to have deflected into the left rib, the opposite side of the road from the 
outburst. After this, all mines changed to downhole motor drilling with constant survey. 
The accuracy of locations of boreholes (within about 10 m maximum in a 800+ m hole) is 
now accepted and demonstrated. 

It took a long time for mines to realize that across block drilling could miss structures that 
were sub-parallel to the holes. Flank holes (i .e. parallel to roadways) are now more 
common. 

Drilling technology has not changed much since introduced to Australian mines during the 
1970's. In-seam drilling is typically seen as a production effort: the more metres at the least 
possible cost, the better. There is much potential for improving drilling data collection and 
usage. However, there needs to be a paradigm change to achieve progress. This is where 
mine-based geoscientists can help. They know the value of data collection. However, the 
role of the geologist in mines in NSW has been a traditionally lowly position with little say. 
In Queensland mines, this situation is somewhat different. At one mine at least, the 
Technical Services Superintendent is a geologist. Geologists play important roles in the 
technical management of gas at other mines. 

Th~ main challenges for geoscientists in outburst management lie in defining the roles of 
vanous natural parameters in outbursts, collecting reliable data and interpreting that data. 
Although the general understanding in the literature is that outburst proneness is dependent 
on gas ~ontent, gas pressure, gas composition, gas desorption rate, coal strength, coal 
permeablhty and stress among other factors the Australian coal mining industry for e ped. , , 
. x lency, essentially bases its outburst management on gas content. This reliance on one 
index Was criticised by Professor Antony Kidibinski during his visit to Australia in 1999. 
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However, its success at preventing outbursts cannot be disputed. Outbursts have not 
occurred in the last 8 years when mining has been conducted in coal which was drained to 
below the threshold values. 

There is a need to better understand the factors other than gas content. There is a need to 
collect relevant data, to document it and to share it. The geoscientist has the best training 
and attitude of anyone in the coal mining industry to do this. 

Another role for the mine geoscientist is to assure that when any trials are conducted in 
mines to reduce gas content etc, appropriate measurements are conducted prior to the trial, 
during and after so that the effects of the trial on critical parameters are measured. There is 
a need to assure trials are conducted according to scientific process so the best information 
is achieved for the money. Typically, trials are based on a suck-it-and-see basis or hit-or
miss basis. If you do not know how you are sucking, how can you possibly see or even 
know what you are seeing? 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Late Permian Illawarra Coal Measures (rCM) of the Southern Sydney Basin contain tuffs 
derived from altered pyroclastic airfall material. These units represent ideal stratigraphic time 
planes or marker horizons because, as the products of airfall volcanic ashes, they are 
distributed over wide areas in short periods of geological time. Geochemical correlation of 
the tuffs of the Illawarra Coal Measures with similar units in the stratigraphically equivalent 
Newcastle Coal Measures offers a unique opportunity to understand the temporal and spatial 
relations during deposition of coal-bearing units in the Sydney Basin. Recently, Kramer et al. 
(200 I) used geochemical fingerprinting to correlate Late Permian tuffs and associated 
tonsteins in the geographically adjacent Newcastle and Wollombi Coal Measures of the 
northern Sydney Basin. That study prompted the present project to test the viability of 
geochemical fmgerprinting of three of the most widespread tuffs in the southern Sydney 
Basin and to investigate potential correlation of these tuffs with units in the northern Sydney 
Basin. 

PREVIOUS CORRELATIONS 
Figure 1 is a possible stratigraphic correlation of the rCM with the Newcastle Coal Measures 
(NCM) based on biostratigraphic investigations by Briggs (1993), coal seam and facies 
analysis by Hill et al. (1994), and sequence stratigraphic investigations by Herbert (1995). 
The stratigraphic division and nomenclature of the rCM and NCM are from Hutton and 
Bamberry (1999) and Little et al. (1996), respectively. Note that complex facies relationships 
may be obscured by this simple method of presentation and that the figure is only a guide to 
the stratigraphy. 

Facies analysis and coal seam correlations by Hill et al. (1994) suggested that major units 
above the Eckersley Formation in the Southern Coalfield extend across the Central Sydney 
Basin and correlate with named units in the Western and Newcastle Coalfields. These authors 
proposed that the Burragorang Claystone Member is equivalent to the Awaba Tuff, the 
Balgownie Coal Member is equivalent to the Wallarah-Great Northern Coal, and the Bulli 
Coal is equivalent to the Vales Point Coal Member (Fig. 1). Important marker horizons have 
also been identified using sequence stratigraphy and lithostratigraphic evidence for 
correlation. The Bargo Claystone and Darkes Forest Sandstone (in the rCM) form a distinct 
coarsening upwards sequence of prodelta and delta-front sand and silt that is continuous 
throughout the basin (Herbert, 1980), and has been correlated with the Dempsey Formation 
and Waratah Sandstone respectively in the NCM (Stuntz, 1972). Overlying the Waratah 
~dstone ~n the NCM is another sequence transition from lower deltaic plain to upper deltaic 
plain that IS mirrored in the Sydney Subgroup of the Illawarra Coal Measures. A detailed 
:;uence stratigraphic analysis of the Sydney Basin by Herbert (1995) recognised a sequence 
w: undary and subsequent sequ~nce set near the top of the Dempsey Formation and overlying 

III8tah Sanct:'tone ~CM) which correlate with the Bargo Claystone (ICM). The high-stand 
II)sIems tract In paralic delta sands and alluvial strata of the units above the Nobbys Tuff up 
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to the next sequence boundary at the base of the Charlestown Conglomerate (Adamstown 
Formation, NCM) pass southward to the Darkes Forest Sandstone (ICM), suggesting that the 
correlative of the Nobbys Tuff is the Huntley Claystone Member in the Bargo Claystone. The 
low-stand systems tract of the next sequence correlates the Mt Hutton Formation and 
Australasian Coal (NCM) to the Kembla Sandstone and American Creek Coal (ICM). A 
high-stand systems tract in the same sequence correlates the Eckersly Formation (ICM) to the 
Pilot Coals and Reids Mistake Formation at the top of the Boolaroo Formation in the NCM. 

Southern Coalfield Newcastle Coalfield 

Narrabeen Group Narrabeen Group 

IIIawarra Coal Measures Newcastle Coal Measures 
Bulli Coal Vales Point Coal Member 
Loddon Sandstone Member Moon Island Beach Formation 
Balgownie Coal Member Waliarah-Great Northern Coal 
Burragorang Claystone Member Awaba Tuff 
Eckersly Formation Boolaroo Formation 
Wongawilli Coal Warners Bay Tuff 
Farmborough Claystone Member Mt Hutton Tuff 
Kembla Sandstone 
American Creek Coal Australasian Coal 
Alians Creek Formation Adamstown Formation 

Stockrington Tuff 
Darkes Forest Sandstone Lambton Formation 
Huntley Claystone Member Nobbys Tuff 
Bargo Claystone Waratah Sandstone 
Tongarra Coal Dempsey Formation 
Wilton Formation Four Mile Creek Subgroup 
Woonona Coal Member 
Erins Vale Formation Waliis Creek Subgroup 
Pheasants Nest Formation 

Figure 1. Possible stratigraphic correlation of the Illawarra Coal Measures with the Newcastle 
Coal Measures (see text for explanation of sources). 

GEOCHEMICAL CORRELATION 
In order to investigate the viability of geochemical fingerprinting of tuffs in the ICM, 
geochemical data from three of the most widespread tuffs, the Huntley Claystone Member 
(HCM), Farmborough Claystone Member (FCM), and Burragorang Claystone Member 
(BCM), were examined to determine if significant and persistent chemical differences exist 
between units. Core from closely spaced drill holes in the ICM of the Southern Coalfield 
were logged and sampled to provide the control sample group for each of the HCM, FCM 
and BCM. Routine petrographic data were used to verify a tuffaceous origin for the units and 
to help determine which samples were suitable for chemical analysis. Tuff samples for the 
test group were collected from the Tower 20 drill core, with five samples taken through a 
section of each of the tuffs under investigation. Other tuffs were sampled and analysed to 
assess the compositional variation of tuffs in the Southern Coalfield (Fig. 2) and whether 
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Figure 2. Locations of boreholes used in study. 

chemical differences between tuffs constitute a basis for geochemical correlation. Two 
outcrop samples of the FCM were also collected to determine the effect of recent weathering 
on geochemical correlation. The Awaba, Nobbys, Mt Hutton, Warners Bay and Stockrington 
Tuffs of the NCM were logged and sampled from drill holes. in the Northern Coalfield to test 
correlation between the northern and southern Sydney Basin. 

In the discriminant model, a linear combination of variables (elements) is used to form 
a function that serves as a basis for assigning cases to groups. The linear description of this 
function is: 

where XI, X2 ... Xp are the independent variables (elements) and Bo, Bt, B2 ... Bp are 
coefficients, chosen so that the value of the discriminant, D, differs as much as possible 
between groups. The actual mechanics of computing coefficients are somewhat involved and 
a rigorous description can be found in Norusis (1988). Discriminant scores are calculated for 
each sample by multiplying elemental concentrations by their respective coefficients and 

r summed to give a score for each function. A discriminant diagram can then be constructed 
t using the discriminant functions as axes, and the average score of all samples from the same 
I groUP,. called the group centroid, can be used to represent the group. Stepwise discriminant 
[ ~YSIS ~tablishes the ability of all variables to distinguish between groups and enters 
I ~l~ 1~ order of their explanatory power; variables that do not significantly increase the 
~ discriminating power of the function are removed from the data set. 
I 
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The ability of the discriminant model to classify samples can be tested by treating 
samples as unknowns and observing their classification by the discriminant model. To test the 
discriminant model against intralayer variations and the effects of recent weathering in tuffs, 
trace element data for the control sample group were tested against samples from the Tower 
20 drill core (five samples), and two outcrop samples (Fig. 3). Only two of the 17 test 
samples did not fit in the recognised fields, that is, 88.2% of cases were correctly classified. 
The two problematic samples were from the crystal-rich basal layer of the HCM, and an 
outcrop sample of the FCM. This suggests that the discriminant model is consistent with the 
units having a unique chemical signature, but is susceptible to recent weathering and layer 
variations. 

Table 1 summarises the statistical properties of the data sets used for the discriminant models. 
The effectiveness of each function is shown by the eigenvalues, which measure the relative 
amount of variance within each element that the function can account for (Huff, 1983). The 
greater the eigenvalue, the greater the separation between groups. The canonical correlation is 
a measure of how good the correlation is and can have a maximum value of one, that is, 
function 1 has better discriminating power than function 2. Elements that were found to 
figure highly in the discriminant analysis are listed in order of importance in Table 2 together 
with their associated Wilk's Lamda value. Elements are entered into the discriminant analysis 
in a stepwise method; the Wilk's Lamda value associated with each step is the fractional 
amount of within-bed variance, relative to the between bed variance, that remains 
unaccounted for after each element is entered into the analysis (Cullen-Lollis & Huff, 1986). 
For example, after Ti, V, Sn, Hf and Th are entered into the trace element data set, a Wilk's 
Lamda value of 0.0 II means that these five elements account for 98.9% of the variance 
between beds. 

10 
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® Group Centroids 
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-20 v Burragorang C.M. 

0 Farmborough C.M. 
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Figure 3. Territorial map constructed from two canonical functions calculated from the 
control group data. Test samples are plotted as ungrouped samples. 
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Table l. Statistical properties of discriminant analysis. 

Function Eigenvalue % of variance Cumulative % Canonical 
Correlation 

Test vs Control 1 27.950 81.8 81.8 0.983 
Group Data 2 6.203 18.2 100 0.928 

Trace Element 1 17.288 81.5 81.5 0.972 
Data 2 3.931 18.5 100 0.893 

Table 2. Summary table for elements and corresponding Wilk's Lamda values ranked 
according to their discriminating power for the test vs control group and trace element data 
used for correlation 

Test vs Control Group Data Trace Element Data 
Step Element Wilk's Lamda Element Wilk's Lamda 

Value Value 
1 V 0.185 Ti 0.258 
2 Sn 0.028 Hf 0.082. 
3 Hf 0.008 Sn 0.032 
4 Ti 0.003 Th 0.016 
5 V 0.011 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The discriminant model classifies ungrouped samples on the basis of regions on a diagram 
constructed using the discriminant functions as axes. Each sample is plotted on the diagram 
on the basis of its discriminant score for each function, with the mean score for all samples 
within a group shown as the group centroid. Because only three tuffs (sample groups) from 
the rCM are used in the discriminant model and five tuffs were sampled from the NCM, at 
least two of the NCM tuffs will be incorrectly classified on the discriminant model. 
Nevertheless, NCM tuffs were classified using the discriminant model, with special attention 
given to the spatial relationship between the grouped samples of the rCM and the ungrouped 
samples of the NCM. The correlations, therefore, need to be regarded with caution. 

The Awaba Tuff, plotted as ungrouped samples on the discriminant diagram constructed from 
the trace element data (Fig. 4), shows that three samples from bore cores OCAL Teralba 
DDH 7 and Stowe DDH 1 correlate well with the BCM. The Wamers Bay Tuff samples from 
bo.rehole OCAL Teralba DDH 7, plotted as ungrouped samples on the discriminant diagrams 
(FIg. 4), show a good correlation with the FCM. Nobbys Tuff samples from drill holes 
Elecom Tuggerah Dooralong DDH 7 and Stowe DDH 1, plotted as ungrouped samples on 
discriminant diagram (Fig. 4), show a wide scatter on the discriminant diagram. The 
correlation of the Mt Hutton Tuff with the HCM disagrees with previous stratigraphic 
CO~lations using sequence stratigraphy (Herbert, 1995) and facies and coal seam analysis 
(Hill et al., 1994). The Stockrington Tuff sample from drill hole OCAL Teralba DDH 7, 
plotted as ungrouped sample on the discriminant diagram (Fig. 4), shows no correlation with 
!1liiy of the Southern Coalfield tuffs sampled in the current study. 
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Figure 4. Territorial map showing the distinction between the Burragorang Claystone 
Member, Farmborough Claystone Member and Huntley Claystone Member. The Awaba, 
Nobbys, Warners Bay and Mt Hutton Tuffs were treated as unknowns in the discriminant 
analysis. 
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A possible explanation for the scatter of the two Awaba Tuff samples from drill hole 
Stockrington DDH 1 is that the Awaba Tuff is interpreted as being a reworked tuff derived 
from a series of multiple airfalls and thus may have more than one geochemical signature. 
The reworked mUltiple airfall origin is evidenced by alternating fine- and coarse-grained 
series of beds within the Awaba Tuff, indicating a series of eruptions. The major, minor and 
trace element composition of multiple airfalls, even if derived from the same source, can be 
distinctive from one event to another, probably due to fractionation processes operating 
within the magma chamber (Sarna-Wojcicki, 1987). Reworking of the Awaba Tuff by fluvial 
channels that were active at the time of deposition (Creech, 2000) is evidenced by the 
presence of cross-stratification within the tuff (indicative of lateral transport produced by 
post-depositional movement and resedimentation), and the large variation in thickness of this 
unit (Kramer, 1999). The BCM is also interpreted as being derived from a multiple series of 
airfalls, evidenced by the presence of plant fossils and coaly fragments in clastic units 
interbedded with the tuff. The introduction of clastic material during reworking may 
significantly alter the bulk chemical composition of sarnples from the Awaba Tuff. 

The HCM has proved difficult to separate from the Mt Hutton Tuff and the Nobbys Tuff on 
the basis of discriminant analysis. One of the factors that may influence the composition of 
the HCM is that it was deposited subaqueously in a marine environment, leading to 
fractionation and concentration of the denser crystal fragments in the basal layer of the tuff. 
The effect of marine waters .on the trace element distribution within the tuff through 
formation of clays from alteration of glass shards may also be hampering correlation using 
geochemical fingerprinting. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Discriminant analysis can account for 100% of the between-bed variance in tuffs of the rCM 
using the trace elements Ti, Hf, Sn, Th and V. These elements also featured in the 
geochemical correlation of tuffs in the Newcastle Coal Measures (Kramer, 1999) and, 
therefore, are important contributors to the chemical characterisation of individual tuffs in the 
Sydney Basin. 

Geochemical correlation using discriminant analysis indicates that the FCM shows a 
correlation to the Warners Bay Tuff samples and the BCM shows some correlation with the 
Awaba Tuff. The HCM shows an affinity for samples from the Mt Hutton Tuff. These 
correlations however are tentative, due to the difficulties in distinguishing the major NCM 
tuffs. Results from the geochemical correlation of the Newcastle and Wollombi Coal 
Measure tuffs (Kramer et al., 200 I) reveal difficulties separating the Mt Hutton Tuff and 
Wamers Bay Tuff whereas the present study shows a wide scatter in the Nobbys Tuff 
samples. In order to resolve the dilemmas with the statistical correlation of Sydney Basin 
tuffs more data may be needed for the major NCM tuffs investigating layer variations and 
distinguishing these tuffs adequately using discriminant analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Department of Mineral Resources commenced a review of the geology of the southern and 
southwestern parts of the Southern Coalfield in 1999. This review was undertaken for several 
reasons. 

• The Department was required to assess the coal and mineral potential of the southern 
highlands as part of the Southern Comprehensive Regional Assessment, part of the joint 
Commonwealth and State forest assessment process. Significant areas of state forest and 
crown land were assessed by all relevant agencies in a whole-of-government approach. 
Recommendations were made to the NSW Government as to whether the lands should be 
transferred to the national park estate. 

• The NSW Government undertook a mineral resource study of the Wingecarribee Shire. 
The study was intended to provide council with up-to-date information to enable it to 
review its local environmental plans (LEPs) and to develop a comprehensive plan for 
future development. 

• The NSW Government also assessed the resources in the Metropolitan Water Catchment 
Area, covering the five dams west of Wollongong as part of a land use conservation 
assessment of the region. 

• The opening of Dendrobium colliery drew attention to the need to identify additional 
resources of coal in the Wongawilli and Tongarra seams. 

The focus within the Department on the Southern Coalfield over the last twenty years has been 
the identification and assessment of Bulli, and Balgownie Seam resources in the northern part of 
the coalfield. A preliminary review of existing resource models of the southern and western 
parts of the coalfield indicated that the models were inadequate for detailed land use planning. 

Initial field inspections demonstrated that there were uncertainties regarding the identification of 
some of the key units and difficulties in applying the current stratigraphy. Work then 
commenced to map the Illawarra Plateau and to correlate stratigraphic units including coal seams 
across to the eastern edge of the coalfield. The first stage of this work was completed in 200 I 
and was described in a paper presented to the twenty-eighth Newcastle Symposium held in 
conjunction with the fifteenth Australian Geological Congress. 

DU~ing 2001-2002, the Southern Coalfield Team commenced a second stage of assessment 
whIch consisted of additional borehole correlation across the centre and north of the Southern 
Coalfield and mapping the Permo-Triassic succession in the area to the west and northwest of the 
~lawarra plateau, much of which is covered by the Kanangra Boyd and Blue Mountains National 
arks. 
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The purpose of this work was threefold: 
• To clarify the geology of the western and southwestern Sydney Basin. 
• To understand the depositional history of the western basin margin and its effects across 

the Southern Coalfield. 
• To correlate across to the Western Coalfield and to confirm the established stratigraphic 

correlations. 

The area mapped included most of the Permo-Triassic outliers west of the Wollondilly and Coxs 
Rivers including the Tonalli Tableland, the Mootik Plateau, Mt Colong, Roaring Wind 
Mountain, The Axehead Range, Bull Island Peak, Kanangra Walls, Mt Col Boyd, Ti-Wil~a. 
Plateau, and Gibraltar Rocks. Mapping is still to be completed north of Lake Warragamba and 
the Coxs River but Sections have been recorded from the Kedumba Walls, Mt Solitary and the 
Wild Dog Range. 

The escarpments in the Blue Mountains are particularly suited for detailed mapping of the coal 
measure sequence. Although the country is usually steep, trackless, thickly wooded and with 
difficult access, creeks can be located where the regolith and scree has been stripped away to 
reveal a continuous vertical outcrop, including the coal seams and softer sediments. The best 
sections usually occur in steep gullies where the coal seams are exposed at the base of waterfalls 
formed by the overlying sandstori'es. 

The area has been mapped previously, by McElroy and Relph (1961) and by Whiting and Relph 
(1956 and 1969). This work led to the development of a southwestern coalfield stratigraphy. 
Unfortunately there is no existing key to accurately locate the measured sections recorded by 
these workers. The majority of the names used for the creeks and gullies are not recorded on any 
map or plan held by the Department. It is therefore impossible to equate with certainty the 
southwestern and the current stratigraphies. 

Preliminary results from the first stage of the mapping along the southwestern and western 
IIIawarra escarpments demonstrated that the current stratigraphy ratified by the Coalfield 
Geology Council of NSW (Hutton and Bamberry, 1999) requires modification. The Late 
Permian Sydney Sub-group here comprises a relatively thin coal measure sequence averaging 50 
metres, which appears to have been eroded prior to the final deposition of the Hawkesbury 
Sandstone in the southwest. The basal unit is the Marrangaroo Conglomerate, comprising quartz 
lithic pebbly sandstone to conglomerate. The unit thins to the east and is confined to the western 
third of the Southern Coalfield. 

Hutton and Bamberry 1999 suggest that the unit is overlain by either a coal seam (the Woonona 
Coal Member) or the claystones of the Wilton Formation. The authors suggested that the 
Woonona Coal Member is overlain by the Wilton Formation in the eastern and central parts of 
the coalfield, but is overlain by and interfingers with the Wanganderry Sandstone Member in the 
west. This member is defined as a course grained quartz arenite with rare thin carbonaceous 
bands. 

The first stage mapping and borehole correlation demonstrated that the seam overlying the 
conglomerate throughout the west and southwest of the coalfield could be correlated across the 
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coalfield with certainty with the Tongarra Coal at its type section at Tongarra Colliery. The 
Woonona Coal Member, the Wilton Formation and the Wanganderry Sandstone Member as 
defined do not occur in the western and southern parts of the coalfield. Instead, the Tongarra 
Coal is overlain by the lacustrine Bargo Claystone in the central, southern and eastern parts of 
the coalfield, and in the west, north of the Belanglo State Forest, by a new unit, the Bunnygalore 
Sandstone. This unit comprises fluvial, course grained, quartz pebbly sandstones with up to 
three fining-up cycles, each capped with coals. The unit appears to replace the upper part of the 
Tongarra Coal interval and possibly the lower part of the Bargo Claystone interval. 

The overlying sequence is as described by Hutton and Bamberry (I 999). The fluvial Allans 
Creek Formation overlies the Bargo Claystone, except west of Berrima where it has been eroded 
prior to the deposition of the Kembla Sandstone. The lithic Kembla Sandstone overlies the 
Allans Creek Formation across the coalfield. In the south and west, the upper parts of the 
formation consist of overbank deposits comprising white claystones possibly derived from 
reworked tuffaceous material. The Wongawilli Coal overlies the Kembla Sandstone except in 
the southwest where it was eroded prior to the deposition of the Hawkesbury Sandstone. 

The second stage investigations confirmed and extended the outcomes of the first stage. The 
depositional edge of the Sydney Basin was mapped west and south of Mt Colong, at Kanangra 
Walls, and to the north and northeast of lenolan Caves (Mt Cronje and Gibraltar Rocks. The 
sequence abutting Mt Cloudmaker was also mapped. This is a basement high which was 
emergent during the Late Permian deposition. At each of these localities the basal unit of the 
Sydney Sub-group is the Marrangaroo conglomerate unconformably overlying marine rocks of 
the Shoalhaven Group. The conglomerate comprises angular cobbles and boulders derived from 
the Lachlan Fold Belt which probably were deposited as alluvial fans. The clast size decreases, 
the rounding of the clasts increases, and the percentage of the matrix increases basinwards over 
relatively short distances (I -2 km). 

The Marrangaroo Conglomerate is overlain close to the basement highs by a grey-blue siltstone 
up to one metre thick. This unit thickens and is replaced by the coal of the Tongarra Coal within 
a relatively short distance of the basin edge. This gradual change can be followed in outcrop 
from the Dancing Floor Cave at Kanangra Walls along the side of the escarpment to Coal Cave 
at the southern end of Maxwells Top on the Kanangra walls-Kowmung River Trail. The same 
progression occurs from Gibraltar Rocks across to Table Mountain (north of lenolan) and from 
Noorat Mountain across to Nyanga Mountain (north of Bindook). The Marrangaroo 
eonglomerate and the underlying Shoalhaven rocks form the lower cliffs across the southern 
Blue Mountains. 

The Tongarra Coal is overlain by the Bunnygalore Sandstone which forms the upper cliffs at 
Kananga Walls, Ti Willa Plateau, Gibraltar Rocks, Mt Colong, the Mootik Plateau and the 
Axehead Range. The unit normally consists of at least two fining-up cycles each caped with thin 
blue-grey claystones and coals. Correlation of these coals has led to some important conclusions 
o~ relevance across the Southern Coalfield. It is now evident that the coal and oil shale unit 
mmed at 10adja Valley is contained within the Bunnygalore Sandstone at the top of the lower 
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fluvial cycle. The coal and oilshale deteriorate to the north and south to be replaced by thin 
siltstones and carbonaceous claystones. It is proposed to name this unit the Joadja Coal 
Member. 

It is now proposed to name the coal developed at the top of the Bunnygalore Sandstone, the 
Axehead Coal. This coal is present at Kanangra Walls (Maxwells Top) the eastern part of 
Gibraltar rocks, Mt Axehead, and the Mootik Plateau. It is also present to the east along the 
northern Wanganderry Walls and in the northern part of the Nattai and Little River Valleys. 
Correlation of boreholes across the central and northern parts of the Southern Coalfield has 
demonstrated that this coal can be correlated across to the eastern IIIawarra escarpment. 

It is here concluded that east and northeast of Nattai, the Tongarra Coal thins and can be 
recognised as a thin carbonaceous claystone in the upper part of the Wilton Formation in the 
classic coastal outcrop at Austinmer. East and northeast of Nattai, the Bunnygalore 
sandstone is replaced by a thin 3 m sequence of laminated siltstones and claystones which 
form the upper part of the Wilton Formation above the carbonaceous claystone at Austinmer. 
The coal, now regarded as the Tongarra coal at Austinrner and throughout the northeast of the· 
Southern Coalfield, is in fact the Axehead Coal. 

The study has yet to be completed. Initial investigations north of the Coxs River, along the 
Kedumba Walls and at Mt Solitary have shown that neither the Marangaroo Conglomerate 
nor the Bunnygalore Sandstone is present. Further work will be needed to accurately 
correlate the Southern Coalfield units with those of the Western Coalfield. 
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INTRODUCTION 
All of the major geological structures affecting the Permian rocks of the Hunter Valley are 
the direct result of regional tectonic events relating as much to the evolution of the New 
England Fold Belt (NEFB) (Figure I), particularly the adjacent Tamworth Zone, as they do to 
the evolution of the Sydney Basin. An interpretation of the principal tectonic elements of the 
Tamworth Zone is proposed which differs in some respects from past suggestions. In 
particular the Hunter Thrust is shown to be a separate and later entity than the Mooki Thrust 
and is the result of gravity tectonics rather than regional compression. The block of strata, 
which moved to generate the Hunter Thrust, is referred to as the Barrington Allochthon. 

TECTONIC ELEMENTS 
The Hunter-Mooki Thrust System separates the Sydney Basin from the NEFB. The 
Tamworth Zone is that portion of the NEFB which occurs adjacent to the Hunter Valley 
portion of the Sydney Basin and immediately to the east of the Hunter-Mooki Thrust System. 

TAII1WORTH ZONE 

Defined as such by Scheibner (1993) the Tamworth Zone is an elongate area some 550 km in 
length and averaging 60 km in width and which occurs along the entire eastern and southern 
fringes of the NEFB (Figure I). It is defined to the west and south west by the Hunter-Mooki 
Thrust System, to the east by the Peel Fault System, to the north by the Queensland border 
and extends seawards to the south east in the area immediately to the north of Newcastle. A 
100 km portion of the zone north of Warialda is obscured by sediments of the Great 
Australian basin but otherwise the strata are well exposed though some of the most rugged 
terrain in the state render access to some portions difficult, particularly around the Barrington 
Tops. 

Four major sub-divisions are recognised in the Tamworth Zone referred to as the Quirindi 
Belt, Barrington Allochthon, Stroud Gloucester Trough and Myall Block (Figure I). The 
Quirindi Belt is the name proposed herein for the northern section of the Tamworth Zone 
north of Murrurundi, referred to previously by Scheibner (1993 and Scheibner and Basden, 
1996 & 1998) as "Area North of Murrurundi". The Barrington Allochthon is defined herein 
to describe the central portion of the Tamworth Zone referred to previously by Roberts and 
Engel (1987) as the Rouchel and Gresford Blocks. To the east of the Barrington Allochthon is 
the StrOUd-Gloucester Trough, although considered by Roberts and Engel (1987) to be part of 
~ MyaU Block, it is interpreted herein to be as a separate tectonic element. East of the 

T
StroUd-Gloucester Syncline is the redefined Myall Block forming the south east limit of the 

amworth Zone. 

QUIRINDI BELT (QB) 

:;. far the most extensive portion of the Tamworth Zone, the main portion of the Quirindi 
t averages 50 km . 'dth 

ill WI and 390 km in length extending from the Queensland border to 
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Murrurundi. The southern boundary of the Quirindi Belt proper is defined by a complex zone 
of wrench faulting orthogonal to the strike of the Belt and referred to herein as the Isis Fault. 
The Quirindi Belt is constrained over much of its length to the west by the Mooki Thrust 
System and to the east by the Peel Fault. As described in more detail in a subsequent section, 
extensions of the Quirindi Belt also occur further to the south over a strike length of 60 krn 
wedged between a redefined extension of the Mooki Thrust on the western flank and the 
redefined trace of Hunter Thrust to the east. 

The bulk of the strata within the belt are of Devonian (4,800 m thick) and Carboniferous 
(3,700+ m thick) age with some Permian (1000 m thick). Structurally the belt exhibits all the 
characteristics of a classic foreland fold belt with the occurrence of multiple large elongate 
concentric folds and associated thrust faults with the fold axes and faults striking parallel to 
the long axis of the Belt. 

BARRINGTON ALLOCHTHON (BA) 
Covering the area of the Gresford and Rouchel Blocks the Barrington Allochthon is defmed 
as such because it is interpreted as a single slumped block. It is trapezoidal in shape some 
90 kIn east to west and 90 kIn north to south. It is defined to the south east by the Hunter 
Thrust and to the north by the Peel Fault. The Isis Tear Zone defines the western boundary 
and it is bounded to the east by the Majors Creek Fault and its south westerly extension the 
Butterwick Fault. 

Rocks of Upper Devonian age (Famennian) are known to occur in the north western part of 
the block and may also occur in the northern part of the block. A full section of 
Carboniferous strata is developed over much of the southern part of the Block with rocks of 
Permian age occur locally in the Cranky Corner Basin and Mindaribba Syncline in the south 
east. The Barrington Tops Granodiorite, dated at 265 Ma (K-Ar and Sb-Ar; Roberts and 
Engel, 1987), intrudes Carboniferous and Devonian sediments in the northern part of the 
Allochthon. 

In contrast to the folding and thrusting of the Quirindi Belt the structural character of the 
Barrington Allochthon is one of a series of arcuate but generally northerly trending faults 
(Figure 2). Folding is local and impersistent and largely developed adjacent to the toe of the 
Hunter Thrust or as local fault drag structures. 
Many faults, though laterally extensive, exhibit little stratigraphic displacement but may be 
associated with breccia zones up to 10m wide (Roberts and Engel, 1987). These authors have 
interpreted some of these features as tear faults associated with the mass movement of large 
allochthonous slump blocks. 

STROUD-GLOUCESTER TROUGH (SGT) 
Although considered part of the Myall Block by Roberts and Engel (1987), the orientation, 
structural style and depositional history of the SGT compared to the Myall block proper 
suggest that the SGT is a separate tectonic entity and it is discussed as such. Stratigraphic 
evidence indicate the area was actively subsiding during the Permian, particularly the Upper 
Permian, either as a graben or elongate depression. Consequently it is appropriate to apply a 
tectonic, rather simply a structural term (syncline). 

Oriented in a northerly direction the Trough is 80 kIn long and up to 20 kIn wide confined to 
the west by the Majors Creek Fault and by the faulted flank of the Girvan anticline to the 
East. For the most part the structure is characterised by steeply dipping flanks, over 60° for 
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the most part, and is attenuated both at the northern end and towards the southern end 
forming a canoe like structure. Further to the south the structure opens broadly before passing 
under the margin of the Sydney Basin. Subsidiary folding, thrusting and cross faulting are 
commonly developed in the younger sediments in the axial portion of the structure. Strata 
forming part of the trough include Carboniferous and Permian sediments and volcanics. Most 
significantly the Permian strata include 2000 m of sediments of Upper Permian age, time 
equivalent to the Singleton Supergroup. A microgranitic stock of probable Jurassic age 
intrudes the south eastern flank of the trough on Stroud Mountain. 

The northerly trend of the Stroud Gloucester Syncline is oblique to the structures in the 
adjacent Myall block (north north-westerly) (Figure 2). This strong oblique trend combined 
with the active subsidence of the feature during the Permian form the basis for recognising 
the Stroud-Gloucester Trough as a tectonic feature separate from the Myall Block. 

MYALLBLOCK 
The Myall Block is some 50 km in an east west direction and 90 km in a north south 
direction. The Stroud-Gloucester Trough defines the block to the west, the Tasman Sea to the 
east, the northern margin of the Sydney Basin to the south and the Manning Fault System (a 
continuation of the Peel Fault) to the north. 

Recognised initially by Roberts and Engel (1987) to include the Stroud Gloucester Syncline 
(sic), the Myall block is redefined herein to exclude that feature. The structure and 
stratigraphy of the Myall Block is well known. Sediments of Upper Devonian age occur 
locally in the northern part of the block whilst sediments and volcanics of Carboniferous age 
are more widely developed. Permian age rocks including acid volcanics, marine deposits and 
coal measure sediments 1000+ m thick occur in the axial portion of the Myall Syncline. 

The two principal structures in the Myall Block are the Girvan Anticline and Myall Syncline, 
structures which probably represent the westerly portion of a fold belt extending offshore to 
the east. Both structures are broad north to north westerly trending structures which become 
attenuated and disrupted by an intense zone of faulting to the north east (Figure 2) which 
form part ofthe Manning Fault System. 

HUNTER VALLEY 

Though not a tectonic feature per se the term is used to define and describe the group of folds 
and faults affecting the Permian strata in the northern Sydney Basin over a north westerly 
trending area extending from Newcastle to Murrurundi. This area is some 160 km in length 
and up to 25 km wide. For the most part it is constrained by the Hunter Thrust to the north 
east and the cliff forming sandstones of the Triassic Narrabeen Group to the south west and 
west. 

Comprising primarily sediments and volcanics of Permian age the area has had a complex 
depositional and structural history. The four principal stratigraphic units are the Dalwood 
Group comprising Early Permian basic volcanics and marine clastics, Early Permian Greta 
Coal Measures, Late Permian Maitland Group comprising clastic sediments of marine origin 
and the uppermost Singleton Supergroup consisting primarily of fluvial clastics and coal 
seams. 
The principal structural features are a series of northerly trending fold structures with the 
:~t dominant of these being the Muswellbrook Anticline and Lochinvar Anticline, both of 

leh expose rocks of the Dalwood Group and Greta Coal Measures in the core. The other 
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folds affect Maitland Group and/or Singleton supergroup sequences. A number of major 
thrust faults are also developed with the most significant structures being the Aberdeen thrust 
on the eastern flank of the Muswellbrook anticline and the Elderslie Fault on the western 
flank of the Lochinvar Anticline. 

Glen and Becket (1997) believe the folding and faulting to be part of a foreland thrust belt 
and are the result of movement on deep-seated gently dipping or horizontal detachment 
zones. In other words, the structures are of similar origin to the folding and faulting in the 
Quirindi Belt. One of the difficulties with this interpretation is that the folding appears to die 
out on the southern margin of the Hunter Valley rather than be laterally continuous 
southwards as would be expected of a major foreland fold system. The authors resolve this 
problem in part by invoking transverse movement such as the Hunter River Transverse Zone. 
This allows the compressional effects of the thrusting to be adsorbed differently on either side 
of the zone with the compressional impact to the south to be minimised or reflected 
elsewhere such as further to the East. 

REVISED STRUCTURAL INTERPRETATION 
A structural re-interpretation of the Hunter Thrust is proposed which has significant 
implications to the understanding of the structure of the Hunter Valley. The key to the revised 
interpretation of the Hunter Thrust is the recognition of the Barrington Allochthon. It is 
proposed the Hunter Thrust is the toe of this large scale allochthonous block and it will be 
demonstrated that the development and timing of this structure is independent of the Mooki 
thrust and associated structures. The Barrington Allochthon is bounded to the north west by 
the Isis Tear Fault and to the south east by the Butterwich Tear Fault 

ISIS TEAR FAULT 
The southern end of the Quirindi Belt is terminated by cross faults and the stratigraphic 
relationships across the fault demonstrate that the south side has moved south west relative to 
the north side (Figure3). The fault then swings south east to become what is referred to 
locally as the Brushy Hill Fault. The result of this movement has been to rotate and deform 
the structures affecting the Upper Carboniferous-Lower Permian strata at the southern end of 
the Werris Creek Basin on the upthrown side of the Mooki Fault. These same strata and 
associated structures can be traced as a continuous strip as far south as Muswellbrook. As the 
strata are a direct continuation of the strata at the southern end of the Quirindi Belt they are 
defined as part of this belt. Also included is a separate block further to the south at Antienne 
Siding 

As a consequence of this interpretation the thrust fault, which defines the western margin of 
the extended block is the southerly continuation of the Mooki Thrust. Similarly, on the basis 
of linear continuity and comparable stratigraphy on the upthrown side, the Brushy Hill Fault 
and Hunter Thrust interpreted as the same structure. 

Movement - Rotation and deformation of strata dislodged by the thrust movement in the 
vicinity of the Isis Tear Fault would indicate westerly movement of the allochthon is of the 
order of several kilometres, perhaps up to 10 km. 

BUTTERWICK TEAR FAULT 
The Hunter Thrust is traceable in a south easterly direction as far as Bolwarra near Maitland. 
There is no evidence to support continuation of the fault beyond Bolwarra and it is proposed 
that it terminates against the Butterwick Fault (Figure 4). Further that the Butterwick fault is 
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acting as a tear fault, allowing south westerly movement and crumpling of strata associated 
with Barrington Allochthon to occur on the north west side of the fault and leaving the strata 
on the south side virtually unaffected. 

It will be noted that there is a marked difference in the degree of deformation of the Muree 
Sandstone and older sediments adjacent to the Hunter Thrust at Bolwarra compared to that of 
the Tomago Coal Measures on the east side of the Hunter River at Morpeth. The older 
sediments are strongly folded whereas the younger sediments maintain a linear north easterly 
strike. Similarly the Mindaribba Syncline, affecting Permian and Upper Carboniferous strata 
on the upthrown side of the Hunter Thrust west of the Paterson River is not reflected in the 
strata on the eastern side of the river. 

This difference in degree of deformation is the result of the differential lateral movement on 
the north west side of the Butterwick Fault compared to the south east side. There is also a 
marked change in the style of regional structuring on either side of this fault and it is for this 
reason this fault defines the south eastern extent of the Barrington Allochthon. 

Movement - The amount of south westerly movement of the allochthon in the vicinity of the 
Butterwick tear fault is difficult to estimate as but is thought to be in the order of several 
kilometres. 

WHY AN ALLOCHTHON 
As noted above there is a marked difference in the structural style between the Quirindi Belt 
and the area referred to herein as the Barrington Allochthon. The Allochthon strata do not 
reflect the pattern of elongate parallel folds and associated thrust faults characteristic of the 
Quirindi Belt and to some extent of the Myall block. The folding that is evident appears to be 
largely oriented parallel to and restricted to the area near the toe of the Hunter Thrust. Further 
the orientation of the Hunter Thrust and the associated folding is transverse to the orientation 
of the folding and faulting both in the Hunter Valley and in the Quirindi Belt. In contrast, the 
complex and pervasive pattern of faulting evident in the Barrington Allochthon is not present 
elsewhere. 

Overall, the style of structuring in the Barrington Allochthon is not consistent with the pattern 
of deformation characteristic of foreland folding but, given the somewhat chaotic nature of 
the faulting, is not unlike what may possibly occur during allochthonous slumping. Roberts 
and Engel (1987) have interpreted some deformation in the area as due to allochthonous 
block movement and it is the contention of this paper that this interpretation may be applied 
to the entire area defmed as the Barrington Allochthon. 

There is insufficient control to establish the magnitude of south westerly movement of the 
allochthon but is believed to be in the order of several kilometres 

DEFORMATIONAL HISTORY 
There is no doubt that in many respects the structural evolution of the Hunter Valley is one of 
continuous activity. Unfortunately it is not possible to accurately pin down the actual timing 
of some of these events, particularly the Hunter Thrust (Glen and Beckett, 1997). Nonetheless 
there are a number of unconformities, both in the Carboniferous and Permian sequences, 
local as well as regional, which are indicative of episodic, more intense structural activity. 
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ABSTRACf 

The Prospect Intrusion is a small (-130 m thick), Jurassic, differentiated alkaline dolerite 
intrusion emplaced at the junction of the Hawkesbury Sandstone and the overlying Ashfield 
Shale. In a detailed study of the Prospect Intrusion, Wilshire (1967) used a combination of 
field, petrographic and major element data to identify the major rock types and their 
distribution to propose that emplacement resulted from a single injection of magma followed 
by in situ differentiation via fractional crystallisation and the diffusion of volatiles. 

New, high precision geochemical data, including Sr and Nd isotopic ratios, for the major rock 
types have been used to assess the validity of Wilshire's model for the petrogenesis of the 
Prospect Intrusion. Plots of initial 87Srl86Sr vs Sr and eNd show that emplacement occurred in 
two stages. First, the initial magma was contaminated via the feeder walls and country rock, 
and became stratified as volatile components migrated upward. After a short break and while 
the initial magma was still hot (as indicated by the absence of internal chilled margins), a 
second injection of denser, olivine-rich magma pooled at the base of the intrusion, forming 
the lower two picrite zones. As injection proceeded, continuous dilution due to mixing with 
the resident magma produced a decrease in initial 87Srl86Sr and an increase in eNd through 
these lower picrite zones. Trends shown by plots of major and trace element contents vs MgO 
indicate that the primary fractionating minerals were olivine, clinopyroxene and plagioclase, 
and these trends also indicate a compositional break between the lower two picrite zones and 
the rest of the intrusion. Concentrations of Ab03, CaO, Si02, Na20 and Sr increase above 
this break while total Fe as Fe203, MnO, MgO, Cr and Ni decrease, reflecting the antipathetic 
relationship between modal olivine and plagioclase, together with the concentration of more 
volatile components with increasing height in the intrusion. Initial 87Sr/86Sr values increase 
and eNd values vary erratically above the compositional break, indicating assimilation of the 
country rock. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Prospect Intrusion is a relatively small (-0.38 km3) alkaline dolerite body located 
approximately 29 km west of Sydney, New South Wales (Fig. la). It is part of a large group 
of Mesozoic intrusions that extend across the southern part of Australia, Antarctica and South 
Africa which are believed to be associated with the early stages of the breakup of Gondwana 
(McBirney 1984). The Prospect Intrusion has been emplaced at the junction between the 
Ashfield Shale, which is shallow marine in origin, and the underlying Hawkesbury Sandstone 
(Wilshire 1967; Herbert 1997). These were folded and faulted in the Cretaceous but are 
horizontal in the vicinity of the intrusion. The age of the intrusion recalculated from K-Ar 
data for biotite given in Evernden and Richards (1961) is 172 Ma. This is likely to be a 
minimum age, and so an age of 180 Ma is used in the current work for the Prospect Intrusion 
to allow for loss of Ar and errors in the measurements. 
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Wilshire (1967) published a detailed study of the rocks of the Prospect Intrusion. His work 
was based on field observations supplemented by petrographic and major element data for 
numerous samples of the primary rock types. Wilshire (1967) defined seven major rock types 
on the basis of his field observations and chemical data - basalt, picrite, alkaline olivine 
dolerite, alkaline dolerite, pegmatite, aplite and syenite. The picrite zone has consistent modal 
variation and on the basis of the olivine content is subdivided into three zones - the upper 
picrite zone (UPZ), lower picrite zone (LPZ), and zone of maximum olivine concentration 
(ZMOC) which lies towards the centre of the unit (Wilshire 1967). Wilshire proposed that 
these resulted from a single injection of magma followed by in situ differentiation of the 
cooling magma body. He based is argument in favour of the intrusion having been emplaced 
via a single injection of magma on the internal modal trends, cryptic layering and uniformity 
in thickness of the rock types, especially the picrite unit. 

From his examination of the major element data and physical relationships between the rock 
types, Wilshire (J 967) proposed three major mechanisms of differentiation in the formation 
of the Prospect Intrusion. These comprise: 

I. Diffusion of volatiles, alkalis and (possibly) calcium over temperature and pressure 
gradients toward the top of the intrusion as a result of liquid fractionation. This 
occurred independently of crystallisation. 

2. Accumulation of olivine that crystallised above the main consolidation front as it 
travelled upwards from the base of the intrusion. 

3. Localised crystallisation and diffusion at the contacts of the intrusion via concentration 
gradients; i.e. boundary layer fractionation. 

Major element data, however, can show similar behaviour for a variety of differentiation 
mechanisms and are often not sufficient to discriminate between these different mechanisms, 
even when physical characteristics are also considered. Consequently, trace element data and 
isotope ratios are used in conjunction with major element data in order to construct more 
accurate differentiation histories for intrusions. Geochemical data such as these were not 
available to Wilshire. Here we present Sr and Nd isotopic ratios for the major rock types 
which, together with new, high precision major and trace element data are used to assess the 
validity of Wilshire's model for differentiation in the intrusion. 

RESULTS 
Abundances of major and trace elements, together with Sr and Nd isotopic data, were 
determined for 23 whole-rock samples (Figure 1 b). The full data set can be found in Williams 
(2000). Oxide-oxide plots, and oxides vs depth below the top of the upper chilled margin 
(UCM) plots, are shown in Figure 2. Common to all the oxides is the scatter shown for the 
chilled margins, alkaline dolerite, alkaline olivine dolerite and UPZ data, which is most likely 
to be a reflection of the porphyritic nature of many of these rocks, coupled with alteration. 
The syenite and aplite samples have low MgO contents, and a substantial gap exists between 
them and the other rock types. The linear trends defined are suggestive of fractional 
crystallisation or magma mixing. 

Also common to all oxides is the compositional gap that separates the LPZ and ZMOC from 
the rest of the rock types. This gap probably reflects crystallisation and accumulation of 
olivine, agreeing with Wilshire's assessment of olivine accumulation behind a solidification 
front. Cumulate formation may also explain why the chilled margin compositions appear to 
be less evolved than that of the LPZ and ZMOC. The negative 
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Figure I. (a) Map showing the inferred boundary of the Prospect Intrusion, and the relative 
positions of the two cores used in this study (after Stenhouse & Blair 1992; Branagan & 
Packham 1967). (b) Depth relationship between cores P220 (left) and P278 (right) showing 
sample locations. 
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Figure 5. (a) (K7Sr/K6Sr)IS0 vs Sr (ppm) for the whole-rock samples of the Prospect Intrusion. 
Also shown are the trends calculated using the methods of Langmuir et al. (1978) (dashed 
line) and De Paolo (1981) (solid line). (b) ENd(IS0) vs (S7Sr/S6Sr)IS0, showing the calculated 
mixing trend (De Paolo 1981; Poitrasson et al. 1994) .• basalt, 0 alkaline dolerite, b. alkaline 
olivine dolerite, IT UPZ, 0 ZMOC, • LPZ, 0 syenite. 

correlation shown by Ah03 and MgO can be attributed to the initial crystallisation of olivine 
and clinopyroxene followed by increasing plagioclase in the late stages of differentiation 
(Gamble 1984). This complements the behaviour of Fe203*, whose positive correlation with 
MgO is indicative of olivine and clinopyroxene fractionation. In the plots of oxide vs depth 
an abrupt change in concentration occurs at the top of the ZMOC. The changes may simply 
be a reflection of the antipathetic relationship between olivine and plagioclase noted by 
Wilshire (1967) together with the concentration of the more volatile components in the upper 
half of the intrusion. Even though features such as the chilled margins not having the most 
primary compositions and the abrupt changes in oxide concentrations at the top of the ZMOC 
can be explained within the framework of Wilshire's petrogenesis model, it is also possible 
that they may be the result of additional processes. 

The trace element vs MgO plots (Fig. 3) also show the division into the three groups seen in 
the major oxide graphs with the LPZ and ZMOC rocks again having more primitive 
compositions than the chilled margins. Chromium and nickel both show a positive correlation 
with MgO, trends indicative of clinopyroxene and olivine fractionation respectively (Wilson 
1989). In plots of element vs depth, Cr and Ni show a decrease in concentration at the top of 
the ZMOC with an ongoing decrease to the top of the intrusion. Their behaviour in the LPZ 
and ZMOC, however, are different from each other with Cr increasing up to the top of the 
ZMOC and Ni decreasing, which may simply be a reflection of the greater fractionation of 
olivine and clinopyroxene in these zones. While trace element data such as this reinforce the 
conclusions drawn from the major element data, i.e. fractional crystallisation as the dominant 
differentiation mechanism operating in the Prospect Intrusion, there are indications that 
processes such as assimilation and multiple injections of magma should be investigated. 

To this end, S7Sr/S6Sr and 143Nd/44Nd were measured for the sample suite. On plots of 
(S7Sr/S6Sr)lso and ENd(ISO) vs depth (Fig. 4) the change in value at the top ofthe ZMOC is again 
apparent, even when the analytical uncertainties are taken into account. Values for 
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(87Sr/86Sr)J80 decrease slowly to the top of the ZMOC after which they increase, a feature 
interpreted to reflect the addition of new magma to the intrusion. The steadily increasing 
values towards the top of the intrusion are an indication of the assimilation of country rock 
and/or the effects of hydrothermal alteration. Values for ENd(J80) are within 2cr analytical 
uncertainty through to the top of the ZMOC after which they show somewhat erratic variation 
to the top of the intrusion. This erratic behaviour is indicative of the rocks in this region of 
the intrusion being involved in some kind of petrologic process such as assimilation because 
Sm-Nd are immobile under hydrothermal conditions (Rollinson 1993). 

Distinction between fractional crystallisation and assimilation/mixing can be made utilising a 
plot of (87Srl86Sr)180 vs Sr (Langmuir et al. 1978; De Paolo 1981; Nelson 2000). 
Contamination or mixing will produce a hyperbolic curve whereas the isotopic ratio should 
remain constant for fractional crystallisation. Figure 5 shows that the data defme two trends. 
Trend I is dominated by LPZ and ZMOC rocks and shows an essentially flat trend, indicating 
that fractional crystallisation was dominant in part of the intrusion. Trend 2 approximates a 
straight line, suggesting that assimilation was occurring in the upper half of the intrusion. A 
transition zone exists between the two trends and is formed by the UPZ rocks. 

Both De Paolo (1981) and Langmuir et al. (1978) describe methods for modelling the 
relationship between the rate of assimilation/mixing and the rate of removal of the 
fractionating phases from the melt. Langmuir et al. (1978) use a general two-component 
mixing equation and De Paolo ' (1981) takes an assimilation-fractional crystallisation (AFC) 
approach. The results of both methods to model the behaviour of the Prospect Intrusion 
(Fig. 5) indicate that assimilation in the top half of the intrusion was significant, as was 
mixing in the lower half. These results strongly suggest that mixing of two magmas occurred 
in the lower half of the intrusion, while the upper half of the intrusion was contaminated by 
assimilation with the country rocks. Two processes, therefore, appear to have occurred in the 
Prospect Intrusion; a first injection of magma which became contaminated from country rock 
assimilation, and a second injection of magma which underwent mixing with the first. 

The trend shown by ENd(J80) through the LPZ and ZMOC is indicative of a second injection of 
magma (Poitrasson et al. 1994). De Paolo's method has also been used to establish the 
occurrence of multiple magma injections using a plot of ENd vs C87Sr/86Sr)ini,ial and looking 
specifically at that section of the intrusion believed to have resulted from these later 
injections (Poitrasson et al. 1994). The same type of procedure can be used for the Prospect 
Intrusion. Figure 5 shows ENd(J80) vs (87Sr/86Sr)J80 for the LPZ and ZMOC. In these 
calculations, the resident material is assumed to have the chilled margin composition, and the 
magma composition is considered to be similar to that of the LPZ. The dashed lines are 
calculated using the equations of Langmuir el al. (1978) and the solid lines are calculated 
using the equations of De Paolo (1981). Despite the limited data this calculation suggests that 
the lower portions of the Prospect Intrusion, in particular the LPZ and ZMOC, probably 
originated from a second injection of magma and that mixing between it and the resident 
magma took place. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The new major element analyses for the whole-rock samples of the Prospect Intrusion 
support Wilshire's differentiation model for its petrogenesis. The new trace element and 
isotope data, however, show that processes other than fractional crystallisation and the 
diffusion of volatiles also played a significant role. The combined analyses and 
interpretations suggest the following revised model. 
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• The initial injection of magma was contaminated via the feeder walls and shale country 
rock. As the magma began to cool it started to form the UPZ, alkaline olivine dolerite and 
alkaline dolerite as a result of compositional, and therefore density, stratification arising 
from the upward diffusion of volatiles prior to crystallisation. 

• Possibly after a short hiatus, a second injection of higher density magma occurred. The 
absence of internal chilled margins indicates that the initial magma was still hot and 
plastic. The second magma was less contaminated than the initial magma because the 
feeder and intrusion walls were coated from the first injection of magma. Because the 
second magma came from deeper in the feed chamber it had a higher proportion of 
olivine phenocrysts, and its higher density meant that it pooled at the bottom of the 
intrusion. As the upper magma was displaced from beneath, lenses formed as the different 
density liquids moved to their optimum positions. 

• As the second injection proceeded, a hybrid liquid was formed and continual dilution due 
to mixing changed the Sr and Nd isotopic composition in the LPZ and ZMOC. The 
controlling factor was thus olivine and clinopyroxene fractionation with the more volatile 
components diffusing upwards. 

• When the second injection ceased, solidification in the sequence described by Wilshire 
then occurred. 

Thus the most significant change from Wilshire's original model proposed in the present 
study is the method of emplacement of the Prospect Intrusion. While the later influx of 
magma is presented here as a second injection, implying the existence of a period of time 
where injection had ceased, it could also be considered the tail-end of a drawn-out single 
injection (cf Gibb & Henderson 1992). The question is then one of time scale; if the total 
emplacement time were several months, a time break could perhaps be considered to be 
several days or weeks. Irrespective of the time scale, however, the break in the injection does 
not appear to have been long enough for an internal chilled margin to have formed. 
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A NEW EMPIRICAL SUBSIDENCE PREDICTION AND GEOLOGICAL 
INFLUENCE ASSESSMENT MODEL 

ABSTRACT 

Steven G. Ditton 

Strata Engineering (Australia) Pty Ltd 
PO Box 100 Boolaroo NSW 2284 

A new empirical subsidence prediction model has been developed for the Newcastle 
Coalfield under ACARP funding that will enable the influence of massive strata units, such 
as conglomerate and sandstone channels; chain pillar compression and regional structure to 
be included in the prediction of subsidence over single and multiple longwall panels. 

The model predicts maximum single panel subsidence within reasonable range limits 
(i.e. a prediction reliability criterion of95%) and is based on conceptual models of 
overburden behaviour that links the physical relationship between key geometrical 
parameters and the resulting subsidence. Statistical methods have been used to assess the 
standard error of the equations developed and allow subsidence parameter predictions to be 
made within appropriate levels of confidence. 

The model also predicts panel goaf edge subsidence; angle of draw; maximum transverse and 
longitudinal tilt, curvature, horizontal displacement and strain; the locations of the above 
parameters over the longwall panel for the purposes of subsidence profile prediction, and the 
height of continuous and discontinuous fracturing above a longwall. 

This paper includes a summary of the key features of the subsidence prediction model and the 
validation work that was completed to demonstrate its reliability. The model also appears to 
be suitable for use in other coalfields that have similar geometry and geology, in terms of 
thick massive strata units (including no thick strata units) and cover depths between 70m and 
350m. 

INTRODUCTION 
The prediction of mine subsidence in the Newcastle Coalfield continues to yield unexpected 
outcomes. The presence of massive lithology in the form of conglomerate and sandstone 
channels have long been noted for their subsidence reducing influence on surface 
movements, Creech (1995) and McNally et al (1996). Significant variation of subsidence 
along (and across) several adjacent longwall panels has been linked to variation in massive 
unit thickness and chain pillar compression. 

Up until now, the prediction ofthis subsidence variation has been attempted using either 
calibrated numerical or influence function and superposition techniques. Both techniques are 
limited in terms of expense and reliability when applied in greenfield areas or when the 
geology changes significantly. 

The late Lax Holla made a telling statement in his 1998 paper, Geological Factors Affecting 
Mine Subsidence Assessment that "There are many geological factors in the overburden 
which influence the ground movement over mine workings. Many of them are not amenable 
to measurement and mathematical definition .. .In addition, predictions may also vary due to 
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to measurement and mathematical definition .. .In addition, predictions may also vary due to 
geological structures like faults and dykes which in many cases cannot be identified at the 
time of making predictions ... Prediction models, both numerical and empirical are useful as 
guides only. Mining decisions affecting sensitive surface environments may have to be 
conservative if unacceptable costs are to be avoided." 

Strata Engineering (Australia) Pty Ltd has recently completed an ACARP project (No. 
C 1 0023) that has attempted to address this important, if not critical mine planning issue of 
providing reasonably accurate subsidence deformation predictions. The project sought to 
develop an empirically based subsidence prediction tool that could adequately assess the 
influence of (i) massive lithology based on reference to existing borehole logs and in
situ/laboratory testing data, and (ii) regional structure. 

A review was also completed of an empirical model presented in Whittaker and Reddish 
(1989). The model was developed in the UK using physical modelling techniques to assess the 
height and extent of sub-surface fracturing above a longwall panel - see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 - Physical Model of Longwall Overburden Behaviour and Influence of Massive 
Strata 

It was originally developed to assess the potential for a hydraulic connection developing 
between surface waters or sub-surface aquifers and the workings. It was therefore included in 
this project because of its empirical nature and has been calibrated to Australian conditions 
by using drilling data from overburden above extracted panels in the NSW and QLD 
Coalfields. The results to date are promising. 

A detailed review of available mine subsidence and geological data collected over longwall 
panels within the Newcastle Coalfield has resulted in the development of an empirical 
methodology that predicts the subsidence parameters reasonably for 95% of the 97 single 
panel cases tested. Similar reliability (91 %) was returned for 23 multiple panel cases, which 
included chain pillar compression effects. 
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 
he subsidence review included the collation of previously published data by mining company 
personnel and data obtained directly from the mines. The model represents an extensive upgrade of 
the subsidence prediction methodologies previously published by the NSW Inspectorate in 1987, 
see Holla (1987). In all, data for over 50 longwall panels and 200 boreholes is included in the 
model and represents the full range of overburden conditions expected in the m~ority of the 
remaining reserves of the Newcastle Coalfield - see Figure 2 . 

.. - -- -- ... - ... -
F'J,pno4.MioI."~ __ Nc-....kCoolfodd(r.-~of.J.1992). 

Figure 2 - Newcastle Coalfield Data Sources 

The coal seams mined include the Great Northern and Fassifern Seams from the Moon Island 
Beach Group and the Victoria Tunnel, Dudley, Young Wallsend and West Borehole Seams in the 
Lambton Group of the Newcastle Coal Measures. 

The first stage of the methodology was to predict maximum panel subsidence over a given 
panel assuming that it is a single isolated panel. The influence of geology is then only 
assessed once before subsequent predictions of chain pillar subsidence or multiple panel 
effects are added to the single panel prediction. 

The single panel only database has width to cover depth ratios (W/H) ranging from 0.2 to 2.0, 
cover depths from 70m to 350m, panel widths from 35m to 240m and face extraction heights 
ranging from 1.5m to 4.8m. It is considered that no other coalfield in Australia and few 
worldwide would allow such a wide range of parameters to be included in an empirical 
subsidence prediction model. 

The empirical subsidence prediction model developed incorporates several mechanistic 
conceptual models of overburden behaviour and has used structural and dimensional analysis 
techniques to identifY the key geometric and geological parameters to predict maximum 
subsidence, strain, tilt and curvature within the angle of draw. 
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Dimensional Analysis 
Before the commencement of the project, it was intended to separate the panel width (W) 
from the cover depth (H) to try and identify or separate the relationships between overburden 
geometry and geology and their influence on subsidence. 

It was also considered essential to develop basic conceptual models for the likely mechanics 
of overburden behaviour and combined with established dimensional analysis theory (i.e 
Buckingham's PI (11) Theorem), to establish the key independent variables needed to predict 
single panel Smax in the most reliable manner possible. Dimensional analysis techniques are 
used to define physical complex behaviour by experiment when analytical solution is not 
forthcoming (e.g. fluid flow in pipes), Vennard and Street (1982). 

Based on the premise that Smax is a function of overburden deflection plus coal rib and strata 
compression, the following physical parameters were identified (intuitively and by 
established structural analysis theories) as the primary variables in the context of establishing 
an empirical subsidence prediction model which considers both geometry and geology: 

• panel width (W) 
• cover depth (H) 
• seam working height (T) 
• rock mass density (p) 
• rock mass strength (unconfined compressive strength - ues) 
• rock mass stiffness or Youngs Modulus (E) 
• Poisson's Ratio (v) 
• strata unit thickness (t) - in particular, thick massive units that make up a significant 

proportion of the overburden (> 1 0%) 
• location of strata unit thickness above workings (y) 

Based on reference to Buckingham's 11 theorem, the present problem of estimating single 
panel Smax (based on a functional relationship among the most significant of the above 
variables) can be written in the form of dimensionless 11 terms: 

f(n" n" ... n,) = 0, or 

f(Sm",rr, W/H, pH/E, ylH, v, pHlUCS, tlW) = 0, 

which can be further simplified and rearranged to 

Sm • .rr ~ f'(WIH, H, ylH, t/W) 

The full analysis is not included here, but closer examination reveals that the 11 terms are 
strongly related to either the panel geometry or geology. {same paragraph} The geometrical 11 

terms are - SmaxIT, W/H and H, and the geological 11 terms are - y/H and tJW. 

Further development of the subsidence prediction model based on the above parameters will 
be addressed in the following sections. 
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INFLUENCE OF LITHOLOGY ANALYSIS 
Based on the dimensional analysis results and the outcomes of the massive strata weighting 
model presented in Frith and McKavanagh (2000), the borehole lithology data used in the 
subsidence model consisted of: 

(i) the average thickness (t) of a massive conglomerate or sandstone channel unit 
between the MO and TO, and 

(ii) the mean distance above the workings to the base of the unit. 

On examination ofthe data it became apparent that there was an underlying trend that Smax/T 
increases with cover depth, for a constant WIH ratio - see Figure 3. This observation seemed 
intuitively correct as the panel width also increases with cover depth, for a constant W IH 
ratio. This finding was also infelTed to by the dimensional analysis results. 
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Figure 3 - Single Lonll''I'alI Panel Database 

Reference was made to Voussoir Beam theory in Sofianos and Kapensis (1998) and it was 
assessed that that the deflection of a 'cracked' beam or linear arch spanning across a void was a 
function of panel width to the 4'h power over cover depth cubed (i.e. Smax = f(W41H3)). 

The significance of this observation is that subsidence over single longwall panels due to 
overburden deflection is influenced slightly more by the panel width increases than increases 
to the cover depth. The component of subsidence due to panel rib-side compression would 
also be expected to increase with cover depth as the pillar edge abutment load may also 
mcrease. 

In order to further define the above behaviour clearly, it made sense to sub-categorise and re
plot the data into appropriate cover depth ranges so that the model could demonstrate the 
associated effects of the panel width and pillar edge compression. 

Once this was done, the influence of geology became clearly apparent due to the wide range 
of subsidence measured for panels with the same width, cover depth and extraction heights -
see Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 - Smaxff vcrs us W IH for the H=200m +/-50m Depth Category 

Lithology data was then plotted for the several depth categories (i.e. H = 100, 200 or 300m 
+/- SOm) as the massive strata unit thickness (t) versus the panel width (W). A third term 
consisting ofthe ratio between the location of the strata unit above the workings (y) and the 
cover depth (H) was also plotted - see Figure 5 . 
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I 

Figure 5 - Maximum Lithological Unit Thickness vcrsus Panel Width and Subsidence 
Reduction Potential 

When the data was plotted in this format, it was apparent that the measured 8max at each point 
for a given panel width and y/H, was significantly lower when a massive strata unit was 
thicker than a certain threshold value. There also appeared to be an intermediate zone, where 
a single strata unit (or several thinner units) below the threshold thickness also resulted in 
some reduction in subsidence. 

Overall, the massive unit thickness is considered to be a key parameter for assessing 
overburden stiffness and spanning capability across any given panel width. 
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INFLUENCE OF REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE 
The model also includes regional structure in the single longwall panel database. 

During the collection of regional structure data, it became apparent that in all of the mining 
areas that were potentially influenced by significant faults and structure in the Newcastle 
Coalfield, the mine had purposely avoided siting their panels through the feature - for 
obvious reasons. 

Therefore the panels were invariably separated by barrier pillars that contained the feature. 
Subsequently, the measured subsidence data in the vicinity ofthe barriers did not appear to be 
affected by the structure as would logically be expected. Smaller scale structures (i.e. faults 
with throws < I m) were mined through and their impact on the subsidence predictions is 
endemic to the database. 

SUMMARY OF OVERBURDEN CONCEPTUAL MODELS FOR SINGLE PANELS 
AND TERMINOLOGY DEFINITIONS 
The outcome of the new Smax prediction methodology has been the introduction of several 
additional parameters to define the various types of overburden behaviour and the associated 
mechanics. 

Key model parameters are now briefly summarised below: 

The 'Subsidence Reduction Potential' (SRP) of massive or thickly bedded lithology units 
above single longwall panels within the Newcastle Coalfield has been introduced to describe 
the influence of such a unit may have on Smax magnitudes. 

Several linear 'strata thickness' threshold lines were determined for the massive lithological 
strata units to define them in terms of having high, moderate or low Subsidence Reduction 
Potential (SRP) for a given panel width (W) and strata unit location (y) above a panel. The 
set of massive strata unit SRP lines that were derived for each panel depth category are 
presented in Figure 6. 

Similar subsidence prediction' limit' boundary curves were then able to be determined 
through the panel geometry data (for each depth category) such that a range of predicted Smax 
values could be estimated based on the SRP of the lithology units. The subsidence prediction 
limit curves are shown in Figure 7. 

The database for the Newcastle Coalfield indicates a 'Geometrical Transition Zone', 
whereby subsidence increases significantly regardless of the SRP of the lithological units. 
This behaviour is related to the structural behaviour within the overburden and generally 
occurs when panels pass through a W/H ratio range between 0.6 and 0.8. 
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For W/H ratios <0.7, the overburden behaves as a 'deep' beam or linear arch, whereby the 
mechanics of load transfer to the abutments is predominantly by axial compression along an 
approximately parabolic shaped line of thrust - see Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 - Overburden Behaviour Conceptual Model: Beam Action Types 

For W/H ratios >0.7 the geometry of the overburden no longer allows axially compressive 
structural behaviour to dominate as the natural line of thrust now lies outside of the 
overburden and bending action due to subsequent block rotation must occur. Provided that 
the abutments are able to resist this rotation, flatter lines of thrust will still develop within the 
overburden units, but the structural action is now dominated by bending action. This type of 
overburden behaviour has been defined as 'shallow' beam behaviour in the context of this 
project- see Figure 8. 'Shallow' beam behaviour in structural terms is less stiff than 'deep' 
beam behaviour, resulting in a significant 'step-like' increase in subsidence or deflection 
across an extracted longwall panel of similar width (all other factors considered equal). 
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The massive Strata Unit Location factor (y/H) has been developed as a simple method of 
including the influence of the location of a massive unit above the workings in terms of the 
effective span of the unit and the horizontal stress acting on the beam. A summary of the key 
geometrical and geological parameters discussed is presented in Figure 9. 

Figure 9 - Key Model Geometrical and Geological ParametersSubsidence behaviour 
above the geometrical transition (i.e. W/H >0.7) appears to be more 'chaotic' with wider limit 

curves required to include 95% of the data. 

This phenomenon is thought to be related to the structural phase change in the overburden as 
discussed earlier, and/or the onset of progressive strata unit failure. 

The above concepts have been incorporated into one conceptual model of overburden 
behaviour above a longwall panel, and is presented in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 - General Overburden Behaviour Concept Model 

MODEL VALIDATION AND RELIABILITY 
The reliability of the single panel Smax prediction model has been tested in the following 
ways: 

(i) The SRP boundary limit lines that are shown in the subsidence prediction figure 
(Figure 7) and massive strata unit thickness assessment figure (Figure 6) were 
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iteratively adjusted until 95% of the measured Sma, outcomes could be successfully 
re-predicted by the model. 

(ii) Voussoir or cracked beam theory analysis was used to re-predict the empirical data by 
assuming effective beam widths, rock mass strength (UCS) and horizontal stress. 

(iii) Mean curves drawn between the boundary limit lines were subsequently used to 
derive a population of residual errors to determine the standard error for the model 
and 95% upper confidence limit statistically. 

(iv) Later stages of the project also resulted in the capability to predict the full subsidence 
and associated parameter profiles, which were compared to measured crossline and 
centreline profiles, see Appendices at the end of this paper. 

CHAIN PILLAR COMPRESSION EFFECTS 
The effects of extracting severallongwall panels adjacent to one another invariably results in 
further subsidence occurring above one or two of the panels extracted previously. 

A chain pillar will undergo the majority of its life cycle compression after it has been subject 
to double abutment loading (i.e. the formation of goaf on either side after two adjacent panels 
have been extracted). Surface survey data indicates that an extracted panel can effect up to 
two or three previous panel chain pillars. The stiffness of the overburden and chain pillar 
system will determine the extent ofload transfer to the preceding pillars. 

Multi-panel effects have therefore been included in the subsidence prediction model by 
adding empirical estimates of surface subsidence over chain pillars (due to compression) to 
the maximum subsidence predictions for single panels - see Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 - Prediction Model for Subsidence Over Chain Pillars SUbject to Double 
Abutment Loading Conditions (Cover Depth Range 83 to 261m) 

The model compares the ratio of chain pillar subsidence (Sp) over the Extraction Height (T), 
to the width of the chain pillar divided by the cover depth mUltiplied by the total extracted 
width (lOOOwcpt'W'H). A regression analysis on the data indicates a strong exponential 
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relationship (R2 = 0.92) for F = 1000wcp/W'H values up to 0.543. For values> 0.543, the 
relationship becomes constant at F=0.023 . 

The parameter W' = The total extracted width, and includes the width of the panels extracted 
on both sides of the subject. chain pillar, and the width of the chain pillar itself (i.e. W' = Wi + 
Wcp(i) + Wi+l). 

A reasonable, but generally conservative estimate of the final subsidence expected for a panel 
with several subsequent extracted panels of similar geometry, can then be determined by 
adding 50% of the predicted chain pillar subsidence (Sp) to the single panel Smax estimate. 

SUB-SURFACE FRACTURING MODEL 
UK Model Review 
The most significant published work ever undertaken in the area of sub-surface fracturing 
over longwall panels, which gives specific guidelines (over and above such work as the 
Wardell Guidelines for the prevention of inundation of mine workings beneath surface and 
sub-surface water bodies) is that of Whittaker and Reddish (1989). 

The model in question was developed in response to the water ingress problems associated with 
early longwall extraction at the Wistow Mine in Selby, UK. The model identifies the existence of 
two distinct zones offracturing above super-critical width extractions (continuous and 
discontinuous fracturing) and relates the height of each to "predicted maximum tensile strain at 
the surface". As such, its use is also based upon being able to make credible subsidence 
predictions. The basis of the model is presented in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 - UK Physical Sub-Surface Fracturing Model 

Overall, the results ofthe model cannot be directly applied to Australian conditions as the 
total lift thickness and predicted strains for the W IH ratios modelled appear to be 
incompatible with Australian mining conditions. It was therefore considered necessary to 
calibrate the model based on actual drilling data before it could be applied with confidence. 

Calibration of the Model with Australian Data 
A case study at Oaky Creek Colliery in the Bowen Basin was presented in Colwell (1993) 
that attempted to calibrate the Whittaker and Reddish model with actual drilling and strain 
measurement data. The results of the study are highly encouraging and have been 
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subsequently collated with further case histories of drilling data obtained from previously 
published documents 

The Australian data was initially plotted with the UK Model results. It was then decided that 
a regression analysis would probably be useful in defining a relationship between the 
parameters and assess whether other parameters of significance could be identified. The 
results of a regression analysis on the Australian database is presented in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 - Australian Empirically Based Subs-Surface Fracture Height Over Longwall 
Panel Model 

The A and B horizons in the sub-surface fracturing model presented also appear to be the 
same as the heights to the top of the' Fractured Zone' and 'Constrained Zone ' (above an 
extracted longwall panel) defined in Forster (1993). It is concluded that sub-surface fracture 
heights are a function of several significant parameters, including the extraction height. 

Overall, the sub-surface fracturing model presented in this paper is considered to be 
preliminary at this stage: more drilling data would increase our understanding and confidence 
in its use. The heights offracturing derived from it do appear to be conservative however. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A new empirically based subsidence prediction model for the Newcastle Coalfield that 
includes the influence of geology and height of sub-surface fracturing has been developed 
under ACARP funding. The model includes several basic overburden behaviour concept 
models to explain the predicted outcomes. 

It is considered suitable for application in other coalfields due to its generic format. 
Application of the model and comparison to data from the Southern and Western Coalfield 
has returned encouraging results . 
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Appendix - Measured vs Predicted Subsidence Deformation Profiles for Multiple Longwall 
,Panel Crq:;sli.Qes 
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Appendix - Measured vs Predicted Subsidence Deformation Profiles for a Longwall 
Panel Centreline 
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DENSITY - ONE MORE TIME 

Dick Sanders 

QCC Resources Pty Ltd, 3 Alfred Close, Greenhills, NSW 2323 

ABSTRACT 
The three basic units by which coal properties are expressed are related by the simple 
expression: Mass = Volume x Density. 

Mass and volume are readily measured and understood. Density is not. Yet the precise 
calculation of resource tonnages depends on it, (as do the great majority of coal preparation 
processes). Density is the key to converting the volume in the ground to the mass of mined 
coal available for processing and sale. 

Apart from Archimedes, few scientists have given density its due. 'Density blindness' seems 
to be pandemic in the scientific community. This paper reviews density, and its crucial role in 
coal geology and mining. It starts by evaluating the industry'S mixed response, ten years on, 
to Preston and Sanders' (1993) paper describing the correct relative density (RD) for use in 
the calculation of reserves. It discusses the variation of RD with coal rank, with mineral 
matter type, and with moisture content, and explains errors commonly made in calculations 
involving RD. Relationships between RD (or inverse RD) and ash are described. The 'RD 
trumpet', developed by QCC Resources, is presented, and its value as a coal quality validator 
and diagnostic tool is described. 

Finally, the ubiquitous 'Preston and Sanders equation', needed for the conversion of relative 
density (RD) from one moisture basis to another, is reconsidered. It is, in its general form: 

RD2 = RD, x (100 - M,) / (100 + RD, x (M2 - M,) - M2) ... (1) 

The choice of a moisture value, for the conversion of RD from the reported air-dry basis to 
the correct in situ basis, for use in the proper calculation of resource tonnages, is discussed. 
Reference is made to the conclusions reached in previous major overseas studies, and to the 
results of two recent Australian, ACARP funded research projects. 

DENSITY: A DIFFICULT CONCEPT 
Density is mass per unit volume. Density = mass/volume. It is a comparative unit. Its two 
dependants, mass and volume, are absolute units. Mass is readily understood. Thanks to 
gravity, the masses of objects, however large or small, or of whatever shape, are readily 
determined. Volume is also readily understood, because we visualise things in terms of their 
shape - the volume of space they occupy. The volume of large, irregularly shaped or 
particulate objects is not so readily measured. Density is readily determined, either by 
calculating from mass and volume, or by testing a representative sample. The property is, 
however, hard to visualise. This has led to a type of 'density blindness' in the scientific and 
technological community - a neglect of density to the detriment of research outcomes and the 
accuracy of mass predictions. 

Is it any wonder that there is confusion over these three related properties? The much revered 
Australasian Code For Reporting of Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (The JORC Code) 
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states, Clause 16: "Throughout the Code, where appropriate .... 'volume' may be substituted 
for'toMage'." 

DENSITY STANDARDS 
The density of water is 1.0000 g/cm3 at 5°C (Aylward & Findlay, 1971). So the 
(dimensionless) relative density of a material is its density relative to water. The RD is 
numerically equivalent to its density which, prior to metrication, was known as the specific 
gravity of the material, expressed in g/cm3 (Anderton & Bigg 1969). Currently the SI unit for 
density is kg/m3

. 

The relative density of higher rank coal, and coke, is determined by the pycnometer bottle 
method, described in Australian Standard ASI038.21.1.1. In this procedure a density bottle of 
about 50 mL capacity is filled with water and weighed, at a constant temperature (in the 
range 25°C to 40°C). 2 g of the -212 ~m (air-dry) analysis sample is then placed in the same 
bottle, filled with water at the same temperature, and evacuated to remove air. The relative 
density is determined from the mass of the sample, and the change in mass of the density 
bottle and contents (i.e. the volume or mass of water displaced by the sample). Ettinger and 
Zhupakhina have shown (Sharkey and McCartney 1981), using a slightly finer sample and 
evacuation by boiling, that this relative density result very closely approximates the true 
relative density (as determined by helium displacement). Part 21.1.2 of AS 1038 describes a 
similar procedure, the 'volumetric method', which uses methylated spirits and a volumetric 
flask instead of water and pycnometer. Part 21.2 of the same Standard gives a method for the 
"relative density - lump sample", formerly known as "apparent relative density". The coal 
sample, usually a bore core ply, is weighed in air then in water (using an 'under-weigh 
balance' and a wire sample cage). Since the sample is air-dry, it contains air-filled pores and 
returns a low result. The fine component of broken core must be excluded, and some clay 
bands will disintegrate during the test. The air-dry moisture of the core lump is not 
necessarily that of the -212 ~m analysis sample. Results on air-dry core are indicative only, 
and always low. The pycnometer bottle method is to be preferred. Another Australian 
Standard, AS 2434.4, gives the "apparent density of dried lower rank coal and its chars", by 
mercury displacement. The -1.70 +0.60 mm test portion is first oven dried. Since the 
mercury will not penetrate pores smaller than 11.2 ~m, the result is the "particle density" i.e. 
the density including pores. 

There are International Standards for "true relative density, apparent relative density and 
porosity" of coke (ISO 1014) and "true relative density and apparent relative density" of 
brown coals and lignites (1S05072). There is a British Standard for the density and porosity 
of coke (BS 1016.108.5). ASTM D 167 is a method for the "apparent and true specific gravity 
and porosity of lump coke". 

So AS 1038.21.1.1 is the only major Standard for determining the RD of higher rank coals. In 
the absence of a coal standard, the coke standards (which require a dry, rather than air-dry 
sample) have often been used - with unfortunate results. 

THE DENSITY OF COAL 
Coal is an extremely complex, heterogeneous and (once mined), particulate commodity. The 
density of coal is a function of (but not the weighted average of) the density of its three 
components - coal matter, mineral matter and water. For coal matter, RD depends on rank 
and lithotype. The variation of coal RD with rank, for normal bright coal, is given in Figure 
I. Due to complex changes in the arrangements of the organic structure of the C, H, N, S and 
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o atoms, the density of coal is least for bituminous coal with a pure coal carbon content of 
87%, higher for lignites, higher rank bituminous and semi-anthracites, and highest for 
anthracites. 
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Figure I: Variation of coal RD with rank (after van Krevelen, 1993) 

The RD of the normal mineral matter types associated with coal is 2.6 to 2.85 (say 2.7) for 
claystones, siliceous rocks and calcium carbonate, 3.96 for siderite (iron carbonate FeC03) 
and S.OO for pyrite (iron sulphide, FeS2). The RD of water (moisture) is 1.00. See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Relative density of coal and its components 

What is the RD of a coal containing 20% quar!2, 10% moisture and 70% coal matter with an 
RD of 1.30? 
RD = total mass I total volume 

= 100 I (7.41 + 10 + 53.85) 
= 100 I (20/2.7 + lOll + 7011.3) 
= 100 I 71.26 = 1.40 

For a given rank of coal, and a known mixture of mineral matter types, RD varies predictably 
with the mineral matter content - as expressed by its dry ash value. The relationship is 
hyperbolic. QCC has prepared a special spreadsheet, where the dry RD of a coal can be 
plotted against dry ash, within an 'RD trumpet' to assist in validation and interpretation of the 
data. The bounds of the trumpet are set by the RD versus ash relationship of two of the 
mineral matter types commonly associated with coal. The starting value, the 'trumpet mouth 
piece' is the RD of the pure coal matter, as determined by its rank, and by linear plots of RD 
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against ash, for low ash values. Figure 3 shows a plot of RD against ash (dry basis) for coal 
plies from a single seam, within the 'QCC Trumpet'. 

4.0 

3.5 I{on .. 

Density of pwe dry coal. 1.37 
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o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Ash d,% 

Figure 3: A dry RD versus ash plot, showing the QCC 'density trumpet' 

RD v A plots are rich with information that is rarely harvested. For example, the degree of 
curvature of the line of best fit (usually a polynomial in x squared) gives an indication of the 
major mineral matter type(s). Coals with curves toward the bottom of the trumpet are more 
likely to have higher ash fusion properties, higher silica/alumina ratios, be more abrasive and 
have more reflective ashes. Coals with curves nearer the top of the trumpet will be more 
likely to slag. The y-intercept value gives a clear indication of rank (see Figure 1). 

MEASURING COAL RESOURCES - THE ROLE OF RD 
Preston and Sanders (1993) published a paper on density that included an equation for 
calculating relative density to different moisture bases. Derivation of the equation is based on 
the basic premise that the volume of the coal changes as the moisture content changes. The 
general equation is: 

RDz = RD. x (100 - M.) / (100 + RDI x (Mz - M1) - M 1) ••• (1) 

In the specific case where the in situ relative density is to be calculated from the reported air
dry relative density, the equation becomes: 

RDis = RDad x (100 - Mad) / (100 + RDad x (Mis - Mad) - Mis} ... (2) 

For coals having in situ moisture values less than, say, 20%, the in situ moisture has been 
usefully approximated, till recently, by the moisture holding capacity or equilibrium moisture 
value (Selvig & Ode 1953, Luppens & Hoeft 1991). Two recent ACARP projects offer 
alternative views, as mentioned briefly at the end of this paper. 

Density Rule 1: When a coal mass is calculated from its volume, the density must be on the 
same moisture basis as the volume. 

Density Rule 2: Core lengths, and the height, thickness, area and volume of coal resources, 
are always on the moist (in situ) basis. 

From rules 1 and 2, the RD;s is the only correct RD that can be used to convert an in situ 
volume of coal to an in situ mass. 
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Although the 'Preston and Sanders ' equation can be readily derived from first principles, 
based on the simple relationship density = mass/volume, it is still regarded with unjustified 
circumspection by many geologists. For example, the current Guidelines For The Estimation 
And Reporting of Australian B lack Coal Resources and Reserves, which is invoked by the 
JORC Code, requires that "the in situ density applied is clearly stated and can be justified on 
technical grounds". It does not explain, however, what it is or how to calculate it, a reference 
to the 'Preston and Sanders equation' having been removed from an early draft. 

Table 1 gives actual in situ densities, calculated from the mass and volume of preserved 
83 mm diameter core with high core recoveries, compared with those calculated from the air
dry RD values and the actual in situ moisture of the preserved core, using the 'Preston & 
Sanders equation' . For this lignite, with in situ moisture levels from 15% to 25%, agreement 
is good, especially considering that the laboratory repeatability tolerance for relative density 
is 0.02. 

Table 1: Comparison of some actual and calculated in situ RD values 
.. ... . .... .. Relative Density (in situ) . ....... . . . . 
From Mass & Volume Analysed & Calculated 

1.29 1.32 
1.31 1.32 
1.31 1.34 
1.32 1.30 
1.33 1.32 
1.33 1.36 
1.35 1.36 
1.36 1.35 
1.36 1.40 

Actual Minus Calculated 
-0.03 
-0.01 
-0.03 
+0.02 
+0.01 
-0.03 
-0.01 

+0.01 
-0.04 

Two recently completed ACARP projects, investigating the actual versus calculated in situ 
relative densities of a number of Australian coals, are discussed in a later section of this 
paper. 

COMMON CALCULATIONS INVOLVING COAL DENSITY 
Core Recoveries 
Core recoveries are calculated by comparing the actual mass of core to the theoretical mass. 
The actual mass usually refers to the mass of core received at the laboratory and weighed 
after air-drying. The theoretical mass is commonly calculated as the product of the core 
volume (a ftmction of its length L and diameter) and its air-dry RD. There is an error in this 
everyday calculation that is little realised. See Density Rules 1 and 2. For most higher rank 
coals, the error is negligible. For lower rank coals, however, where there is a significant 
difference between air-dry and in situ moistures, it becomes significant. 

Theoretical masses are overstated, and core recoveries understated, when the air-dry RD is 
used. If the core is preserved though, so that masses, length and RD are all on the same 
(moist) basis, rather than the air-dry basis, there is no error. Table 2 shows the effect of using 
air-dry rather than in situ moisture basis RD, for three 5% ash coals covering a wide rank 
range. Each ply is I m long and 63.5 mm in diameter and has had no core loss. The 
'apparent' value is a result of using the RDad • 
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Table 2: Errors in calculating core recoveries, from use of air-dry RD 
% % . . Mass g .. Core Recovery% 

Mis Mod RDd RDod RDis x RDad x RD" ActualApparent 
Higher rank 3.5 1.5 1.35 1.34 1.33 4253 4224 100.0 99.3 
Typical Hunter Valley 7.0 3.0 1.30 1.29 1.27 4080 4032 100.0 98 .8 
Lower rank 30.0 15.0 1.45 1.36 1.28 4302 4046 100.0 94.1 

RD Versus Ash 
One of the great scientific principles is "change one variable at a time." For this reason it is 
always best to plot RD versus ash on the dry basis, to remove the moisture variable. See, for 
example, Figure 3. Over the full ash range, the line of best fit is closely approximated by a 
polynomial in x squared, although a cubic equation may be necessary for lines with greater 
curvature. The constant, or y-intercept value, of these curves will usually overstate the pure 
coal RD. The true curve is actually an hyperbola, of the general form RDd = b / (n.Ad + p), 
which is specifically defined in equation 3. For ash values below say 35%, a straight line 
relationship will usually suffice. In this case, the lower the upper ash value, the more closely 
will the constant or y-intercept value approximate the pure coal RD. In the linear 
relationships of the form RDd = const + b.Ad, the value ofb (the slope) is usually about 0.01 
for bituminous coals. So, knowing the pure coal dry RD, the RDd at a given dry ash value can 
usually be well estimated by adding All 00. For example, if the pure coal RD is 1.3, and the 
ash value 25%, the RDd is about 1.55. Conversely the pure coal RD can be estimated, for ash 
values below say 35%, by subtracting AlI00 from the RDd at the given ash. For example, if 
Ad = 18% and RDd = 1.44, the pure coal RDd is about 1.26. This 'rule of thumb' is useful for 
validating RD data, and for indicating rank. 

But why is the slope of the linear relationship between RDd and Ad approximately 0.01? To 
derive the equation for calculating RD from ash, let RDdc be the RD of dry coal matter, RDdm 
the RD of dry mineral matter, K the mineral matter to ash ratio, RDd the RD of the dry coal 
and Ad the dry ash value. Then 

RDd = (RDdc X RDdm X 100) / «RDdc x Ad x K) + (RDdm X (100 - Ad x K))) ... (3) 

For a typical case where RDdm = 2.8, RDdc = 1.3, K = 1.1 and Ad = 35, RDd calculates to be 
1.64, an increase in RDd that closely approximates Ad / 100. 

Inverse RD Versus Ash 
Since the relationship between RD and ash is hyperbolic (RD is a function of inverse ash), 
inverse RD will be linearly related to ash. This fact is often used to create a straight line 
relationship, usually for interpolating the ash of intermediate RD fractions in float and sink 
analyses - after plotting the inverse mid-densities of the fractions against their ash values. 
Unfortunately, the inverse of an RD value is even harder to visualise and understand than the 
RD itself e.g. 0.690 does not readily suggest the mid-density of a 'floats 1.40 / sinks 1.50' 
fraction. It is also more difficult, with an inverse RD plot, to harvest the other information 
latent in the relationship. The same outcome (the interpolation of mid-density ash values) can 
be achieved from plotting RD against ash, using the equation of the line of best fit to predict 
the ash of the interpolated RD. In addition, the curvature of the line will give indications of 
mineral matter type, and the y-intercept value will indicate (or validate) rank. 

Average RD: Bore Core Plies 
The average RD of a series of bore core plies is calculated from L(L x RD) / LL, where L is 
the length of ply and RD its air-dry RD (usually). L is used because, for a constant core 
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diameter, the volume of each ply is directly proportional to its length, so L(L x RD) / LL is 
effectively L(V x RD) / LV i.e. Lmass / LV i.e. RD. 

Now there is an error in this everyday calculation that is little realised. Density Rule 1 applies 
because the denominator involves a mass calculation. Density Rule 2 applies specifically, 
because the core lengths were taken on the moist basis. For most higher rank coals, the error 
is negligible. For lower rank coals, however, where there is a significant variation in the ash 
values of the plies, it may become significant. This is because the Mis decreases significantly 
as the ash value increases. Of course, the (correct) L(L x RDis) / LL calculation yields a 
section RD is, and this needs to be converted to RDad using the 'Preston and Sanders 
equation' . 

Composite Section Quality: From Bore Core Plies 
Once a working section is decided on, its properties are usually calculated from the plies. 
Because of core loss effects, the weighting factors used in the calculations are usually (L x 
RD) products. This is often done without due regard to moisture basis . As explained above, 
the correct RD to use with L is RDis (Density Rule 2). This, however, gives moist 'weighting 
factors' and, even though they can be used to give the overall section Mis, they cannot be 
used with air-dry properties such as Aad and Mad (Density Rule 1). So these moist factors 
need to be first converted to air-dry factors the usual way i.e. x (100 - Mis) / (100 - Mad). 
Again, the errors in ignoring the correct moisture bases are not large for higher rank coals but 
may be significant for lower rank coals e.g. an ash error of 0.5%. 

Average RD: Float and Sink Fractions 
What is the average RD of a sample, given its float and sink analysis? Assuming that the 
average density of each float and sink fraction is its 'mid-density', it is erroneous to simply 
calculate the weighted average, i.e. L(mass x RD) / Lmass. The correct way is to calculate the 
volume V of each fraction (its mass / mid-RD), sum these, then get RD from LM / LV. The 
error in simply calculating a 'weighted average' RD can exceed +0.10, if there are high 
proportions of the lower and higher RD fractions in the sample. 

A far easier way, however, if there have been RD values calculated for the raw plies, and a 
relationship thus already established between RDd and Ad, is to simply apply this equation to 
the calculated raw ash from the float and sink analysis, to give a raw RDd value. 

CALCULATING RESOURCE & ROM TONNAGES 
Density Rules 1 and 2 must be applied when calculating a resource tonnage i.e. the in situ 
volume must be multiplied by an in situ density. 

Two recent ACARP projects (Meyers et al., 2003; Fletcher & Sanders, 2003) investigated in 
situ density and in situ moisture respectively. Both projects are the described in papers 
presented at this Symposium. Each set out with simple objectives, to be achieved using 
simple techniques. Each found that "nothing is as simple as it seems". Each, however, has 
made valuable contributions to furthering the understanding of this important subject. 

Confusion still reigns in some quarters regarding the correct protocol for calculating run-of
mine tonnages. It is recommended that the resource tonnage, coal loss in roof and floor, and 
roof and floor dilution be all calculated on the 'in situ' basis, with the resultant 'depleted and 
diluted' tonnage referred to as 'coal to be mined'. This tonnage can then be simply converted 
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to 'rum-of-mine' (ROM) by adjusting the moisture from 'in situ' to the higher 'ROM' 
moisture, to allow for the surface moisture picked up on mining. 
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ABBREVIA nONS 
A = ash ACARP = Australian Coal Association Research project 
.d = air-dry ARD = apparent relative density AS = Australian Standard 
ASTM = American Society for Testing Materials d = dry 
de = dry coal "" = dry mineral matter 0 = density 
F/S = float and sink analysis u = in situ 
ISO = International Standards Organisation K = mineral matter to ash ratio 
M = moisture RD = relative density ROM = run-of-mine 
v = versus V = volume 
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ABSTRACT 
The lack of a precise method for the measurement of in situ density is one of a number of 
factors that cause errors when estimating coal resources and reserves, and performing site 
tonnage and quality reconciliations. The ability to accurately quantify the tonnes of product 
coal at a specified quality from a particular area of the resource is of vital importance to the 
financial viability of any new operation attempting to develop marginal deposits. 

This paper details the outcomes from the recently completed ACARP Project CI0042, 
"Estimation ofIn Situ Density". The project sought to determine a viable empirical measure 
of in situ density and then develop a model for its estimation utilising a suite of chemical 
analyses that quantified the key porosity, rank and moisture characteristics. The in situ 
density measurement procedure utilised the coal application of the Australian Standard for 
the field measurement of soil density, AS1289.5.3.2-1993. Using this technique seven mines 
were visited (5 QLD / 2 NSW) to generate over 50 data sets. The specific goal of obtaining a 
wide range of coal types for the project data evaluation and model development was 
successfully achieved with sample rank (as Rvmax) ranging from 0.43 to 2.53. The complete 
ACARP project report, no. C10042, "Estimation of in situ density from apparent relative 
density and relative density analyses" (Meyers et al., 2003) should be read in conjunction 
with this paper to fully appreciate the data generation, evaluation and modelling processes. 

Using non-linear multivariable analysis, ash, volatile matter and ultimate carbon content 
were shown to generate an excellent correlation with the measured in situ density. 
Subsequently, a model was developed for the estimation of in situ density achieving a model 
accuracy of±0.014RD units at a 95% confidence limit (CL). To supplement this model of in 
situ density, the same data set was used to generate a model for in situ moisture, leading to 
the successful development of a suitable model with an accuracy of ±1.4% moisture units at 
a 95% CL. 

INTRODUCTION 
Current best practice techniques apply the Preston and Sanders (1993) formula to adjust the 
laboratory measured value of the coal density to account for the additional voidage that is 
present in the bulk coal seam, but is "lost" during the laboratory processes of crushing, 
grinding and drying, and to provide a moisture basis for the resultant calculated tonnes. A 
constraint in using this formula is that it requires an assumption of the in situ moisture level, 
which cannot readily be determined by current procedures. 

The principal objective of this project was to identify and evaluate alternative methods of 
estimating in situ density. Ideally the methods would be able to utilise existing coal quality 
databases and established laboratory procedures to provide improved in situ density 
estimations. 
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An important aspect of this project was the collection of a carefully selected suite of coals 
with maximum variability of rank and coal type parameters. For these coals an actual 
physical field measurement of in situ density was made, prior to weighing and bagging the 
samples for further laboratory analyses. The field measurement of in situ density adapted the 
standard civil engineering technique described in ASI289.5.3.2_1993, which explicitly 
measures the volume of the void left after removing a carefully weighed mass of coal by 
back-filling the void with a graded sand of known bulk density. 

A comprehensive suite of laboratory tests including proximate analysis, ultimate analysis, 
RD, several versions of the ARD test, moisture holding capacity and petrographics were 
carried out on the samples extracted from site. 

A multi variable analysis of the data set was then carried out to determine the most suitable 
formula for estimating in situ density based on the analytical data, with the sand replacement 
field measurement being used as a benchmark best estimate of the "true" in situ density. The 
development of an in situ moisture estimation tool to be used in conjunction with the new 
density model was also carried out using similar statistical techniques. 

PROJECT BENEFITS AND OBJECTIVES 
A range of benefits from enhanced in situ density and moisture measurement have been 
highlighted, including more precise assessments of the financial viability of the coal 
reserves, improved tonnage reconciliation from mining through to production, better data to 
assess levels of loss and dilution during mining, and a more accurate understanding of the 
resource density characteristics contributing to the establishment of standard procedures for 
reporting in situ density, ROM and product tonnes. 

PROJECT METHODOLOGY 
The procedures used to achieve the project objectives are surnnlarised below. 
a) Development of the in situ density measurement procedures, by applying 

ASI289.5.3.2_1993 to coal; 
b) Detailed testing at several sites in QLD and NSW; 
c) The assessment of potential quality parameters for inclusion into an in situ density 

estimation model, using the basic theory that the in situ density of the coal should be 
related to its constituent components, with the relative proportions of the components 
being dictated by the measured physical and chemical properties (Smith, 1991); 

d) Formulation of the most appropriate model using Multivariable Analysis (MV A) 
models; 

e) The new in situ density estimation model was verified, including an assessment of 
prediction and other model errors; 

f) The model for in situ moisture was generated using similar techniques to those used for 
the in situ density model development; and 

g) Other relevant relationships and project findings were documented, as required. 

GENERATED PROJECT DATA 
One of the major objectives for the gathering of the project data was to generate information 
from as wide as possible range of rank and coal type (Table I) . 
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From the extensive suite of testing that was conducted on each sample a wide range of 
physical and chemical parameters were detem1ined. Significant variation in both rank and 
type of coal was generated by the project sample testing phase (Table 2). 

Table I: Coal Samples selected to cover wide range of coal rank and type. 

MINE ID STATE COAL BASIN 
GEOLOGICAL 

COAL Rvmax 
PERIOD 

Mine A OLD Callide Basin Triassic 0.56 

Mine B OLD Bowen Basin Late Permian 1.27 

MineC OLD Bowen Basin Late Permian 2.53 

Mine D OLD Bowen Basin Late Permian 1.18 

Mine E OLD Surat Basin Mid Jurassic 0.49 

Mine F NSW Sydney Basin Permian 0.77 

Mine G NSW Sydney Basin Permian 0.71 

Table 2: Variation in key quality parameters for all mine sites. 

Estimated Measured Analysis Volatile SiO, CaO Carbon R¥max Vitrinite 
Sample 

Insitu TM ARD Moisture Ash Matter 
Description 

(%) (srm) (%ad) (dry) (daf) (%db) (%db) (%daf) (Group%) 

Sample ID M
" 

ARD.rm M •• Ash. VM rI" S/O, CaO Cd., Rymax Vii% 

Data Sets No. 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 14 12 

Mean 7.47 1.41 3.11 19.10 30.23 63.14 3.26 85.46 0.92 43.68 

Standard Dev 3.81 0.09 2.36 11 .38 12.48 11.85 5.07 4.91 0.55 13.44 

Maximum 14.21 1.60 9.80 46.53 53.83 88.80 17.80 92.65 2.53 57.80 

Minimum 2.79 1.23 1.40 3.91 9.43 36.10 0.09 72.20 0.43 16.27 

In particular, the project generated two estimates of in situ density using the bulk sample of 
coal that was extracted on site - namely: 
• A direct site measurement of the (wet) weight of material extracted from the seam, the 

volume of the resultant void, and subsequent corrections for coal loss (volume gain) 
from the coring tool (designated ARDsrm). 

• A modified laboratory procedure for the completion of the standard ARD test completed 
on the 'as-received' sample, prior to drying (designated ARD81). The specific 
modifications were targeted to minimise analytical errors and enhance test repeatability. 
Direct input from this project has been provided to the relevant Australian Standards 
committee reviewing these standard procedures. 

DATA EVALUATION 
MV A was undertaken on the data set generated from the field testing. The approach 
involved selection of a suite of variables, and following the MV A, reviewing the relevant 
regression statistics to assess the strength of the correlation. The following were the major 
independent variable options assessed (Note, all evaluations used RDis as the dependent 
variable). 

a) RDd with combinations ofVMdaf, Cdaf, As~, Mad and Mis 
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b) Ashd with combinations ofVMdaf, Cdaf, RDd, Mad and M;s 

Ashd, VMdaf and Cdaf are the key model variables that consistently generate the best 
correlations and other model statistics for both the linear and quadratic cases. With the 
inclusion of the RDd, the quadratic model provided the best correlation statistics and was 
subsequently adopted as the new in situ density estimation model. In addition to the 
development of the primary model (discussed below), two secondary models were derived 
that can be applied in situations when suitable RDd or Cdaf data is not available. Details of 
the secondary models have not been included in this paper (Refer Meyers, et ai, 2003), with 
only the key independent variables and model estimation errors are indicated below. 

• Secondary RD;s Model No.1: f(Ashd, VMdaf, Cdaf) [±0.015RD units] 
f(RDd, Ashd, VMdaf) [±0.024RD units] • Secondary RD;s Model No.2: 

Again, MV A data evaluation techniques were used to generate a single in situ moisture (M;s) 
estimation model. 

PRIMARY IN SITU DENSITY MODEL 
Statement of Primary Model Details 
The following details the equation for the new in situ density estimation model, based on a 
data set covering a wide range of coal rank and type. 
Where, 

-3.953x10~.Ash/ + 6.924x10·3.Ashd 

+ 9.700x10·5.VMd./ - 1.246x1 O·2.VMd• r 

RD;s 
Ashd = 
VMdaf = 
Cdaf = 
RDd = 

- 6.51 Bx10"'.Cd./ + 9.B01x10·2.Cd• f 

+ 5.144x10·1.RO/ -1.404.ROd -1.104 

Estimated in situ density 
Ash 'dry' basis (Refer ASI038.3) 
Volatile Matter 'dry-ash-free' basis (Refer ASI038.3) 
Ultimates Carbon 'dry-ash-free' basis (Refer ASI038.6.1) 
Laboratory RD 'dry' basis (Refer ASI038.21.1.1) 

The model prediction versus 'measured' RD;s (Figure I) shows an excellent correlation for 
the full range of project data. 

Model Error Analysis 
The in situ density model generated from the full proj ect data set provided a range of model 
error parameters which were used to determine an estimate of the model confidence limits. 
Using two times the standard error of the regression, the estimated model error of±0.014RD 
units at a 95% CL was determined. This compares favourably with expected random 
analytical error of the laboratory RD repeatability at r=0.03 (RD<1.60) or a minimum of 
±0.015RD units. 

Model Sensitivity Analysis 
An assessment of the variation in model output as the independent variable data changed 
was conducted. It showed that the model is quite robust to variations (2 x respective 
analytical repeatability) in the input data. The maximum variation observed was for the RDd 
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parameter which had a range of variability values from 0.000 to 0.027RO units in the 
predicted RD" result. The overall average deviation for all coal quality parameters was 
0.005RO units. Subsequently, variation within 2x the Australian Standard repeatability 
limits for the input variables is not envisaged to cause any significant error in the predicted 
model values. 
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Figure 1: Primary in situ density model predicted versus actual correlation. 

IN SITU MOISTURE MODEL 
Model Development Aspects 
The single variable analysis undertaken had limited success in delineating a suite of useful 
independent variables for generation of an in situ. moisture model, however, several 
parameters showed some correlation, in particular Rvmax, Cdaf, VMd, VMdaf, SEdaf and Mad. 
Additionally, other variables such as ROd and Hdaf were included due to their likely 
relationships with rank and porosity and hence in situ moisture. 
On completion of the MV A evaluations, the independent variables displaying the best 
regression statistics (R2 

= 0.972 , SE = 0.696) were Ashd, VMdaf, Hdaf and Mad. 

Some initial concern existed regarding the use of the Hdaf in the model, but it delivered a 
significant regression benefit over other variables such as Cdaf. It was assumed that the 
m!\iority of carbon testing simultaneously generates hydrogen data as part of the ultimate 
analysis procedure (ASI038.6.I). Consequently, the Mis model should be applicable to the 
same data sets from which ROis is being estimated using the primary model. 

The use of the Mad variable is also important. While the Mad value will vary between 
laboratories, its relativity to the respective dry and dry ash free parameters should be 
maintained. From a regression statistic perspective, the exclusion of Mad significantly 
weakens the strength of the relationship, i.e. without Mad, R2 = 0.953, SE = 0.880. 
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Statement of Model Details 
The following details the equation for the new in situ moisture estimation model, based on a 
data set covering a wide range of coal rank and type. 

8.682x1 O·3.Ash/ - 4.718x10·1.Ashd 

M = is 

Where, 
Mis 
Ashd 
VMdaf 
Hdaf 
Mad 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

+ 8.269x10·3 .VMd./ - 8.879X10·2.VMdaf 

2 - 3.200.Hdaf + 25.914.Hd•f 

_ 4.682x1 O·2' Mad 
2 + 1.253.M.d - 45.67 

Estimated in situ moisture 
Ash 'dry' basis 
Volatile Matter 'dry-ash-free' basis 
Ultimates Carbon 'dry-ash-free' basis 
Analysis Moisture' air dried' ba·sis 

A plot of the modelled versus measured moisture in the as collected field samples largely 
correlates well (Figure 2), but with significant relative scatter at the lower moisture end of 
the relationship, ie: <6% Mis. The fluctuations seem randomly situated around the 1: 1 line, 
perhaps highlighting a random procedural aspect of the sampling and testing process. This is 
supported by the fact that the measured and predicted data correspond to 1: 1 regression line. 
A possible explanation is as follows. The lower moisture value corresponds to smaller 
relative mass losses, as sample start masses were fairly constant. The influence of a particle 
mass loss event would have a relatively greater impact for the lower moisture samples than 
for the higher moisture samples. Undoubtedly, further aspects of coal mineralogy, rank and 
porosity could also be responsible for some of the variability. 

A similar error analysis routine to that applied to the in situ density models was applied to 
the in situ moisture model. It indicated that a 95% confidence interval for the in situ 
moisture model is ±1.4% in moisture. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The following are the key conclusions drawn from the project investigations. 
1. A model for estimating in situ density, for a wide range of rank and type of coal, has 

been developed, applicable to sources of coal within the range of the test data (Rvmax 
between 0.4 and 2.5). The developed model offers an alternative means of estimating the 
in situ density of any particular coal resource based on data generated by standard 
laboratory analytical techniques, all of which can be undertaken with good precision. 

2. A model for estimating in situ moisture, for a wide range of rank and type of coal, has 
also been developed, applicable to the same range of the test data (Rvrnax between 0.4 
and 2.5). The estimate of the in situ moisture to be used as an initial basis for any further 
moisture adjustments along the coal production chain is based on an explicit regression 
formula in the same manner as the in situ density model. 

3. Two alternate in situ density models have been developed for scenarios where poor 
quality data or no Cdaf and RDd data are available. 

4. An alternative ARD test procedure has been developed that promises more consistent 
results, and which may also be used for the estimation of in situ density. 
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Figure 2: In situ moisture model predicted versus actual correlation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
Following the completion of the project a series of recommendations were determined. 

I. Additional proof of model testing through further site testing on a greater range of coal 
sources is required, including highly variable constituents of ash. In particular, 
investigations into the influences of other coal quality parameters which may affect the 
developed relationship between in situ density and ash, volatile matter, carbon and 
laboratory RD components, eg: the influence of carbonate minerals. 

2. Undertake further site testing and laboratory measurements specifically focused on 
delivering in situ moisture measurement, removing the associated risks of particle loss 
through the various testing phases applied to the as received sample. It is hoped that this 
approach would enhance the model accuracy and highlight the optimum independent 
variables to be used for a more accurate in situ moisture model. 

3. Complete further evaluations of the generated data set, focusing on sub-components of 
the model parameters used to investigate options for improving model accuracy and 
reducing complexity. In particular, application for multiple algorithm types within the 
one model equation to optimise individual independent variable correlations. 

4. Undertake further evaluations of the generated data set, evaluating the several other 
relationships found and investigate options for further delineation and applications for 
potential use. 
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THE ESTIMATION OF THE IN SITU MOISTURE OF COAL SEAMS 

Ian Fletcher and Dick Sanders 

QCC Resources Pty Ltd, East Maitland, NSW 

ABSTRACT 
Coal moisture, and particularly in situ moisture (Mis), is a parameter often examined 
inadequately during exploration programs, and the resulting limited knowledge can easily 
impact negatively on mine economics by way of inaccurate definition of reserves, incorrect 
estimations of product moisture levels, and poor tonnage reconciliations. Mis is difficult to 
determine, and this project had the major objective of determining the means to estimate Mis. 

Lump coal samples, with a reflectance range of 0.40-2.49%, were collected from 17 different 
sites. All samples were packed and sealed as quickly as possible after collection to minimise 
any moisture loss. Lumps were selected from the raw samples and treated as follows: 
saturation in water under reduced pressure; determination of the relative density by 
immersion and moisture of the saturated lumps; and determination of a range of coal quality 
parameters. 

Because of the rigorous sampling and packaging procedures employed the moisture of the as 
received coal lumps (Mar) was taken as an approximation of Mis. The moisture of lump 
samples increased during saturation by an average 0.4%. It is believed that, during the 
saturation process, moisture enters tiny fissures and cracks in the coal that were generated 
during the relief of seam stresses prior to the exposure ofthe working face. 

The difference between in situ moisture and moisture holding capacity (MHC) type 
parameters is significant, even for values as low as 5%, contrary to research findings from 
overseas. This finding was supported by an industry-wide survey which is described in detail 
in the ACARP final report. 

The Preston and Sanders (1992) equation for the calculation of relative density (RD) from 
one moisture basis to another has been tested, and the results support the validity of the 
equation. 

Results from moisture holding capacity and equilibrium moisture (EM, an ASTM method) 
tests have been compared, and no significant differences were observed for values below 
10%. There appears to be little difference in reliability between methods for MHC and EM. 

A procedure for the estimation of the in situ moisture is described which involves the use of 
an equation to calculate values for Mis using MHC data. The calculated results may be refined 
from existing knowledge of the deposit or similar deposits. RDis can then be calculated using 
the Preston and Sanders (1992) equation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Moisture is a coal parameter which is often examined inadequately during exploration 
programs. The resulting limited knowledge can easily impact negatively on subsequent mine 
economics by way of inaccurate definition of reserves, incorrect estimations of product 
moisture levels, and poor tonnage reconciliations. It is important in the fixing of prices for 
coal sales, because moisture is an unwanted component of the coal bulk. Its presence reduces 
the effective carbon and hydrogen in the coal, and it also consumes energy in being removed 
by evaporation prior to the coal use in the coke oven or combustion chamber. 

The Australasian Code for Reporting of Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (JORC 1999) 
states that "a 'Measured Mineral Resource' is that part of a Mineral Resource for which 
tonnage, densities, shape, physical characteristics, grade and mineral content can be estimated 
with a high level of confidence". The estimation of seam tonnages with a high level of 
confidence requires precise values of in situ relative density (RDis) to convert seam volumes 
into tonnages. Because RD varies with moisture content the precise estimation of RDis 
requires the in situ moisture (Mis) of the seam to be determined with a high degree of 
reliability. Also, the moisture of ROM coal is better predicted if MIS is first well estimated. 
For complete reconciliations of coal from the in situ condition, through the production 
processes to the final saleable product, precise estimations of tonnages are required. To 
achieve this level of precision reliable estimates of in situ moisture and in situ RD are 
required. 

Mis is not easy to determine. Direct determination has difficulties in that a sample of fresh 
coal commences losing moisture as soon as it is exposed to air. An alternative to the direct 
determination of Mis is estimation by reference to other parameters. Luppens and Hoeft 
(1991) state that bed moisture (another term for Mis) is closely represented by equilibrium 
moisture (EM) up to about 30% moisture. EM is an ASTM test method similar to MHC, a 
common test in Australia. The relationship between EM and MHC was not known, prior to 
this study. 

The following lists some of the more important moisture terms: 
Internal moisture is the moisture within the coal in its pores and capillaries. 
Surface moisture is that moisture which is adsorbed onto the surface of coal particles. It 
is lost by coal in attaining equilibrium with the air to which it is exposed. 
Free moisture is that moisture lost by the coal in attaining equilibrium with the air to 
which it is exposed. It comprises surface moisture and some internal moisture. 
In situ moisture (Mis) is the moisture level of the coal seam in its virgin, untouched 
state, prior to exposure or any close mining. In situ coal has all its pores and capillaries 
saturated with water and has no surface moisture, only internal moisture. The Australian 
standard term for Mis is bed (natural) moisture. 
Air-dry moisture (Mad). When a coal sample is prepared in the laboratory for general 
analysis it is first dried by exposure to air, then ground to pass 0.212 mm. The crushed 
coal is then brought into equilibrium with the air in the testing laboratory. The moisture 
level at this state is the air-dry moisture (Mad). The exposure to air removes all of the 
coal's free moisture, during which a significant number of the pores and capillaries 
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nearest to the surface of the coal particles lose their moisture to the air. So Mad, that is 
the moisture left in the coal particles after drying in air, is significantly less than Mis. 
Moisture holding capacity (MHC) and equilibrium moisture (EM). The moisture 
holding capacity of higher rank coal (MHChigh, AS1038.17-2000) is a test carried out on 
the laboratory analysis sample ground to pass 0.212 mm. A sample of coal is thoroughly 
soaked in water, and conditioned at 98% humidity for 24 hours. During this time all 
surface moisture, plus a small amount of the internal moisture, is lost, so that only 
internal moisture (the moisture in the pores) remains. The moisture content of the 
sample is then determined. There is a procedure for lower rank coals (MHC1ow, 

AS2434.3-1984) which is similar to the higher rank coal method but differs in sample 
top size (4 mm) and conditioning time (7 days). EM (ASTM DI412-93) also differs in 
sample top size (1.18 mm) and conditioning time (48 hours, 72 hours for lignites). 

Selvig and Ode (1953), and Ode and Gibson (1960), showed that the EM value for coal gave 
a good estimate of the in situ moisture for higher rank coals. They used a large number of 
samples predominantly from the Northern Hemisphere. Luppens and Hoeft (1991), over 30 
years later, confirmed the earlier findings, using samples of eleven American coals having a 
wide rank range. They, in fact, caution that the EM slightly understates the Mis up to about 
30% moisture, but by a greater amount above 30%. 

SAMPLE COLLECTION, TESTING AND ANALYSIS 
Site Selection 
Site selection was considered to be particularly important for this project, because of the 
varied relationships between coal type and rank, and moisture levels. To achieve maximum 
benefit from the results it was decided that as wide a range of coal types should be selected as 
possible, and 17 sites were sampled ranging in rank from low rank to semi-anthracite, and in 
type from sub-hydrous to per-hydrous. Note that the samples collected were not necessarily 
representative of the seams or sites from which they were taken. Table I lists the coal 
measures, basins and geological periods relating to the selected sampling sites, as well as 
reflectance values to indicate the wide spread of coal rank covered in the study. 

Sample Collection 
Three different types of coal samples were collected, and each of these required a different 
procedure. An over-riding requirement in all procedures was that all samples should remain 
exposed to the open air for the minimum amount of time prior to packaging. This was to 
minimise as much as possible the loss of any of the moisture from the samples. 

Three types of samples were collected for this project: 
Seam lump samples were 6-12 kg lumps of coal removed directly from working coal 
faces or freshly prepared faces. 
Cored lump samples were lumps of coal collected using a 200 mm diameter concrete 
drill, and ranged in size distribution from 200 mm to less than 1 mm. These samples 
were supplied to this project by an associated ACARP project (Cl 0042) that had some 
similarities with this project. 
Borecore lump samples were samples extracted from core samples. Core sizes range 
from HQ to 100 mm. 
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Table I: Geological Details of Project Sampling Sites 

Sampling 
State Coal Measures Geological Period Reflectance" 

Site 
1 Old TarOClg Late Triassic 0.66 
2 NSW GlOucester Early Pennian 1.00 
3 NSW ' - -NE;YCaslle 

_ . .. --- 'Permian- --- - 0.79 .. " 
Cild 

... 
Wailoon 

.. .. 
M~d-jurassic 0.53 

. 
4 
5 aid Rangal Late Permian 1.65 
6 

- NSW -illawarra - . . Lale"Permiari" 1:27 
_. 

7 Old Blair Athol Earfy Permian 0.62 .. 
S Old WaiiOOO" -. . Mid-jurassic' .. 

. . 
0:4S .-

9 Old Rang_I Late Permian 1.30 
10 eM -' - .. ·R'rig_1 .- -Lati Permian-- -- 2.4B 

--
11 - aid 

.. - Rangai - _. Late Permian - 6.59' -
12 Old Moranbah Lale Per mian 1.48 
13 

-. - VJA --' CoHfe --- - i8le PerTnfan -
._--

iJ:4'3 -
14 Old Moranbah 

. " 
Late Permian i'.19 

.. 

15 Qld" - - ·W'Uooo ·- -M;'diurasslc- 0.44 --
.. 

NSW 
-_. -Greta-- ._- - 'Permian .. - 6.67 

-16 
-!I.7 -

. 
NSW - .-- Wimrlgham - .- .. _--- - --- - 6.71 -'. Permian 

'. 

Sample Preparation and Testing Details 
All raw coal samples received at the testing laboratory comprised variably sized lumps of coal 
together with variable amounts of small coal lumps or fine coal, depending on the type of 
sample collected. The generalised test procedure involved: 

Selection of a lump, or several lumps, from the sample received. 
Saturation of the lumps(s) in water under reduced pressure to fill any pores in the coal 
material that may have lost moisture prior to the previous step. Determination of RD by 
immersion to give RDs.,. 
Determination of as received and saturated moisture levels. 
Preparation of representative samples for determination of a range of analyses. 

Care was taken at all times not to over-dry any samples to avoid damage to pores within the 
coal material so that MHC determinations were not compromised. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1 shows a plot of Mar versus Ms., for the seam lump samples only. Most values of Ms." 
over the whole moisture range, are higher than Mar, indicating that the lumps have absorbed 
moisture during the saturation process. The average increase in moisture for all lumps is 0.4% 
(for seam lumps 0.5%, cored lumps 0.6%, and borecore lumps 0%). 

Virgin coal is under substantial pressure, there are no open fissures and hence there is no 
surface moisture. All pores are filled with water. As a working face approaches virgin coal 
there is a release of stress, which leads to fissuring and minute cracking of the coal. This 
would have taken place prior to the collection of the seam lump and cored lump samples in 
this project. For both these types of samples the seam stresses would have been relieved some 
time before sampling because, although the working faces (and the exposed seam tops for the 
cored lump samples) were fresh, the stress relief can commence hundreds of metres away 
from the working face (Danell 2001, pers. comm.). During the period of time between stress 
relief commencing and sampling taking place there may have been some migration of pore 
moisture onto the surfaces of the opened fissures and minute cracks. There will also be 
infrequent occasions when moisture from outside the seam may enter the cracks and fissures 
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and become surface moisture, for example, via aquifers or around faults. Some of this may 
evaporate during the time it takes to remove the samples from the seam and seal them in 
plastic bags. During the saturation process moisture would be likely to enter the fissures and 
minute cracks, and this adsorption of moisture would account for the increase in moisture 
during saturation. Borecore lump samples came from borecores which were generally drilled 
with mud, or in wet conditions. These samples were probably saturated before reaching the 
surface, and, as observed, would show little, if any, increase in moisture during the saturation 
procedure. 

Based on this it seems likely that Mis is close to Mar. For the purposes of this study, Mar was 
taken as being a close estimate of Mis. It will be represented by 'Mis' (Mis contained within 
single apostrophe marks), with the apostrophe marks indicating it is approximate only. It is 
very important to note that the closeness of values of Mar and Mis is only applicable when site 
preparation and sample handling are rigidly controlled. 

Offset Between 'Mis' and Moisture Holding Capacity 
Figure 2 shows a plot of 'Mis' versus MHChigh for all lumps. 'Mis' is, on average, significantly 
higher than MHChigh, even for values of MHChigh as low as 5%. Over the range of coal types 
sampled the average difference is 1.2% with a range from -1.3% to 5.0%. The equation for 
the relationship is: 

'Mis' = 1.1431 MHChigh + 0.348 (1) 
R2 for this relationship is 0.93, and SeY (the standard error of estimate for Y; ninety-five 
percent of estimations using this relationship will be within ±2 times Se Y) is 1.64%. 
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The offsets observed between 'Mis' versus MHChigh are in contrast to the findings of Ode and 
Gibson (1960) and Luppens and Hoeft (1991) who found that EM (very similar to MHChigh) 
closely follows Mis up to values around 25%. 
The reason for the discrepancy in findings is not clear. It may be related to the coal types 
utilised in the studies. Luppens and Hoeft (1991) only considered United States coals, while 
Ode and Gibson (1960) considered a range of international coals but only from North 
America, Europe, and, what is now, Malaysia. Few, if any, Gondwanan (Southern 
Hemisphere) coals were included in those studies. It is believed the reason for the difference 
in outcomes lies, at least partly, in the differences in petrography between Northern and 
Southern Hemisphere coals, with the latter having generally higher inertinite contents. The 
findings of an industry-wide survey (see ACARP report) supported the significant differences 
between Mis and MHChigh. 

Comparison of Moisture Holding Capacity and Equilibrium Moisture Data 
The major differences between EM and the two Australian standard MHC tests, MHChigh for 
higher rank coals and MHC10w for lower rank coals, are related to particle size and 
equilibration time. All lump samples and washed product samples had MHChigh and EM 
determinations carried out. Selected samples had MHClow also determined. Figures 3 and 4 
show plots of EM versus MHChigh and MHClow respectively. In both cases the agreement is 
very good. Up to around 10% there are no significant differences between EM and MHChigh, 
and up to 15% there are no significant differences between EM and MHC1ow. 
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Testing of the Preston and Sanders Equation 
Preston and Sanders (J 992, 1993) derived an equation to calculate RD to different moisture 
levels, by making the assumption that the volume of the coal, as determined, for example, 
during the pycnometer bottle procedure, changes by the volume of the water lost or gained 
when the moisture changes from MI to M2. The general form of the equation, for converting 
RDI (at MI) to RD2 (at M2) is: 

(2) 
Two RD values were determined on each lump(s) sample in this study; the pycnometer bottle 
value determined on the air-dry laboratory sample, and the immersion value determined on 
the saturated lump(s). The Preston and Sanders equation, in the following form, was used to 
calculate RD values at M,al from the pycnometer values determined at Mad. 

RD,al = (RD.d x (100 - Mad)) / (100 + RD.d x (M,al- Mad) - M'al) (3) 
Figure 5 shows a plot of the calculated values versus the determined values. The equation of 
the line of best fit for the 60 data points is: 

RD,a"de, = 0.9854 x RD,a"eale + 0.0104 (4) 
R2 for this relationship is 0.977, and the standard error of estimate is 0.019. Thus use of the 
Preston and Sanders (1992) equation will give values about 0.010 to 0.016 low in the RD 
range 1.40 to 1.80 based on this set of data. Given that the reproducibility of the relative 
density pycnometer bottle test in the Australian Standard is 0.08, this agreement seems 
satisfactory . 
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A Method for the Estimation of In Situ Relative Density (RDis) 
One of the major objectives of this project is to be able to predict Mis for coal seams. From 
this, RDis can be calculated to allow accurate resource estimations to be made. Equation 1 
may be used to calculate MIS from MHChigh, and then the Preston and Sanders equation, in the 
following form, may be used to calculate RDis ' 

RDIS = (RDad x (100 - Mad» / (100 + RDad X (Mis- Mad) - Mis) (5) 

Figure 6 shows a plot of 'RDi,' (the RD at 'Mis') calculated using Equations 1 and 5. A good 
relationship is obtained, with R2 = 0.98 and a standard error of estimate of 0.02. The 
agreement between the two parameters is 0.01 at RD=1.40 and 0.015 at RD=2.00. Given the 
inherent precision of the pycnometer bottle RD test this outcome is satisfactory. 

Insertion of Equation I into Equation 5 provides a direct method for the calculation of RDis. 
However, it is visualised that it will be used infrequently. A more likely, and more rigorous, 
approach is that Mis will first be estimated, using Equation I, or other means. The estimated 
value of Mis will then be considered in light of all the available moisture data, and when there 
is sufficient confidence that that value is good estimate, then the calculations to estimate RDis 
can be completed using Equation 5. 

Multi-variable analysis has been used to generate equations suitable for the estimation of Mis 
and RDis from coal quality parameters. These are detailed in the ACARP final report. 
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ABSTRACT 
Seismic data are routinely used at Australian coal mines to identify potential structures which 
may disrupt underground coal mining. Although mining work is carried out in the spatial 
domain, seismic sections are normally presented in two-way reflection times, which are not 
easily directly scalable to depths due to the spatial variations in seismic velocity. The 
apparent structures from the time section can be misleading. Therefore, it is vital to convert 
seismic time sections to depth sections before interpretation. 

In this paper, we present a depth conversion algorithm designed for coal seismic data. Our 
method assumes that the coal seam structures are usually "relatively" simple and that there 
are many boreholes available to constrain the process of depth conversion. The key steps of 
the algorithm can be summarised as the following: I) identify marked horizons (normally the 
coal seams) from the seismic volume; 2) associate these horizons with known depths at 
borehole locations; 3) derive depth conversion velocities for each horizon at the borehole 
locations; 4) extend the depth conversion velocities at the borehole locations to the whole 
seismic volume through 3D interpolation; 5) convert the 3D seismic time volume to a depth 
volume (including the time picks so that there is no need to re-pick the horizon after depth 
conversion). The newly-derived depth volume will provide accurate depth controlled seismic 
sections (2D and 3D) and can be used to export seismic sections and picked horizons for 
integration into mine planning software and provide a basis for in-seam drilling and other 
daily mine operations. An advantage of this algorithm is that the user can easily add 
information from newly drilled boreholes into the time-to-depth conversion database to keep 
the seismic results current without a need to go back to the original seismic processing 
contractor. Real data examples are used to illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm. 

INTRODUCTION 
Seismic surveying is one of the most effective geophysical methods for the interpretation of 
coal seam structures and is routinely carried out for coal mine planning in Australia. It 
reduces unpredicted structural "surprises" and provides far greater confidence for 
underground coal mine operations. In general, processed seismic sections are presented in 
two-way reflection times rather than depth. There are several reasons to convert time data to 
depth. Firstly, mining plans are made in terms of subsurface depth rather than two-way 
reflection time. Secondly, geological andlor other geophysical data are normally presented in 
the spatial (depth) domain. Correlation between seismic data and borehole data will be much 
easier if both data are presented in the same depth domain. Thirdly, depths are not directly 
scalable from the seismic sections and apparent structures from the time section can be 
misleading due to velocity pull-ups and pull-downs. Finally, the depth converted seismic data 
will provide accurate subsurface structure independent of velocity anomalies and can be used 
to build accurate geological models which can be integrated into mine planning software and 
provide a basis for guiding tasks such as in-seam drilling. Therefore, it is a very useful to be 
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able to convert seismic time sections to depth sections before integrating seismic data with 
mining plans. 

Seismic depth conversion, however, is a complex process that ideally begins with seismic 
data processing, seismic velocity analysis and the study of well data to refine the conversion. 
The process is usually iterative, especially when the structures are very complex. In this 
paper, we present a simple depth conversion algorithm designed for coal seismic data and use 
real data examples to illustrate the application of the algorithm. 

DEPTH CONVERSION ALGORITHM 
What we try to achieve through seismic depth conversion is a transformation of the seismic 
data from the time domain into the depth domain. This can be done in a number of different 
ways with the approach to be followed depending largely on the complexity of the geological 
structures. Table 1 lists the most common ways of depth conversion in seismic imaging. The 
selection of the depth conversion methods depends on the geological settings. With 
increasing complexity of the geological structures, more sophisticated techniques are 
required. Seismic depth migration is the most comprehensive approach but it is quite an 
expensive process and usually involves iterative velocity model building and migration 
processing (Yilmaz, 2001). It also needs to be pointed out that seismic time migration merely 
moves dipping reflection events into their true "relative" position in the time domain and 
does not convert seismic times to depth. 

a e T bl 1 C ommon d h ept converSIOn approac es Of seismiC Imaging" h ~ 
. I 

Geological Setting No dip, no lateral Mild dipping Dipping events, Severely dipping 
velocity variations events, mild lateral moderate lateral events l strong 

velocity variations velocity variations lateral velocity 
variations 

Migration method No Migration Time M jaration Time Migration Depth Migration 
Depth conversion Conversion oftime Conversion of time Conversion of time Conversion of time 
method axis to depth axis axis to depth axis axis to depth axis axis to depth axis 

along vertical rays along vertical rays along image rays done during the 
depth migration 

Vertical Dept" Vertical Depth Map Migratioll Prestack Dept" 
Conversion COllversioll Migratioll 

In the case of coal seismic data, the coal seams are usually flat or slightly dipping and the 
lateral variation in the sediments and the seismic velocity are relatively gentle. These 
properties suggest that it is possible to use a simple vertical depth conversion method to 
stretch the time axis to depth axis along vertical rays (Hubral, 1977), i.e. the second option 
indicated in the Table 1. Furthermore, given that there are usually many boreholes available 
to constrain the process of depth conversion, it is possible to design a simple depth 
conversion algorithm suitable for use with coal 3D seismic data. Our algorithm consists of 
the following steps2: 

I This table is adopted from the Landmark web page at 
http://www.lgc.com/customersupportllandseape/structuralinternretation/puttingitalltogether/reconcilingyourtime 
anddePthdataireconciling+your+time+and+depth+data.htm 

2 For 20 seismic data, the process of depth conversion is similar to 3D case. The reflection times from the 
interpreted horizons need to be tied from line to line. At the boreholes, the control reflection times are derived 
from the interpolation of reflection times from the 20 seismic lines. 
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I) Select and identifY the control horizons (normally the coal seams) from the seismic 
volume; 

2) Track the reflection times of the marked horizons for the whole seismic volume; 
3) Associate these reflection times with known depths at all available borehole locations; 
4) Derive depth conversion velocities for each horizon at each borehole location by 

dividing the horizon depth by half of the corresponding reflection time; (Horizon 
depths need to be corrected to the seismic datum) 

5) Laterally extend the depth conversion velocities for each horizon at the borehole 
locations to each trace location within the whole seismic volume by using 2D 
interpolation method such as linear triangulation, radial basis function or minimum 
curvature. 

6) Compute the depth conversion velocity at each seismic time sample for each trace 
through ID interpolation of the control velocities at the control horizon reflection 
times; 

7) Convert the time to depth by halving the product of the time and the corresponding 
velocity at each time sample for each trace; 

8) Resample the converted seismic depth traces at a nominated depth sampling rate. (In 
general, the seismic depth traces from step 7 are not evenly sampled.) 

9) Apply the same depth conversion to the control horizon picks so that there is no need 
to re-pick them after depth conversion. 

The depth volume thus derived will provide accurately depth controlled seismic sections and 
picked horizons for importing into geological databases and mine planning software. The 
algorithm also has the advantage of allowing new borehole information to be added into the 
time-to-depth conversion database. It is thus possible to update the seismic depth volume 
without a need to go back to the original seismic processing contractor. 

EXAMPLES FROM SANDY CREEK 
Our depth conversion algorithm has been implemented into the SeisWin3 software. We will 
use 3D seismic data from the Sandy Creek area of Oaky Creek Mine (Bowen Basin, 
Queensland) operated by Xstrata, as an example to illustrate the application of the algorithm. 
The 3D seismic data were acquired by Schlumberger Oilfield (Australia) Pty Ltd in August 
and September of 2000 and processed by two different frocessing companies. Figure 1 shows 
the 3D seismic survey area which covers about 7.6 km . There are 189 boreholes available in 
the area as indicated by the red circles on the map, with an average spacing of 200m. 
According to the drillhole data, the coal seams in the area dip gently to the south-west. 

Figure 2 shows the time migrated seismic sections from the two processing companies from 
cross line 242 shown in Figure I. There are six boreholes nearby: rl0882, rl0881, rl0873, 
r10870, rl0871 and rl0872. These are plotted from the left to the right as vertical lines. From 
the top down, we have identified three major coal seam reflections: the Aquila (AQ), the 
Tieri 1 (TI) and the German Creek (GCWS). Although these two sections represent the same 
cross line and originated from the same field data, the structural appearance of these two 
sections is different. This may be a concern to some readers, but it is not a new observation 
that different processing contractors may provide different results. This is discussed in 
Yilmaz (2001) with respect to oil seismic and in Zhou and Hatherly (2003) with respect to 
coal seismic data. One of the reasons for these discrepancies lies in the use of the time 
domain to present the seismic sections. Different velocities will almost certainly have been 

J SeisWill is an interactive seismic signal processing and interpretation program developed by Geomole Ply Ltd 
. which is formed by researchers at the Universities of Sydney and Stellenbosch (South Africa) with additional 
support from the eRe for Mining Technology and Equipment (now eRe Mining). 
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determined in the processing and these will affect the appearance of the seismic sections in 
the time domain. However, this structural ambiguity in the time sections can be improved 
once the sections are correctly converted into the depth domain. 

We used the time-to-depth conversion algorithm described in the previous section to convert 
the 3D seismic time volumes from the two processing companies into depth volumes. Figure 
3 shows the time-to-depth conversion velocity sections corresponding to the time sections in 
Figure 2. The differences in these two velocity sections are due to the differences in the time 
sections. Linear triangulation was used as our 2D velocity interpolation method in step 5. 
Once we calculate the depth conversion velocities, we can convert the seismic time volumes 
into depth volumes using steps 7 and 8 described in the previous section. Using cross line 242 
as an example, this can be done by mUltiplying the halved reflection times on the sections of 
Figure 2 with the corresponding velocities In Figure 3. The two resulting 
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Figure 1 Sandy Creek 3D seismic survey area as outlined by the solid line. The circles 
indicate boreholes available in the area. The NE trending line represents the locations of 
cross line 242. 
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Figure 2 Seismic time section from the crossline 242: (a) processed by one processing company; 
(b) processed by a second processing company. The vertical lines indicate the nearby borehole 
locations along thin section. The three horizontal curves indicate the three major reflections from 
coal seams: Aquila (AQ), Tieri I (Tl) and German Creek (GCWS), respectively. 
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Figure 3 Velocity sections for depth conversion corresponding to the seismic sections in 
Figure 2: (a) First processing company; (b) Second processing company. 
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depth sections are shown in Figure 4. There are still some differences in the quality of the 
seismic reflections but it is significant that in structural detail the two depth sections now 
closely resemble each other. This is a striking example of how the depth conversion 
algorithm can combine the time and depth information at the boreholes to effectively 
remove structural ambiguities. 

Inlln, Number 

Inllnc Number 

Figure 4 Seismic depth converted section from the crossline 242: (a) contractor one; (b) 
contractor two. 

A DISCUSSION ON VELOCITY MODELLING 
The choice of the method for estimating the conversion velocities for each time sample at 
each seismic trace is one of the issues in seismic time-to-depth conversion. Velocities can 
be derived in various ways such as refraction analysis, stacking velocity analysis, 
tomographic velocity inversion and sonic logging. Most of these methods do not provide 
velocities at the density required for depth conversion. It is therefore necessary to use some 
form of interpolation and extrapolation to match the density of the seismic data. For 
example, to transform a seismic time section into a depth section, velocity infOimation 
needs to be extrapolated from the known locations to all the trace locations. This is not a 
simple procedure and as we have previously demonstrated (Zhou and Hatheriy, 2003), it 
can be the source of significant errors. 

To reinforce this point, we use as an example the conversion of the GCWS reflection time 
surface from the Sandy Creek 3D seismic data to a depth surface. In this situation, there are 
189 boreholes in an area of about 7.6 km2 to control the coal seam depths. The depth 
conversion velocities are estimated using the following procedures. 

We first track the GCWS reflection times through the whole 3D seismic data volume. Once 
the reflection times have been picked, we can compute the velocities at the borehole 
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locations based on the reflection times and the corresponding depth of the GCWS seam. 
These velocities should be very accurate around the borehole locations. The next step 
towards converting the tracked seam reflection times into depths is to extrapolate the 
computed velocities at the control boreholes to all the trace locations. This can be done by 
2D interpolation algorithms. 

There are many interpolation algorithms available including polynomial regression, nearest 
neighbour, natural neighbour, triangulation with linear interpolation, Kriging and minimum 
curvature methods. Although they are all designed to model the known data, each will give 
different results (Surfer 7 Manual, 1999). The selection of the interpolation algorithm is 
therefore, a challenging task. For example, Figure 5 shows the differences between the 
velocities obtained using the triangulation with linear interpolation method and the 
minimum curvature method. Overall, the velocity differences are relatively small due to the 
fact that the boreholes are nearly uniformly distributed over the area. The main differences 
occur in the regions where the boreholes are relatively sparse. Here, differences of up to 
100 rn/s or more occur. This can be translated into differences in depth of up to 7.5 m (the 
average reflection times of the GCWS seam are about 0.15 s). This is quite significant and 
can easily change the local dip of the coal seam. This change in depth can have significant 
implication for structural definition and in seam guidance. Care is therefore required for 
selecting the interpolation algorithm. The choice should include consideration of geological 
as well as theoretical issues. 

E 
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Figure 5 The differences of the velocities derived using the triangular linear interpolation and the minimum 
curvature interpolation algorithms trom control boreholes shown by crosses. The descending hatch indicates 
positive velocity differences while the ascending hatch represents negative differences. The white space 
indicates minor velocity differences. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have described a simple time-to-depth conversion algorithm specifically 
for coal seismic data where many boreholes are available for control purposes. The 
algorithm was tested by using 3D seismic data from the Sandy Creek area of Xstrata's 
Oaky Creek Mine. The results are very encouraging. 

In the algorithm, the depth conversion is performed by stretching the time axis to the depth 
axis along the vertical image ray. The method assumes that there is sufficient borehole 
control and that the subsurface horizons are gently dipping and the lateral velocity 
variations are only mild. In addition to its simplicity, one of the advantages of the algorithm 
is that the user can easily incorporate infonnation from new boreholes into the time-to
depth conversion data base, thus keeping the seismic results current without a need to go 
back to the original seismic processing contractor. Once the data are converted into the 
depth domain, structural ambiguities in the time data will be reduced, as might differences 
in the processing by different processing companies. The depth converted seismic data can 
be more easily correlated with borehole data and there is scope to extract more detailed 
infonnation from the data. Most importantly, it makes the integration of seismic data with 
other geological data and mine plans easier. This facilitates better use of seismic data in 
daily mine operations. 

The key to the seismic depth conversion process lies in the estimation of the conversion 
velocities. This involves velocity interpolation from known locations such as boreholes. 
There are many interpolation methods available. Different interpolation methods usually 
give different results and care is needed in their selection. The choice should include 
consideration of geological as well as theoretical issues. 
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ABSTRACT 
Optimisation of the information gained from vast amounts of geophysical well data routinely 
acquired during exploration is currently a major research priority for the coal industry. In this 
paper we demonstrate the use of the self-organising map (SOM) for the analysis of multivariate 
data. The SOM method is an unsupervised data analysis and visualisation technique which is 
inherently suitable for analysing the subtle and often complex relationships that are the result of 
geological processes. 

We applied the SOM method to the analysis of geophysical log data for the characterisation and 
prediction of sandstones with levels of radioactivity typical for siltstones. Such rocks are 
common in the Sydney and Bowen Basins. Visual examination of density, sonic, neutron and 
resistivity logs does not differentiate these units but they show elevated gamma responses, which 
commonly lead to their misinterpretation as siltstones. 

A SOM was trained on data from the Kestrel mine to recognise the geophysical log 
characteristics of the anomalous sandstones. The SOM identified a series of diagnostic log 
response combinations, successfully identifying the anomalous sandstones. This was then used 
as a classification template for data from the German Creek mine site, > 30km to the northeast of 
Kestrel. This predicted anomalous intervals with a high degree of accuracy despite there being 
less log data than at Kestrel. 

INTRODUCTION 
Vast amounts of geophysical well data are routinely acquired during exploration drilling in the 
coal industry. The main purpose of these data is to accurately map coal seams, and to gather 
geotechnical information from the interburden. Quantitative applications are generally limited to 
calculation of parameters from single logs, such as rock strength from sonic logs (McNally, 
1987). Objective multivariate analysis are uncommon; an example being the principal 
component analysis for the identification of major lithologies (Fullagar et ai., 1999). 

In this paper we demonstrate the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) technique for the multivariate 
analysis of geophysical well logs. This technique developed by Kohonen in the mid-1980's 
(Kohonen, 200 I) is a powerful tool for the objective analysis of complex data sets. SOM has 
been widely used for data analysis in the fields of finance, speech analysis, astronomy and more 
recently in petroleum well log and seismic interpretation (eg. Kaski et ai., 1998; Strecker & 
Uden, 2002). 
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ANOMALOUS GAMMA RESPONSE IN INTERBURDEN SANDSTONES 
Sandstones with gamma responses typical of siltstones are common between the coal seams 
of the German Creek Coal Measures, but are absent from similar stratigraphic levels in the 
Moranbah Coal Measures further north. To characterise the radiation levels and evaluate 
possible sources of the radioactivity, samples of normal and anomalous sandstones and 
siltstones were taken from drill core at the Kestrel and German Creek mines. The samples 
were analysed for uranium, thorium and potassium by laboratory gamma-ray spectrometry in 
addition to calculating average down-hole gamma responses from the sample site. Figure 2 
shows the gamma responses of these samples grouped by rock types. Siltstones have a higher 
response (150-250 API) than sandstones (70-130 API), but anomalous sandstones have 
radioactivity levels similar to siltstones in the same area. 

Natural gamma-ray radioactivity is produced by decay of potassium, thorium and uranium 
isotopes. Potassium is a major constituent of many rock-forming minerals, of which mica, 
potassium-feldspars and clay minerals such as illite are the most abundant in coal measure 
sequences. Uranium and thorium exhibit complex geochemical pathways. Uranium is highly 
soluble under oxidising conditions, and may enter the groundwater. If that water passes 
through anoxic sediments, the uranium may be precipitated, leading to uranium enrichments 
in black shales and organic rich materials (Rider, 2000). Thorium can also be mobilized 
under acidic or organic-rich conditions and later co-precipitated with iron oxides (Dickson 
and Scott, 1997). Both elements occur to varying degrees within heavy minerals such as 
monazite, zircon, epidote and sphene, which can concentrate in the silt fraction of clastic 
rocks. 

Figure 3A plots potassium content against gamma log response of the sampling site. There is 
a clear increase of potassium content with increasing radiation levels for normal sandstones 
to siltstones. However, the anomalous samples do not follow this trend but show lower 
potassium content than expected. Thus potassium and hence potassium-rich minerals such as 
orthoclase or mica are not responsible for any anomalous gamma response. 

Figure 3B shows that the ratio of thorium to uranium stays remarkably constant at about 4.5 
across all the samples. This value is typical for terrigenous sands and clays worldwide, where 
the radiation originates from heavy minerals such as monazite and zircon (SchOn, 1996). 
Much more variable ThIU ratios would be expected if either an organic accumulation for 
uranium or iron-related accumulation of thorium was occurring. In addition, the absence of 
any visible coaly or organic-rich laminations or lenses in the sandstones supports the 
interpretation of heavy mineral accumulations. 

CHARACTERISATION OF ANOMALOUS SANDSTONES AT KESTREL 
Sandstones with anomalous gamma response were mapped in five cored boreholes from 
Kestrel and German Creek by detailed comparison of core photographs with gamma logs 
(shown as solid bars in Figure 6). The anomalous sandstones range from <0.5m to >6m in 
thickness and most can be correlated across each mine with some correlating regionally 
across the mines. However there are no apparent facies relationships that would allow 
prediction ofthe anomalous intervals from a sedimentological framework. 

In order to test if these anomalous sandstones can be identified from a combination of 
geophysical logs, a SOM was applied to data from the interburden from three boreholes at 
Kestrel. In addition to the geophysical log data, each data point was assigned a label of either 
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'c' for 'cold' (nonnal), or 'H' for 'hot' (anomalous) gamma response. This label was not used 
in the SOM analysis, but tagged the samples throughout the analysis. 
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Figure 3 A. Plot of potassium vs gamma log response and B. ThiU ratio of selected samples 
(fields defined in SchOn, 1996). 

The SOM data comprised 1587 data vectors with gamma, density, sonic, neutron and 
resistivity log variables. A SOM of 20 x 15 nodes was chosen to represent the data. Figure 
4A shows the U-matrix for this distribution overlain by the number of hits on each node and 
marked with the most common 'H' or 'c' label that occurs at each node. 

The nodes on the U-matrix dominated by H-tagged data fall into two coherent domains plus 
several outliers. The coherence of these domains plus their dark blue colour in the U-matrix 
imply that the contained nodes are more similar to each other than to nodes outside, 
particularly ones near the edge ofthe U-matrix. 

The geophysical log character of each node and hence the anomalous domains are identified 
in the component maps shown in Figure 5. Both domains show middle-of-the-range values 
for all the five logs, with a gamma response which is of a level typical for siltstones, and a 
low sonic response and average neutron response typical of sandstones. Domain 2 shows 
lower density and higher resistivity than domain 1. 
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The SOM technique has capabilities that make it ideal for geoscience applications, including: 
• An ability to identify and define subtle relationships within and between diverse data, 

such as continuous (eg. geophysical logs) and categorical (eg. rock-type) variables; 
• No required prior knowledge about the nature or number of clusters within the data; 
• No assumptions about statistical distributions of variables or linear correlations between 

variables; 
• Robust handling of missing and noisy data; 
• Additional analysis tools, such as component analysis, spatial analysis and the ability to 

use a pre-computed SOM as a classification framework for a new dataset. 
We applied this technique to the identification, characterisation and prediction of sandstones 
with gamma responses typical of siltstones in the German Creek Coal Measures of the Bowen 
Basin. These sandstones are abundant and form regionally significant units in the goaf of the 
mines. Identification of these rocks from geophysics alone is difficult, as their signature is 
similar to that of local siltstone units. Such misinterpretations will impact on the geotechnical 
interpretation of the coalmine roof and will distort any quantitative log evaluations that include 
gamma-based shale indicators (ef Turner & Hatherly, this volume). 

THE SELF-ORGANISING MAP METHOD 
The SOM method uses a vector quantisation approach to define relationships and trends, within 
and between, multidimensional data sets. Kohonen (2001) described the technique in detail, and 
a computer code is freely available (Vesanto et ai, 2000). 

The main steps in generating and interpreting a SOM are (Figure I): 

Initialisation. A set of random code vectors is initialised throughout the input data vector space. 
The number of code vectors is determined by the size ofthe SOM chosen as output. 

Self-Organisation. During a series of iterative steps, the code vector closest to a particular data 
vector is moved some way towards that data vector. As it moves, its neighbouring code vectors 
are also moved toward the same data vector. Over a large number of iterations, code vectors self
organise to represent the 'average positions' of clusters within the input data. Some code vectors 
may stay outside the data cloud and will not be associated with any input data samples. 

Mapping to U-matrix. A commonly used view of the SOM is the 'unified distance matrix' (U
matrix, Vesanto et al., 2000), where the code vectors are projected onto a regular grid, which is 
coloured according to the similarity between adjacent code vectors. This highlights the 
relationships of clusters to each other. The number of data vectors ('hits') associated with each 
code vector can be displayed as white spots sized in proportion. 

Component analysis. Individual component maps show the contribution of each input variable 
to the SOM, allowing a detailed characterisation of each node. 

Spatial analysis. A colour map can be applied to the U-matrix to highlight data clusters or to tag 
particular clusters (eg. Himberg, 1999), which then get mapped back into the original sample 
space allowing visualization of geological or spatial relationships. 
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Figure 1 Summary of the data analysis process facilitated by the SOM technique 

Classification of other datasets. Once a U-matrix and its underlying structure are 
established, it can be used to classify other like datasets into the same structure. This will be 
demonstrated below. 
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Even though the nodes within the domains are dominated by H-tagged samples, they still 
contain a proportion of c-tagged samples. This ratio of H-tagged samples to the total number 
of samples is shown for each node of the V-matrix in Figure 4B. This ratio estimates the 
confidence with which a data vector classified into this node can be interpreted as anomalous. 

We then used the colour map shown in Figure 4B to map the data vectors back against the 
boreholes shown in Figure 6. A visual correlation with the mapped intervals shows that nodes 
with more than 50% anomalous hits describe the mapped anomalous lithologies very well, 
confirming that sandstones with anomalously high gamma response can be identified on the 
basis of their combined geophysical log responses. 

PREDICTION OF ANOMALOUS SANDSTONES AT GERMAN CREEK 
Two boreholes with gamma, density and sonic logs at German Creek comprised 1552 vectors 
for the SOM. These vectors were sorted into the SOM structure shown in Figure 4A, and 
assigned a colour using the confidence level map shown in Figure 4B. These colours were 
then mapped back to the boreholes (Figure 6). 

The match between the predicted anomalous intervals at German Creek and the intervals 
mapped using the core photographs is very good. There were a few additional intervals 
predicted, but a check back to the photographs showed these lithologies to be dark-coloured 
bioturbated sandstone or interbedded sandstone/siltstone, which are difficult to identifY as 
anomalous on the photographs. 

The prediction of sandstones with anomalous gamma response is very robust, considering the 
lack of neutron and resistivity logs at German Creek, the distance between the two sites 
(> 30km) and the very subtle characteristics of the anomalous sandstones. 

CONCLUSION 
We have shown that the SOM analysis is a robust method to extract subtle information from 
multiple geophysical borehole logs that goes beyond the simple lithological classification 
offered by other multivariate analysis techniques. A similar approach could be used to 
identifY other lithologies of geotechnical interest such as those containing swelling clays. 
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ABSTRACT 
A demonstration of the latest RIM instrumentation (RIM IV) took place under the auspices 
of the Australian Coal Association Research Program (ACARP). The participation involved 
field-testing an improved in-mine radio-imaging prototype at two underground coal mines in 
Australia in April 2003. 

The primary objective of the ACARP field trials was to evaluate the operational procedure, 
performance capabilities, and imaging resolution of the prototype RIM IV In-Mine system. 

Improvements to range were noted from field work in the Goonyella Middle Seam, and 
encouraging resolution of a diatreme feature was achieved in the German Creek Seam 
(Lilyvale). Technical improvements seem to have been achieved with the RIM IV system, 
which augurs well for future deployment in Australian coal mining. Further improvements to 
the system are required in terms of mechanical design and readiness for commercial mine 
use. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Radio Imaging Method (RIM) was developed in the early 1980's and has been used 
extensively as a risk management tool for geological structure detection throughout the 
coalfields of North America and Australia in particular. The technique has been primarily 
used in a cross-panel transmission configuration to "image" longwall panels, although it can 
also be used from boreholes. Anomalous zones were subsequently revealed through the use 
of imaging software, akin to CAT scans in medical tomography. 

RIM has historically proven to be a useful and promising methodology for reducing 
geological risk in Australian coal applications, but in the past, limitations to range and 
resolution negatively impacted on the acceptance of the technique, particularly in 
Queensland. Excellent results were obtained from the resistive, gas drained coal of the 
Illawara and in the dry coals of the Western district but conductive coals were problematic, 
and indifferent results were achieved in the German Creek and Goonyella Middle Seams in 
Queensland. 

Development of the methodology has been sporadic and also hampered by non-technical 
issues, however a current RIM system is now available in North America which promises 
some clear advantages over the RIM systems that have been available to Australian miners 
from 1989 to present. This system is informally known as "RIM IV", however the trade 
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name for the teclmology is "3D-RlM". The manufacturer and intellectual property owner of 
RlM IV is Stolar Horizon Inc, of New Mexico, USA. 

Stolar Horizon, Inc. , were invited to participate in a demonstration of RlM IV 
instrumentation under the auspices of the Australian Coal Association Research Program 
(ACARP), Project No. Cll035. The participation involved field-testing an improved in-mine 
radio-imaging prototype at underground coal mines in Australia in April 2003. 

The primary objective of the ACARP field trials was to evaluate the operational procedure, 
performance capabilities, and imaging resolution of the prototype RlM-IV In-Mine system, 
and compare this with known results from the use of RlM predecessors (RlM II and RIM 
20120 in particular), which are still being used in Australian coal mining. 

Two (2) in-mine surveys involving RlM IV were conducted at Australian coal mines in April 
2003. RlM-IV trial surveys were authorised and conducted at RAG's North Goonyella coal 
mine on April I, 2003, and BHP Billiton's Crinurn coal mine on April 3, 2003. These surveys 
were designed to investigate geological conditions within a section of a North GoonyeJla 
longwall panel and a pillar at Crinum (in a Mains development panel). The North Goonyella 
longwall was suspected to contain various fault planes and the pillar at Crinum was known to 
contain a diatreme that can be seen in the rib of the entry. 

A SHORT HISTORY OF RIM 
The Radio Imaging Method was developed as a bi-product of research on the use of radio 
wave communication for trapped miners. The radio waves were found to preferentially 
propagate through coal rather than rock and this led to the observation of the coal seam 
waveguide phenomenon (Hill, 1984). Dr. Larry Stolarczyk, the founder of Stolar Horizon, 
was the inventor of this technology and holds various patents pertaining to the R1M system 
and its multiple variants (Stolarczyk, 1986). 

The coal seam waveguide was found to attenuate at different rates when in clear coal, and in 
structurally disturbed ground. Through the use of advanced imaging techniques developed 
primarily for medical investigative work, RIM surveys can produce a tomographic image 
where potential hazards to mining are identifiable as areas of higher attenuation (Shope et ai, 
1986). RlM proved particularly effective in delineating igneous intrusions, faults, and 
reduced seam thickness zones such as washouts. In Australia, a novel application in coal was 
for the measurement of the level of water infusion after gas drainage over time (Doyle et ai, 
1992). 

Throughout the 1990's RlM surveys were a common feature of the Australian longwall 
extraction landscape, and considerable work was also carried out using RIM from horizontal 
boreholes as a means of detecting potential outbursts ahead of the development face 
(Thomson et ai, 1995). The use of RlM declined in the late 1990's for a number of reasons, 
however a key factor was the increased geological certainty achieved through the growth and 
acceptance of extensive directional drilling ahead of the face (mainly for gas drainage). 

The technique has been through several evolutionary phases, and continues to be modified 
through the iterative research and development activity of Stolar Horizon. The fundamental 
electronic design of RlM IV is mature and stable however continued development work is 
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currently underway to make the system "mine tough" and suitable for application In 

boreholes. 

The following RlM systems have been applied: 

Table One: Various Radio Imaging Systems 

RIM Period of Characteristics Current status 
System Operation 
RIM I 1983 - 1990 Single frequency, amplitude data No longer used 

only, in-mine system only 
RlMII 1990 - present Borehole to borehole system, Still used in Australia, 

multiple frequency, measured rarely in North 
phase (not reliably), only America 
amplitude data used commercially 

R1M 20/ 1992 - present In-mine system, based on RlM II Still used in Australia, 
20 rarely in North 

America 
RlM III 1993 - 1998 Experimental system designed for Not used 

metaliferous applications, never 
used commercially 

RlMIV 2002 - present Prototype systems manufactured, Only available in 
measures amplitude and phase, North America to 
multiple frequency date 

The licence to operate RlM in Australia was held by Mine Exploration and Technical 
Services (METS) until the mid 1990's. The original METS RlM equipment is now operated 
by Subsurface Systems (this is the RlM I and RlM 20 / 20 systems). Currently, in North 
America Stolar Horizon hold the exclusive licence to operate RlM technologies. RlM IV 
equipment is available for in-mine use and it is anticipated that a borehole RlM IV system 
will be completed by the end of 2003. 

THE ACARP PROJECT FIELD TRIALS 
Trial 1: North Goonyella Mine 
The first trial was carried out in the Goonyella Middle Seam at North Goonyella Mine 
Longwa1l3 Panel between chainages 180m and 400m. The goal of this exercise was to image 
a portion of the longwall panel known to contain geological structures. It was acknowledged 
that the survey location was not ideal as the structures were expected to run sub-parallel to 
the gate roads but given the available time frame, there was no other available site in the 
mine. 

The survey was conducted at 70 kHz and in general the trial proved successful at propagating 
the radio signals through the 240m wide longwall panel. RlM attenuation rates at this mine 
have been historically high; therefore, the system was configured at the lowest possible 
frequency in anticipation of very low-level measurements. However, the measured signal 
strengths from the RlM-IV system were much higher than expected and readings were in 
most cases above the measuring thresholds of the receiver. 
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In previous RIM 20/20 surveys at North Goonyella, frequencies as low as 22 kHz were used 
with generally poor outcomes. The signal struggled to propagate through the longwall panel 
and resolution was subsequently poor. The single most important finding from the North 
Goonyella ACARP trial was that RIM IV could adequately propagate a higher frequency 
signal (namely 70 kHz) through the panel. This is a significant improvement form previous 
RIM work at the mine. However, technical difficulties (describe below) hindered image 
resolution (and the value of the trial to the mine). 

Steps were taken to deal with large magnitude readings (these steps involved reducing the 
internal gain of the receivers to 0 dB and increasing the signal attenuators to maximum). The 
most important step would have been to increase the operating frequency to 200 kHz or 
300 kHz, but this could not be done in the mine due to the modifications required in the 
electronics. Therefore, the survey was conducted at 70 kHz. 

This procedure established a ray-path density (shown in Figure I) that was conducive to 
tomographic processing. There were 129 ray paths measured during the survey and the 
resulting ray-path coverage was intended to provide the highest resolution possible given the 
limited data collection time available. 

Trensmcer Er1IY 

Figure 1. Total ray-path coverage of the North Goonyella longwall 
panel section surveyed with RIM-IV on April 1" 2003 

The survey was performed at 70 kHz, but since the system did not have the capability to run 
at higher frequencies or lower gains, there was an overdriving of the receivers due to 
excessively high signal levels. The overdriving caused the magnitudes to be underestimated 
and not be representative of the true signal. This technical problem was primarily responsible 
for the poor resolution obtained in the image (Figure 2). 
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Although a high attenuation are may be noted from the image tlus is difficult to reconcile 
with actual mine geology. In future work at North Goonyella, higher frequencies will be 
employed (probably 200 kHz would be appropriate). 

Figure 2. RIM image from the North Goonyella longwall sUNey. 
Attenuation highs in the upper middle of the panel are difficult to 
reconcile with known pit geology. 

Trial 2: Crinum Mine 
The second trial was performed at the Crinum Mine between pillars in a Mains development 
area. A diatreme had been exposed from development work (the only known such feature in 
the area). Transmitter and receiver stations were set up in such a way as to transnUt the radio 
signal through three coal pillars of 30.2m thickness, separated by two roadways of 4.8m (total 
transmission distance 100.2m). 

The survey was conducted at 70 kHz. The attenuation rates at this nUne were also expected to 
be relatively high for Australian coal (based on experience at the nearby Gordonstone - now 
Kestrel - mine in the early 1990's). 

The target imaged was a diatreme that was known to exist in the centre of the middle pillar. 
Diatremes can be a major disruption to a longwall panel. They are a product of an igneous 
intrusion, which in the molten phase collapses under gravity drawing the overlying clastic 
material back into the void. Hence, the Crinum diatreme, shown in the plate in Figure 3 is a 
melange of broken-up roof material and there is no igneous material left in the coal seam 
area. 
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This type of feature, which totally disrupts the coal seam waveguide, has historically proved 
to be an excellent target for RlM. A diatreme is analogous to the type of response that may 
be expected from an igneous sill, a complete seam washout, or a full-face fault. 

Figure 3. Diatreme contact within the sUNeyed Crinum pillar 

Due to increased receiver attenuation, the 81 ray paths generated during the Crinum survey 
all possessed magnitudes below the clipping level and the resulting ray-path density was 
sufficient for effective tomographic analysis. 

Figure 4. Tomographic image of the Crinum pillar section sUNeyed with RIM-IV on April 3, 2003. 
This image was generated using 81 ray paths taken during the sUNey. 
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Figure 4 shows the resulting tomographic image of the complete data set obtained during the 
Crinum survey. The tomographic compiler used was ImageWin (SBIR-Maximum Velocity 
Model). The tomogram shows the diatreme as an area of high signal attenuation rate (red 
color-contour) in its exact known position within the normal coal seam (blue colour
contours). 

SOME COMMENTS ON THE COMMERCIAL READINESS OF THE RIM IV 
SYSTEM 
It was recognised that the current RIM-IV system is still only a prototype. Several 
adaptations will have to be made before RIM IV becomes a fully viable commercial product. 
These adaptations include: 

• Better presentation of the data to the operators in the field. 
• The system needs to incorporate some frequency agility with a wider range of gain 

settings and signal attenuators (to remove the chance of signal saturation). 
• RIM-IV must become "mine tough" with sealed housings for its antennas, batteries 

and electronics. 
• Improvements could be made to the ergonomics of the prototype RIM IV system. 
• The system must be approved for coal mine use in Australia. 

The increasing sophistication of the RIM system in terms of electronic performance has been 
accompanied by an increasing complexity of use, and larger and bulkier equipment. This 
trade-off affects one of the RIM systems previous best assets; its simplicity and immediate 
feedback of data to operators. The demand of the system to be utilised in an area free of 
electrical cables (at least partially) imparts logistical constraints that are a real issue for 
modern longwall operators. 

Providing a practical borehole to borehole system of RIM for underground in-seam drilling 
use remains a challenge. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The RIM IV surveys at North Goonyella and Crinum in April 2003 established the following: 

• Significantly improved range of RIM IV over previous RIM systems (estimate 30% + 
increase in range for a given frequency). 

• A high-resolution definition of a diatreme at Crinum, which suggests that RIM IV has 
improved resolution over previous RIM systems. 

• The RIM IV system still requires further development to be commercially ready for 
mine use. 

• The resolution of an image is still largely dependent on the relationship between the 
general 'shape' of the structure and the access points for RIM transmission. 
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ABSTRACT 
Formation evaluation from geophysical logs in clastic rocks often entails estimating the porosity 
and clay content from density and gamma ray logs respectively. These estimates are made to 
assist lithological interpretation and to provide further insight into geotechnical properties, 
particularly in combination with sonic logs. 

In this paper we explore the basis of the estimation of porosity and clay content using borehole 
data from the Appin and Wyong areas. We consider the general assumptions that porosity in 
sandstone formations can be estimated using a default rock matrix density of 2.65 tlml and that 
the natural gamma radiation from clays can be scaled to indicate clay content. We find that these 
assumptions are not adequate and that more detailed assessments need to be made using 
additional geophysical data. This can come from neutron, resistivity and sonic logs. 

None of the geophysical logs should be interpreted in isolation because there needs to be 
consistency with all logs. This is an advantageous situation because a process of cross-validation 
can be introduced to allow the interpretation to be fine tuned until the best match between all 
available data is obtained. This is, in a sense, an inversion process. 

Apart from improved geological interpretations, benefits from this type of analysis flow into 
geotechnical evaluation and the identification of gas bearing zones. 

INTRODUCTION 
For years the petroleum industry has used log-based volume fraction modelling techniques to 
derive estimates of important reservoir characteristics, most notably porosity and fluid saturation. 
Five of the log measurements that most of these models employ are common to most mineral 
logging suites used in the coal industry. These are gamma ray, density, neutron, sonic and 
resistivity. The most obvious omission is self potential (SP) which, despite its simplicity, has yet 
to be widely accepted. 

For a variety of reasons, few serious attempts have been made to investigate the possibilities 
these models offer to the coal industry: 

Coal (the resource) is very difficult to model this way. Quantifying variables like porosity, 
shaliness etc. hasn't been seen as particularly relevant. 
There have always been doubts about the repeatability and accuracy of the logging data, 
which, whilst in some cases may be legitimate, are often overplayed. Coal holes are 
generally narrow and drilled on light muds with little or no mud-cake development. 
Hence there are relatively small perturbations on the logs due to the hole environment 
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and most sections of most holes are very close to gauge. Provided a process for 
maintaining log quality is in place, repeatability and accuracy should not be an issue. 
Satisfactory pc-based digital acquisition has only really been around since circa 1990. For 
processing, it is debatable whether there is adequate pc-based software, even at present. 

Some quantitative uses beyond the analysis of coal seam properties, have been developed for 
geophysical logs. For example, in seismic interpretation, acoustic impedance logs and synthetic 
seismograms are sometimes generated from logging data. For geotechnical assessment strength 
is estimated from sonic logs (McNally, 1987) and for geological modelling where the distinction 
between sandstones and finer grained sediments is of interest (EsterIe et ai., 2002), the usual 
practice is to make this distinction on the basis of sand/shale line drawn through the natural 
gamma log. Logging contractors and consultants have, on occasion, attempted to provide a 
service in estimating volume fractions, mainly for improved lithological analysis, but there has 
not been much interest generated. Presumably this is because geologists are not sure how to 
make use of this information and because there are well-known exceptions to the normal analysis 
models - for example sandstones and shales with natural gamma responses opposite to the 
normal rule of low gamma response in sandstone and high gamma responses in shales. 

In Hatherly el al. (2001) the issues of making geotechnical evaluations from geophysical logs are 
investigated in some detail. They suggest that better estimates of strength of clastic rocks could 
be made if the shaliness and porosity of the rock were considered. In a current ACARP project 
(CII037) these issues are taken up. Reasons for anomalous geophysical log responses are being 
investigated and improved methods of geotechnical assessment are being developed. In this 
paper we discuss methods of log-based fraction volume modelling that have been utilised and 
developed in the project. 

MODELS 
In oilfield formation evaluation, well log interpretation is mainly driven by the need to 
understand the porosity and saturation of clastic sedimentary rocks . Multi-log analysis is 
undertaken sequentially and an important part of the process is to determine the amount of shale 
(clay) present. Using the terminology of the oilfield, the shale component, V,hale, can include the 
cements and is separate to the rock matrix, which is taken to represent the grains. We will be 
using this terminology in this paper and not distinguish between types of grains and cements. 

To determine the porosity, there are two primary indicators - the density log and the neutron log. 
For the density log, deviations in the density away from an assumed rock matrix density can be 
taken to provide a first indication of the porosity while for the neutron log, neutron capture is 
mainly a function of the amount of hydrogen present in the rock, usually in the form of water. As 
discussed below, both of these logs respond differently to the presence of clays within the system 
and it is possible to combine the responses to determine the shaliness and correct the initial 
porosity estimates. 

Shaliness can also be estimated from natural gamma and resistivity logs (again with caveats 
placed on their universal application). An estimate of porosity can also be obtained from the 
sonic log. 
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Procedures for undertaking these analyses and the underlying assumptions are outlined in a 
number of texts (e.g. Ryder, 1996; Hearst el aI., 2000). Our approach for the coal mining 
context, where hydrocarbons are typically not present in the pore spaces, is outlined below. We 
take the determination of the porosity and the shaliness to be of most significance for mining 
applications. 

FIRST ESTIMATE OF POROSITY - TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS 
In simple cases of 'clean' formations of a known type - e.g. quartz sandstone, the porosity can be 
calculated from single density and neutron logs. In the case of the density log, 

¢D = Pm. - P (I) 
Pm. - PI 

where OD is the density derived porosity, p is the measured density, pma is the density of the 
matrix (2.65 tim] in the case of pure quartz) and p/is the density of the pore fluid . 

In the case of the neutron log, the porosity is given by established calibration curves for the tool 
in question when varying amounts of water (hydrogen) are present. A dual detector neutron tool 
is preferable to establish proper calibration. 

Porosity can also be estimated from the sonic log using the time average equation: 

I ¢ I-¢ 
-=-+-- (2) 
v vJ vmu 

where v is the measured velocity, V ma is the matrix velocity (5.86 km/s for quartz) and v/ is the 
velocity of the pore fluid. However, this equation assumes a simple rock model where the two 
phases are separated into homogeneous factions of pure matrix and pure fluid. Given that in 
reality, these phases are mixed in clastic rocks and the grains are in continuous contact with each 
other, the time average equation has limited applicability. The density porosity and the neutron 
porosity, on the other hand, will provide accurate estimates for the porosity in simple, clean 
formations. 

THREE-PHASE SYSTEMS 
In most situations, a more complex rock model than the simple two-phase system considered 
above is required. To the next approximation, a three-phase volumetric model can be introduced 
to estimate the composition of the rock - Vshale, VmatriJ: and fl. Since these volume fractions must 
add up to unity, a minimum of two suitable log measurements is sufficient for a solution, 
provided they each respond to more than one of the volume constituents. 

For the density log, the density in the three-phase system is given by: 

P = Pshol.V,hol. + PmoVmo + PI¢ 
Equations (1) and (3) can be solved to provide the shale corrected porosity: 

¢ = ¢D - Vshul.¢DSh 
where 
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'" _ tPma - ¢ .,hal, (5) 
'l'DSh - '" _ '" 

'f'mu If' f 

[n equations (4) and (5), IJDSh is known as the shale porosity and can be estimated from a cross
plot of porosity (equation [) versus V,hale' Equation (4) indicates that when V,hale is 1 (ie [00% 
shale) a = 0, and when V,hal. is 0, IJ = IJD. 

A correction can similarly be devised for the sonic porosity, but this technique is limited by the 
assumptions inherent in the time-average equation. 

[n the case of the neutron log, water in a three-phase system can occur as pore water and as 
bound water between the crystal layers of the clay minerals: 

¢N = ¢ + V,hal,¢NSh (6) 

where IJNsh is the apparent neutron porosity of pure shale. 

By combining equations (4) and (6), V,hale can be calculated: 

v - tPN -tPD (7) 
.,hal, - '" _ '" 

'l'NSh 'l'DSh 

ONsh in this case can be determined from a cross-plot of V,hale versus the neutron porosity. This 
value of V, hale can also be substituted into equation (7) to obtain the true porosity. 

:ishale from the natural gamma ray log 
Since quartz and water are non-radioactive, in sandstone lithologies the gamma ray log has often 
been taken in isolation to estimate shale volume. The usual process is to scale the gamma log 
response, y, measured in API (after the American Petroleum Institute test pits in Houston) 
according to the interpreted response for pure quartz sand and pure shale in the lithologies under 
consideration : 

v = r - r sands/one 
slwi, r shale - r sandrwne 

Another empirical expression derived for consolidated rocks is (Rider, 1996): 

2(r-r'-U_J 

V = 0 33(2(r ..... -r .... _1 - [) 
shale . 

(8) 

(9) 

However, the gamma log analysis is inadequate if the clay/shale mineralization varies, or 
radioactive trace minerals such as monazite elevate the gamma count rate of the rock matrix. 
Aspects of the case of 'hot sands' is discussed in Sliwa et al. (2003). It is also possible to have 
shales with anomalously low count rates. This typically occurs when the dominant clay mineral 
is kaolinite, a clay mineral lacking in potassium and its radioactive isotope 4oK. 

Combined resistivity-density logs 
Different models for the resistivity of a rock can be proposed depending on whether the clays 
and shales are present as homogeneous bands or dispersed throughout the rock mass. The latter 
case appears to be more generally appropriate for the clastic rocks of the Australian coalfields 
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and for such cases, an equivalent resistivity (R,quiM/,nr) can be determined for the 'conductive 
volume' (Vsha/, + 0). This is calculated from the volume fraction-weighted contributions of the 
shale and pore water components, using the parallel law for resistivity. That is: 

(10) 

For 100% shale or 100% porosity, R,qui"a/,nr is equal to Rsha/e and Ruo respectively. A general 
formulation, now based on the total conductive volume and R.qu;,·a/enl can be obtained by 
substituting Requiva/.nl for Rw , and the total conductive volume (Vsha/, + 0 ) for 0 in the simple 
form of the empirical Archie's equation (Rider, (996): 

R = aR. (11) 
¢2 

where a is a constant with a value between 0.62 (sandstones) and 1 (compact formations): 

R = a R ,"u"ul,nr 2 (12) 
(Vshu/, + ¢) 

If the water saturation is 100%, equations (3) and (12) can be solved for V,hale and o. These 
estimates can be compared with those obtained using the gamma density and the neutron density 
log combinations, if available, 

", ~ .•. ,"" 
EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VELOCITY, SHALE CONTENT AND 
POROSITY 
In the petroleum sector, there has been considerable work in establishing empirical relationships 
between velocity, porosity and clay content. For example, Han el al. (1986) established 
relationships for 75 different sandstones with porosities in the range 0 to 50%, clay contents 
between 2 and 30% and confining stresses between 5 and 40 MPa. The clay content was 
determined by point counting on thin sections and was taken to include minerals with flaky 
textures such as hematite and other iron oxides. At 5 MPa confining pressure, they found: 

v = 5.34 -7.08¢ - 2.02Vshal, (13) 

Eberhart-Phillips el al. (1989) took this work further by including the effective stress as a 
variable. They found that: 

v = 5.77 - 6.94¢ -1.73~VSIoaI' + 0.446(0" - e- 16
.
7U

) (14) 

where the effective stress, 0", is measured in kilobars (1 kilobar = 100 MPa). The inclusion of this 
stress term is useful for analysis of deep holes where there are significant changes in velocity due 
to depth-related stress increases. 

We have found that for validation purposes, equations (13) and (14) allow comparison of sonic 
log velocities and velocities calculated from the derived porosities and shale contents. They also 
allow the calculation of 0 and Vsha/e from velocity, provided one is known. 
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GAS SATURATION 
The most common indicator of the presence of gas within the rock pores is given by a departure 
(cross-over) in the values of porosity given by the density and neutron logs. The density derived 
porosity reads anomalously high, because the density log reads light, whereas the neutron 
porosity reads anomalously low, since the concentration of hydrogen is very much lower in gas 
than liquid. To properly observe this effect, shale corrections may be required because the 
shaliness can mask the presence of gas on the primary porosity determinations. 

A full waveform sonic log also provides a quantitative indication of the presence of gas. In 
partially saturated formations, W1usually high seismic attenuation occurs as a result of the 
excitation of the pore fluids. This causes a significant loss in signal amplitude that can be easily 
be observed on the full waveform sonic log. 

Quantitative saturation analysis relies on the combination of porosity and shale volume 
estimates, groundwater and shale resistivities. These are not often required in coal mining but the 
procedures outlined in texts such as Hearst et al., (2000) can be followed if required. For any 
such work, it is essential that resistivity logs be available and that they be kept for this purpose. 
The shale analysis will need to come from the other log types. 

EXAMPLES 
To illustrate the approach that we have described in this paper, we show results from coal 
exploration holes drilled by BHP Billiton. Two are from the Southern Coalfield and the other is 
from the Wyong area. In all holes, the logs shown are from the Triassic section overlying the 
coal seams. Different wireline logging contractors were used. Natural gamma, neutron and 
resistivity logs were available to determine shale contents as well as density and sonic (full 
waveform sonic only in the case of the Wyong hole). For one of the Southern Coalfield holes, 
the Sirolog spectrometric natural gamma and neutron-neutron logs were also run. From the 
Sirolog, estimates of the amounts of various elements present, including calcium, silica and iron, 
were provided. 

The initial analysis involved determining the porosity using equation (I) and assuming a matrix 
density of2.65 tlm3

• The next step was to determine V,hele using the different methods described 
above. The cross-plots shown in Figure I of V,hale determined from the natural gamma log using 
equation (8), plotted against {JDSh and {JNSh , illustrate part of the process. End points for the 
values of the porosity at 100% shale were needed so that true porosities using either equations 
(4) or (6) could be obtained. For these cross-plots, there is an obvious practical difficulty in that 
there is no 100% shale indicated. Values of 0.025 and 0.325 for {JDSh and {JNSh respectively, were 
selected by extrapolation. 

Results from the quantitative log analysis are shown in Figure 2 for the Wyong hole and in 
Figure 3 for the Southern Coalfield hole where the Sirolog runs were made. From the left are 
shown the natural gamma logs (including the Sirolog potassium channel) and caliper. Adjacent 
to these are the various shale indicators, followed by the porosity measures (not shale corrected) 
and the resistivity logs. The final track from Wyong shows the derived sonic log calculated by 
equation (14) overlaying the sonic log determined from the full waveform sonic. For the 
Southern Coalfield hole, spectrometric neutron results are shown in the final track. 
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For the second hole from the Southern Coalfield, similar evaluations of shale and porosity have 
been made and displayed to allow an assessment of the gas saturation. The results of this, plus 
the full waveform sonic data are shown for part of this hole in Figure 4. 

DISCUSSION 
Figures 2 and 3 show sandstones alternating with shalier beds, and comparison of the derived 
shale values illustrates a number of important issues for quantitative log interepretation. At 
Wyong, the three shale indicators agree to about 235 m. Below this, the V,hale from the natural 
gamma log is low compared to the V,hale values from the neutron-density and resistivity-density 
combinations. Similarly for the Southern Coalfield, all the shale indicators show excellent 
agreement except in the Bald Hill Claystone where V,hale from the natural gamma is again low. 
In this same unit, the values of V,hale from the neutron-density and resistivity-density 
combinations are over I . 

The explanations for this behaviour can be found in the spectrometric nuclear logs. The Bald Hill 
Claystone is known to be rich in kaolinite and iron (hence its red colour). Kaolinite is deficient in 
potassium - hence the low potassium response and, in turn, the low total natural gamma 
response. Presumable this is also the case below 235 m at Wyong. The presence of elevated iron 
concentrations in the Bald Hill Claystone is shown by the iron channel in the Sirolog data. Iron 
has a similar (but reduced) effect to hydrogen on the neutron response. This leads to the 
elevation in the values of V,hale . The significantly lower resistivities in the Bald Hill Claystone 
similarly account for the elevated V,hale values from the resistivity-density combination. 

In Figures 2 and 3, the various porosities have not been shale corrected, mainly so that the 
relative values of these can be compared - (JNSh is always greater than ODSh, but in the cleaner 
sandstones (low V,hale), the discrepancies between the two are reduced. Shale correction would 
bring these two logs together. 

For the Wyong data, the velocity has been calculated by equation (14) using values of V,hale, (1 

and an estimated stress term. The calculated velocity matches the observed velocity closely, thus 
providing a clear and independent indication that our quantitative log analysis is accurate. 

In the case of the gas saturation analysis, Figure 4 shows that the neutron and density porosities 
exhibit cross-overs indicative of the presence of gas between 355 and 357 m. Over this same 
interval, the full waveform sonic log shows significant losses in the Stoneley-wave energy that 
can be attributed to an increase in the permeability. In each of the sandstone units, the P-waves 
also show lower seismic amplitudes, despite their lower seismic velocities. Such P-wave energy 
losses can be expected in partially saturated rocks because the pore fluids are able to oscillate 
under seismic excitation. The geophysical logs all suggest that the sandstones in this section of 
the hole, particularly in the interval 355-357 m, are partially saturated. 

CONCLUSION 
Log analysis of the type we have described here, can be applied to obtain a volumetric analysis 
of the primary composition of clastic rocks of the type found in the coalfields of the Sydney 
Basin. Independent combinations of logs can be analysed and similar results can be expected. 
When divergence occurs, geological explanations need to be sought. Nuclear spectrometric logs 
may provide answers. 
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Of the logs that are required for an analysis, a properly calibrated density log is of most 
importance. The shale estimates can come from a number of different logs in combination with 
the density. The porosity calculation from the density log requires careful assessment of cross
plots to ensure the proper choice of matrix and shale densities. 

Comparison of observed sonic logs with velocities calculated from the derived porosity and shale 
volumes provides a useful method of confirming the accuracy of the overall log analysis. Full 
waveform sonic logs, if available, also allow rapid assessment of the presence of gas through 
visual examination. 

Uses for such quantitative analyses include detailed lithological interpretation, improved 
geotechnical classification (another aspect of project CII037) and saturation analysis for gas and 
coal bed methane related studies. 
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Figure 1. Cross-plot OfVshale detemlined from the natural gamma log lequauon lS) versus tne aenslty porosny 
(equation 1) and neutron porosity for a 160 m Triassic section in the Southern Coalfield. While these cross-plots 
show consistent behaviour, judgment is required to pick the required shale points. Note also that the clean sands in 
this section have porosities greater than 10%. 
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Figure 2. Quantitative log analysis for part of the Triassic section in the Wyong area. See the text for a discussion on 
the shale and porosity logs. The calculated velocity on the right hand track shows remarkable similarity to the 
observed velocity. 
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Figure 4. Gas assessment from log analysis and full waveform sonic data trom the Southern Coalfield. 
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USE OF ELECTRlCAL RESISTIVITY IMAGING TO MAP SHALLOW COAL 
SEAMS AT ANVIL HILL, NSW 

Ian Woodl and Michael Creech2 

I Sunsurface Imaging PO Box 211 Berowra 2081 Australia 
Centennial Coal, PO Box 1000 Toronto NSW 2282 Australia 

ACARP is partly funding an investigation into the merit of Electrical Resistivity Imaging to 
map economic changes in coal seams. Centennial Coal made available an area adjacent to a 
proposed bulk sample site at their Anvil Hill prospect (EL5552) near Denman in the Hunter 
Valley, where the Great Northern and Fassifern seams lie at depths of 15 to 30m. Two faults 
were inferred from drilling at this site, with the coal upthrust (removed) between them. 

Seven parallel lines of ERI data have more clearly delineated the zone of coal faulted out and 
suggested fault orientations. Prior to that, the information was limited to boreholes between 
50 and 250 metres apart. A more exact measure of resources is therefore now available for 
mine planning purposes. 

ERI also successfully imaged a dyke at another site within the Anvil Hill Project area. The 
image shows the dyke is dipping to the west and indicates adjacent in-seam silling. 

Anvil Hill is showing the potential for ERr to provide significant information between drill 
holes, especially for areas where seismics will not work due to seam shallowness or high
velocity overburden. It is also expected to assist in delineating changes to coal properties 
such as determining the LOX line, particularly in structurally disturbed regions. Tills 
exploration tool is less costly than seismics and more environmentally friendly largely due to 
the lack of clearing in most settings and no requirement for drilling shotholes. 

Introduction 

Subsurface Imaging conducted a test of the Electrical Resistivity Imaging (ERr) technique at 
the Centennial Coal exploration site at Anvil Hill, NSW. Figure 1 shows the location. The 
purpose was to show the ability of ERr to map economically significant changes in coal 
seams. This is part of an ACARP project led by SSI. Other participants include Adelaide 
University and Geostudi Astier (ofItaly). Centennial Coal contributed to the survey costs and 
provided significant support in the form of geological knowledge. 
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The Anvil HilI site was chosen for its 
geological complexity; the shallowness of 
the coal and the planned establishment of a 
bulk sample pit enabling the ERI results to 
be tested against the real geology. 

The Test Pit area includes two east-west 
faults, with the coal being removed between 
these faults by up-faulting. The coal is also 
weathered as it shallows towards the 
southern fault. 

A second area was also surveyed across a 
known dyke. Hunter ". ~ 

o 5 10 'fiVer 

Geology 

The 2 sites were specifically chosen at Anvil 
Hill to document the ability of ERI to map 
changes in the coal seams. The sites are not 
considered typical of the Anvil HilI deposit. 

Site 1 

The Fassifern seam enters the southern edge 
of Site I at 20.5 m depth and 9 metres 
thickness. The Great Northern seam is at 14.5 
m depth and 3.5 m thickness. The two seams 
shallow towards the north, until they are up
faulted between boreholes P AHOHl 7 and 
PAHOHI9. The seams reappear to the north, 
in boreholes PAH0H22 and PAH22. The 
seams become progressively more weathered 
to the north ofPAHOH 20. 

The coal seams are associated with other high 
resistivity layers, such as Tertiary sands and 
gravels sourced from erosion of overlying 
Triassic strata. 

Site 2 

',----,-, --" 

Figure 1 

A simple sub-vertical dyke extends from depth to Figure 2 
near-surface. Silling is suspected in the shallow 
coal seams. The dyke and sill wiII coke the coal, 
lowering its resistance. Weathered dyke material 
normally has a low resistivity compared with coal 
and sandstone. 
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ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY IMAGING 

Forward Modelling 

The site geology, developed from pre-test boreholes, enabled forward modelling to be 
undertaken for likely scenarios. Professor Stewart Greenhalgh, of Adelaide University, led 
the forward modelling effort. The principal scenarios were reviewed by Geostudi Astier. 

The Scenarios 

Five scenarios were inverse-modelled using computer algorithms developed by University of 
Adelaide. They were: 

1. Two seams of varying inter-burden and depth of cover 

2. One seam faulted by varying throws at varying depths. Seam removal (or sub-cropping) 
was also tested 

3. One seam with varying degrees of dip 

4. One seam thickening and thinning 

5. Dyke intrusion, with silling 

The arrays 

Forward modelling was performed for 4 electrode arrays. These are standard arrays used in 
ERl and electrical resistivity soundings. 

1. Wenner: good for mapping horizontal layers, with an intermediate depth of investigation 

2. Dipole Dipole: good for mapping shallow and laterally changing features 

3. Pole-Dipole: good for detecting lateral changes, at intermediate to deep depth of 
investigation. 

4. Pole-Pole: good for detecting large scale, deep structures 

Results of Forward Modelling 

The dipole -dipole and pole-dipole electrode configurations can be used in surface resistivity 
surveys to image shallow coal seams and associated geological obstacles like faults and dyke, 
even when the data are contaminated by noise of 2 % to 10%. However, resolution is limited 
and the images are significantly blurred, especially when compared with seismic images. For 
targets deeper than about 40 m, the image bears little resemblance to the actual structure, and 
is highly prone to mis-interpretation. 

FaUlting is generally discernible by the vertically-extensive low-resistivity zone around the 
fault area. Dykes and sills are likewise discernible. 
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In general the modelling suggests a tight control is required on the probable resistivity of the 
coal and host rocks in order to correctly discern the seams. ERI, as modelled, consistently 
over estimated both the depth to coal and its thickness. 

Sensitivity to low noise levels was tested for various scenarios and found to be immune when 
noise less than 5% of signal, but fell over gracefully above 10% noise 

Table I shows the results for each array for the two principal scenarios for Anvil Hill. 
Modelling showed ERI is unable to separately image two seams unless the interburden is of 
similar magnitude to the depth to the top seam. Thin units will be represented by a composite 
resistivity layer. 

Table 1 Accurate Depth of Investigation by Array. Forward Modelling indicates the arrays will uniquely 
reflect the geological scenario to the given depth. The Fault model required the array to show two 
separate layers, separated by the correct tbrow. Experience shows the Wenner array will detect 
fault zones due to the low resistivity present. but may not indicate the correct throw. 

Array Fault model Dipping Model 

Wenner Poor depth determination 20 metres 
Dipole-Dipole 20 metres 40 metres 
Pole Dipole 40 metres 20-40 metres 
Pole Pole 40-60 metres, noisy Poor depth determination 

Data collection 

Eight survey lines were collected (see Figure 2). Lines 1,2 and 3 were not collected. Lines 4 
to 7 were parallel lines over the Test Pit at Site 1. Lines 11 and 12 were orthogonal tie lines. 
The electrode spacing was a uniform 5 metres. The remote poles were at 400 metres north or 
south, as appropriate, from Line 4. Line 4 was 555m long. Lines 5, 6 and 7 were 475 metres 
long and offset 40 m south relative to Line 4. (IE electrode 1 on Line 5 was adjacent to 
electrode 9 on Line 4. Lines 11, 12 were 315 m long. 

Lines 31 and 32 were parallel and 315 m long at Site 2. 

Data quality varied between lines and arrays. The cause was likely to be sandy, resistive 
surface soils and intense rain. Surveying was paused several times during rain and thunder 
events. Surveying could not resume until the self-potential had stabilised (moving ground 
water following rain generally causes erratic changes in the self potential of the earth). 

Lines 4, 7 and 31 were surveyed with Wenner, Dipole-Dipole, Pole-Dipole and Pole-Pole. 

Lines 5, 6 and 12 were surveyed using Wenner and Pole-Pole arrays. 

Lines 11 and 32 were surveyed using Wenner, Dipole-Dipole and Pole-Pole arrays 
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Results 

Site 1: Faulting and Weathering 

There are six features in the resistivity results that appear to be consistent and corrunon across 
the 6 survey lines of Site I. Consistency increases the confidence in interpretation. 

The features reflect changes in the resistivity of the ground. The features cannot be uniquely 
interpreted as changes in lithology without independent geological information. For example, 
a lateral decrease in resistivity may be due to either 1) the sub-cropping of a coal seam; 2)the 
sub-cropping of a sandstone overburden; 3) a fault; or 4) the alteration of the coal to a low
resistivity unit. 
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Features as interpreted on tbe Pole-Dipole results for Line 4 

The features are, from the north: 

Soutb 

A. A high resistivity Layer at 20 m depth on Line 4, deepening to 27 metres at Line 7. This 
is interpreted to be the Fassifern coal seam (supported by boreholes P AHOH22 and 
P AH52). The increase in depth between Lines 4 and 7 could be due to a 5 to 7 degree dip, 
or to an increase in the depth of weathering of the coal seam. 

B. A sharp, discrete, vertically extensive decrease in resistivity. This is interpreted as a fault, 
up thrown to the south (removal of coal seam) (supported by boreholes PAH56 to the 
north, P AH55 to the south). 

C. Moderate resistivity layer at about 25 metres depth. This was initially interpreted to be a 
coal layer without an overlying high resistivity layer. Borehole P AH5 5 showed it to be a 
non-coal unit. 

D. Sharp, major decrease in resistivity extending to depth. Interpreted as a fault, up thrown 
to the north (supported by boreholes PAHOHI8, PAHOHI9 and PAH53 to the north, 
P AHOHI7 to the south). 
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E. An area of moderate resistivity, increasing to the south, and merging with Feature F at 
about the same depth. Interpreted to be weathering I alteration of the coal seams 
(increased depth of weathering to the north), or sup-cropping (supported by boreholes 
PAH53 , PAHOHl7 and PAHOH20). 

F. An area of high resistivity at the southern end of the survey area. Interpreted to be the 
Great Northern and Fassifern coal seams (supported by boreholes PAHll, PAHOHl7 
and PAHOH20). Small high resistivity zones extending to surface are interpreted to be 
small pockets of Tertiary sandstones or conglomerate. 
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Site 2: Dyke and possible Sill 

Lines 31 and 32 were run approximately West East across a shallow valley. 

All arrays, other than Wenner, indicated a body of low resistivity rising from depth and 
extending laterally at a depth of about 15 metres. 

The common features were, from the left on the images: 

G. A high resistivity zone at 10 to 20 metres depth. The resistivity decreases to the right. 
This is interpreted to be a seam of fresh coal that is progressively oxidised or coked as it 
approaches Feature H. 

H. A low resistivity area extending from depth to about 10 metres. This is interpreted to be 
an extensive dyke. 

I. Small, discrete zones of moderate resistivity underneath Feature I. These are interpreted 
to be remnant coal indicating partial silling. 

J. A horizontal band oflow resistivity. This is interpreted to be sill material. 
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Figure 5 Features as interpreted on the Pole-Dipole results for Line 31. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The Electrical Resistivity Imaging technique has correctly identified faulting, volcanic dykes 
and associated silling in shallow coal seams at Anvil Hill. 

Weathering, oxidation and dipping seams were also identified with the assistance of 
geological information from boreholes. The survey showed that ERr cannot uniquely 
interpret what changes in resistivity mean in terms of coal quantities or properties. 

As a minimum, ERr can provide drilling targets, identifY features and provide more accurate 
locations and strike directions for structural features. A second, iterative interpretation, 
melding the new drilling information will generally yield a comprehensive description of the 
coal seams for the area. ERr will typically enable the geologist to accurately interpolate the 
e~tent of features identified in boreholes (such as stacking, removal, oxidation). 
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ERI has provided valuable information on the extent of features seen in boreholes, such as 
the loss of coal though up faulting. The ability of ERI to assist the generation of accurate 
assessments of reserves in this shallow coal deposit has been demonstrated even in 
structurally complex locations. 

Melding good geological information with the geophysical data produced by the Electrical 
Resistivity Imaging technique will help to describe economically important changes in coal 
seam properties particularly in the loxline region. 
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IMPROVED COAL SEAM DEFINITION FROM GEOPHYSICAL LOG DATA 

ABSTRACT 

Paul Wootton 

University of New South Wales 
Kensington NSW 

In recent years several new logging tools have been introduced to coal exploration and mine 
development drilling. These tools, particularly the acoustic scanners, or bore hole televeiwers 
give resolution to the order of millimetres rather than centimetres as may be achieved from 
conventional density, natural gamma and neutron logging tools. However these newer tools, 
while providing excellent oriented structural and stress data are more expensive to run, take 
longer to run and process, and require fluid saturated ground conditions. 

This paper describes current research into improved resolution of coal-stone boundaries from 
conventional logging techniques. There appear to be significant improvements in the positioning 
and nature of coal seam roof, floor and partings. These improvements have the potential to 
provide definition of roof and floor interfaces at a level that is appropriate to the requirements of 
coal extraction as well as more accurate logs of coal ply and stone band configuration. 

Various techniques are being developed and evaluated. These techniques include: 
• Generation of synthetic density logs from geology and coal quality data. 
• Detailed comparison of Bed Resolution Density logs with core radiographs and detailed 

Apparent Relative Density sampling. 
• Convolution and deconvolution of log data similar to those processes applied to seismic 

data. 
Several examples of the application of these techniques to coal seams in the Newcastle and 
Lower Hunter areas are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Since its introduction to coal exploration in the early 1970's, slim line geophysical logging has 
been a standard procedure in the Sydney and Bowen Basins. Over this period of time, a vast 
amount of data has been gathered, new logging tools have been introduced and data processing 
techniques have been developed. However the scale of definition of the nature and position of 
the roof and floor of coal seam working sections and intra seam stone bands has not been 
achieved to a level that satisfies the needs of coal seam correlation in multi seam coal measure 
environments or mining control. 

The configuration of source and detector distance of the most applicable logging probes, Le., 
gamma-gamma density, sonic, neutron, have an inherent smoothing effect over the interval of 
strata being mapped. The Bed Resolution Density log from the gamma-gamma tool generally 
has a source to detector spacing of 120 mm. This distance is the minimum of any conventional 
logging too but is considered to be of the order of 5 to 10 times too great, depending on the 
geologist or engineer to whom one speaks. However, because of this shorter interval there is 
doubt that sufficient penetration away from the bore hole wall is achieved to present a reliable 
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estimate of formation density. Other conventional log parameters, e.g. natural gamma, single 
point resistivity, spontaneous potential either provide very noisy data or have extremely varied 
responses due to ground water conditions. 

To date two cases have so far been examined. The first involves the Fassifern Seam of the upper 
Newcastle Coal Measures in the Mt Sugarloaf area to the west of Newcastle. The second uses 
data from several cored intersections of coal seams from the Tomago Coal Measures that are 
being extracted at the Donaldson Mine near Maitland in the Lower Hunter Valley. 

RESULTS 
Recent drilling carried out by Newcastle Coal Company on its Tasman project has provided 
geophysical data from both conventional and acoustic scanner logs. Older cored holes, in which 
detailed ply analyses were carried out, also exist in the area. It should be noted that these holes 
predated the current coal float sink testing of coal bore cores. In those times coal core analytical 
procedures involved proximate analysis of thin coal plies and stone bands. In the current study 
synthetic density logs were generated from these older testing data and compared with 
geophysical logs from recent drilling of the Fassifern Seam. Profiles of bed resolution density 
logs of the Fassifern Seam from the recent drilling are compared with synthetic density trace data 
from Apparent Relative Density testing from both the older and newer drill cores. This process 
has enabled validation of coal sub-section unit correlation as a basis to define an underground 
mining working section in the Fassifern Seam. 

In the second case study, several cored intersections of coal seams core were radiographed. 
Using the core radiographs as a guide, detailed sampling and testing for Apparent Relative 
Density were performed. The coal seams of the Tomago Coal Measures typically have a large 
number of stone bands that are extremely variable in thickness and clay content. These seams 
also show a wide range of roof and floor variation, in terms of rock type and contact nature. As 
such the seams are particularly appropriate to study not just from the point of view of being 
technically challenging but also there is a direct practical and economic application. Again 
synthetic density logs were generated. In addition several approaches to processing bed 
resolution density log data were carried out to obtain profiles that delineate coal seam variation 
at a scale that is appropriate for mine geology and planning purposes. The results of this work 
are outlined in several comparisons of geological logs and core analyses with radiographs, 
geophysical logs and bed resolution density data enhancements. 

The results to date show promise but the difficult process of system ising geophysical log data 
processing remains. This is a work in progress. The author welcomes any contributions of 
geophysical log data, core radiography and detail density testing to evaluate the promise in the 
full range of coal field geological and mining environments that exist in the Sydney basin and its 
northern extension. 
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THE SYDNEY BASIN - A MORE INTEGRA TED, SYSTEMATIC AND FOCUSSED 
APPROACH TO STRUCTURAL RISK MAPPING. 

ABSTRACT 

Chris Woodfull, Stuart Munroe and Patrick Hanna 
SRK Consulting Pty Ltd 

167 Eagle St, Brisbane, Qld 4000 

Preliminary work from a structural geology synthesis study currently being undertaken for 
the Sydney Basin is presented. The study, undertaken by a team of consultants with the 
support of a number of coal mining companies and the NS W Dept. of Mineral Resources 
(DMR), is principally designed to provide a GIS-based regional structural framework for the 
Sydney Basin as the basis for assessing structural risk issues for the coal resources. The 
structural framework is being developed by integrating a wide variety of geological and 
geophysical information, gathered from not only the public domain but also using 
confidential and high resolution data offered by individual mining companies. 

Using the knowledge and experience stemming from undertaking structural geology-focused 
studies in the energy and hard rock resources sectors and state-of-the-art technology, the team 
members are using a 'bottom up' approach, together with the more conventional 'top down' 
analysis, to produce an improved regional understanding of influences relating to 
local/operational-scale anomalies. By improving our understanding of the relationship 
between basement features (structure, composition, depth) and known structural risk, we can 
reduce geological uncertainty and therefore be more efficient and effective in managing 
structural risk. 

The data sets include a range of remotely sensed data (gravity, magnetics, radiometries, 
Landsat/ASTER, digital elevation, seismic), and geological data (coal and petroleum drill 
hole records, regional geology, faults, intrusives, stress) sourced mainly from published, open 
file and lor supporting industry records. The remotely sensed data sets have been reprocessed 
and stitched I merged, where appropriate and subsequently interpreted across the Basin. 

The study should provide a data inventory as well as offering its members the ability to 
interrogate a more integrated and comprehensive dataset of the entire Sydney Basin for their 
own long term planning and risk analysis. The study has the potential to highlight the 
effectiveness of relevant datasets in identifying structural features in specific areas of the 
Basin, potentially "hidden" geological features (faults, basement variability, intrusives). 

As well as benefiting the coal industry, an integrated synthesis study such as this can be 
useful for land use planning and other resource studies, (groundwater, sequestration, 
subsurface water storage). 

BACKGROUND 
The Permian-Triassic aged Sydney Basin, located on the eastern seaboard of Australia, in 
New South Wales, contains abundant black coal resources. The coal is presently mined 
extensively across the Basin, from underground and surface operations. 
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Operations continue to use forward structural interpretation (i.e., ahead of mine planning and 
development) to help resolve potentially disruptive geological and geotechnical issues such 
as faults, intrusives and poor strata conditions. As well as improving mine safety, an 
improved understanding of these issues complements other mine productivity initiative 
options such as looking to improve equipment performance, change work practices and 
reduce unplanned downtime in order to reduce operational costs and improve development 
rates. 

Forward structural interpretation studies and the structural framework and models that 
develop from this work, can be derived from a range of geological data sources including 
geological mapping (surface and seam), drill hole information and the interpretation of 
remotely sensed data. SRK Consulting have undertaken remotely sensed data structural 
interpretation as part of structural risk evaluation work at a number of coal operations in the 
Sydney Basin, most notably at the Springvale Colliery. The technical results of an integrated 
program of structural mapping, remote sensing interpretation and the ongoing testing ofthe 
structural model developed from the initial studies have recently been published (Knight and 
Munroe, 2002; Munroe et aI., 2001). The recently announced record annualized production 
rates highlight the significant turnaround in risk management at Springvale, and a key part of 
this turnaround can be attributed to the structural review and risk analysis work aimed at 
highlighting / predicting structural higher risk features such as the intersection of structures, 
fault stepovers and splays, (Woodfull and Munroe, 2003). 

The initial structural framework developed for the Springvale colliery and mine surrounds 
was developed from an interpretation of regional remotely sensed data such as magnetics and 
gravity and the local structural geological features and related risk issues. The model was 
subsequently refined using higher resolution geophysical data (Munroe et aI., 2001). The 
first order interpretation required an understanding ofthe evolution of basement geology and 
structure, from a regional to local-scale, as underlying basement features can provide a 
fundamental influence / control over the evolving basin architecture (during syn- and post
depositional periods). This 'bottom up' approach has been used successfully in the petroleum 
and mineral resources sectors to critically evaluate structural-related risk issues and SRK 
Consulting use it routinely for sedimentary basin-scale structural studies. 

Objectives 
Since regional scale fundamentals influence / control the development of the smaller-scale 
features, by improving our understanding of the relationship between regional-scale basement 
features (structure, composition, depth) and known local structural risk (such as recognised 
structural hazards at the mine), we can reduce geological uncertainty and, therefore, be more 
efficient and effective in managing risk at a range of scales. 

From a company's financial and competitive perspective, a reduction in geological 
uncertainty should lead to improved mining decisions, and commensurate productivity and 
cost-related benefits over time. Industry-supported integrated regional-scale studies which 
aim to deliver practical outcomes should also help provide positive impacts on the overall 
competitiveness of the region. 

A key aim of this study is to provide GIS-based integrated regional-scale geological data that 
is relevant to structural geology studies, principally in the area of structural risk management, 
whereby future short to longer term sub-regional to mine-scale studies can build on the 
results of this synthesis work. 
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The study also aims to assist the change from an empirical to a more analytical approach to 
structural risk management. Understanding why potentially disruptive geological issues 
occur, can be a powerful tool in improving predictive studies and helping to manage risk 
areas / issues. 

For project members, the initial to short term benefits may include: 

• A cost and time effective conversion of a range of disparate data sets to integrated 
geological information which aims to complement the existing open file data. 

• A data inventory (or gap analysis) for both geological and remotely sensed data. For 
example, this may be particularly useful when companies or government departments 
assess the benefits of acquiring, (or plan for the acquisition) of supplementary remotely 
sensed data, or 

• The ability to learn from the experiences of other operations, either neighboring or at a 
more regional-scale can be a useful tool. For example, 
./ assessing the effectiveness of one method, or a combination of methods, at capturing 

useful structural mapping information for different parts of the Basin or coalfield 
could be quite beneficial, and then 

./ identifYing (follow up) opportunities for efficient data acquisition, such as across 
multiple sites and / or via cooperative programs with other organizations, or 

./ allowing an organization to confirm that their approach to forward structural 
interpretation is quite effective for their area conditions, 

• The Potential to highlight 'hidden' geological deficiencies in current geological/resource 
models at either the exploration or mining lease scale. These deficiencies may be the 
continuation of controlling / influencing basement features into their areas, such as a 
basement high, fault or intrusive body or the recognition of a previously undetected post
depositional intrusive (dyke or plug). 

Longer term benefits may include: 

• Targeted data collection & assessment programs ahead of critical mine planning decision, 
and/ or 

• An improved structural model with lower uncertainty (and therefore an improved guide to 
mining), which can lead to improvements in, mining decisions and key performance areas 
such as: 
./ realistic mine planning, (because more information is known), 
./ geotechnical support planning and/or ordering, such as modifYing requirements to 

match lower and higher risk ground conditions, 
./ development / extraction rates, 
./ unit production costs, and 
./ health & safety performance. 
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APPROACH 
The approach SRK Consulting is taking for this study can be broken down into two key 
stages: 

Stage 1: Data Compilation and Proce55ing 
The two main parts of this stage is the collection, synthesis, reprocessing, stitching / merging 
and enhancement of a range of data sets and the development of a Time & Space Event 
History. 

The development of a Time & Space Event History, albeit preliminary in the initial stages of 
the project provides the framework for understanding the geological evolution of the 
basement and reviewing / re-evaluating the kinematic history of the Basin. As such, the Time 
& Space chart highlights the kinematic, structural, magmatic and sedimentary evolution of 
the Basin sequence and provides a briefer synopsis of the basement history. For a structural
based study, a clear understanding of the kinematic model for the study area provides a 
simple but generally effective method of identifying a feature's probable initiation and likely 
reactivation history. 

For the preliminary stages of this study, eleven 'significant events', which provide 
opportunities for fault initiation or reactivation, have been defined on the Time-Space chart, 
from the early Palaeozoic through to the present. Four of these 'events' occurred from the 
early Permian. 

The majority of relevant geological and remotely sensed data have been sourced from a range 
of organizations including the five sponsoring (or project member) coal companies namely 
Xstrata, Anglo Coal, Excel Mining and Illawarra Coal, the DMR and Geoscience Australia. 
Additional local geological data has been contributed by Muswellbrook Coal, AMCI 
(Glennies Creek and Gunnedah), Southland Coal and Big Ben Holding (Bloomfield / Rix's 
Creek collieries). 

A key part of this stage has been the collation, processing, enhancement and merging (where 
appropriate) of remotely sensed data such as gravity, magnetics, radiometrics, digital 
elevation, Landsat and ASTER. The integration of the gravity and magnetics images with 
regional published geology information are important inputs to the development of the 
basement interpretations for this study. Enhanced radiometric, digital elevation, Landsat 
andlor ASTER data are recognised widely by geologists as potentially useful sources for 
surface-based interpretive geological mapping and / or structural geological mapping. 
Therefore, these sets of data provide a complimentary set of data inputs for the more 
conventional 'top down' structural risk analysis work. For example, a surface-based 
lineament analysis for the Basin, using Landsat images, was undertaken as part a NERDCC 
sponsored structural geological assessment study (Lohe et aI., 1992). Mining operations that 
have the results of this lineament interpretation could be incorporated. 

Fundamental to any regional structural risk assessment work is the compilation of both 
known and interpreted structural and intrusive data for the Basin. This compilation has been 
sourced from published maps as well as a number of industry data sets. Two of the primary 
tasks of this study are to: 

• assess the relationships / influences of interpreted basement geology and structure with 
known (and interpreted) shallow to surface lineament data, and 
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• confirm I provide some kinematic constraints on intrusions and the initiation and I or 
reactivation of structures. 

A compilation of publicly available stress measurement data, sourced from published data 
including the Australian Stress Map, (Reynolds and Hillis, 2003, Hillis et aI., 1999) and a 
limited amount of private company data has formed the basis of updated present-day stress 
summary maps for the various coalfields. Along with an understanding of the major 
structural risk issues affecting local mine sites, structural history and geometries and an 
improved understanding of basement geology and structure, an appreciation of the regional 
stress patterns affecting an area is integral to any regional (pre-mining) structural risk 
analysis. 

Stage 2: Integrated & iterative interpretation, analysis & presentation 
The structural evolution and regional model developed for the Basin is derived from an 
iterative interpretation of the integrated data sets, where the geological team assess the 
relevant geological information, or physical I chemical responses, of a range of data sets in 
order to: 

• construct a 'new' view of the basement geology and structure underlying the Permian
Triassic sequence, and 

• assign I confirm structural parameters such as structural history (from initiation, 
reactivation, sense of movement, gross displacement) and geometry. 

Once the regional geological structural framework is finalised, a preliminary regional 
structural risk analysis can be undertaken, aimed at: 

• highlighting, where appropriate, any meaningful systematic patterns to the major 
structural risk issues affecting the various coalfields and whether we can recognise any 
fundamental influences or controls on any systematic patterns, (e.g., basement geology, 
structure, depth, etc), and I or 

• providing a baseline geological framework for conducting more detailed predictive 
structural hazard analyses in the future. 

It is also envisaged that the development of a framework by applying a more quantitative 
analysis of structural geological risk is possible and practical. 

One of the by-products of the regional structural model will be the development of a three
dimensional perspective of present day geological horizons that define the Basin such as the 
basement or specific marker horizons. These 'new views' of the Basin may provide the 
impetus for re-appraisals to: 

• resource exploration programs (particularly where the Basin architecture is different to 
current assessments), and lor 

• hydrocarbon (gas) drainage controls I issues. 
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PRELIMINARY RESUL TS TO-DATE 
As the project is in progress at the time of writing this paper, preliminary results are 
unavailable. However, it is envisaged that a selection of results and some of their benefits 
will be presented at the Symposium. As well, an analysis of the degree of success of the 
project across the basin will be clearer as all datasets will have been collected and assessed in 
terms of relevance to the structural synopsis. 
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ABSTRACT 
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Petrel™ is a Windows' based software for 3D visualisation, 3D mapping and 3D reservoir 
modelling. IIIawarra Coal is in the process of evaluating the capabilities that Petrel has to offer 
the coal industry, in particular creating a geological model of mining areas, creating a reservoir 
model of gas stratigraphy, volume calculations, and having a platform that integrates all 
available data. Such integration will enhance decision making for future mine development. 

Petrel has the capability to bring many forms of digital data together, including seismic, 
geological, and cultural data into an integrated interface. Seismic lines and petrophysical logs 
can both be visualised and interpreted in 3D and classical 2D interfaces. This allows all data to 
be correlated and provides a very powerful method to evaluate inconsistencies between data 
types. 

Creating a geological model in Petrel is a unique system, which is performed through structural 
modelling. Structural modelling consists of fault modelling, pillar gridding, and finally vertical 
layering. This is a very important and useful tool for IIIawarra Coal, since faulting and other 
structure can now be modelled, the effects these have on various seams can be better accounted 
for. Furthermore use of structural measurements at the mine site can be combined with seismic 
interpretations. 

Coal bed methane, once merely a problem associated with mining coal in the Southern Sydney 
Basin Coalfields, has become a clean efficient energy source that can increasingly be utilised to 
generate power. With Petrel, IIlawarra Coal hopes to better map and model coal bed methane 
potential, both to assist in mine planning and best utilise methane as an efficient and economic 
energy source. A shared earth model enables engineers to simulate seam degassing and optimise 
well locations and gas extraction. 

Petrel also provides numerous other functions, which IIIawarra Coal will assess in the future. 
One such function we are evaluating at the moment will be Petrel's ability to calculate volumes. 
In the petroleum industry this is used to calculate volumes of oil and gas. IIIawarra Coal will use 
Petrel to evaluate and compare volume calculations to determine reserves of coal and possibly 
coal bed methane. 
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STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT 
Since the early 90's Illawarra Coal has been receiving most of its data from testing in digital 
format. Nowadays digital data is a necessity in exploration as increasingly complicated 
techniques are used in the industry and very sensitive equipment is used to gather raw data. On 
top of this, specialised software is often required to process the data that is gathered. Illawarra 
Coal has been developing and utilising many such techniques before and through this age of 
digital data. 

The types of data that Illawarra Coal has been receiving in digital format for years mainly consist 
of geophysical logs and seismic data. For a number of years Illawarra Coal has also been making 
a conscience effort to digitise data that may not be received in a digital, and to digitise archives 
from pre-digital eras. This has led to an extensive digital library being created and used in mine 
planning. 

Illawarra Coal has used a variety of exploration techniques, comparing viable data from all 
techniques to ascertain the best course of development for mine planning. In the past this often 
required switching between different programs to compare datasets. With the introduction of 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS's) varied digital data could be entered into one software 
package, that not only had the ability to express the data spatially, but could also perform 
mathematical operation to interpolate, extrapolate, contour and more. GIS's became increasingly 
involved in mine planning at Illawarra Coal as many different departments could all place their 
data in a system that could be used by all. Surveyor's could accurately plot mine plans and other 
points of structures on the same maps as geological features, which could also combine all the 
results from lab tests on the same map if desired. As it developed further GIS also evolved to 
provide a 3D capability. An example of data from our GIS (Arview) system is shown in Figure 
I. 

Figure I. Structural Plan using Arcview. 
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This was definitely a leap forward, but in exploration we still found ourselves going between 
various programs due to the type and quantity of data used for various exploration techniques. 
Illawarra Coal is now evaluating software, that has been used by the petroleum industry for 
years, to assist with mine planning, Petrel™. Illawarra Coal is the first non-petroleum company 
we understand to experiment with the software package. The work is being performed In 

conjunction with BHP Petroleum. Data displayed from Petrel is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Petrel plot showing wells, faults and horizons. 

Other data that will be included in Illawarra Coal's integrated data will include radiometric and 
magnetic data collected from airborne surveys. An example of such data currently is shown in 
figure 3. This data was collected over the last 12 months and is currently viewed in 20 packages. 
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Figure 3. Aeromagnetic data 
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ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS OF SALINITY PROCESSES OCCURRING IN 
WESTERN SYDNEY 
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ABSTRACT 
Salinity has long been recognised in Western Sydney as a natural geological occurrence. 
However, creating an urban environment has caused the salt distribution in the landscape to 
be altered significantly. These changes inevitably result in building and urban infrastructure 
being affected by the saline environment. Understanding the salinity processes are important 
in determining the types of strategies developed to manage the problem, particularly in 
relation to urban and building design. As such, several conceptual hydrogeological models 
have been developed to explain salinity processes for Western Sydney. 

Most of the work on salinity to date has been for agriculture. Therefore the standards 
developed to assess salinity impacts are related to agriculture. These standards are 
inappropriate for the urban environment. However, there exists a substantial body of 
engineering literature on the effects of specific ions on building materials such as concrete. 
This literature has identified the most aggressive ions in salts as cr and solo. The Australian 
Standards for building practices assumes that the concentrations of these ions are static. 
However, if it can be demonstrated that cr and sol- ions are mobile and concentrate 
depending on the processes occurring on a site, it could have some major implications for the 
way buildings and infrastructure are designed. An example of this would occur if a building 
is designed for certain conditions, but cr and sol- ions are concentrated by altering the flow 
regime, or by evaporation. It is possible, therefore, that building specifications are under 
designed and the structure will not last as long as intended. 

A proj ect has begun to investigate these linkages between salinity processes, and the affects 
of these on urban infrastructure. This project aims to a) elucidate the source of salts and 
salinity processes in the study area using hydrogeochemical and isotopic methods, with a 
view to predicting solute flow and concentration rates and mechanisms, and b) investigate 
how the concentration of cr and SO/- ions changes over time and to quantifY the rate of 
change in concentrations of these ions from soil and groundwater analysis. Preliminary 
findings are presented in this paper. 

INTRODUCTION 
Urban salinity is now a well recognised issue facing a number of regional towns throughout 
Australia. In Western Sydney, the Wianamatta Shale geological unit is renown for its highly 
saline groundwaters (Old, 1942). Groundwater supplies tapping into the underlying fresh 
aquifer associated with the Hawkesbury Sandstone require the Wianamatta Shale to be 
completely sealed off during bore construction to avoid saline contamination. As such, 
salinity in this region could be considered to be a natural geological feature. 

A more accurate definition of salinity would include a statement that identifies salinity as 
having adverse affects on either the environment or human activity. There would be no issue 
in this naturally saline environment without human intervention, in terms of activity and 
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affect. Salts naturally found in soil or groundwater are mobilised, allowing capillary rise and 
evaporation to concentrate the salt at the ground surface. In these areas, activities 
infrastructure and resources on and above the soil surface can be affected. 

Understanding salinity processes, such as the chemistry and mobilisation of salts in 
ground waters, f10wpaths and concentration and precipitation mechanisms, are important in 
determining the types of strategies developed to manage the problem, particularly in relation 
to urban and building design. A number of conceptual hydrogeological salinity process 
models have been devised to explain the salinity processes in Western Sydney. These models 
have not been substantiated by sufficient field evidence to date. 

ANSTO, in conjunction with the University of Wollongong, has begun to investigate the 
validity of these conceptual models and the linkages between salinity processes and the 
affects on urban infrastructure in Western Sydney. The study applies the conjunctive use of 
hydrogeochemical and isotopic techniques originally applied by Bradd et al. (1991), Turner 
et al. (1991) and Bradd et al. (1993) to elucidate hydrogeological and salinity processes in 
saline catchments throughout New South Wales. 

The project aims to identify; a) source of salts, salinity flow and hydrogeochemical processes 
in Western Sydney, and b) concentration mechanisms for specific ions and concentration 
changes through time, particularly for those ions aggressive to building materials such as 
chlorides and sulphates. 

Whilst this study reports work in progress and most results from the study are currently 
unavailable, some preliminary findings are presented. 

CONCEPTUAL SALINITY PROCESS MODELS 
Salinity processes involve a source of the salt, flow paths or mobilisation, and concentration 
mechanisms. A widely held traditional view of the salinity process is that vegetation removal 
from hills and slopes (recharge areas) causes a rise in the water table that dissolves and 
mobilises the salts in the shallow zone and eventually discharges saline seepages in low lying 
areas in the landscape. Whilst this model may apply in some areas, there are many landscapes 
where this model does not apply. The general acceptance of this model by land managers has 
led to inappropriate land management practices on certain landscapes. 

Investigations in Western Sydney by Mitchell (2000) have identified that this generally 
accepted salinity model does not apply in Western Sydney. Indeed there are several salinity 
process models that can be applied to a variety of landscapes. For example, the models 
outlined by Mitchell (2000) do not define separate recharge or discharge areas. All of the 
landscape could be considered to be a recharge area. The particular processes operating on a 
site at a particular time determine the location of discharge areas. The key conceptual salinity 
process models that this study aims to validate are outlined below. 

Sodie Soils 
Soils dominated by a high exchangeable sodium content are sodic soils. When these soils are 
disturbed or exposed through human activity, sodium ions are released into the environment 
resulting in salinity problems. Such soil types are highly dispersive, highly erosive, and 
poorly drained. 
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Shale Soil Landscapes 
A number of soil landscapes in Western Sydney have poorly drained duplex (texture contrast) 
soils. Lateral throughflow occurs in these soils across the top of the B-horizon. This part of 
the soil profile often has high salinity levels in the throughflow water component. 
Evaporation may cause the salt to be concentrated in this zone. This occurs in Western 
Sydney on lower slopes and on natural and constructed flats in mid slopes. 

When buildings or infrastructure are placed in a way that exposes the B-horizon of these soil 
types or causes water accumulation, salinity may result. 

Localised Concentration of Salinity 
A number of sites throughout Western Sydney have localised concentrations of salt due to 
high evaporation rates, and they are usually associated with waterlogged soil and poor 
drainage. This can occur in areas where surface and sub-surface flow is blocked by an 
impervious surface, such as foundations, walls, paving or concrete. The salts are primarily 
derived from cyclic salts delivered in rainfall (approximately 12-15 kg/ha/yr). When damp 
soil is in contact with bricks or concrete, these materials act as a 'wick' to the water and salt. 
When evaporation occurs the salts concentrate within them. This process can also cause 
salinity problems in areas of porous soils adjacent to more permanent water bodies such as 
storm water basins or artificial lakes. 

Deeply Weathered Soil Landscape 
A number of sites throughout Western Sydney have high sulphate levels and high salinity 
concentrations in seepages. It is postulated that salinity in these areas is related to un-mapped 
deeply weathered soil landscapes made up of fluvial gravel, sand and clay. They are generally 
located in mid slope or hilltops with perched saline water tables. Sulphates are very 
aggressive in their impact on concrete and brickwork. Thus identifying areas affected by this 
type of salinity process is very important for development constraints or considerations such 
as the use of sulphate resistant building materials. 

Deep Groundwater Salinity 
This model is similar to the traditional salinity process model described earlier. Salinity 
problems occur when brackish or saline groundwater rises to a level where capillary action in 
the soil allows dissolved salts to reach the surface, where they are concentrated further by 
evaporation. Groundwater rises result from increased recharge caused by increased average 
rainfall, vegetation removal, irrigation, increased water use in urban areas, leaky pipes, 
construction of seepage pits or surface water bodies. 

In Western Sydney urban development may contribute to salinity problems: 
• By exposing sodic or saline subsoils. 
• By increasing the level of regional groundwater and encouraging the development of 

perched water tables. 
• By changing soil groundwater flow and creating areas of impeded drainage or forced 

discharge. 
• By developing or disturbing areas sensitive to salinity. 

OTHER SALINITY STUDIES IN WESTERN SYDNEY 
The NSW Department ofinfrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources (formerly known as 
the Department of Land and Water Conservation) have undertaken salinity studies in Western 
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Sydney for the past six years. Most of these studies have involved installation of a 
groundwater piezometer network and monitoring water and salinity levels mainly for 
demonstration purposes. The groundwater monitoring network is shown in Figure 1. It was 
initially assumed that the salinity processes were the same as the traditional recharge
discharge model described previously. 

A draft salinity hazard map (Figure 2) was released by the Department of Land and Water 
Conservation in December 2000 that showed the extent of salinity and potential hazard 
throughout Western Sydney. This was used as the basis for developing management 
strategies and also assisted in formulating a number of alternate salinity process models. The 
alternate salinity models developed were based on the work of Mitchell (2000). 

-~. 

SYDNEY SOUTH COAST REGION 

GROUNDWATER MONITORING NETWORK 
WESTERN SYDNEY AREA 

I I -I 

If 

Figure I. Department of Land Water Conservation Groundwater Monitoring Network -
Western Sydney. 
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Figure 2. Draft Salinity Hazard Map for Western Sydney (produced by the Department of 
Land and Water Conservation, 2000). 

Groundwater investigations in the Badgery's Creek Catchment were conducted for the 
consideration of the second Sydney airport (pPK Environment & Infrastructure, 1998). The 
data indicated that the shale aquifer is saline, averaging 14,800 mglL of total dissolved solids, 
and that the hydraulic conductivity is low, ranging between 2.91 x 103 mlday and 5.36 x 
103 mlday. 

McLean and Jankowski (1999) studied the hydrogeochemical processes in the Longneck 
Creek Catchment near Windsor. They found that the development of dryland salinity is 
related to vegetation loss and soil structure decline caused by the discharge of saline waters 
with up to 25,000 mglL TDS. They ascribed the source of saline salts to be attributed to 
connate salts in the Wianamatta Group Shales. 

Cox et al. (2002) investigated salinity at Second Ponds Creek using EM31 survey techniques 
to map salinity. The investigation indicated that the soils were sodic which will cause 
problems for building and infrastructure development. 
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There are a number of commercial Environmental Impact Assessment reports prepared by 
consultants for development companies which discuss the groundwater and soil regime (eg. 
Environmental Investigation Services, 2000). These reports, however, are generally 
commercial-in-confidence. 

METHODS FOR PRESENT STUDY 
The current investigation examines two catchments within Western Sydney with a view to 
investigating hydrogeochemical processes in: I) a rural residential area as a possible control 
site before urban development occurs (Badgery's Creek Catchment), and 2) an existing high 
density urban residential area (Glenmore Park). 

Six nested groundwater monitoring piezometers were drilled at Glenmore Park in a transect 
perpendicular to drainage in April 2003. These were drilled to compliment the existing 
piezometer network in Glenmore Park. At Badgery's Creek the investigation relied on 
collecting water samples from existing piezometers that were drilled in 1998. Drilling was 
undertaken at II sites with 14 piezometers constructed. The bores were drilled using the air
hammer drilling method. Total depth of bores drilled ranged from 4.5 m to 38.5 m. Hydraulic 
conductivity measurements were calculated from falling head tests and analysed by the 
Bouwer and Rice (1976) method. 

Hydrogeochemical parameters ·· measured in the field at both catchments included pH, 
temperature, electrical conductivity, Eh and alkalinity. In addition, the water level was 
measured in groundwater piezometers. Soil and sediment samples were collected by augering 
methods, as well as during the drilling of the groundwater monitoring piezometers at 
Glenmore Park. Drilling core was taken at Glenmore Park for thin section analysis. 

Water samples were obtained for major cation identification and filtered through 0.45 J.lm 
membrane filters, then acidified to pH<2 using concentrated HN03. Induced coupled plasma 
(ICPAES) was used to measure the major cations. Additional 500 mL unacidified, unfiltered 
samples were obtained for major anion analysis. Ion chromatography was used to measure 
chloride and sulphate. Bicarbonate was computed from field alkalinity measurements. Major 
ion analysis was used to determine possible origins of the groundwater by analysing ionic 
ratios. 

Two litre groundwater samples were collected for tritium analysis. All samples were analysed 
for tritium by standard procedures involving distillation, electrolysis and liquid scintillation 
counting (Calf et at., 1976). Tritium data will be used to assess recent recharge waters and 
short residence time flow paths. 

Rain water and groundwater samples were collected for the stable isotopes deuterium and 
oxygen-18 analysis. These data can be used to assess whether evaporation is an important salt 
concentration mechanism. The deuterium composition of water samples is determined by 
reducing the hydrogen present in the water to hydrogen gas. This is achieved by inserting 
25 J.lL of water from the sample into a vacuum line, heating the water to form vapour and 
then circulating the vapour over uranium metal heated to 800°C. The method is described in 
Dighton et al. (1997). The deuterium is analysed by a Europa Geo 20-20 gas isotopic ratio 
mass spectrometer. The procedure for analysis of the oxygen-18 composition of water 
involves equilibration of oxygen in water samples with that in CO2. The standard procedure 
was outlined by Epstein and Mayeda (1953). The methodology behind the equilibration 
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process is given in detail in Taylor (1973). As with analyses for deuterium, oxygen-I 8 is then 
analysed by the Europa Geo 20-20 gas isotopic ration mass spectrometer, and three different 
secondary standards are used to normalise the results to the SMOW-SLAP scale. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Whilst this study is work-in-progress, it has been possible to make some preliminary 
assessment based on existing datasets from existing studies, and some available results from 
this study. 

In comparison between the current Glenmore Park and Badgery's Creek data, with other 
salinity studies conducted throughout Western Sydney to date, there appears to be a strong 
correlation of groundwater chemistry at most sites. The groundwater chemistry at these sites 
are predominantly sodium chloride dominant with the occasional proportional increase in 
magnesium at some sites. Major ion ratios show strong correlation with seawater, suggesting 
that the origin of salts is from either connate water during the shale formation, or from cyclic 
marine aerosol input via rain events. The variations in the groundwater ionic ratios away 
from a seawater trend can be accounted for by water-rock interactions such as ion exchange 
and clay mineral formation. 

The preliminary results from the stable isotope data show fractionation processes between 
deuterium and oxygen-I 8. When deuterium and oxygen-18 data are plotted against each 
other, slopes of approximately 8 indicate a strong correlation to the global meteoric water line 
(GMWL) with no evaporative loss. Evaporation lines tend to have a slope of five (5). The 
groundwater data at Badgery's Creek and G1enmore Park both show evaporation 
characteristics. This indicates that evaporation of groundwaters that are moving slowly 
upward in the shallow clay sediments is an important salt concentration mechanism. Both 
sodium and chloride ions concentrate significantly via this mechanism resulting in sodic soils 
and aggressive chloride ions that need to be managed for infrastructure development. 

These preliminary results verify that the mobilisation of salts and their concentrations are not 
static in nature. Such findings need to be examined further and incorporated into the 
Australian Building Code of Practice in order to better manage urban saline environments 
and to avoid adverse impacts that could lead to legal or class actions in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 
Detailed geochemical investigation of the bottom sediments in Port Kembla Harbour 

using neutron activation (NAA) and X-ray-fluorescence (XRF) techniques has delineated 
areas severely impacted by anthropogenically-sourced trace elements including potentially 
toxic metals (Pb, Cu) and metalloids (As and Se). 

In the south western section of Port Kembla Outer Harbour, copper concentrations in 
excess of 6000 ppm (-30x ANZECC-ARMCANZ (2000) ISQG-high trigger value) are 
associated with significant (i.e. above ISQH-high) concentrations oflead, zinc and arsenic. 
The potential source of sediment contamination here is the Port Kembla Copper (formerly 
ERS and Southern Copper) smelter. 

Port Kembla Inner Harbour sediments are geochemically distinct from those in the 
Outer Harbour being generally characterised by lower gold, zinc, copper and lead values and 
below detection limit (5ppm) concentrations of selenium. Locally very high (20%wt) 
concentrations of iron, zinc (>2000ppm) and tin (1500ppm) are suggestive of inputs from 
BHP Steel. The depths to which sediment contamination extends are not firmly established 
but are at least 50cm in sections of the Outer Harbour. 

Trace element contaminants are generally concentrated in the finer (62.5f.lm) sediment 
fraction, however, significant contamination also is evident in the courser (62.5-250f.lm) 
sediment fraction suggesting that at least some trace elements have an association with 
industrially-sourced particulate matter. 

Stable lead isotopic studies indicate the existence of and potential mixing of two 
major sources of anthropogenic lead in Port Kembla Harbour. Lead in the Outer Harbour has 
206/204Pb of 1 7.5-17.8 (208/206Pb 2.13-2.09), close to that of recent Southern Copper 
emissions whereas Pb in the Inner Harbour has 206/204Pb of18.0-18.6 (208/206Pb 2.09-
2.03) generally consistent with a steelworks source. 

Future management of this contaminated sediment will need to address issues 
including disturbance, that is the potential for acid generation from pyrite decomposition and 
appropriate methods of disposal. 

INTRODUCTION 
Port Kembla Harbour is a heavily industrialised, artificial harbour located 4 km south 

ofWollongong and approximately 70 km south of Sydney at latitude 340 29' south and 1500 

54' east (Figure 1). It consists of an Outer Harbour created in 1898 by the construction of two 
breakwaters (Jones et aI., 2003) and an Inner Harbour formed by the dredging of Tom Thumb 
Lagoon in 1960. The harbour is constructed in Permian volcanic and volcanogenic strata of 
the Broughton Formation although creeks draining into the harbour are in part underlain by 
the Illawarra Coal Measures. 

The Inner Harbour, and its narrow (I 55m) connection (the 'cut') through the Outer 
Harbour to the open ocean, has been dredged to a maximum water depth of 16.3 m (He and 
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Morrison 2001) to allow the entry of bulk ore carriers. Water depths in the Outer Harbour 
range from 4-16 m (He and Morrison, 2001). Water discharges into the Harbour are 
principally from Allans Creek with a catchment of23km2 (He and Morrison, 2001) and the 
Town Drain. Natural flows into the harbour are accompanied by the discharge of 900 MLlday 
of saline cooling water from the BHP main drain (lones et aI., 2003) and by hot water 
discharge from the Port Kembla Copper smelter via the Darcy Road Drain. These discharges 
can result in significant increase in water temperature (8°C above general harbour 
temperature). 

The port has experienced a century of 
industrial expansion and diversification. At present, 
Port Kembla Harbour is fringed by heavy industries 
including iron and steel manufacturing (BHP Steel), 
copper smelting (Port Kembla Copper, formerly 
South Copper and ER&S Pty Ltd), fertilizer 
manufacturing and coal and grain handling facilities. 
All of these industries are potential contributors to 
sediment contamination within the harbour. 

Previous studies within the precinct of the 
harbour have focussed on atmospheric 
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three major sources of atmospheric contamination LL_""'_Jl_""_""' ___ -'-__ '--___ ---' 
adjacent to the harbour. Figure 1 Location of Port Kembla Harbour 

These were steel manufacture (Fe, Mn, Ni and minor Cu and Pb), coal firing (coke and 
organic-rich particulates) and copper smelting (Cu, Pb, Zn, Cd, Fe and As). Equivalent 
published studies on the levels of sediment contamination in the harbour are sparse. 

This paper presents an account of trace element contamination of Port Kembla 
Harbour sediments and addresses the issue of future management options for the 
contaminated material. 

METHODS 
Details of the methods used in this study are presented in Chenhall et al. (1994), Chiaradia et 
al. (1997) and lones et al. (2003). 

RESULTS 
General Physical and Physico-Chemical Sediment Characteristics 

Sand-dominated (e.g. >50%wt sand) sediments are present in the northern third ofthe 
Outer Harbour and are developed as a thin fringe along the eastern breakwater. Sandy 
sediments are also developed in the western section of the Outer Harbour adjacent to the 
dredge spoil area (Figure 1) and adjacent to the Darcy Road Drain. Mud-dominated 
sediments characterize the south-central section of the Outer Harbour. Sandy sediments are 
present throughout much of the Inner Harbour although mud-dominated sediments are 
developed throughout the 'cut' and adjacent to the mouths of Allans Creek and the Town 
Drain (Figure 1). The thickness of sediment deposited in the harbour, established by seismic 
profiling ranges from Om in the navigation channel to a maximum of 2m adjacent to the 
northern breakwater (lones et al., 2003) 

Mud-dominated sediment cores are generally characterized by a dark grey colour 
although a thin (1-3mm) rusty brown surface veneer of oxidised sediment is usually present. 
These sediments are generally devoid of macroscopic shelly organisms, however, live 
Polychaete worms were extracted during sampling. Sediment pore water pH ranged between 
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7.S and 8.1 reflecting the marine-influenced nature of the sedimentary environment. Sediment 
underlying the oxidised surface veneer was reduced with redox potential showing a 
progressive decline to values of circa -450mV (relative to Ag/AgCI) at depths greater than 
I Ocm below the water-sediment interface. These reducing conditions are consistent with the 
appearance of diagenetic pyrite at depths below 6cm in the sediment cores. 

Binocular microscopy indicates the presence of anthropogenic components in the 
sediment, including coal, coke, pyrolytic carbon and pyrometallurgical (,kish') graphite, 
sinter, fly ash, electric arc furnace dust, iron oxide grains, slag and sulphide grains (Cu 
sulphides and diagenetic pyrite). Some of these contaminants are multi-sourced (e.g. coal 
from coal utilising/transporting sources) whereas others such as 'kish' and copper SUlphide 
ore are uniquely sourced to steel manufacturing and copper refining respectively. 

Bulk Near Surface Sediment Geochemistry 
Figure 2 presents results for bulk sediment obtained by drop dredging. Nickel, Cu, Zn 

and Pb data were obtained by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry and the other elements 
analysed by neutron activation techniques. Neutron activation provides data for 31 elements. 
Many of these including REE, Rb, Th, Zr, K and Na are statistically strongly correlated with 
the finer sediment fractions in which they occur as natural components. Pre-industrial 
(natural or background) concentrations of trace element contaminants could not be 
determined from the surface sediments or from sediment cores which penetrated to depths of 
60cm. Assessment of the degree of contamination is thus based on comparison with 
background concentrations froni nearby Lake Illawarra (Tablel), the catchment of which 
contains geologically similar strata to those supplying sediment to the harbour. 

Table 1. Background concentrations (ppm unless indicated) for elements from Lake 
lIlawarra sediments and ANZECC&ARMCANZ (2000) Sediment Quality Guidelines 
(in mg/kg =ppm). 1 Source: Payne et al. (1997); 2 Present Study. 

Element Lake Lake ANZECC&ARMCANZ (2000) 
IllawatTa' IllawatTa' ISQG-Iow ISQG-high 

Fe - 5.9 wt% - -
Co . 20 - -
Ni - - 21 52 

Cu 33 37 65 270 

Zn 68 84 200 410 

Pb 17 18 50 220 
Sb - 0.7 2 25 

As - 15 20 70 
Au - <5ppb - -
Se - - -
Cr - 80 370 

Fe, Co and Ni (Figures. 2a, 2b and 2c) 
Maximum concentrations of these elements occur in the southern section of the Outer 

Harbour adjacent to the Darcy Road Drain (Figure!), however these elements generally 
display only moderate increase (2x-4x) above background. Iron concentrations of up to 
20%wt are present in the western section of the Inner Harbour adjacent to the BHP-Steel bulk 
handling facility and probably originate from spillage and dispersal during steel manufacture. 
Nickel concentrations >50ppm are present at the mouth of AIlans Creek. 
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Cu, Ph and Zn (Figures 2d, 2e alld 21) 
From an environmental standpoint these metals represent the most significant 

contaminants in Port Kembla Harbour in terms of both their abundance and spatial 
distribution. 
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Figure 2. Chemical composition of near surface sediments from Port Kembla Harbour 
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A concentration maximum of Cu, Zn and Pb (greater than I70x, 23x and 55x 
background respectively) is present in the Outer Harbour adjacent to the Darcy Road Drain. 
A contaminant halo (Figures 2d-2f) of these metals extends in an easterly direction from the 
drain towards the eastern breakwater. The northern portion ofthe Outer Harbour and most of 
the Inner Harbour are characterized by Cu concentrations 3x-6x background. Significant Zn 
contamination (> I Ox background) is present in the Inner Harbour adjacent to the mouth of 
Allans Creek and BHP bulk handling facility. Lead concentrations greater than 6x 
background are present in the northern section of the Outer Harbour and most of the Inner 
Harbour (apart from the navigation channel). 

Sb, As, Au and Se (Figures 2g, 2/r, 2i and 2j) 
The distribution patterns of these elements are generally very similar with 

concentration maxima centralised in the Outer Harbour adjacent to the Darcy Road Drain. 
Antimony and As concentrations are raised above background values throughout Port 
Kembla Harbour. Selenium contamination is restricted to a 3knl area in the Outer Harbour. 
This distribution pattern may well be partly influenced by the relatively insensitive detection 
limit (5 ppm) for this element. 

Sediment Cores 
Geochemical analysis of sediment cores indicates that the harbour sediments are 

highly heterogeneous in three-dimensional space. Core S6C9 (Figure 3) representing bulk 
sediment from a site close to the Darcy Road Drain indicates that significant contamination of 
the sediments with Cu, Zn and Pb is by no means confined to the near surface layer since the 
contamination extends to the base 
of the core (48cm). Considerable 
depth-compositional variation 
(ranges given in brackets) is also 
demonstrated by Sb (12-52 ppm), 
Cr (240-396ppm), Au (164-616 
ppb), As (140-298 ppm) and Se 
(31-135 ppm) in this core. 
Concentration fluctuations as a 
function of depth may well 
represent temporal variation in 
pollution load, however 
concentration fluctuations may also 
be affected by sediment disturbance 
and diagenetic controls. 
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Figure 3. Bulk sediment composition of S6C9 

Results for sieved sediment from core DRD I are presented in Figure 4. The data 
presented in Figure 4 indicate that trace element contamination, whilst more pronounced in 
the <63 j.!m sediment fraction is by no means restricted to this grainsize range. Indeed the 
>63 j.!m fraction contains substantial Zn, Cr, Sn and Au. Essential geochemical similarities 
and differences between the sediments of the Inner and Outer Harbours are well illustrated in 
Figure 5. Sediments from the Outer Harbour (Darcy Road Drain) are distinguished from 
those of the Inner Harbour (Allans Creek mouth) by their characteristic Au, Se As and Sb 
signature. Zinc, Cr and Sn are abundantly distributed at both sites, although a Sn-Cr signature 
characterises sediments from Allans Creek mouth. 
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Figure 4 Mean concentrations (n=9) of 
elements in the <63 f!m and >63 f!m 
sediment fractions from core DRDI 
located in mud-dominated sediment near 
the Darcy Road Drain. Au concentration 
in ppb. 

Figure 5. Geochemical characterization of 
sediments from the Inner and Outer 
Harbour at Port Kembla. Figure 5 depicts 
the mean concentration of nine 2cm 
sediment slices for the <63 f!m sediment 
size fraction for core DRD 1 (Outer 
Harbour) and core ACI from the mouth of 
Allans Creek (Inner Harbour). 
Au inppb. 

Figure 6 Pb isotopic composition 
ofthe sediments 
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Isotopic data presented in Figure 6 allow recognition of two major Pb sources in the harbour 
sediments. Sediments in the Outer Harbour (diamonds) plot near the isotopic composition of 
copper smelter dusts (solid squares) sampled in 1993, although the long-term isotopic 
compositional variation of Pb from this source is still being investigated. Two samples from 
the Inner Harbour (solid circles) plot near the isotopic compositions ofPb from Permian
sourced, pre-industrial sediments (crosses) from Lake Illawarra and Permian coal-utilising 
industries BHP Steel (triangle) and the defunct Tallawarra Power station. The linear 
distribution of harbour sediment 2071206Pb vs 20S/206Pb is probably indicative of mixing of 
Pb sources. 
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DISCUSSION 
Contamination Sources and Pathways 

Data presented in this study indicate the presence of two major sources of sediment 
contamination in the harbour. Contamination from Port Kembla Copper (formerly ER&S Pty 
Ltd and Southern Copper) is most clearly reflected in sediments adjacent to the Darcy road 
Drain by elevated concentrations of a group of elements including Cu, Au, As, Pb and Se. 
With the exception of Au, all of these elements were recognised as copper smelter-sourced 
atmospheric contaminants by Crisp (1981,1982). Sediments from the Inner Harbour are 
geochemically distinct from those of the Outer Harbour, being characterised by generally 
lower Cu, Pb, As and low (commonly non-detectable) concentrations of Au and Se. Locally 
high Fe (Jones et al., 2003) together with Zn, Sn and Cr (at the mouth of Allans Creek) 
strongly suggest an input from steel manufacturing. General support for these source 
appointments is provided by Jones et al (2003) who analysed bag house dusts from Port 
Kembla Copper (high Cu, Zn, Pb, As, Se and Au) and blast furnace dusts (high Zn, low Cu, 
Pb, As and below detection Se and Au) from BHP Steel. 

Recent analytical developments at Becquerel Laboratories have facilitated the 
analysis of Sn and although its poor detection limit (300ppm) may impede a comprehensive 
appraisal of the degree of Sn contamination, it is clear that Sn is a significant contaminant in 
the sediments. Potential sources ofSn could include the anti-fouling agent tributyltin and 
very likely, the steelworks-based tin plate mill. Similarly a thorough assessment of Cr 
contamination was precluded by the use of Cr steel crushing apparatus in the surface 
sediment study. Sediment core chromium concentrations adjacent to Allans Creek point to a 
generic steelworks source although the processing activity (e.g. Cr refractory usage) is at 
present unresolved. Other potential contributors to trace element loading include diverse 
sources (e.g. urban runoff, Cr-steel manufacture) located outside the industrial complex 
(Jones el al., 2003). 

In 1986 the State Pollution Control Commission estimated that 88 tonnes/day of 
fugitive particulate matter was generated during steel manufacture and another Iltonneslday 
from copper smelting (SPCC, 1986). Much of this settled on the harbour and adjacent sites 
and was subsequently transported into the harbour by surface runoff (Jones et al .. , 2003). 
Wind-blown dusts, spillages and water-transported particulates from raw material stockpiles 
and contaminated soils adjacent to the industrial complex are also probable mechanisms of 
contamination. Allans Creek and the Town Drain contribute contaminants in the form of 
urban runoff and the latter drains an industrial waste site known to contain Cu, Pb and Zn 
contamination. Thus diverse pathways (modes of transportation and deposition) have 
probably contributed to sediment contamination in the harbour. 

Trace Element Speciation and Retention 
In many sedimentary environments, trace elements including heavy metals commonly 

show a strong preferential association with the clay and organic matter components of mud
sized «62.5 !lm) material (e.g. Forstner & Wittmann 1981). Many studies concerned with 
sediment contamination thus concentrate on the fine «62.5 !lm) sediment fraction (e.g. Birch 
and Davey 1995; Haynes et al.. 1995). A lack of strong positive correlation between the finer 
silt and clay-sized sediments and trace metals including Cu, Pb and Zn (Jones et al., 2003), 
together with the sieved core sediment data (Figure 4) indicates that trace metals either are 
additionally associated with the coarser sediment components possibly in faecal pellets, or 
are concentrated in Fe oxyhydroxide coatings on sand sized particles or are affiliated with 
coarse diagenetic pyrite developed below 6cm depth in the sediments. However in this highly 
industrialized setting, a significant trace metal component may also reside in industrially
derived particulate matter present in the coarser (>63 /lm) sediment fraction. This contention 
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is supported by the positive relationship between ash (industrial particulates) and trace metal 
contents of sediments established by (Chenhall et al., 1994) for neighbouring Lake Illawarra 
sediments. 

In these forms (and given the anoxic, alkaline nature of the bottom sediment) they are 
not likely to contribute greatly to the bioavailable metal concentrations in the water unless the 
bottom sediment is stirred up by dredging or shipping activity 

Severity of Contamination 
Trace metals and metalloids in Port Kembla Harbour can be compared to the 

Australian and New Zealand Sediment Quality Guidelines (ANZECC & ARMCANZ, 2000; 
Table 1, this study). Some elements (e.g. Se, Sn) have no appropriate guideline values and 
cannot be assessed. Most of the elements that are strongly associated with Cu (e.g. Zn, Pb, 
As) exceed both the ISQG-low and ISQG-high values, especially in the south eastern portion 
of the Outer Harbour, where maximum concentrations ofCu, Pb, Zn and As are 5--30x the 
ISQG-high value. According to ANZECC &ARMCANZ (2000) protocols the bulk of the 
sediment in Port Kembla Harbour should be the focus of future scientific investigation 
including bioavailability and biotoxicity testing and based on these findings possible 
intervention. 

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING FUTURE MANAGEMENT 
Future management plans for Port Kembla Harbour will need to address the issues of 

the degree of sediment contamination, adverse impacts caused by sediment disturbance (e.g. 
dredging) and the acid generation potential of the sediment governed by the presence and 
abundance of diagenetic pyrite. Transfer of these contaminated sediments from an anoxic to 
oxic (land-based) environment would result in pyrite oxidation (sulphuric acid generation) 
and release of toxic metals and metalloids into the hydrosphere (Forstner and Kersten, 1988). 
Recent work (Muhammad, private communication, 2003) has indicated that up to 60kg of 
lime would be required to neutralise I tonne (wet weight) of sediment should oxidation of the 
sediment take place. 

As indicated in Jones et al. (2003) Port Kembla Port Corporation has in the past (refer 
to Figure 1) utilised 'sub-sediment deposition' (Forstner, 1995) whereby the contaminated 
sediment was capped underwater with inert (non-contaminated) material. If future objectives 
are to dredge and deepen the harbour then this probably is a non-viable option and the 'inert 
cap' would need to be monitored in terms of recontamination (Jones et al., 2003) and 
breaching by burrowing organisms. 

Another option is to dispose of the dredged sediments at sea. The Port Corporation 
has exercised this option in the past. At present the Port Corporation is seeking permission to 
dredge and dump spoil from the Inner Harbour by this method of disposal. The outcome of 
this proposal is pending. 
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HEAVY MINERALS IN MODERN SEDIMENTS OF THE MlNNAMURRA ESTUARY 
AND SHELF ENVIRONMENT, NSW, AUSTRALIA 
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ABSTRACT 
Provenance and sediment distribution have been investigated in the Minnamurra estuary and 
the adjacent shelf in NSW, Australia. Heavy mineral assemblages in the sand fractions 
(63-250 ~m) of 110 surficial sediment samples were assessed using microscopic and 
microprobe analyses. In addition to the dominant opaque minerals, twelve translucent heavy 
mineral species were identified. The translucent assemblage is dominated by pyroxene, zircon, 
tourmaline and hornblende. Statistical cluster analysis of heavy mineral percentages in the 
surficial sediments revealed the existence of five mineralogical facies: the upper fluvial part of 
the estuary, the Minnamurra spit and elevated inner sand terrace, the estuary inlet and inner part 
of the inner-shelf, a combined group consisting of the outer part of the iimer-shelf and the mid
estuary (Rock low Creek), and the mid-shelf facies. 

The main factors that control the distribution of the surficial sediments and their contained 
heavy minerals are transport and hydraulic sorting processes, together with minor coastal 
erosion. This can be seen clearly on the shelf area with denser heavy minerals concentrated in 
shallow water deposits whereas the lighter platy heavy minerals become more prominent in the 
deeper water lower energy areas. The mid-estuary facies is a mixed zone that has a similar 
heavy mineral assemblage to the outer part of the inner-shelf; possibly resulting from 
reworking of marine-influenced sand sheets in the Rocklow Creek catchment. The Minnamurra 
spit (aeolian dune) and elevated inner sand terrace facies is distinctive with its high 
concentration of total heavy minerals, resulting from winnowing by wind and storm wave 
influences. 

The heavy mineral assemblage also identifies multiple sources. The occurrence of heavy 
minerals from non-local source rocks reflects reworking of quartz sand from the outer-shelf to 
the inner-shelf and coastal environments during the post-glacial marine transgression. These 
minerals were originally derived from the Precambrian craton in southeastern and central 
Australia, and from the Lachlan Fold Belt. The fold belt would have contributed both reworked 
older grains of ultrastable heavy minerals as well as some primary minerals from the igneous 
rock units. Fluvial and coastal erosion of the locallatite units and their associated volcaniclastic 
sedimentary succession has liberated pyroxene and epidote to the Minnamurra estuary and 
shelf. Fluvial erosion of a Mesozoic tinguaite (containing aegerine augite) and the Tertiary 
basalts at Robertson (containing titanaugite) have added to the mineralogical complexity, 
especially in the upper fluvial portion of the estuary. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The study site is located on the mid-south coast of the New South Wales (Illawarra region), 20 
km south ofWollongong City and is centered around longitude ISO" 53 E and latitude 34" 38 S, 
eastern Australia. The study site includes the Minnamurra estuary and the adjacent shelf 
(Figure I). Sediments collected from these two areas are considered to be of Holocene age and 
predominantly of marine origin, rather than fluvial. The Minnamurra estuary meanders between 
its sand barriers and extends westward upstream to Minnamurra falls at the Jamberoo 
escarpment, giving a total length of 24 k. The inlet of the Minnamurra estuary has a 170 m 
wide opening between the Minnamurra Point headland and the southern end of Minnamurra 
spit. Furthermore, the Minnamurra inlet receives some protection from high-energy wave 
attack by Stack Island, which is situated approximately 250 m east of the inlet. The tidal 
influence persists from the inlet to around 7 k upstream. This paper discusses the distribution of 
the mineralogical facies within the Minnamurra estuary and shelf environments, as well as the 
provenance ofthe heavy minerals. 
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The local catchments and the adjacent outcrops of the study area include the Shoalhaven 
Group, Illawarra Coal Measures, Narrabeen Group, Hawkesbury Sandstone and Wianamatta 
Group of the southern Sydney Basin. The Broughton Formation of the Shoalhaven Group 
surrounds the study area and includes eight members including five latite lava members and 
three sandstone members. The latite members of this formation are shoshonitic types (Carr et 
al., 1999). The sedimentary rocks mainly consist of immature lithic sandstone, pebble 
conglomerate and mudstone derived from a volcanic source (Doyle, 2000). The Bumbo Latite 
Member outcrops along the coast of the study area. The overall mineralogy of the Bumbo 
Latite Member includes plagioclase, K-feldspar, clinopyroxene (augite), titanomagnetite, and a 
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variety of secondary minerals such as epidote and chlorite that occur in the hydrothermal 
phases (Carr et ai., \999). 

PREVIOUS WORK IN THE STUDY AREA 
The study of heavy minerals in sediments along the east coast of Australia began in the early 
thirties during exploration for placer andlor economic heavy mineral deposits. Furthermore, 
several studies have discussed the nature, occurrence and provenance of heavy minerals in 
marine sediments on the continental shelf and coastal environments along the east coast (see 
Haredy, 2003). A study by Hudson (1985) involved the analysis of heavy minerals from some 
beach sediment samples along the east coast south of Sydney. This study included the area 
between Wollongong and Shoalhaven Bight (Killalea and Minnamurra beaches are involved) 
and revealed that heavy mineral assemblages are variable and thus difficult to classifY. 
Moreover, the persistent occurrence of hornblende and epidote in the heavy mineral suite (e.g. 
Minnamurra) is unrelated to the local sources. An investigation of the bedrock and Quaternary 
geology of the shelf between Minnamurra and Bass Point was carried out by Davey (1992) and 
involved petrographic examination of the sediments. It showed that heavy mineral assemblages 
contain an unstable suite, rather than an ultrastable suite, over the shelf. Generally, opaque 
minerals have a high concentration in both shelf and estuarine sediments, especially adjacent to 
the latite outcrops. Moreover, the occurrence of these minerals and volcanic rock fragments 
within the shelf sediments indicates that erosion of the bedrock is associated with local 
sediment input (Davey, 1992). 

METHODOLOGY 
A total of I IO surficial sediment samples were collected from the study area (Figure I; Haredy, 
2003). Heavy mineral assemblages (63-250Ilm) were identified and point counted, using 
standard petrographic examination and microprobe analyses. Mineral compositions of heavy 
mineral grains were determined on polished thin sections, using a CAMEBAX Cameca 
electron microprobe housed in the Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National 
University (Haredy, 2003). Grain size distributions were performed, using Malvern Mastersizer 
2000 instrument on a representative bulk sediment sample that had been treated with HCL for 
the shelf samples and H20 2 for the estuary samples (Haredy, 2003). Total carbonate contents 
were determined volumetrically using the weight difference technique after treatment with 10% 
HCL. Between-group average-linkage Q-mode Hierarchical cluster analysis was applied to all 
data (Table I; Figure 2; Haredy, 2003), in order to identifY mineralogical facies within the 
Minnamurra estuary and adjacent shelf. 

RESULTS 
Cluster analysis of the mineralogical and sedimentological data revealed the existence of five 
mineralogical facies (five cluster) in the study area (Figures 2; Table I). These facies are the 
upper fluvial part of the Minnamurra estuary, the Minnamurra spit and river terrace facies, the 
estuary inlet and inner part of the inner-shelf, the outer part of the inner-shelf (with Rocklow 
Creek or mid estuary) and the mid-shelf (see Table I for facies characteristics). 

Electron microprobe analyses of pyroxene correspond to four types: augite, diopside (treated as 
augite in point counts; Mange and Maurer, 1992), titanaugite and aegirine-augite. The chemical 
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(A) 
Minnamurra spit and river terraces facies. 

(B) 
The outer part of the inner-shelf and mid
estuary (Rocklow Creek) facies. 

(C) 
The upper fluvial part of the Minnamurra 
estuary facies . 

(D) 
The inner part of the inner-shelf and estuary 
inlet facies . 

(E) 
The mid-shelf facies . 

Figure 2 - Dendrogram illustrates the classification of the mineralogical facies. 
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Figure 3 - Cluster map showing the distribution of mineralogical facies in the study 
area, Note that the facies matche the dendrogram in Figure 2, 

Table I - Mean values as percentages, except where noted, for variables in each facies, 
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Epidote composition ranges between metaluminous (approximately 83%) to peraluminous 
(approximately 17%; Loiselle and Wones, 1979 cited in Sial, 1990), Microprobe analyses of 
the opaque heavy mineral grains revealed the dominance of ilmenite among the opaque 
assemblages, with a subordinate amount of other iron oxides. 
compositions of tourmaline cover a considerable range but show a decrease in abundance from 
schor! to dravite within the solid solution series (Haredy, 2003). 
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DISCUSSION 
The immaturity of the mid-shelf facies indicates that the sediments have faced a minimal rate 
of reworking and reflect less subaerial exposure influence (Hudson, 1985). Also this facies 
contains a higher proportion of the heavy mineral assemblage that is related to a provenance in 
the Lachlan Fold Belt. Major rivers that drain the Lachlan Fold Belt (e.g. Shoalhaven River; 
Clyde River) supplied sediments to the continental shelf during the sea level low stand and 
these sediments were transported northward and seaward on the shelf (Roy and Thorn, 1981; 
Colwell, 1982; Hudson, 1985; Roy; 1999). 

The maturity of the Minnamurra spit and river terraces facies is attributed to several processes: 
winnowing and abrasive effects of wind and storms, and subaerial weathering associated with 
wetting and drying processes. The mineralogical similarities between the river terraces, which 
occur along the northwest bank in the upper fluvial part of the estuary and the Minnamurra spit 
could be referred to the following theories. The river terraces could represent relict deposits of 
an inner-barrier that formed during the early stages of the Minnamurra estuary evolution in the 
Holocene (Carne, 1991). Alternatively, the similarity in heavy mineral assemblage between the 
Minnamurra spit and the river terraces could be referred to large marine incursions in the late 
Holocene. Switzer (1999) and Pucillo (2000) suggested that the Dunmore sand sheets were 
deposited by the action of two-tsunami events in the late Holocene. Sediment from the inner
shelf and the top part of the Minnamurra spit would have been transported landward and 
deposited in the current Dunmore embayment. Finally, the river terraces were possibly 
deposited by strong wind and storm actions that could have carried some of the dune sediment 
from the Minnamurra spit and dumped them into the upper fluvial part of the estuary. In each 
case, sediments from the Minnamurra spit and river terraces would show a similarity in their 
heavy mineral assemblages. 

The similarity in facies between the outer part of the inner-shelf and mid-estuary (Rocklow 
Creek) is attributed to two possible mechanisms. (I) As the lower part of the estuary is 
characterised by a high energy regime, hydraulic sorting processes transported less dense, 
larger and platy minerals (augite and hornblende) downstream. Therefore, ultrastable heavy 
minerals were concentrated as lag deposits in the mid-estuary (Rocklow Creek). Sorting 
processes during the transgression also concentrated the ultrastable heavy minerals in the outer 
part of the inner-shelf. (2) Earlier work in the Minnamurra embayment by Switzer (1999) and 
Pucillo (2000) illustrated that the Dunmore sand sheets were deposited by the action of two 
tsunami events in the late Holocene. As a result, marine sediments from the shelf were dumped 
into the Dunmore area to form the sand sheets, which are located northwest of the Minnamurra 
estuary. On the basis of this theory, Rocklow Creek, which drains the Dunmore sand sheet, 
supplies the mid-estuary with shelf sediment including a heavy mineral assemblage typical of 
the inner shelf. 

The formation of the upper fluvial part of the Minnamurra estuary facies is attributed mainly to 
the local provenance, as the Minnamurra River is transporting detritus from rocks that occur in 
the escarpment (Minnamurra falls and Robertson highland area) to the upper fluvial part of the' 
estuary, The igneous rocks in this area mainly produce pyroxene minerals. In contrast, the 
absence of most other heavy minerals from the local lithologies has resulted in a lower 
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abundance of these minerals in this upper fluvial facies. Apart from flood events, the upper 
fluvial part of the estuary is characterised by a low energy regime, mud content starts to appear 
at the uppermost end of this facies, and fluvial sediments are dominant > 6500 m from the inlet. 

The formation of the estuary inlet and the inner part of the inner-shelf facies is mainly related 
to the provenance, coastal erosion, morphology, and physical sorting. As the local latite units 
contain abundant augite, subaerial and coastal erosion, associated with longshore drift, have 

concentrated augite within the inner part of the inner-shelf, especialJy at the front of the estuary 
inlet between Minnamurra Point and Stack Island. Moreover, the high energy tide regime in the 
lower part of the estuary has transported augite and hornblende downstream from the mid
estuary, resulting in high abundance of these minerals within the inlet area. The high content of 
carbonate is attributed to marine biogenic production by molluscs and various biota. 

In terms of mineral provenance, augite was derived mainly from two sources: the adjacent 
Permian basalt and basaltic-andesite (Bumbo and Blow-Hole Latite Members; Carr, 1984) in 
the southern Sydney Basin, and the Tertiary basaltic rocks near Robertson. Diopside was also 
derived from the alkaline olivine basalt located above the escarpment northwest of the 
Minnamurra falls (Robertson Basalt, Bowman, 1974). Aegirine-augite was probably derived 
from the post-Late Triassic Minnamurra Tinguaite and Dhruwalgha Tinguaite in the 
escarpment near and southwest of the Minnamurra River, respectively (Harper, 1915; Bowman, 
1974). The major source of the aegirine-augite is most likely the Minnamurra Tinguaite since 
the detrital aegirine-augite grains are weathered and dark green, which is very similar to the 
Minnamurra Tinguaite unit described by Harper (1915) and located near the head of the 
Minnamurra River. The potential source for the titanaugite is the Tertiary basalts (Cordeaux 
Flow) and the post-Late Triassic Wallaya Olivine-Dolerite that is exposed in the bed of the 
Minnamurra River on the Robertson highland (Harper, 1915; Bowman, 1974). The latter 
conclusion was based on a comparison between the current Ti02 content in the detrital 
pyroxenes and the three rock units (Bumbo Latite Member; Cordeaux Flow and WalJaya 
Olivine-Dolerite; Harper, 1915; Carr, 1984; see Haredy, 2003 for more details). 

Detrital epidote has two possible sources: igneous rocks (granites) in the Lachlan Fold Belt and 
the hydrothermal alteration phases that occur in the mafic basalt lavas of the Permian 
Broughton Formation in the southern Sydney Basin (e.g. Bumbo Latite Member; Carr el ai., 
1999). The metaluminous epidote is most likely derived from the local latite members . 
Chemical compositions of epidote in the alteration phases of Bumbo and Dapto Latite 
Members show a similarity to the detrital epidote in the surficial sediments of the Minnamurra 
estuary and shelf. This latter finding contrasts with the earlier suggestion by Hudson (I985) 
that epidote in the Minnamurra beach did not reflect a local source. However, some nearby 
granites in the Lachlan Fold Belt may also produce some metaluminous epidote. The 
peraluminous epidote is probably a product of the Lachlan peraluminous granites. 

The iron-rich varieties of schor! tourmaline were possibly derived from the Lachlan Fold Belt 
granites, and their pegmatites, and granodiorites. In contrast, the magnesian tourmaline 
(dravite) could be derived from metamorphic gneisses and schists in the Precambrian rocks of 
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central Australia and/or from the quartz-tourmaline rocks in the Lachlan Fold Belt. An example 
of the latter rocks, which contain >90% of dravite tourmaline, are found near Bungonia 
adjacent to the Marulan Batholith (Jones et al., 1981). 

CONCLUSIONS 
The classification of mineralogical facies within the Minnamurra estuary and shelf 
environments was controlled by spatial variability of heavy mineral assemblages rather than the 
textural characteristics of the sediment. The spatial variability of heavy minerals is controlled 
by the following factors: marine transgression during the Late Quaternary, northward littoral 
transport, a low rate of local fluvial supply, coastal erosion of headlands, embayment 
morphology and hydraulic sorting processes. The heavy mineral assemblage also identifies 
mUltiple sources. 
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ABSTRACT 
Variations in the elemental composition of individual macerals in seams from the Permian 
coal measures in the Sydney Basin and the adjoining Cranky Comer Basin have been studied 
using light-element electron microprobe techniques, providing a basis for comparing the 
macerals in these coals to those of the separately-studied Bowen and Gunnedah Basins. The 
proportions of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur, along with several other elements (Si, 
AI, Ca and Fe), were determined in the macerals directly from polished sections, using 
methods originally developed in North America and refined by more recent studies at the 
University of New South Wales. 

The individual macerals have carbon and oxygen percentages that are consistent with the C 
and 0 proportions determined for whole-coal samples by conventional ultimate analysis. The 
telocollinite and desmocollinite in the coals each have very similar compositions, although 
the desmocollinite seems to contain slightly more carbon and slightly less oxygen than the 
telocollinte in the same coal samples. lnertinites, especially fusinite and inertodetrinite, have 
higher carbon and lower oxygen contents than the vitrinites in the same coals. Sulphur and 
nitrogen percentages in both vitrinite macerals are very similar, and, especially for sulphur, 
are significantly higher than the Sand N in the inertinite macerals of the same coal samples. 

The coals of the Greta Coal Measures have slightly higher levels of organic sulphur than the 
coals of other sequences in the Hunter Valley. Very high levels of organic SUlphur (up to 
6.5%), however, are found in the macerals of the Tangorin seam in the adjoining Cranky 
Comer Basin, with lesser but still significant organic sulphur levels (up to a little over 3%) 
also found in the underlying Stanhope seam. As with other coals studied by microprobe 
techniques, the organic sulphur in the vitrinites of the Cranky Comer coals is two or more 
times that of the organic sulphur in the inertinite macerals; similar trends also apply to the 
nitrogen in the Cranky Comer macerals. The anomalously high levels of organic sulphur in 
the vitrinite of the Cranky Comer coals are associated with equivalent anomalously low 
levels of (organic) oxygen, suggesting that the S replaces 0 in the vitrinite structure. 
Significant proportions of organically bound Ca (up to 1%) and Al (up to 0.5%) are also 
found in the vitrinites of the Cranky Comer coals; lesser, but still significant proportions of 
Ca are also present in the inertinite components. 

The carbon content of the vitrinites in the Cranky Comer coals is consistent with a higher 
rank level than is indicated by the vitrinite reflectance values. This should be borne in mind 
when assessing the thermal history of the basin. 

INTRODUCTION 
Although a significant amount of data are available on the chemical composition of Sydney 
Basin coals based on ultimate analysis data (e.g. Joint Coal Board and Queensland Coal 
Board, 1987; Maher et ai., 1995), very little information is available on the chemical 
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composition of the individual macerals within those coals. This is partly due to the difficulty 
in separating out the macerals, without contamination by minerals or other organic 
components, for conventional chemical analysis. The recent development of special 
techniques for light-element analysis using the electron microprobe (e.g. Bustin et al., 1993, 
1996; Mastalerz and Gurba, 2001), however, has provided a basis for determining the 
elemental composition of the individual macerals in coal polished sections, based on areas 
only a few microns in size. These techniques have been applied to maceral studies in coals of 
the Gunnedah Basin (e.g. Ward and Gurba, 1999; Gurba and Ward, 2000), but only in a 
limited way to Sydney Basin coal samples. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Polished block samples of several representative coals from the northern Sydney Basin and 
the adjacent Cranky Comer Basin, prepared in a similar way to samples for optical 
microscopy, were coated with carbon for electron microprobe analysis as described by Bustin 
et al. (1993). The Cranky Comer coals are regarded as being equivalent to the Early Permian 
Greta Coal Measures in the Sydney Basin (Agnew et al. , 1995; van Heeswijck, 2001), but 
were deposited in a more isolated area under somewhat different environmental conditions. 
A torbanite from the Greta Coal Measures near Cessnock, and a sample of coal from Mt 
Alexander in the Southern Coalfield, where the rank has been locally increased by a nearby 
igneous intrusion, were also included for reference in the sample suite. The samples studied 
are listed in Table 1. 

Basin 
Sydney Basin 

Cranky Corner 
Basin 

Table 1: Location of coal samples studied 
Coalfield Sample Rvm., Notes 
Hunter PUX 2 0.72% Puxtrees seam (ply 2) 
Newcastle GRTA Torbanite, Greta seam 
Hunter LPGU 0.63% Lower Pikes Gully seam 
Hunter ULiD 0.65% Upper Liddell seam 
Hunter PFLD Piercefield seam 
Hunter WDHL Woodlands Hill seam 
Hunter WYBW Whybrow seam 
Newcastle YWAL Young Wallsend seam 
Southern ALEX Wongawilli seam, Mt Alexander 
Newcastle TNG 1 0.40% Tangorin seam (ply 1) 
Newcastle TNG 4 0.48% Tangorin seam (ply 4) 
Newcastle TNG 8 0.45% Tangorin seam (composite) 
Newcastle STN 2 0.54% Stanhope seam (ply 2) 

Individual points on the various macerals in each coal were analysed using a Cameca SX-50 
Electron microprobe equipped with the Windows-based SAMx operating system and 
interface software. The accelerating voltage for the electron beam was 10 kV and the 
filament current 20 nA, with a magnification of 20,000x giving an beam spot size on the 
sample of - 5 J.lm in diameter. As discussed by Bustin et al. (1993), a pre-analysed anthracite 
was used as the standard for carbon in the analysis process. Mineral samples supplied with 
the instrument were used as standards for the other elements. 

ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF MACERAL GROUPS 
The percentages of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, silicon, aluminium, calcium and iron 
were measured for each point, with a note on the type of maceral represented in each case. 
The results of the individual analyses were tabulated in spreadsheet format. Although care 
was taken to analyse only "clean" macerals and avoid areas where visible minerals were also 
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present, the area analysed for some points unavoidably included mineral components (e.g. 
quartz, clay, pyrite) as well as the organic matter. Points that apparently included mineral 
contaminants (e.g. points with high Si or unexpectedly high Fe and S percentages) were 
excluded from consideration; so, too, were points that included some of the mounting epoxy 
resin, indicated by unusual oxygen and high nitrogen contents. A summary of the elemental 
composition for the main maceral groups in each sample, after removal of any points 
embracing mineral or epoxy contaminants, is given in Table 2. A graphic plot of the 
proportion of carbon and oxygen in each maceral group for each coal sample is presented in 
Figure 1. 

Table 2 shows that the vitrinite macerals in each coal contain lower proportions of carbon and 
higher proportions of oxygen than the fusinite and inertodetrinite macerals in the same coal 
samples. Although the difference is small, the desmocollinte in most coals also seems to 
have a slightly higher carbon and slightly lower oxygen content than the telocollinite 
material. Semifusinite and, where present, sporinite have carbon and oxygen contents 
intermediate between those of the respective vitrinite and fusinite or inertodetrinite 
components. The contrast between vitrinite and sernifusinite is, however, less marked for the 
high-rank coal from Mount Alexander, where the macerals all tend to have similar carbon 
and oxygen percentages. 

The vitrinite macerals also contain higher proportions of nitrogen and organic SUlphur than 
the inertinite components of the same coal samples. This is consistent with observations 
made for other coals by Gurba (2001) and Ward and Gurba (1998) respectively. The 
sporinite macerals, where present, in some samples have higher proportions of organic 
sulphur than the vitrinite macerals, but similar to perhaps slightly lower nitrogen contents. 
The alginite that dominates the torbanite sample (GRTA) has higher carbon and lower 
oxygen contents, and slightly lower nitrogen and sulphur contents, than the vitrinite in the 
same coal sample. 

MACERALS IN COALS OF THE CRANKY CORNER BASIN 
The coals of the Cranky Corner Basin have unusually high organic sulphur contents, which 
are apparent from both conventional analyses (e.g. Joint Coal Board and Queensland Coal 
Board, 1987) and the electron microprobe study (Table 2). Two main seams are present, the 
Tangorin seam and the underlying Stanhope seam. According to unpublished company data, 
the former typically has - 6% total sulphur, mostly in organic form, and the latter has up to 
8% total sulphur, mainly in pyritic form. 

The vitrinite in the Tangorin seam was found by electron microprobe analysis to contain -
78% carbon, consistent with a coal of high-volatile bituminous rank (Gurba and Ward, 2001). 
Vitrinite (teiocollinite) reflectance, however, is only - 0.45% (Table 1), a value more 
consistent with sub-bituminous material. The vitrinite in the Stanhope seam has a slightly 
higher carbon content (79%), consistent with a slightly greater depth of burial due to its lower 
position in the sequence. It also has a slightly higher, but still anomalously low, vitrinite 
reflectance value. 
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Table 2: Elemental analysis of maceral groups in coal samples 

Sample and Maceral 

PUX2-TC 
PUX 2- DSC 
PUX 2 - SP+DSC 
PUX 2- SP 
PUX2-CUT 
PUX 2 - SF 
PUX 2-FUS 
PUX 2-IND 
GRTA-TC 
GRTA-DSC 
GRTA-ALG 
LPGU-TC 
LPGU -DSC 
LPGU-SP 
LPGU-SF 
LPGU - FUS 
LPGU-IND 

ULiO - TC 
ULiD - OSC 
ULiD-CUT+DSC 
ULiO - SP 
ULiD - SF 
ULiD - FUS 
ULiO -IND 

PFLO- TC 

PFLD-OSC 

PFLD-SF 
PFLO- FUS 
PFLD-IND 

WOHL-TC 
WOHL-OSC 
WDHL - SP + OSC 
WDHL-SF 
WDHL-FUS 

WDHL-INO 

WYBW-TC 

WYBW-OSC 

WYBW-SF 

WYBW-FUS 
WYBW-MAC 

YWAL-TC 
YWAL-DSC 
YWAL-SF 
YWAL-FUS 

YWAL-INO 

ALEX-TC 

ALEX-OSC 

ALEX-SF 

Points 

8 
11 
6 
5 
4 
9 
7 
4 

16 
5 
12 
17 
8 
10 
9 
5 
7 

6 
5 
4 
3 
5 
8 
2 

8 

3 

5 
7 

1 

10 
4 
4 

9 
11 

3 

11 

3 

9 

9 
2 

11 
2 
12 
8 

2 

9 

11 

8 

C% N% 

77.85 2.06 
79.32 1.76 
81.51 1.57 
86.19 1.10 
88.57 0.68 
81.35 1.36 
86.62 0.77 
89.91 1.03 
81 .24 1.85 
82.03 1.78 
89.22 1.04 
79.11 1.74 
81.12 1.96 
83.58 1.13 
85.09 1.03 
87.28 0.95 
87.71 0.75 

78.71 1.61 
79.08 1.71 
80.87 1.90 
83.73 0.52 
86.30 1.18 
90.33 0.33 
91.62 1.13 

79.82 2.07 

81.24 1.67 

84.36 1.11 
91.95 0.44 

94.46 0.11 

80.00 1.91 
79.75 1.58 
82.26 1.05 
85.12 1.77 
90.33 0.77 

90.57 0.94 

76.40 2.17 

77.95 2.09 

81.92 1.56 

85.76 0.93 
84.16 1.40 

77.89 1.71 
78.23 1.70 
80.40 1.22 
87.16 0.87 

90.77 0.71 

88.00 1.83 

88.12 2.18 

90.42 0.66 

O~O AI%. 
15.65 0.04 
14.36 0.05 
13.56 0.07 
8.34 0.02 
6.18 0.01 
12.89 0.04 
7.73 0.02 
4.61 0.01 
10.32 0.01 
9.81 0.03 
4.75 0.00 

13.92 0.02 
11.62 0.00 
10.01 0.03 
8.69 0.01 
7.50 0.01 
7.21 0.01 

13.44 0.03 
13.46 0.04 
11.48 0.01 
9.90 0.03 
7.24 0.04 
4.52 0.01 
3.90 0.01 

12.43 0.01 

11.45 0.00 

8.99 0.01 
3.97 0.06 

2.65 0.00 

12.88 0.02 
12.49 0.02 
10.95 0.31 
7.96 0.02 
4.94 0.05 

4.29 0.03 

15.41 0.03 

13.19 0.02 

10.06 0.01 
7.24 0.01 
9.44 0.01 

15.57 0.01 
14.91 0.01 
13.12 0.02 
7.53 0.02 

4.78 0.00 

6.52 0.07 

6.05 0.08 

6.22 0.61 

Si% S% 

0.05 0.76 
0.06 0.75 
0.08 1.00 
0.09 0.56 
0.01 0.38 
0.05 0.26 
0.01 0.28 
0.01 0.27 
0.02 0.65 
0.05 0.67 
0.01 0.53 
0.05 0.50 
0.01 0.50 
0.06 0.78 
0.03 0.31 
0.01 0.22 
0.01 0.23 

0.01 0.45 
0.05 0.49 
0.02 0.43 
0.06 0.33 
0.05 0.28 
0.02 0.20 
0.01 0.17 

0.06 0.44 

0.01 0.44 

0.05 0.36 
0.04 0.18 
0.13 0.12 

0.03 0.48 
0.02 0.35 
0.57 0.18 
0.04 0.29 
0.05 0.31 

0.05 0.27 

0.03 0.53 
0.05 0.55 

0.03 0.40 

0.02 0.27 
0.03 0.40 

0.04 0.56 
0.01 0.60 
0.05 0.40 
0.11 0.25 

0.02 0. 18 

0.21 0.64 

0.41 0.67 

0.80 0.49 
TC - telocollinite DSC desmocollinite SP = sporinite CUT = cutinite ALG = alginite 
SF = semifuslnite FUS = fusinile MAC = macrinite INO = inertodetrnite 
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Ca% 

0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.02 
0.01 
0.Q3 
0.14 
0.10 
0.02 
0.02 
0.04 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.04 
0.06 
0.14 

0.01 
0.01 
0.02 
0.01 
0.47 
0.11 
0.00 

0.02 

0.02 

0.00 
0.19 

0.01 

0.01 
0.01 
0.03 
0.06 
0.14 

0.18 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.16 
0.07 

0.01 
0.01 
0.02 
0.12 

0.09 

0.01 

0.00 

0.03 

Fe% 

0.03 
0.02 
0.01 
0.03 
0.05 
0.06 
0.02 
0.00 
0.02 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.09 
0.07 

0.02 
0.04 
0.05 
0.01 
0.00 
0.06 
0.13 

0.02 

0.00 

0.01 
0.19 

0.00 

0.12 
0.03 
0.00 
0.02 
0.04 

0.00 

0.01 

0.04 

0.00 

0.05 
0.04 

0.03 
0.00 
0.04 
0.04 

0.00 

0.04 

0.34 

0.14 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Sample and Maceral Points C% N% 0% AI% Si% S% Ca% Fe% 

TNG 1- TC 15 78.37 1.62 10.87 0.28 0.04 6.23 1.05 0.Q1 
TNG 1- DSC 6 78.91 0.96 10.06 0.33 0.15 6.15 1.08 0.05 
TNG 1 - SF 8 85.05 1.48 6.66 0.09 0.10 3.16 0.46 0.01 
TNG 1-FUS 9 90.82 0.70 4.01 0.07 0.03 1.66 0.21 0.02 
TNG 1-IND 2 93.38 0.23 2.62 0.Q1 0.02 1.33 0.22 0.00 
TNG4-TC 17 78.12 1.33 10.77 0.49 0.08 6.46 0.66 0.01 
TNG4-DSC 3 84.56 1.30 7.69 0.15 0.12 4.00 0.21 0.00 
TNG 4 - SP 6 84.06 0.62 6.34 0.15 0.11 6.77 0.31 0.02 
TNG 4-SF 10 85.53 1.02 7.30 0.03 0.03 2.68 0.17 0.03 
TNG 4-FUS 8 89.71 0.54 4.91 0.01 0.02 2.00 0.19 0.02 
TNG4-IND 2 91.59 0.54 3.61 0.00 0.02 1.65 0.13 0.06 
TNG 8-TC 17 77.73 1.04 11.04 0.29 0.06 5.59 0.83 0.04 
TNG 8- DSC 5 78.34 1.16 11.09 0.31 0.06 5.21 0.74 0.00 
TNG 8-SF 15 87.41 1.27 5.90 0.02 0.06 1.59 0.18 0.02 
TNG 8-FUS 4 89.93 0.83 3.06 0.18 0.05 2.08 0.31 0.00 
STN 2- TC 10 79.20 1.61 10.76 0.32 0.08 3.15 0.59 0.02 
STN 2-DSC 8 79.56 1.65 10.21 0.28 0.06 3.25 0.67 0.04 
STN 2-SF 6 84.95 1.07 7.47 0.02 0.04 1.28 0.30 0.03 
STN 2-FUS 5 87.36 0.70 5.99 0.01 0.07 0.90 0.28 0.00 
STN 2-IND 4 91.71 0.51 3.25 0.01 0.01 0.98 0.22 0.04 

The carbon content of the vitrinite in these seams is similar to the carbon content of the 
vitrinite in the Puxtrees seam of the Greta Coal Measures in the Muswellbrook area of the 
adjoining Sydney Basin. The Puxtrees seam, however, as well as other seams from the 
overlying Singleton Super-group in that area (e.g. Pikes Gully and Liddell seams), has a 
vitrinite reflectance of - 0.6%. Thus the vitrinite reflectance of the coals in the Cranky 
Comer Basin appears to be substantially suppressed, probably due to the presence of a 
perhydrous vitrinite (cf. Gurba and Ward, 1998) associated with what was apparently a 
strongly marine-influenced depositional environment. 

Electron microprobe analysis also shows that the macerals in the Cranky Comer Basin coals 
contain up to 1 % Ca and 0.5% Al (Table 2), apparently incorporated into the organic matter. 
Although pyrite is relatively abundant, especially in the Stanhope seam, no significant Fe is 
noted in the actual maceral components. The Ca and Al are significantly more abundant in 
the vitrinite macerals of both seams than in the inertinites; indeed no significant Al appears to 
be present at all in the inertinite macerals of the Cranky Comer samples. Organic sulphur in 
the Cranky Comer coals shows a similar distribution among the macerals, but with lower 
overall values, to that in the Sydney Basin materials, being very abundant (up to 6.5%) in the 
vitrinite and much less abundant (1 to 2%) in the inertinite components. 

The macerals of the stratigraphically equivalent Puxtrees seam, however, contain almost no 
significant Ca or Al (Table 2), despite the fact that the telocollinite has a similar total carbon 
content. A slightly higher carbon content of - 81 % is noted in the telocollinite of the 
torbanite from the Greta Coal Measures of the Cessnock district (Table 2). This coal, 
although apparently deposited at the same time and under similar conditions as the Cranky 
Comer Basin material (van Heeswijck, 2001), also has a significantly lower organic sulphur 
content, and contains minimal proportions of Ca, Al or Fe in its maceral components. 
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Despite the similarity in carbon content of the telocollinite, there is a significant contrast in 
vitrinite reflectance between the Cranky Comer Basin coals and the other samples from the 
Greta Coal Measures. Since vitrinite reflectance is related to the structure of the 
carbonaceous material, as well as the overall carbon content (Taylor et ai., 1998), the 
macerals in the Cranky Comer seams appear to have the atomic structure of a lower-rank 
coal, represented in both the reflectance and the inorganic elements, but the carbon content of 
a higher-rank material. This has implications for evaluation of the basin's burial history. 

The contrast between the Cranky Comer coals and those of the Sydney Basin is also shown in 
Figure I. Points representing the carbon and oxygen contents of the macerals in the Sydney 
Basin coals plot broadly along a straight line, similar to that followed by points for whole
coal samples based on ultimate analysis data (Gurba and Ward, 2000). With the exception of 
the high-rank Mt Alexander sample, the vitrinite macerals for these coals plot in the upper 
left part of the graph and the inertinite macerals of the same coals in the lower right. 
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Figure 1: Plot of carbon and oxygen percentage in each maceral group for each coal sample 
studied, determined by electron microprobe techniques. See Table 2 for maceral 
abbreviations. 

The vitrinite macerals of the Cranky Comer Basin coals, however, plot slightly below the line 
followed by the macerals of the other coal samples. Their position on the plot indicates that 
they have similar carbon contents to the vitrinites of the other coals (except for the Mt 
Alexander material), but lower oxygen contents. The magnitude of the difference is similar 
to the additional proportion of organic sulphur contained within the macerals. Hence it is 
suggested that the organic sulphur has been substituted for oxygen in the chemical structure 
of the vitrinite material in the Cranky Corner Basin coal seams. 
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ABSTRACT 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) techniques, including the Rietveld-based SIROQUANT 
processing system, have been used to determine, on a quantitative basis, the percentages of 
the clay and non-clay minerals in a series of sandstones typical of those used as dimension 
stone for repair or extension to heritage buildings in the Sydney area. Evaluation of the 
results shows the quantitative XRD data to be consistent with petrographic and chemical 
analysis, and with separate determination of clay mineralogy by oriented-aggregate XRD 
methods. The total percentage of clay minerals in the sandstones was also found to have a 
relatively strong positive correlation to the density of the rock materials, and an inverse or 
negative correlation to porosity and water absorption. This is consistent with infilling of 
otherwise empty pores in a silica-cemented quartz framework by detrital and/or authigenic 
clay accumulations. 

The total proportions of quartz and, where present, feldspar and carbonate minerals, are 
inversely related to the dry compressive strength of the sandstones, whereas the total 
proportion of clay minerals shows a positive relationship to dry strength. Quartz, feldspar 
and carbonate show a slight positive correlation to the wet compressive strength, and the total 
clay content is very slightly negatively related to the wet strength values. This suggests that 
the silica-cemented quartz framework of the sandstone provides the basic strength properties, 
but that the clay minerals in the pore spaces within this framework provide additional 
cohesion in the dry state that increases the overall strength of the material. In a wet state, 
however, the clays in the pore spaces are more plastic, and do not add to the strength 
characteristics. Similar remarks apply to the tensile strength of the rocks studied. The ratio 
of wet to dry compressive strength, used in some instances as an indicator of sandstone 
durability, is positively related to the quartz, feldspar and carbonate content, and negatively 
related to the total proportion of clay minerals. 

Quantitative XRD analysis appears from this study to be sufficiently sensitive to reflect 
changes in geotechnical properties, and may provide a useful complement to thin section 
petrographic studies in building stone evaluation. It may also be of value in quality control of 
geotechnical testing programs, or for interpolation of the data from such programs over a 
wider sample range. 

INTRODUCTION 
Many of the historic buildings is Sydney have been constructed with sandstones from the 
Hawkesbury Sandstone and upper Narrabeen Group used as dimension stone (McNally and 
Franklin, 2000). Sandstone blocks in many of these buildings, however, have now 
deteriorated to the point where they require replacement, and the relevant authorities are 
increasingly concerned with the selection and testing of appropriate materials to replace the 
deteriorated stone. A number of new building works, as well as extensions to existing 
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heritage buildings, also require sandstone for use as either a dimension or facing stone. In 
addition to appropriate colour and aesthetic properties, the new or replacement stone is 
required to be of high quality with a durable nature, where durability is defined as the 
resistance of the rock to weathering (Ray, 1988). 

A number of engineering and petrographic tests are typically applied to Sydney sandstones 
for dimension stone and other applications, in order to estimate the physical and geotechnical 
properties of the material (Pells, 1985; Heiman, 2000; Franklin, 2000). As well as basic 
parameters such as density and strength, these tests are also used to assess the likely 
durability ofthe stone under long-term exposure to weathering conditions. 

Petrographic studies of Sydney Basin sandstones used in building construction (e.g. Golding, 
1959; Franklin, 2000) show them to have a framework essentially of quartz grains, bonded in 
part by secondary quartz overgrowths and in part by intergranular primary or secondary clay 
minerals. A small proportion of siderite is present in some samples; in others, intrastratal 
solution and remobilisation of the siderite has produced variable proportions of iron oxide 
and hydroxide (limonite and goethite) pigmentation. The overall proportions of quartz, clay 
minerals and, where present, siderite or iron (hydr)oxide components are therefore an 
expression of the relative abundance of framework grains and bonding materials in these 
sandstones. They provide the fundamental key to understanding the behaviour of particular 
sandstones, either in the short term during laboratory testing or the long term during building 
performance. 

Especially with the aid of point counting, thin section petrography provides an invaluable 
basis for understanding the constitution of particular sandstone samples, and also information 
on rock fabric and other features to help evaluate the aesthetic and geotechnical properties 
(Franklin, 2000). Point count data, however, may be affected by inhomogeneities in the 
distribution of the various constituents, combined with the limitations imposed by the small 
area embraced by a single rock thin section. Techniques based on examination of powdered 
samples, such as XRD, have the capacity to avoid such representativity problems, reducing if 
necessary a large mass of material to a single analysis specimen. 

Although X-ray diffraction (XRD) has long been used as a definitive tool for mineral 
identification, it has been traditionally regarded as having limited value for quantitative 
evaluation of mineral percentages. Recent developments in processing of XRD data (e.g. 
Taylor, 1991), however, based on principles identified by Rietveld (1969), allow the total 
proportions of the different minerals in sandstones to be evaluated in quantitative terms 
(Ward et aI., 1999), greatly extending the potential application of XRD techniques in 
geotechnical studies. The present study represents an attempt to evaluate the usefulness of 
quantitative mineralogical data derived from XRD analysis as an indicator of geotechnical 
characteristics in Sydney building sandstones, and hence as a possible guide to their longer
term durability. 

ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
A total of 21 samples were selected to represent a range of sandstones recently used in the 
Sydney area for building purposes (Swanson, 2001; Swanson et aI., 2002a). These were 
mostly from the Hawkesbury Sandstone and Narrabeen Group of the Sydney Basin, but one 
was a sample of "Capricorn Stone" from an area near Rockhampton in Queensland. Fourteen 
of the samples had been tested separately for engineering properties by the New South Wales 
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Department of Public Works and Services (DPWS), and the relevant geotechnical data were 
also made available for the study. 

Table 1: Mineralogy of sandstone samples by powder XRD and SIROQUANT 

Sample No Quartz Ortho- Kaolin- Dick- Illite liS Sider- Dolom-
clase ite ite ite ite 

Capitol SI2 54 16.8 15.8 6.8 5.8 
Kurrajong S14 78.2 10.8 0.7 9 0.1 
Capricorn SI7 48 10.1 22 .8 8.5 3.1 
Bundanoon S21 61.1 32.5 3.1 3.4 
Debden S23 65 .1 3.4 26.7 0.4 4 .3 
Wondabyne S24 73.4 0.7 8.8 10.9 5.8 
Appin S25 84.7 8.9 1.9 3.2 0.8 0.3 
Appin S26 81.7 11.9 5.4 1 
Bundanoon S27 78.2 18.3 2.4 0.6 0.1 
Sandy Point S28A 91.9 5 0.4 0.1 0.1 
Bauhaus S38 74.2 5 10.6 9.6 0.7 
St Patrick's S39 73 4.3 15.5 5.5 1.4 
McCaffrey's S40 79.4 9.4 4.4 5 1.3 
McCaffrey's S41 76.2 10 2.2 9.5 1.9 
Menai SOl 83.8 4.9 1.5 3.5 6.1 0.1 
Unknown S02 72.9 3.9 7.1 9.8 1.6 
Unknown S03 70.7 0.3 10.4 12.4 4.5 
Debden JS3 65.5 5.3 13.6 8.3 5.3 
Debden JS5 63.3 6.2 15.1 9.4 5.7 

Sample No Anker- Musco- Biotite Hemat- Goeth- Anat- Rutile 
ite vite ite ite ase 

Capitol S12 0.5 0.3 
Kurrajong S14 0.7 0.4 
Capricorn S17 6.4 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.3 
Bundanoon S21 
Debden S23 0.1 
Wondabyne S24 0.1 0.1 0.3 
Appin S25 0.1 0.2 
Appin S26 
Bundanoon S27 0.3 
Sandy Point S28A 2 0.2 0.3 
Bauhaus S38 
St Patrick's S39 0.2 0.1 
McCaffrey's S40 0.3 0.2 
McCaffrey's S41 0.2 
Menai SOl 0.2 
Unknown S02 3.1 1.5 
Unknown S03 1.6 
Debden JS3 0.1 1.9 
Debden JS5 0 .1 0.1 

The mineralogy of a representative powder prepared from each sandstone sample was 
analysed using a Phillips X'pert diffractometer with eu Ka: radiation. Quantitative analyses 
of the minerals present in each sample (Table I) were made from the respective powder 
diffractograms using SIROQUANTTM commercial interpretation software (Taylor, 1991), based 
on the Rietveld (1969) full-profile XRD analysis technique. Representative samples of each 
powdered sandstone were also analysed by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry, using a Philips 
PW 2400 spectrometer. The results are summarised by Swanson et al. (2002a). Oriented-
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aggregate XRD studies of the clay fractions, point-count analysis of thin sections, and 
determination of cation exchange capacity were also included in the analysis program, but 
these are not discussed in the present paper. 

The chemical composition implied by the SIROQUANT analyses was calculated for each 
sample, based on the proportions of each mineral indicated by SIROQUANT and the expected 
chemical composition of the minerals involved. The results were successfully compared to 
the actual chemical analysis data for the same samples (Swanson et at., 2002a), confirming 
the consistency of the SIROQUANT results with an independent analysis method. Similar 
checks were made against the results of point counting, as well as against oriented-aggregate 
XRD analysis of the clay fraction and the cation exchange capacity determinations (Swanson 
e/ at., 2002a). 

COMPARISON OF MINERALOGY TO GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES 
The results of the SIROQUANT analyses were compared to the geotechnical data for the same 
samples (Swanson et at., 2002b), using linear regression procedures incorporated in the 
Microsoft Excel software system. The significance of any correlations obtained from this 
process was further investigated by reference to the literature (e.g. McNally & Franklin, 
2000), and to information on rock texture and grain fabric from separate thin section studies 
(Swanson, 2001; Swanson et aI., 2002a). 

As shown in Table I, the sandstones studied consist essentially of quartz and the clay 
minerals. Significant proportions of carbonate minerals, however, are also present in the 
Capricorn Stone sample. The clay minerals include kaolinite and its authigenic polymorph 
dickite, as well as illite and irregularly interstratified illite/smectite (I/S). The IIS represents 
the principal expandable clay mineral in the samples studied, with the irregular nature of the 
interstratification more fully identified from separate oriented-aggregate XRD data (Swanson 
e/ at., 2002a). 

Bulk Density 
The bulk density of the sandstone samples, whether reported to a dry (Figure I a) or to a wet 
basis (Swanson et at., 2002b), shows a positive correlation with the total proportion of clay 
minerals in the rock samples as determined by SIROQUANT. The correlation in each case, 
however, is partly affected by the results obtained from the very quartzose Sandy Point 
sandstone sample (left-hand data point in Figure la), which seems to have a relatively high 
density value for its low clay content. 

Taken in conjunction with the rocks' petrographic characteristics, the correlations between 
density and clay content suggest that the sandstones may be regarded as porous frameworks 
of silica-cemented quartz grains, with the pores infilled by a varying proportion of clay 
minerals. The clay minerals in the pores occupy spaces that would otherwise be filled with 
air or water, and thus increase the dry and wet densities respectively. 

Bulk density is sometimes used as a factor in predicting sandstone quality. Denser 
sandstones are usually thought to be stronger than less dense materials (McNally and 
Mcqueen, 2000), due to a higher proportion of quartz, which is strong and durable in relation 
to the other constituents, and to a lower proportion of pore spaces. The present study shows, 
however, that the clay minerals in the sandstone, which occupy the otherwise empty pore 
spaces in the present sample suite, can also affect the density values. With porous, clay
bearing sandstones, such as those used in Sydney buildings, a high bulk density is therefore 
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not necessarily a simple indicator of high quartz content. 
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Figure 1: Correlation between total percentage of clay minerals, detennined by XRD and Siroquant, and 
various geotechnical properties for Sydney building sandstones (after Swanson el al., 2002b). a) dry desnsity; 
b) apparent porosity; c) dry compressive strength; d) wet compressive strength; e) wetdry compressive strength 
ratio; f) dry modulus of rupture; g) wet modulus of rupture; h) wetdry modulus of rupture ratio. Open symbol is 
Capricorn Stone sample (see text). 

Porosity and Water Absorption 
The porosity of the sandstones in the present study was measured by water absorption 
techniques, with water absorption percentages then being converted to apparent porosity 
values. The results show a strong negative correlation with the total clay content of the 
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sandstones as determined by SIROQUANT (Figure 1 b). As with bulk density, this indicates 
that the clay minerals infill otherwise empty voids in the sandstones, and hence reduce the 
space available for water absorption. Since the water absorption depends on the degree of 
inter-connectivity of the pore spaces, the results also suggest that the clays may block some 
of the pore throats, reducing the connections between the pores and thus reducing the 
effective porosity (and also the permeability), as well as the total porosity characteristics. 
The mineralogical data, obtained by XRD and SIROQUANT, are sufficiently sensitive to reflect 
small changes in these physical properties, suggesting the possibility of further correlation 
with other parameters such as geophysical log response. 

Rock Strength 
The dry compressive strength of the sandstone samples shows a small but significant increase 
with total clay content (Figure 1 c), and a similar decrease with increasing quartz plus feldspar 
content (Swanson el al., 2002b). This is probably because the dry clay minerals provide 
cohesion between the grains and the pore fillings, which adds to the strength of the silica
cemented framework bonding the quartz grains and increases the total strength of the rock 
substance. The Capricorn Stone sample (open symbol in Figure Ic) and the quartz-rich 
Sandy Point sample (extreme left), however, have higher strength values than the other 
materials in relation to their clay contents. For the Capricorn Stone this may be a reflection 
of the additional strength imposed by its dolomite/goethite cementing component, while for 
the Sandy Point material it may represent development of a more effective silica cementation 
pattern in the absence of interstitial clay mineralisation. 

The wet compressive strength, by contrast, remains more or less constant with increasing clay 
content (Figure I d), indicating that the clay minerals lose their strength when wet and provide 
little additional cohesion to reinforce the quartz framework structure. The ratio of wet to dry 
compressive strength, which is used as a predictor of long-term durability for these 
sandstones in building applications (Heiman, 2000; McNally & McQueen, 2000), decreases 
markedly as the clay content increases (Figure Ie), suggesting a correlation between clay 
content and rock durability. 

The tensile strength of the sandstones, measured by modulus of rupture determinations 
(Franklin & Young, 2000), also decreases with increasing quartz plus feldspar, as determined 
by SIROQUANT, and increases with the total percentage of clay minerals (Figure If). The 
Capricorn Stone sample (open symbol) has a modulus of rupture that is at the high end of the 
range, and the Sandy Point sample (solid symbol, extreme left) a value at the low end, but 
these do not seem to depart significantly from the trend shown by the other Sydney Basin 
materials. 

Unlike the compressive strength, the wet modulus of rupture appears to reflect, although in a 
more subdued manner, the trends shown by the dry modulus values, with a negative 
correlation to the quartz plus feldspar content (Swanson et al., 2002b) and a positive 
correlation to the total proportion of clay minerals (Figure 19). Although the correlation is 
partly affected by the somewhat high wet modulus shown by the Capricorn Stone sample 
(open symbol), this trend still appears to be present, though with a lower slope, in the Sydney 
Basin samples, especially if the Sandy Point data (solid symbol, extreme left) are excluded. 

As with the compressive strength, these correlations are probably due to the action of the clay 
minerals that infill the pore spaces of the sandstones. The cohesion of these clays when dry 
appears to add significantly to the overall tensile strength of the rocks in the sample suite. 
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The data also suggest that the cohesion remaining in the clay minerals when wet may still 
contribute to the tensile strength of the sandstones studied, but not to the compressive 
strength. The ratio of wet to dry tensile strength, expressed by the modulus of rupture ratio, 
therefore shows very little correlation to the total clay mineral content (Figure Ih), at least for 
the samples studied. 

APPLICATION OF MINERALOGY TO GEOTECHNICAL STUDIES 
X-ray powder diffraction analysis can be used to provide quantitative evaluations of the 
proportions of the different minerals in Sydney building sandstones that can be related to 
different geotechnical properties, including rock density, porosity and strength. In cases 
where relationships can be recognised between these mineralogical properties and other 
lithologic features, such as grain size or sedimentological characteristics, such mineralogical 
data may thus be of assistance in developing field-scale models of rock sequences for 
engineering purposes. Correlations between mineralogical and geotechnical data may also be 
of value as a check on the consistency of different types of geotechnical measurements, 
providing a basis for independent quality control in laboratory testing programs. 
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A QUESTION OF BALANCE - DISPELLING THE MYTH OF 'BOGGY GROUND' 
AND OTHER SPURIOUS CLAIMS IN COAL SEAM DRILLING. 

ABSTRACT 

Scott Thomson! and Duncan MacDonald2 

!Coalbed Concepts, 250 Dobell Drive Wangi Wangi NSW 2267 
A J Lucas Group, 167 Church St, Ryde NSW 

Directional drilling in Australian coal mining is a well-established technique for draining gas 
from coal, and rendering mining safe from the hazards of uncontrolled gas outbursts. A 
secondary use of the technique is for mine planning purposes as an exploration tool. Inseam 
drilling is now a $30M business in underground mining yet much ofthe reporting of drilling 
problems is qualitative at best and spurious at worst. 

As effective and widespread as the methodology has become it still falls short in areas of 
difficult geology, the "boggy ground" of drilling legend. Boreholes that do not reach their 
target because of drilling difficulties add extra pressure to the mine development cycle and 
raise costs related to amelioration responses. 

Boreholes that fail because of "conditions" reflect a usually untold geological or borehole 
management story. The information should be integrated into the geological model for mine 
planning purposes but seldom is, usually because of the vagueness of the reporting of the 
drilling problem and the subsequent long bow of interpretation that must be drawn. Many 
boreholes are terminated prematurely due to bad borehole conditioning practice. 

This paper addresses some aspects of the failure of inseam directional drilling projects, and 
suggests developments for the future that may assist the management of inseam drilling 
projects. 

INTRODUCTION 
Australian underground coal mining has generally embraced directional drilling for the 
drainage of gas, and to a lesser extent as an exploration tool ahead of mine development. In
seam exploration drilling in Australian coal mining is dominated by directional techniques 
using a downhole motor and electronic survey tool. This has not always been the case; 
exploration work was commonly carried out by rotary drilling methods - with mixed success 
- during the 1980's. In the past decade directional drilling has predominated, mainly due to 
the exacting demands on steering and survey accuracy required in gas drainage programs. 
The spin-off from the drive to improve in-seam drilling for gas drainage has been geological 
exploration from in-seam directional boreholes, which has been generally successful, with 
some limitations. 

Directional methods are effectively modified and adapted from conventional oilfield 
technologies. The US Bureau of Mines and some of the large US coal mining operations 
pioneered the early work in coalfield in-seam drilling. The demise ofthe USBM and 
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structural changes to the US coal mining industry has effectively resulted in the baton passing 
to Australian coal companies, technology groups, and contract drilling operations. Today, 
Australian coal seam directional drilling techniques are equivalent to world standard practice. 
However, the science of underground directional drilling is a long way short of the norms of 
oilfield drill management, steering and logging. 

Exploration of coal mining leases by directional drilling means has been carried out relatively 
consistently over the past ten years. The method has its adherents, and is generally utilised in 
a reactive manner according to specific mine planning requirements. Seldom is exploration 
drilling carried out on a routine, systematic basis. Often it is a by-product of gas drainage 
drilling - a consequence of surprising and adverse circumstances. The issue of 'boggy 
ground' appears in the gas drainage context but is particularly a common borehole terminator 
in exploration projects. Has the borehole failed due to geological conditions, or is it bad drill 
management? This is the main theme of the following discussion. 

THE EQUIPMENT AND REPORTING OF UNDERGROUND DIRECTIONAL 
DRILLING 
Currently, all drilling contractors and in-house drilling crews are using the same equipment 
configuration (downhole component schematically represented in Figure 1). Therefore, there 
is a standardisation of reporting systems and procedures throughout the industry. Survey 
information (pitch, azimuth), pump water pressure and flow rate, and driller's comments are 
all recorded on hand written log sheets. 

Most operators are using drilling rigs with a 75kW hydraulic power unit (operating at 
1000V), and a 250 IImin water supply (with a 10 MPa high pressure pump). The rigs exhibit 
135 KN thrust and pull, with 1500 to 2000 Nm torque. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of standard practice 
directional drilling downhole equipment 

An NQ, NRQ or CHD rod string is usual, and an electronic survey tool and downhole motor. 
Electronic survey tools have effectively replaced the use of single shot cameras due to the 
speed at which survey information can be processed and acted upon by the drill operator. 
Electronic survey tools are an integral component in the process of steering the drill. The 
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increased reliability of the survey result has also had a favourable impact upon the geological 
interpretation process. 

In an ideal environment, using current industry standard equipment, in-seam directional 
drilling is possible to distances of about 1500m. In reality, boreholes greater than 800m TD 
are rare in Australian (and international) coalfield drilling. In the majority of degasification 
drilling holes are drilled <300m. Exploration boreholes may be planned to IOOOm+ but due 
to geological factors, rig performance limitations, borehole management issues, and time 
constraints do not always achieve the designated target. 

The capital cost of the downhole component - rods, survey tool and downhole motor are 
always at risk on long exploration boreholes. The implications of a stuck drill string are 
extremely serious and the result is that drilling operators err on the side of caution. At the 
first sign of downhole drilling problems the rods will usually be withdrawn and the hole 
abandoned. The usual excuse is 'bad geology'. Nobody wants the responsibility for $500,000 of 
lost equipment in a borehole. 

With directional drilling there is no core, and cuttings from the borehole are not normally 
collected. The only formal record of the borehole is contained in the data from the electronic 
survey instrument and the written records of the driller. Current practice is for the driller to 
record changes in drill machine performance and 'feel' as the string advances. This is carried 
out in a subjective manner and recorded by the driller on log sheets. According to the skills 
of the operator, the notes can be quite detailed or basic in the extreme (usually the latter). 
The driller is mainly aware of hardness variation and the colour change of the drilling fluid 
exiting the borehole. Thus, in most cases geological interpretation is carried out post -drilling 
- from viewing the drill logs - and using intuition to resolve the true meaning of "hard", 
"soft", "sticky", "white", "boggy" etc. 

FACTORS LIMITING INSEAM DRILLING 
The equipment limits the distance the hole can be drilled. The major limiting factor is the 
behavior of the drill pipe in the hole. Borehole geometry, wall roughness, cuttings 
accumulation and annular pressure all contribute to the overall drag force required to move 
the string in the hole. There is a limit to which a drill pipe can be pushed into a borehole. 
This limiting point is known as "lockup" and occurs when the axial force applied by the rig 
causes the pipe to buckle in the hole. Once this level of force is reached, pushing harder just 
increases the buckling. For NQ in a horizontal straight hole, the force sustained before 
lockup is around 12 tonnes. The specific maximum feed force for an LM75 is 12.5 tonnes. 
How much hole you drill before you accumulate 12 tonnes of drag will depend on the 
management of the contributing factors mentioned above. It is rare to reach lockup in cross 
block drilling. It usually requires longer holes to experience drill pipe lockup. 

A typical scenario is for feed force to be steadily increased, and the thrust force transmitted to 
the bit. As the force increases the pipe begins to buckle, first in a sinusoidal fashion, then 
helically. A friction force between the helix and the wall is produced and this force will 
increase as the rig feed force increases. The transmitted force to the bit reaches a maximum 
as increasing rig feed force is entirely absorbed by the helix-wall friction -lockup point has 
been reached. 

Once lockup is reached, the string cannot be further advanced into the hole unless rotated. 
From here, unless borehole conditioning can reduce drag, the hole has reached its conclusion. 
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In some circumstances, the annular pressure may further limit the depth capacity of the 
directional-drilling project. The onset oflockup point can happen quite rapidly. The 
transition from "drilling well" to "can't drill anymore", "boggy ground" can be sudden . It 
can be due to the bit intersecting boggy ground but it can also be due to a change in borehole 
condition 100's of metres away from the bit. 'Boggy ground' is a frequent cause of 
abandonment of a drilling exercise. 

Inseam directional drilling currently involves the use of a downhole motor with a bent sub. 
The continual process of correcting the path of the borehole by modification of the 
orientation of the bend angle results in a borehole path that is not straight, more a series of 
subtle bends (the 'flip flop' effect), with a typical bend radii of 120-220m. Without rotating 
the drill pipe, cuttings fail to the low side of the hole and form a bed. This increases the 
surface area across which drag is transmitted to the drill string during movement across the 
borehole wall. This increases the thrust required to move the string forward, accelerating the 
onset oflockup. 

Outside of the inseam drilling scene, this is 'slide' drilling. Australian underground 
directional drilling practice is almost exclusively 'slide' drilling. Elsewhere, the standard 
directional drilling method using down hole motors is 'slide and rotate'. Here, the rods are 
turning whilst using a downhole motor and slide drilling is only carried out to get a deviated 
borehole to the desired attitude. Why is this technique most widely used? Because it delivers 
a smoother well bore and assists the borehole conditioning process. 

'Flip flop' contributes to the accumulation of cuttings beds, tortuocity and the premature 
termination of inseam boreholes. A comparison of drilling long directional boreholes using 
slide / rotate and 'flip flop ' methods is presented in Figure 2. Here the standard 'flip flop' 
technique has resulted in termination of the borehole at 864m. Drilling a parallel borehole in 
the same seam with the same equipment, but using slide / rotate (only from 450m onward), 
resulted in a borehole that reached a TD of 1302m. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of two parallel boreholes, one drilled 
entirely with the 'flip flop' method (Hole 1) and the other 
with mainly 'slide / rotate' (Hole 2), (Thomson, 
2001). 
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The 'rotate/ slide' method effectively reduces the dogleg severity of the borehole. For the 
example mentioned above, dogleg severity plotted versus borehole depth reveals a 
compelling case for 'rotate / slide' over 'flip flop'. Dogleg severity is identical for the first 
borehole and the first 450m of the second borehole. After the 'rotate / slide' technique is 
introduced (beyond 450m in Hole 2), dogleg severity is markedly reduced (Figure 3), leading 
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to the success of the second borehole. This example provides a good comparison as to the 
effect of borehole geometry. The shorter hole has an average dogleg severity of IOdeg/30m, 
the longer hole 6.5deg/30m. Both were drilled to lockup point. It is important to note the 
borehole has been terminated due to physical limitations (borehole conditioning issues) rather 
than because of geological problems. 

At the time, this adoption of 'rotate / slide' was resisted by the experienced inseam drillers on 
the project, and as a consequence, the client objectives were not adequately satisfied, leading 
to a negative commercial outcome. Attention to borehole conditioning issues has a 
quantifiable impact! 
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Figure 3. Dogleg severity in two parallel boreholes, one drilled 
entirely with the 'flip flop' method (Hole 1) and the other 
with mainly 'slide / rotate' (Hole 2). 

The 'Boggy Ground' myth 
Poor cuttings removal leads to water circulation issues and possibly the beginning of 
differential sticking problems. The cuttings bed is swept up by a surge of fluid in the annulus 
and "packs off'. This buildup of cuttings can effectively seal the annulus to the extent the 
water pumped through the drill string must be squeezed through the restriction under some 
pressure. This restriction may be related to a geological problem zone, or it may simply be a 
borehole conditioning issue. 

When a blockage occurs the water may make its way through the formation - bypassing the 
restriction. The driller will observe high off bottom pump pressures and the returning water 
will be strangely clear (as it is filtered by passage through or around the restriction). The 
force required to move the drill string without rotating it will be unusually high due to the 
onset of "differential sticking". "Boggy ground" has appeared and the wrong conclusions 
may be drawn. The differential sticking phenomenon is also related to the issue of borehole 
'balance' (to be discussed separately) and is presented in schematic form as Figure 4. 
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The geological interpretation of this borehole may then (erroneously) assign a structure to the 
interval where the string has become stuck - assumed to be at the bit position. Even if 
geology is a factor in the borehole not progressing, the problem may not be at the bit - it may 
well be further back along the drill string. 

'Boggy ground' reporting needs to be treated with some scepticism and the assumption that its 
appearance is entirely related to geological structure should be questioned. 
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Figure 4. Differential sticking is a leading cause of stuck drill pipe 
in underground inseam drilling. 

A QUESTION OF BALANCE 

~ ~ 
* 

Underground directional drilling is 'underbalanced'; in other words, the formation pressures generally 
exceed the annular or circulating pressures. This because the borehole is drilled from near 
atmospheric pressure at the collar (-120kPa) and the formation is subject to its virgin in situ pressure 
state, which may be of the order of lSOOkPa. This pressure differential will naturally allow for the 
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gas and water in the formation to flow into the borehole, and out through the gas drainage network. 
This phenomenon underpins the success of inseam gas drainage in coal mining. 

The success of inseam drilling depends also upon the ability of the annular wall to remain stable. In 
underbalanced drilling the risk is always that the borehole walls will collapse around the drill string, 
disrupt circulation, lead to pressure differentials, differential sticking, mechanical jamming and a 
failed borehole. This is why current Australian directional practice struggles in coals which are 'soft' 
(usually tectonically disturbed) such as the coals of China and New Zealand. 

In Australia the coal tends to be strong, and underbalanced drilling is generally successful. One major 
contributor to this success is that the mined seams are shallow. This means the differential between 
annulus and formation pore pressure is generally low (1500 - 120 = 1380kPa (200psi)) underbalance. 
For coal of bulk strength above 5mPa this is likely to be no problem. In deeper seams with higher 
underbalance (for example, in parts of China, and noted in parts of the Sydney and Bowen Basins) the 
stability problem becomes a major issue, particularly when the coal is weakened by tectonic history. 

The overbalanced drilling case occurs when the pressure of the annulus exceeds that of the fluid 
contained in the pore space of the formation. As a result, drilling fluids will tend to migrate into the 
surrounding geology and circulation may be lost. This also has the negative effect of damaging the 
borehole wall, leading to 'skin' effects - which may affect gas drainage performance. Although 
unusual in underground directional drilling, the overbalanced condition may occur when a borehole 
becomes locally blocked (disrupting circulation) or close to the collar where coal de-stressing occurs 
associated with the gas / water desorption process from the rib. It may also occur in areas of local 
high permeability associated with geological structures. 

The place where overbalanced drilling is of the most concern is in surface to seam drilling in high 
permeability coals. Here, it is desirable to maintain borehole pressure above the gas desorption point, 
and below the local pore pressure average (Figure 5). In this example, taken from a surface to seam 
project in Queensland, off and on-bottom pressures are maintained in the desired window in order to 
minimise differential sticking and skin effects caused by drilling 'overbalanced' and avoid premature 
desorption by drilling too far 'underbalanced'. 

It is therefore theoretically desirable to maintain perfect balance in drilling boreholes, 
underground or otherwise. In underground drilling it is currently impossible to maintain this 
balance, however the subject has received some attention in the past. Gray (1998) noted the 
importance of maintaining borehole pressure to minimise the pressure differential between 
borehole wall and annulus, and developed a prototype borehole pressurisation device. the 
system was never trialed in an underground mine. 

SEEKING AN IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OF DOWNHOLE REALITIES 
The key questions to be answered when underground inseam drilling starts to experience 
problems include: 

I. Is the problem at the bit or somewhere else in the borehole? 
2. What are the limiting factors to progress? Are they related to equipment, borehole 

conditioning factors, or geology? 
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Figure 4. The importance of maintaining balance in drilling is 
exemplified by this surface to seam example from 
Queensland (from Thomson & MacDonald, 2003). 

The tools required to record the answer to these questions are generally not carried on 
underground inseam drilling rigs. Tracking on bottom and off bottom forces and measuring 
pressure down hole would provide the information needed to make the correct decisions 
regarding reaction. In surface to seam drilling downhole pressure sensors and drill rig 
monitoring is used to assist the early diagnosis of drilling problems. This equipment could 
easily be modified for underground use; however acquiring intrinsic safety (IS) approvals is a 
formidable barrier to progress. 

Given the existing underground inseam configuration, what can be done to assist the 
understanding of downhole conditions? The following suggestions apply: 

1. Drillers should record forces, not rig pressures. Each rig is different. Typically 
drillers record drilling parameters in terms of hydraulic pressures. What does it mean 
if it is taking 2500psi to move the string? It only means something to the operator of 
that particular rig. In reality, a drill pipe of known weight can be used as a measuring 
tool for borehole properties if the force required to move the string is accurately 
recorded. This provides the basis for calculating the combined effects contributing to 
the drag and therefore the real causes of events registering as boggy ground. 

2. The trip out after a hole is terminated can also yield important information. If the trip 
force is plotted against those recorded during drilling a problem at the bit face may be 
distinguished from a problem further back along the borehole (Figure 6). 

3. Pump pressures are currently the most important records kept by inseanl drillers. This 
is the only current objective record ofa basic drilling parameter. The off bottom 
pressures become the basis for defining "normal" hole circulating condition (Figure 7 
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shows anomalous off bottom pressures in a borehole with conditioning problems). 
On bottom will differ from off due to torque generated by the downhole motor to keep 
the bit turning. An artificially high off bottom pressure signals borehole condition or 
equipment problems. The pattern of decline of off bottom pressure with string 
withdrawal will also provide an insight into the location of problem zones in the 
formation. 

The reality is that given the current inseam drilling systems - and the IS barrier - the burden 
of resolving downhole issues rests with the skill of the individual operator. It is desirable for 
underground drilling rigs to employ the following technologies: 

• A differential pressure gauge calibrated to provide thrust force information to the 
operator. 

• Rig performance indicators measuring torque, penetration rate, weight on bit, annular 
and pump pressures. 

• Geophysical sensors, in particular: borehole radar, dielectric, gamma, and 
conductivity (subject of a current ACARP project). 

• A borehole pressurisation device to control balance, particularly relevant in soft or 
tectonically deformed coals. 

• Utilise drilling fluid additives "mud" and mud recycling systems. 

The borehole pressurisation prototype device developed in 1998 is worthy of further testing. 
Detailed rig performance analysis tools and geophysical sensors are unlikely to be developed 
in the short term due to the high cost and long lead time associated with mine approvals. 

However, a simple but effective test - which is currently possible underground - is for the 
driller to record off-bottom water pump pressures for a given flow rate. A calculated increase 
in pump pressure with depth can be compared to actual, and anomalous zones identified. In 
Figure 7, taken from an inseam drilling borehole, high-pressure zones can easily be identified 
as peaks above the theoretically derived pressure gradient line. These peaks correspond to 
zones of poor circulation, which may be related to borehole wall collapse and geological 
structure. These zones may also continue to affect drilling even after the cuttings have been 
cleared and drilling recommences. Later borehole failure due to 'boggy ground' may be 
attributed to these zones, and not where the bit is currently located. 

A simple model can be proposed for an underground drilling system whereby off-bottom 
pump pressure (OBPP) is routinely monitored and drillers are instructed that should the 
OBPP exceed the baseline pressure, then drilling does not recommence until flushing and 
circulation is completed and the OBPP has returned to baseline levels (Figure 8). By 
comparing a theoretical pressure gradient increase for distance down hole, deviations to the 
norm can be identified and 'stuck' drill string avoided. In addition, the recognition of the 
pressure anomaly will pinpoint the position offailure in the borehole wall, and this may well 
be related to structure. 

The important step is to identifY when circulation pressure is abnormally high and take 
remedial steps before the problem ends the hole. Step 1 is to stop drilling & flush the 
restriction clear. What material is yielded - is it cuttings or cave? Have pressures retuned to 
normal? If not conduct a test during the trip out. They may come back into line after the bit 
is withdrawn through the problem zone - was the zone squeezing clay? The pressure may 
not return to normal at all- you have a problem with the drilling assembly. The systematic 
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Figure 7. Monitoring off-bottom pressure can improve the understanding 
of circulation issues and geological problem zones (from 
Thomson & MacDonald, 2002). 
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Monitoring off-bottom pressure can be used as a guide to drilling practice. 
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recording of accurate data will provide a lot of answers. These zones may also continue to 
affect drilling even after the cuttings have been cleared and drilling recommences. Later 
borehole failure due to ' boggy ground' may be attributed to these zones, and not where the 
bit is currently located. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Further improvements to underground drilling performance can be achieved through 
developing an understanding of the contributing factors to differential sticking amongst the 
drilling fraternity. In particular, more routine application of slide / rotate rather than 'flip 
flop', and attention to off bottom pressures and regular flushing for cuttings removal is 
recommended. 

It is also suggested that challenging the 'boggy ground' hypothesis is essential to improve 
underground drilling standards. Drillers need to be encouraged to show some quantitative 
analysis of downhole conditions and not to blame poor borehole conditioning on mysterious 
geological factors. 

Although the tools to really understand downhole conditions are not as readily available to 
the underground driller as the surface driller, the following suggestions may improve the 
overall performance of inseam directional drilling: 

1. Stuck drill pipe and the early termination of a borehole due to 'boggy ground' may be 
avoided by careful monitoring of off·bottom circulating pressures. 

2. Diligent cuttings clearance and the deployment of the slide / rotate method can 
minimise the likelihood of differential sticking. 

3. A differential pressure gauge should be developed for use with underground inseam 
drilling. 

4. An education process is recommended for drillers and supervisors regarding the 
conditions that engender stuck drill pipe. 

5. Further development of a borehole pressurisation device is recommended for 
underground drilling. 
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DESCRIPTION OF A COAL SEAM RESERVOIR 
All coal seams have been gas reservoirs and many still contain either methane or carbon 
dioxide, the latter frequently of igneous origin. This gas is mainly stored in the seams by a 
process of sorption, a process of surface bonding and chemisorption, rather than in pore 
space. 

Fewer cases of free gas exist than those where the seam is initially in a water-saturated state. 
In the latter case gas is not released until water pressure is lowered below the sorption 
pressure when bubbles form. 

Once the pressure in the cleats in the coal has been lowered desorption of gas from the coal 
may occur. The process of gas movement in the coal solid is considered to be one of 
diffusion. This occurs from the solid to the fracture space where the pressure is lowered and 
bubbles form in the fractures. 

The flow within the fractures in the coal follows Darcy's law of flow down a potential 
gradient (pressure and gravitational components). The presence of gas and water within the 
fractures leads to a two-phase flow regime. In this water impedes the movement of gas and 
vice versa. 

Coal seams frequently display several forms of fracturing. These can be divided into 
microfractures, cleats, major joints and faults. All are important in the behaviour of coal as a 
reservoir. All aspects of flow in coal are governed by anisotropy. 

The permeability of coal is generally directly related to the effective stress to which the coal 
is subject. A change in the permeability of coal of one order of magnitude may be brought 
about by an increase in effective stress change as low as 2 MPa but may be much higher. 

As reservoir pressure drops the effective stress within the coal can be expected to increase 
with an associated permeability reduction. This behaviour does occur, particularly in the short 
term. In the longer term an opposing effect may occur due to shrinkage. If the coal shrinks as 
it gives up gas and then dries out, the coal carries less stress and transference of stress to the 
surrounding rocks occurs. The condition may occur where no stress exists between cleats. In 
this case the permeability may increase sharply. 

The process of fluid movement in coal may be interrupted by a producing well or by an 
absence or blockage of any of the levels of fracturing. Gas production may be thought of as 
having several contributing steps. 
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If the diffusion coefficient is low or the spacing between fractures too great then despite an 
apparently high permeability the gas release may be limited by the diffusive escape of gas 
from the solid coal. 

Similarly if the matrix permeability is too low then gas production will be impeded by this. 
The presence of major fractures may lead to a permeability that is an order of magnitude 
different from that of the matrix. High fracture permeability is of little benefit if the matrix is 
blocked and diffusion is the only mechanism by which gas may reach the fractures. 

Faults often act as boundaries between areas of different reservoir characteristics. 

DETERMINATION OF RESERVOIR PROPERTIES 
The first stage is to ensure that the coal seams exist and that they contain gas. Following this 
an endeavour should be made to determine diffusion coefficients and permeabilities. The 
plural is used here deliberately as coal usually exhibits at least two diffusion coefficients and 
permeabilities to match the varying fracture types. 

Gas Content and Diffusion Coefficient 
Wireline coring is a good start to assessing the gas production characteristic of a reservoir. It 
enables a sample of the coal to be obtained and provides a hole in which to conduct reservoir 
tests. This hole may then be used as an entry to the reservoir for monitoring. 

The coal core may be taken and placed in a 
desorption vessel so that the gas released may be 
measured in volume and type. The use of strain 
gauges to measure the change in dimension of 
the coal is also advantageous. If the coal core is 
of regular cylindrical form it is theoretically 
possible to arrive at diffusion coefficients. These 
are a result of fitting diffusion equations to the 
short and long term release of gas from the core. 
Unfortunately very few coal cores are neat 
cylinders, being fractured and of variable 
composition. Nevertheless an estimate can be 
made of diffusion coefficient. By examining the 
initial gas release rate and using diffusive flow 
theory it is possible to estimate the gas lost on 
core recovery and initial diffusion coefficient. 

The fitting of the diffusion equation to the longer 
term desorption characteristic usually leads to a 
good fit but invariably the associated diffusion 
coefficient is significantly lower than the one 
arrived at by examining the initial gas desorption 
characteristic. 

2\0 

Photograph 1: A Sigra overcore stress 
measurement tool being placed into an HQ 
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Photograph 2: Automated desorption and shrinkage measurement on core. 

If the long-tenn diffusion coefficient can be estimated, however roughly, then for that number 
to be of value, it must be associated with an open fracture spacing. From these two numbers 
the rate of diffusion can be calculated. 

It is therefore extremely important to have some idea of the cleat spacing in the coal. Unless 
the cleats are extremely closely spaced and their separation can therefore be measured within 
core the estimation of cleat spacing is unfortunately quite difficult. 

Permeability Measurement 
Measuring a coal reservoir's permeability is frequently challenging because coal displays 
stress-dependent permeability, shrinkage, which affects stress, and two-phase effects. It also 
frequently has a fracture penneability that is significantly greater than the matrix 
permeability. How then to proceed? 

The first and most simple test for permeability is to get a piece of core and to look at it. If no 
fractures exist and particularly if the coal has a waxy feel to it then it is likely to be tight on 
the scale of core. If fractures are visible but filled then a similar comment applies. If the core 
contains cleats that are free of infill then the prospects are much better for gas production. 
This does not mean that it will be permeable because cleated coal can be very tight under high 
stress conditions. This applies particularly if the coal is soft. 

It is most important in assessing coal's penneability to realise that any measurement must be 
put in the context of the state of development of the reservoir and that a permeability 
measurement made at a specific time may be quite different from one that exists later. It is 
equally important to be able to predict whether the coal seam's penneability will increase or 
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Photograph 3: A DST tool being raised by wire line on a core drill. 

decrease. Self-sealing coals do exist, as do instances of penneability enhancement of two 
orders of magnitude. 

Given the complications associated with stress penneability relationships it is generally not 
wise to introduce two phase effects during initial reservoir testing. Picking the stress related 
to penneability effects is quite complex enough. The favoured test method is therefore the use 
of a drill stem test, which may occasionally produce a minor amount of gas and following this 
an injection fall-off test. 

The favoured procedure is to core a seam and to pull back the core rods to above the seam. 
We then run a twin packer DST tool through the drill string and displace water out of the 
string using compressed air. We then set the packers, one below and one in the string and 
release compressed air. The bottom valve can then be opened by lowering the string and 
inducing flow into the rods. The gross flow rate of gas and water is measurable on a surface 
gas flowmeter. The volume of water inflowing may be measured by means of a head increase 
in the rods above the DST tool. 

The bottom valve is then closed and pressure builds up and is measured by a bottom hole 
pressure transducer. During the build-up period the rods are filled with water. An injection 
test at a constant rate is then perfonned and the hole is then shut in while pressure approaches 
equilibrium. The exact mechanism of the test may be varied if we use a DST tool in which the 
packers are inflated off the rig pump. Essentially the test remains the same. 

The DST flow period may extend from several hours to a few minutes depending on the coal 
characteristics. The same applies to the recovery period. The DST test gives an indication of 
the injection flow to follow. The injection test is usually conducted at a single rate though in 
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some instances it is useful to vary this to see what the short-term local response is to rate 
changes. 

The analysis of DST or injection fall-off tests in coal may be simple or complex. This 
depends on the seam. If the coal seam is permeable, the permeability not particularly stress 
dependent, and the sorption pressure low then a normal Horner plot type analysis is usually 
quite sufficient for both the build up and fall off behaviours. If, however, the seam deviates 
from these characteristics then the assessment of seam parameters becomes significantly more 
complex. The analysis essentially becomes one where a simulator is required that 
incorporates all the complex characteristics of coal seam reservoir behaviour. 

Not all assessments of permeability need be so complex that they require a simulator to find a 
solution. Some characteristics may be found by basic calculation. One of the first 
comparisons to look at is the inflow rate during a DST test and the injection rate. Iffor similar 
variations from reservoir pressure the flow rates are significantly different then this is 
important. If the DST inflow rate is significantly higher than the injection rate then in all 
probability wellbore damage (blocking) has occurred. This will be revealed in the nature of 
the pressure change after well closure, with instant pressure changes indicating wellbore 
damage. 

If however the DST inflow rate is significantly lower than the injection rate then this is a 
good indication that stress related permeability effects are important. The reduction in fluid 
pressure around the well bore during a DST test leads to increased effective stress and in a 
coal with stress dependent permeability, a reduction in permeability. As the pressure drop 
extends from the well bore this effect spreads and cannot be lumped into well bore effects 
represented by a single numerical value. The opposite effect occurs on injection with effective 
stress being reduced progressively from the wellbore outwards. 

Curvilinear Horner build-up or draw-down plots are one of the characteristics of stress related 
permeability effects. Unfortunately there are other causes of curved plots such as wellbore 
storage caused by packer movement, fractures etc. 

Numerical solutions for these effects can be found by the use of a simulator in which the 
primary unknowns are the in-situ permeability at reservoir pressure and the value of alpha 
(the effective stress change required for a factor of 10 change in permeability). 

Many well tests show more than one linear portion. This may be due to a matrix permeability 
that is different from the fracture permeability. Extending a test interval will help to confll1Il 
the real reservoir permeability. Alternatively an interference test may be considered. 

Interference tests involve pressure monitoring remote from what is usually an injection well. 
Their advantages are two fold. Firstly because they are remote they do not suffer from near 
wellbore effects associated with skin or local effective stress changes around the well bore. 
Secondly if more than three observation points are used they permit the measurement of 
directional permeability. Finally in a single-phase situation they permit the estimation of 
reservoir storage parameters. 

On the down side, interference tests are usually expensive to conduct when every hole is seen 
as being needed for production. In marginal reservoirs this approach can be self-defeating as 
what is required is information on the reservoir characteristic. A happy alternative that can 
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more normally be accommodated is to fit exploration core holes with pressure transducers 
and to use these to monitor the reservoir during production. 

A more economic initial approach to finding directional permeability is to measure stress. 
Normally the direction of maximum permeability is perpendicular to the direction of 
minimum principal stress. So too frequently is the direction of the principal cleat. Thus if the 
magnitude and orientation of the stress field can be determined then so can the likely 
directions of principal permeability. 

Coal is frequently a cleated, weak material that makes the determination of stress impossible 
by overcoring, and virtually impossible by either hydrofracture or borehole breakout 
techniques. The rocks above and below the coal seam are however much more amenable to 
having stress measurements carried out on them. If no borehole breakage in these rocks 
occurs then overcoring is undoubtedly preferable to hydrofracture techniques where the value 
of stress is sought. Where only direction is sought multiple hydrofracture measurements may 
yield an adequate measurement of stress direction. Where borehole wall failure has occurred 
then scanners may be used to determine the orientation of the breakout. 

Converting rock stresses to coal stresses may be undertaken theoretically on the basis of 
knowledge of the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the coal. The limitations to this 
approach are the difficulty in measuring these parameters on many coals and the question as 
to how creep and shrinkage have affected coal stress. An estimate of the magnitude of 
principal stresses in a coal seam is however useful for estimating directional permeability. I 
would refer the reader to the stress/permeability nomogram for this purpose. 

Monitoring reservoirs during production 
Monitoring of the reservoir during production is extremely important. This monitoring should 
consist of three elements. The first two involve the measurement of gas flow and water flow 
from production wells. A knowledge of one without the other is incomplete. Monitoring of 
water production is the key to knowing whether the production area of the reservoir is being 
effectively drained of water so that gas can be produced. Many potentially good reservoirs are 
simply drowned by an inability to keep out water that may come from the edges of the 
production field or from surrounding strata directly or via faults. The measurement of gas 
production is obviously important from an economic point of view. It is also a direct indicator 
of problem areas - a well not producing gas is a liability. The measurement of gas water ratio 
is also a good indicator of the reservoir state. 

Finally the measurement of reservoir pressure is of great value in assessing what is happening 
in a coal seam methane reservoir. The measurement of reservoir pressure can provide and 
indication as to whether the water pressure has dropped below sorption pressure and thus gas 
is free to move. Pressure also provides through the sorption isotherm a basis for measurement 
of gas in place and therefore is a key to any material balance calculation for a reservoir under 
production. In my view the only sensible use of reservoir simulators in keeping tabs on 
reservoir behaviour is to force the simulator with known flows and to match pressures. 
Pressure measurement is essential to this. 
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EXPLORATION IN THE SOUTHERN SYDNEY BASIN COALFIELDS 

Greg Poole, John Dotle, Peter Riley and Roderick Haselden 

BHP Billiton IIlawarra Coal, PO Box 92, Figtree, NSW 2525 

ABSTRACT 
BHP Billiton - IlIawarra Coal has been developing effective exploration techniques 
for mine planning for nearly three decades. By comparison with the results that now 
can be obtained, the early work was quite limited but the perseverance and the 
commitment to develop the technology has paid off Given the locality of IlIawarra 
Coal's lease holdings; a combination of techniques are essential for exploration 
around urbanised areas. 

INTRODUCTION 
BHP Billiton - Illawarra Coal operates four underground coal mines in the Southern 
Coalfields of the Sydney Basin (Figure 1). All of these employ longwall mining 
techniques at depths typically greater than 400 m. Longwall mining is highly efficient 
but with each mine producing coal worth some $0.5 million per day, every effort has 
to be made to maintain production. In this regard, one of the greatest uncertainties in 
the Southern Coalfields is the potential for a mine to encounter unexpected geological 
anomalies. 

Very precise structural mapping techniques are required. However, Illawarra Coal's 
mining leases encompass extremely sensitive sites. Sensitive issues include; 
Aboriginal and European archaeological sites, large areas of bushland with 
endangered flora and fauna species as well as being in close proximity to highly 
populated areas in some cases. The company's commitment to environmental and 
community expectations has required the development of an extremely competent, 
low impact exploration program. 

The success of each individual mine depends on the ease of coal extraction with 
minimal down time. Down time arises from driving or drilling through bad areas, 
which also can become safety risks. Faults can cause significant displacement of the 
seam and other structural uncertainties. Uneconomic areas containing intrusion, seam 
thinning and splitting etc. are also common problems. Mines layouts are planned 
around these structures with exploration being primary source of information. 

Various techniques of exploration include: geophysical logging, surface and 
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in-seam seismic, airborne radiometric and magnetic surveys, directionally drilled 
surface to in-seam holes, geographical information systems, and geological 
modelling. 

GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING 
BHP Billiton - Illawarra Coal has been using geophysical logging in the Southern 
Sydney Basin Coalfields. Geophysical logging of boreholes is used to measure coal 
and strata information continuously. Through this lithology can be identified and 
depths of geological boundaries determined accurately. This data is compared to 
cored samples if available. Geophysics can also give an indication of rock strength, 
in-situ stress, fracture frequency, and porosity. 

Common geophysical tools used include: natural gamma ray, neutron, gamma gamma 
(density), sonic, electric logs, acoustic scanner, resistivity, calliper, verticality, full 
waveform sonic, and casing integrity. 

Currently, Illawarra Coal is using geophysical logging to assist mine planning. 
Acoustic scanners (Figure 2) are being used to: infer regional stress fields, infer stress 
directions above and below minable seams, and determining regional strike of face 
and butt cleating. This aims to predict possible roof collapse in the longwalls and take 
the necessary steps to prevent this. Cleat and stress information is useful in assisting 
with in-seam drainage hole drilling design. 
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Figure 2. Full wave form sonic and acoustic scanner data. 
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RESISTIVITY PROFILING 
Due to the locations of the mine sites and subsequent workings, Illawarra Coal has 
also been required to undertake a number of remediation projects. Geophysical 
techniques have been utilized in recent projects. Resistivity (Figure 3) and refraction 
surveys have been conducted in the Georges River, where mine subsidence and 
resulting fracturing has modified the rivers water holding capacities. The aims of the 
surveys have been to determine the extent of the fracturing by modelling the passage 
of subsurface water flow before and after remediation. 
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Figure 3. Resistivity Survey across Jutts Crossing, Georges River. 
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BHP Billiton - Illawarra Coal's involvement in seismic surveys began in the 1970's. 
From that time constant refinement of the process has led to a system being used in 
conjunction with the community and the environment. 

Frustration with data quality, seismic contractor availability and costs led IIlawarra 
Coal in conjunction with BHP Research to develop a proprietary seisnllc system the 
SSPTR (Surface Seismic Portable Transient Recorder). This system has been 
awarded an Australian design medal. 

Since delivery of the system in 1994, over SOO-line krn of 2D seismic and S krn 
squared of 3D seismic data have been shot at all the Illawarra Coal. Data processing is 
still outsourced to contract companies, and as required, to research groups for 
specialised tasks such as 3 component and shear wave processing. Interpretation is in
house with the assistance of "coal-experienced" consultant geophysicists (Figure 4). 
Wherever possible, a seismic anomaly is confumed by another exploration method. 
This includes other seismic surveys, in-seam boreholes, and very occasionally surface 
boreholes. Confumation of a structure by a mine working face is not acceptable. 
Illawarra Coal's exploration group is currently assessing the future requirements for 
surface seismic with an aim of upgrading their internal seismic capability. 
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IN-SEAM SEISMIC (ISS) 
In-seam seismic (ISS) is an exploration technique that has been used by Illawarra 
Coal since 1980. ISS involves the generation and detection of seismic energy within 
the coal seam to determine the location of discontinuities using the velocity of the 
seismic waves travelling though the seam. 

The ISS technique is possible because of the physical properties of the coal differs 
substantially from the surrounding rock. These contrasts enable seismic energy to be 
trapped and guided by the seam, producing waves commonly tenned "channel 
waves". Faster P-waves are also recorded as they pass through the roof and floor, 
which is then refracted back into the coal seam enabling it to be recorded. 

Arrival times for the channel and P-waves may be processed by a technique known as 
tomographic reconstruction. The technique reconstructs a 2-dimensional image of 
rock velocities from many velocity measurements made across the longwall block. 

Results are affected by: local geological features such as dykes that exhibit different 
velocities than the coal seam, roof and floor, depositional changes in the roof and 
floor, and the thickness of parting in the seam can also be predicted. 

If rock type changes in the coal seam and the roof/floor are small and local geological 
features may be identified, then the changes in the velocity tomogram may indicate 
that the strata is subject to variations in the applied stress. Such areas may indicate 
regions that will require special attention during mining. 
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In-seam seismic is not regularly used now in Australian mines, though in German and 
British mines it is still utilised. In Australian mines ISS was replaced by in-seam 
drilling which was a prerequisite due to the need to gas drain. The detailed 
preparation of the ISS site and need for a "quiet" seismic environment during 
recording also led to the reluctance of miners to use the technique. This was not 
helped by a few less than accurate predictions of geological anomalies by the 
technique and practitioners. 

AIRBORNE MAGNETIC AND RADIOMETRIC SURVEYS 
IIIawarra Coal has used airborne magnetic surveys since the mid 1980's. A number 
of surveys have been conducted. The first two were located over sparsely populated 
areas, mainly catchment land. The surveys are ideal in environmentally sensitive areas 
due to its low/nil impact. This year the challenge was set with a survey conducted 
over populated areas. 

The Geosearch 2002 airborne geophysical survey was carried out over an area of 
around 155km2 (Figure 5). The purpose of the survey was to obtain data regarding the 
size and location of igneous intrusions that may affect mining and perhaps some 
information on structural zones. 
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Figure 5. Radiometric survey. 
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DIRECTIONALLY DRILLED SURFACE TO IN SEAM 
Currently three Surface To In Seam (STIS) holes have been completed. The objective 
of the holes is to provide structure, seam characteristics, along with gas producing 
potential of the in-seam drilling. 

Geophysical techniques are employed to navigate the down hole motor into the coal 
seam and perform the numerous roof and floor touches along with intersecting target 
areas. Down-hole survey sensors located behind the bit, acquire positional data at 
regular intervals and are transmitted to the surface where it can be steered. 

Illawarra Coal was instrumental in importing an EM guidance system into Australia 
that reduced down time associated with a cable system. This EM guidance system is 
now being used by a number of Coal and CBM producers. 

GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
The need to represent gathered data spatially by Illawarra Coal has given 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS's) a more and more important role in 
exploration. Many different layers, called themes, of data can be displayed on the 
same image, along with topographic features and rectified ortho-photos if desired. 

Different types of data that are available in GIS are varied, and come from many 
sources. Some of the themes available include mine plans, regional geology, 
geological structures, borehole stratigraphy, gas content, and coal quality. 

Illawarra Coal uses 2D and 3D GIS's to represent information spatially and to 
perform other functions, such as contouring and extrapolating data. Though GIS's do 
have their limitation when performing certain function, they display spatial data very 
well (Figure 4). 

Illawarra Coal has also created an Internet browser attached to the GIS. This has 
enabled us to link all related files we have to appropriate themes in the GIS. Literally 
at the click of a button related information appears at hand. 

GEOLOGICAL MODELLING 
Illawarra Coal has begun evaluating a geological modelling package to assist in 
exploration, PETRELTM. PETREL has been used by the petroleum industry for a few 
years to model oil and gas reservoirs. Iliawarra Coal has taken this package to model 
the geology of current and future mining areas in the southern Sydney Basin 
Coalfields. 

PETREL provides 2D and 3D capabilities to express data in a spatial format. Unique 
to PETREL is its ability to act as an integrated database: including wells, geophysics, 
and seismic lines (Figure 6). PETREL not only brings these various pieces of data 
together but also allows you to relate all the information to one another in the one 
model, and view different forms of data at the same time. PETREL also provides 
functions for: correlating wells, fault modelling, facies modelling, petrophysical 
modelling, volume calculations, and plotting. 
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Figure 6. Geological model made with PETREL; showing wells, seismic line, 
stratigraphy, and layers. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Illawarra Coal along with other coal and CBM producers are actively improving the 
ability to predict and report geological uncertainty that impacts negatively on the 
business's bottom line. This process has to be done within the constraints of budgets 
and certain individual biases. 

Progress has been made though there is a long way to go to achieve the increasing 
requirements of operations. 
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ABSTRACT 
The role of horizontal stress in affecting strata behaviour in underground coal mines has been 
well documented (Siddal and Gale' , Hebblewhite2

, Mark\ In Australia, the nature and depth 
of the underground coal resources has resulted in high levels of horizontal stress, typically 2-
3 times the vertical stress, and up to 9 times that expected by litho static burial. Horizontal 
stress impacts on all facets of strata behaviour, and is a fundamental input into the 
geotechnical design process. 

Borehole breakout analysis, particularly using high resolution acoustic scanner images, 
provides the ability to collect large data sets that have significant depth and spatial coverage. 
In real terms this provides the ability to investigate a range of stress phenomena at different 
scales, and assess the factors controlling in situ and mining induced stress regimes. 

This paper highlights a range of stress phenomena that have been observed through breakout 
analysis in the Sydney Basin and outlines the impact these have on underground mining 
operations. 

INTRODUCTION 
Borehole breakout is a phenomena associated with overstressing and failure of strata 
surrounding a borehole. Breakout can occur where the stress concentration around a borehole 
exceeds the rock strength. The borehole will fail in shear (due to overstressing) with the 
breakout location oriented at 90 degrees from the maximum principal horizontal stress (O"H). 
Breakout is a high quality indicator of stress direction and accounts for 23% of the data used 
in the compilation of the World Stress Map 4. 

As well as logging breakout orientation, by assessing the rock strengths in which breakout is 
occurring, and conducting an assessment of stress concentrations about the borehole, the 
stress magnitude can also be constrained. 

Work conducted by the author as part of ACARP Project Cl0009 "Maximising In Situ Stress 
Measurement Data from Acoustic Scanner and Wireline Tools" has provided the opportunity 
to research and quantify the phenomena of borehole breakout in coal measure strata in 
Australia. 

This paper describes a range of horizontal stress phenomena primarily observed from 
acoustic scanner analysis. The resultant data set, both in nature and size, provides an insight 
into: 

• the nature of the horizontal stress regime in the Sydney Basin 
• possible controls on the in situ stress regime 
• the effect of mining voids, at a mine scale, on redistribution of the stress regime 
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WHAT IS BOREHOLE BREAKOUT 
Process of Breakout 
Borehole breakout is a term used to describe failure of the borehole wall due to overstressing. 
The overstressing is a function of the strength properties of the strata and the magnitude of 
the two horizontal in situ stresses, pore pressure and borehole pressure (water or mud 
weight) . 

For sedimentary basins in Australia (and most coal measure strata), the horizontal stress field 
is typically anisotropic. One of the horizontal stress magnitudes is greater than the other, 
resulting in a maj or and minor principal horizontal stress, O"H & O"h, by definition orthogonal 
to each other. The stresses act to generate a tangential (hoop) stress about the borehole 
whereby the hoop stress has a maximum value in the direction of the minimum horizontal 
principal stress and conversely a minimum value in the direction of the maximum horizontal 
stress. Figure 1 details the general concept of borehole breakout. 

Dependent on the: 
• in situ stress magnitude 
• rock strength 
• borehole pressure (mud weight) 
• pore pressure 

shear failure (breakout) initiates at the point of maximum hoop stress, in the direction of the 
minimum horizontal stress, and is a high quality indicator of stress direction. 

Figure 1 General concept of stress concentration about a borehole leading 
to breakout. 

Breakout Analysis from the Acoustic Scanner 
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The following general guidelines are forwarded for the proper identification of borehole 
breakout and subsequent interpretation of the far field stress regime: 

• An attenuation of the amplitude and travel time images located nominally 180 degrees 
apart (two distinct regions of attenuation). 

• Breakout to occur on both sides of the borehole. 
• One calliper shows an increase in diameter whilst the orthogonal calliper remains similar 

to bit size. 
• Breakout to have well defined margins to breakout edges. 
• No visible structure intersects or is immediately adjacent to the breakout. 
• Breakout occurs over a minimum 100mm interval. 

The criteria for excluding breakout adjacent to joints is due to joints and other structural 
features locally modifying the stress regime about the borehole and the resultant breakouts 
are not indicative of the far field stress regime «JH and (Jh). This is discussed further in the 
following section. 

An example of breakout using the above guidelines is shown in Figure 2. This details output 
from Image Pro showing the acoustic scanner image (amplitude and travel time), with the 
standard wireline suite (gamma, density, sonic). The breakout is clearly identifiable on both 
the amplitude and travel time .images as zones of attenuation in a NNW-SSE orientation. 
Little or no rotation of the breakout occurs. 

Local Structural Controls on Stresses about Boreholes 
Borehole breakout is traditionally used to determine the far field horizontal stress regime. 
However, local scale factors, notably jointing and faulting intersecting or adjacent to the 
borehole, can act to modify the stress regime. 

Recognising and identifying the potential for stress reorientation due to local structural 
control is important, both from isolating this data from the far field stress regime data, as well 
as identifying those areas subject to atypical stress regimes. 

An example of the style of behaviour is presented in a case history from Wyong below. 

Case History - Wyong 
Structural disturbance of varying intensity was noted in the majority of scanner data from a 
particular domain, with faulting noted in recovered core during routine logging by geological 
personnel in several holes. 

During analysis of scanner data, it was noted that re-orientation of breakout occurred around 
structural features intersecting boreholes, the most obvious occurrence in borehole 
C350V300. 

Figure 3 details amplitude and travel time images for the hole showing breakout occurring 
above, below and within the coalesced Wallarah Great Northern Seam. The image shows 
regions of breakout (attenuation or striped areas on image) with several well developed 
moderate to high angle structures also noted to intersect the borehole. 
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Figure 2 Image Pro output showing example of well developed borehole breakout. 

It is apparent that the breakout direction varies throughout this section of borehole, with 
rotation through at least 90 degrees. The rotation would appear to be coincident with the 
location of structural influence within the hole. 

The most obvious rotation as a result of structural interaction is above the WGN Seam, 
between 302m and 306m. The structures are clearly evident in the hole, as is the rotation of 
breakout coming into and leading out of the structures. 

Inferred maximum horizontal stress directions vary from N-S at 303m, to NE-SW at 304m, to 
E-W at 306m, to ESE-WNW in the WGN Seam (310m) to N-S below the seam. 

There is, however, a general relationship between stress direction and strike of adjacent 
structure. Figure 4 details the angle between the maximum horizontal stress and strike of the 
nearest structure (for four intervals of breakout adjacent to structure in this interval). It shows 
that the maximum horizontal stress realigns to a high angle strike, between 68° and 88°. This 
is consistent with either an open structure and/or a low shear strength structure that is unable 
to withstand a significant component of shear stress. 
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IMPACT OF MINE SCALE VOIDS ON STRESS REDISTRIBUTION 
The creation of an opening underground results in a modification to the in situ stress field. 
The modified stress field may have higher or lower stress magnitudes, and reoriented 
principal stresses. The nature of the stress redistribution will be a complex interaction of in 
situ stress direction and magnitude, opening geometry, failure of strata about the opening(s) 
and other boundary conditions (faults/topography etc). 

This phenomena occurs at all scales of mine opening, from boreholes through to longwalls. 
The ability to provide mine scale characterisation of stress redistribution, both in plan and 
throughout the geological section, has traditionally been extremely limited. The main reason 
being the requirement for measurement from underground openings (overcoring) andlor the 
high cost associated with traditional stress measurement techniques (both surface and 
underground). 

The application of breakout analysis using high resolution acoustic scanner data has provided 
the ability to characterise the stress regime in brownfield areas surrounding existing mine 
sites, and has provided an insight into the nature and style of stress redistribution. 

Whilst this data is still to be fully interpreted, it highlights several very important outcomes, 
these include: 

• The large scale, up to several kilometres, modification to the in situ stress regime. 
• Noticeable stress rotation, both spatially between boreholes, and vertically through the 

geological sequence. 

As noted previously, the relationship between displacements about longwall panels and the in 
situ stress regime is not clearly understood. Traditional vertical subsidence effects relating to 
longwall extraction have been well documented and are generally well understood. However, 
lateral movements associated with coal extraction, and more particularly the mechanism(s) 
involved with large scale lateral movements, have only more recently been identified. 

Reid5 provides a review of lateral movements associated with mining at South Bulli Colliery 
and Hebblewhite6 reports on the impact of lateral movements on the Nepean Bridge due to 
mining at Tower Colliery. 

Observations from recent breakout analysis conducted at West Cliff Colliery are forwarded to 
shed further light on this phenomena. 

Case History - South Coast NSW 
A long history of mining along the Illawarra Escarpment has resulted in significant areas of 
coal extraction. BHP Billiton operates the West Cliff-Appin-Tower complex of Bulli Seam 
mines. The almost 30 year period of longwalling in this area has resulted in the creation of 
large expanses of goaf. 

As part of recent work for a proposed new longwall area at West Cliff Colliery, borehole 
breakout analysis of FAC40 acoustic scanner data was conducted on nine surface boreholes. 
Breakout was generally well developed in all boreholes (as is typically the case in the South 
Coast), with a total of 252 individual occurrences of breakout in the nine holes. 
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Figure 4 Wvong borehole angle of maximum horizontal stress to strike of structure_ 

Further analysis of the data set showed that two clearly defined stress direction domains exist 
in each of the boreholes. Without exception, the domains were defined as being above and 
below the Bulli Seam. An example of the breakout data showing the inferred maximum 
horizontal stress direction versus depth is shown in Figure 5. Points to note from this figure 
are the: 

• Tight grouping of data in each domain. 
• Clear separation in stress direction above and below the Bulli Seam. 

Offset in stress direction (in this case approximately 30°) above and below the seam. 

Importantly, the rotation of stress direction above and below the seam was not constant, but 
varied between 0°_30°. There was, however, a general relationship between borehole location 
relative to existing workings and the magnitude of stress rotation. Figure 6 details the Appin
West Cliff workings showing general stress direction data from the area (mapped 
underground, measured underground and breakout data). The breakout data for each hole 
shows a direction above and below the Bulli Seam. 

A mechanism that would account for the stress rotation is decoupling of the sedimentary 
sequence, in this instance at Bulli Seam level, with some amount of overburden lateral 
displacement. Longwall extraction of the Bulli Seam, and subsequent caving, provides the 
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Figure S DDH9 maximum horizontal stress direction versus 
depth highlighting domains above and below Bulli 
Seam. 

process of overburden decoupling. Lateral relief of strata about the goaf provides the rotation 
and modification to stress direction. 

Reid, in his review of surface horizontal movements about Cataract Dam, noted the general 
relationship between in situ stress direction and the direction of surface movement, 
particularly for areas not actively undermined. 

Although analysis of the West Cliff breakout data with respect to large scale stress 
reorientation is in its initial stages, it is likely that both the mining geometry and stress 
direction will control stress reorientation and surface movements. 

To illustrate this point, Figure 7 details a rudimentary elastic numerical model of the Appin
Tower mine sites. It represents a 2D slice at Bulli Seam level and details contours of 
maximum horizontal stress resulting from mining. It is apparent that modification to the 
stress field occurs at significant distances from the openings (several kilometres), and that the 
orientation of the maximum horizontal stress will be re-oriented dependent on the in situ 
direction and the adjacent void geometry. 
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Figure 7 General style of stress redistribution about mine-scale voids. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Borehole breakout analysis using acoustic scanner data provides a high volume, high 
confidence data set that provides significantly greater spatial and depth coverage than is 
available using other techniques. 

Analysis of this data highlights the role of various boundary conditions in modifying and 
controlling the state of stress in the ground. Care needs to be exercised when looking to 
characterise far field in situ stress directions in structurally complex regimes, so as to 
distinguish local scale effects from far field conditions. However, analysis of stress 
directions due to local structural controls can provide further insight into the nature of stress 
redistribution about faults and other structure for ongoing geotechnical studies and design. 

Analysis of breakout data from West Cliff Colliery confirms the wholesale stress 
reorientation about the Bulli Seam due to mining. The variation in stress rotation relative to 
longwall voids further highlights the impact of void geometry and in situ stress direction on 
the nature of stress reorientation. The data is consistent with previous research which 
postulated a link between lateral movements about longwall panels (in this case decoupling at 
Bulli Seam level) and the in situ stress field. Further work is required to fully understand this 
phenomena. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF GPAC SOFTWARE TO THE CALCULATION OF 
GEOTECHNICAL INDICES IN THE MINING ENVIRONMENT 

ABSTRACT 
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Newly developed geotechnical logging software GPAC automates the calculation of 
geotechnical indices (Rock Quality Designation RQD, Rock Mass Rating RMR, Tunnelling 
Quality Index, Q Index and Coal Mine Unit Rating CMUR) in a fraction of the time that 
manual calculation previously required, along with a higher degree of accuracy and 
standardisation and the removal of errors associated with data entry and calculation. 

This paper will provide an overview of the computation ofRQD, RMR, Q Index and CMUR. 
These geotechnical factors are of major importance to the coal mining industry, but are" also 
widely used in other mining and civil engineering industries worldwide. In addition, a case 
study will present a comparison of the newly automated GPAC calculated values with the 
traditional manually calculated values. The computation assists with modelling and with 
eliminating the personal rating variance in rock mass characterisation. The application of the 
GPAC program will provide engineers and geologists with quick, efficient and reliable data 
for use in mine planning. GPAC' s computed indices are a step forward in the geomechanics 
industry ensuring that engineers and geologists can fully and effectively utilise results that are 
investigated. 

INTRODUCTION 
GPAC (Geological Plotting and ASCII Collection) software is a logging system, database 
and automated geotechnical index calculator. Calculation of geotechnical indices is fully 
automatic providing a standardised methodology and an increase in accuracy. The software 
is designed to calculate indices in a manner similar to manually calculated values, which 
provides an easy to understand methodology. 

A comparison is presented in order to show the correlation of manually calculated indices 
with GP AC computed indices. RQD, RMR, Q index and CMUR were determined for 720m 
of core supplied by Underground Coal Mine A. The benefits of automatic calculation can be 
shown through. time saving, decrease in errors and a simple output to be used in modelling of 
ground conditions. These values provide data that can be used in the mining development 
stage ensuring safer and more productive workings. An example of the use of geotechnical 
indices is included. 

AUTOMATION OF GEOTECHNICAL INDEX CALCULATIONS USING GPAC 
Rock Quality Designation RQD and Fracture Spacing 
RQD was created in 1967 by Deere et al. The calculation of RQD is simply the total length 
of core pieces greater than or equal to 100 rom in length divided by the core run length 
(usually 1.5m to 3m). (AS 1726, 1993). When determining RQD in GPAC the mid-points of 
discontinuities are used to calculate the length of core piece. The user is required to record 
core loss and crushed zones in the defect entry panel so that all values are taken into 
consideration in the determination of the Rock Quality Designation. 
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Fracture Spacing (FS) is used in RMR and CMUR. The average fracture spacing is 
computed for each Rock Mass Unit (RMU). GP AC treats the From and To depths of the 
RMU as discontinuities for the calculation. In Figure 1 the fracture spacing = (a+b+c)/3 

From 

a 

b 

c 
To 

Figure 1. GP AC Calculation of Fracture Spacing 

Rock Mass Rating RMR 
Rock Mass Rating RMR was created by Bieniawski, 1988. The Rock Mass Rating system is 
based on five parameters, each given a weighted percentage based on their influence on the 
rock mass unit. The RMR is expressed as a percentage calculated from the sum of these 
parameters, Rock Substance Strength + RQD index + Joint Spacing + Joint Condition + 
Groundwater Conditions. 

Rock mass parameter ratings are determined from the original RMR tables, Bieniawski, 
1988. GPAC doesn't calculate RMR on a sliding scale. Below are descriptions of methods 
used by GP AC to calculate the RMR parameters. 

)> Rock Quality Designation - RQD is calculated using a weighted average over each 
RMU. 

}> UCS - Values for the Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS) are computed from 
laboratory test data, point load test data, sonic derived UCS or field strength 
estimates. GPAC determines the weighted average UCS for each RMU and then the 
UCS rating is determined. 

}> Spacing of Discontinuities - Once the fracture spacing has been calculated the fracture 
spacing rating is determined from the RMR table (Bieniawski, 1988). 

}> Ground Water - The Ground Water Condition is entered for each RMU and the rating 
is based on the RMR table (Bieniawski, 1988). 

}> Joint Condition - In order to obtain a single value for a RMU the lowest rating that is 
recorded from each component ofjoint condition is added together. 

}> 

Coal Mine Unit Rating CMUR 
The stratigraphic factors that the coal industry faces with a layered mine roof require a rating 
system to address bedded sedimentary rocks and mine roof stability within the bolted 
interval. For this reason the Coal Mine Roof Rating (CMRR) was created by Mark and 
Malinda, NIOSH (American National Institute of Safety and Health) in 1994. The CMUR 
indicates the relative strength of the individual units, which then determine a CMRR over a 
nominated bolted roof horizon, providing a rating from 0 to 100. 

GP AC calculates a CMUR for each RMU. The GP AC methodology for calculating CMUR 
involves the summation of Discontinuity Rating, Unit Strength Rating, Moisture Sensitivity 
Deduction and Slickenside Deduction. GPAC uses the latest equations, in metric units, from 
NIOSH. 
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>- Discontinuity Spacing Rating - Is determined from weighted RQD and fracture 
spacing. GPAC then determines which rating is correct for the CMUR, see Table 1. 

>- Diametral Point Load Test (PLT) Rating - Is determined from diametral point load 
testing. The equations are seen in Table I. 

>- The Discontinuity Rating is defined as the lower of the Diametral PL T rating or the 
Discontinuity Spacing Rating. 

>- Unit Strength Rating - The UCS value is a weighted average for the RMU, using 
laboratory test data, point load test data, sonic derived UCS or field strength 
estimates. The rating is then calculated from the equations in Table 1. 

>- Moisture Sensitivity Deduction - This is determined from the immersion test 
(explained in Mark & Molinda, 1994), for each RMU. 

>- Slickensided Defects - In GP AC a deduction of 5 occurs if there are any slickensided 
defects in a RMU, based on correspondence with Mark and Molinda (pers.comm). 

Nonvegian Tunnelling Quality Index Q 
The Tunnelling Quality Index was created in 1988 by Barton. It provides an indication of 
rock mass unit conditions. The calculation of Q index involves the determination of six 
parameters: RQD, Joint Set Number, Joint Roughness, Joint Alteration, Joint Water Factor 
and Stress Reduction Factor. The following conditions apply for the Q index computations in 
GPAC. 

>- RQD - Uses the direct weighted RQD value for the RMU. If the RQD is less than or 
equal to 10%, then lOis used. 

>- Joint Set Number Jn - The program separates the defect type, surface type and dip 
direction. Defect types are bedding, joints, faults, shears and crush zones. Any 
slickenside defect is given extra weighting by being separated out as a joint set. 
Defects within 10 degrees of each other are considered a joint set. 

>- Joint Roughness Number Jr - The joint set or random joint with the lowest joint 
roughness number is used in the Q index equation. These conditions are explained in 
Table 2. 

>- Joint Water Factor Jw - The ground water condition is recorded for each RMU and 
GP AC gives a rating based on Table 2. 

>- Joint Alteration Number Ja - The joint set or random joint with the highest joint 
? •• ~::-F: alteration number is used. 

>- Stress Reduction Factor SRF - Is calculated with reference to weak or competent rock 
as seen in Table 2. 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF GPAC IN THE EXPLORATION AND MINING 
ENVIRONMENT 
Boreholes are logged straight into the GPAC program, and the time taken to calculate the 
geotechnical indices is negligible. Both time and money are saved for the geologist or 
engineer in determining the rock condition. Coding dictionaries are programmed into GPAC 
which removes any incorrect coding. 

GPAC has been tested on boreholes at several coal mines, including Mine A. There is a high 
correlation between GPAC computation and manually calculated indices. Twelve boreholes 
have been imported into GP AC with core ranging in depth from 90m to 280m. The 
geotechnical indices were calculated for nOm of core both manually and by GPAC. The 
following graphs show the comparison for RQD, RMR, CMUR and Q index. 
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The output, in CSV format, of the geotechnical indices from GP AC allows for easy data 
transfer. The information is presented in a format that can be used in modelling for the 
planning stages and mine development. The geotechnical indices provide an indication of 
ground conditions which assists engineers in anticipating poor ground. 

An example of the use of geotechnical indices can be seen in Figures 6 and 7. The 
geotechnical indices Q index and RMR have been imported into a 3D modelling package and 
contoured over proposed workings to provide the development planners with an idea of the 
ground conditions. This allows for more detailed planning and a decrease in risk of 
unplanned rock falls. 

Figure 6 represents the weighted average of Q index for a two metre bolting horizon above a 
four metre working section. The majority of the area falls into the 'good rock' category, 
however there are a number of isolated 'poor rock' results. These may be attributed to 
increased fracturing in coal or degradation of the seam roof in the area of seam splitting and 
presence of a rider seam. When a weighted average of five metres above a four metre section 
was contoured, results found that the whole area fell within the 'good rock' and 'very good 
rock' classification. There is little evidence of the 'poor rock' results reported for the two 
metre interval. This is valuable information for planning and development allowing the 
development planners to be aware of potential problems. 

Figure 7 represents the weighted average of RMR for a two metre bolting horizon above a 
four metre working section. Contours show that the majority of the ground condition is 'fair 
rock'. This is principally due to the preponderance of stony coal in the roof. In the far 
northeast, 'good rock' becomes dominant due to a reduction in the coal seam thickness. 
When a weighted average of five metres above a four metre working section was contoured it 
was found that the 'fair rock' dominated the southern area whilst to the north 'good rock' was 
common. This is due mainly to the influence of two northern holes intersecting thin coal in a 
narrow roof channel. 
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The ground condition for the floor of a working section can also be determined. The indices 
for the interval 0.5m below the floor were contoured. RMR contours showed defined areas of 
'good rock' in the west and east of the proposed working and an area of 'fair rock/poor rock' 
in the centre and south of the proposed workings. The Q indices showed a similar pattern to 
RMR. The 'poor rock/fair rock' zone traversing the centre of the proposed workings 
coincides with structural disturbance and stratigraphic features. The Q index increases to the 
east and west to define small areas of 'extremely good rock'. 

A major advantage of using geotechnical indices in contouring is the introduction of jointing 
and fracturing components in addition to rock strength. This gives a more realistic view of the 
ground condition. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The GP AC geotechnical index calculations have been based on manual calculations. This 
makes the GP AC geotechnical index process easy to understand. The results from Mine A 
boreholes have shown that the manually calculated and GP AC calculated values show a 
strong correlation for RQD, RMR, CMUR and Q index. GP AC standardises the methodology 
and provides more objective accurate values when compared to people calculating indices. 
The speed with which the software computes the indices provides time saving benefits. 

The output from GPAC will provide development planners with data that is simple to acquire 
and model. The geotechnical indices can be contoured on proposed operational areas and 
demonstrate variable ground conditions and hence ground support requirements. 
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a e oa me mt atmgs T bl 1 C I M' U ' R . CI a cu ate db GPAC )y 
Metric Soecification Formula to use 
FS<63.Smm or RQD<50 ROD 
63.5mm<FS<203.2mm and 50<RQD<90 Minimal ratin~ of ROD or FS 
RQD>90 or 203.2mm<FS<1219.2mm Minimal rating ofFS or DS 
1219.2mm<FS DS 
Fracture Spacing Rating 5.64 • In(FS) + 5.8 
ROD Rati ng 10.S- In(ROD) - 11.6 
ROD Rule: If ROD rating is less than or equal to 20. ROD ratine equals 20 
Diametral PLT Rating Formulas Rating 
Is(50)<0.239MPa 25 
0.23 9MPa<Is( SO)<1.296MPa 20 + 20.88 * Is(SO)MPa 
1.296MPa<ls(SO)<2. ISI MPa 27.5 + 15.08 *ls(SO)MPa 
2. IS I MPa<ls(50) 60 
Un it Stren~th Rating Formulas Rating 
UCS<34.48MPa S + 0.218 • UCS 
34.48MPa<UCS< 147MPa 7+0.157·UCS 
I 47MPa<UCS 30 

Table 2. Tunnelling Qualitv Index Calculated by GPAC 
Joint Set Number In Rating GPAC rule 
Massive 0.5 No ioints present 
Few joints I 1-3 defects (differing angles) present in entire RMU (bedding 

or ioint defect types only) 
One ioint set 2 
One joint set Dlus random 3 
Two ioint sets 4 
Two joint sets plus random 6 
Three joint sets 9 
Three ioint sets plus random 12 
Four or more joint sets, heavily jointed 15 
Crushed rock, earthlike 20 75-1000/0 of unit is crushed 
Discontinuous joints 4 If there are less than 3 joints in RMU with extent <O.Sm or if 

no joints present 
Roueh and undulatine or irreeular 3 Rough. Vet}' Rough and undulating or irr«ular 
Smooth and undulating or irregular 2 Smooth, Slightly Roueh and undulating or irregular 
Slickenside and undulati~ or irregular 0.5 Slickenside and undulatinR or irregular 
Rough and planar 1.5 ROtJgh, Vet}' Rough and planar 
Smooth and planar 1.0 Smooth, Slightly Rough and Dlanar 
Slickenside and planar 0.5 Slickenside and planar 
No rock wall contact across gouge 1.0 If separation <Imm 
Joint Water Factor JwRatine GPAC rule 
Dry or minor inflow \.0 CD-Completely dry 
Medium inflow 0.66 DA-Darnp 
Lare:e flow in sound rock 0.5 W-Wet 
Lar~e flow washing out joint infills 0.33 DR-Dripping 
Vet}' high flows 0.125 FL-Flowing 
Joint Alteration Number Ja Ratine GPAC rule (Infill type) 
Rock wall in contact Infill thickness <I mm 
Tiehtly healed hard, non softening impermeable filling 0.75 CE 
Unaltered joint walls surface staining only I OP ST 
Slightly altered joint walls, non softening mineral coatings. sandy particles 2 CD, CA, FE, QU, MN, PY, 

CB 
SillY or sandy clay coatinRs, small clay-fraction (non-softening) 3 CS SA CT 
Softening or low~friction clay mineral coatings 4 CL CH, Ll, CO 
Rock Wall Contact before 10cm shear Infill thickness <5mm 
Sandy Darticles clay free, disintemting rock 4 SA.CA,FE,QU,MN,PY,CB 
Non-softening clay mineral fillings continuous <5mm thick) 6 CSLCT 
Medium or low over-consolidation continuous <5mm thick) 8 CH LI CO 
Swelling clay fillin~s ie montmorillonite (continuous <5mm thick) 10 CL 
No rock wall contact when sheared Infill thickness >5mm 
Sandy particles clay free disintegrating rock 6 SA.CA FE,QU,MN,PY,CB 
Thick continuous zones or bands of clay 11.5 CL, CS. CT, CH, L1. CO 
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open stained Coated cemented calcite iron oxide quartz chlorite I manganese 
OP ST CD CE CA FE OU CH I MN 
pyrite limonite Coal c1av stiff clav sandv carbonaceous breccia clav soft and swelling 
PY LI CO CT CS CB SA CL 
Stress Reduction Factor SRF GPAC rules 
Weakness zones intersecting excavation, which may cause loosening arrack mass when tunnel is excavated 
Multiple occurrences of weakness zones containing clay, 10.0 If inlin type is CS, CT, CL, CH, LI, CO and 
very loose surrounding rock (any depth) 9<Jn<15 
Multiple shear zones in competent rock (clay free) loose 7.5 Ifinlin type is OP,ST,CD,CE,CA,FE,QU, MN 
surrounding rock (any depthi PY,CB, SA and 9<1n<15 
Single weakness zones containing clay. or chemically 5.0 Ifdepth ofRMU <50m and inlin type is CS,CT,CL, 
disintegrated rock (exc'avation depth<50m) CH,LI,CO and 3<Jn<9 
Single weakness zones containing clay. or chemically 2.5 If depth ofRMU >50m and inlin type is 
disintegrated rock (excavation depth >50m) CS,CT CL,CH,LI,CO and 3<1n<9 
Single shear zone in competent rock, clay free (depth of 5.0 If depth of RMU <50m and inlin type is OP,ST,CD, 
excavation <50m) CE,CA,FE,QU,MN,PY,CB,SA and 3<Jn<9 
Single shear zone in competent rock. clay free (depth of 2.5 If depth ofRMU >50m and inlill type is OP,ST,CD, 
excavation >50m) CE,CA,FE,QU,MN,PY,CB,SA and 3<Jn<9 
Loose open joints, heavily jointed (any depth) 5 IfJn>15 
Competent rock, rock stress problems UCS/major Only relevant if jointing is minimal 10<3 and 

stress MPa OP,ST,CD,CE,CA,FE,QU,MN,PY,CB,SA 
Low stress, near surface >200 2.5 IfUCS >200 
Medium stress 200-10 1.0 If 11 <UCS<200 
High stress, very tight structure (usually 10-5 1.25 If5::::UCS::::1O 
favourable to stability, may be (mid 
unfavourable to wall stabiiity) point) 
Mild rockburst (massive rock) 5-2.5 7.5 If2.5<UCS<4 
Heavy rockburst (massive rock) <2.5 15 IfUCS <2.5 
Swelling/Squeezing rock, plastic flow of incompetent rock under influence ofhi.h pressure or water 
Mild squeezing/swelling rock pressure I 7.5 I If8<1a<1O 
Heavy squeezing/swelling rock pressure 15 If IO<Ja 
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Figure 6. Contoured Quality Index Values for a two metre section (bolting horizon) 
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RESOURCE SIGNIFICANCE OF OVERWASH SAND DEPOSITS FROM THE 
SOUTHERN SYDNEY BASIN 

Adam D. Switzer, Kevin Pucillo, Brian G. Jones and Edward A Bryant. 

School of Geosciences, University ofWoliongong, NSW, Australia 2522 

ABSTRACT 
Sand extraction from coastal sand dunes results in significant loss of sand from the natural 
system, destruction of dune vegetation and dramatic geo-technical modification. This can place 
significant limitations on land use. The identification of, and extraction from sand bodies that are 
not part of active coastal barriers or dune structures is therefore considered to be a more 
environmentally sound practice. 

Sedimentological investigation of several back-barrier estuarine sequences have located several 
marine sand deposits within the Illawarra region that meet the above criteria. The action of 
overwash, possibly by tsunami waves in the late Holocene has deposited large volumes of sand 
from coastal barrier systems into their respective back-barrier environments. Several of these 
deposits are identified and mapped with detailed data on one of the deposits presented in this 
paper. These sand deposits are dominated by fine- to medium-grained quartz sand and hence 
represent a potential resource for construction sand in particular sand for concrete production. 

Advances in the understanding of late Holocene overwash activity on coastal sediments could 
assist in the identification of other sand deposits removed from the coastal zone. Such deposits 
may allow sand mining activities, providing significant resources of fine- to medium-grained 
sand for the construction industry and beach nourishment programs under the principles of sound 
environmental management. 

INTRODUCTION 
Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong, three of the major cItIes of Australia lie within the 
geological bounds of the Sydney basin making it the most densely populated geological structure 
in the country. The NSW Department of Urban Affairs and Planning (1995) suggested that the 
popUlation of the Sydney Region is likely to reach 4.5 million somewhere between 2011 and 
2016 while the Metropolitan Region (including Wollongong and Newcastle) will top 5.2 million. 
Such urban development places a great strain on all fields of mineral resources and one particular 
aspect of resource management is the source of construction resources such as sand and gravel. 
Sand resources for Sydney and surrounds are generally produced within the region (Barnett, 
1993) however this trend is likely to decline as many large deposits of construction sand such as 
those at Kurnell Peninsula south of Sydney CBD are near or have reached extractive limits. 

Sand, a fine aggregate is considered a low-cost extractive resource, it requires little processing 
and much of the resource cost is incurred as transport costs (Macrae 1992) Therefore deposits 
that are proximal to urban and thus centers are considered far more economical. The total 
average annual production of fine aggregates (construction sand) resources for New South Wales 
was 9,176,376 tonnes during 1999-2002 of which between -5-6 million tonnes was required in 
the greater Sydney region (Mineral Resources NSW, 2003). The Illawarra region south of 
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Sydney takes in the Local Government Areas of Wollongong, Shellharbour, Kiarna, Shoalhaven 
on the coastal plain and Wingecarribee on the southern highlands. For the purpose of this paper 
the subdivison of the region into northern, southern and highlands based on the work of Macrae 
(1992) will be used (figure I). The northern IIIawara comprising Wollongong, Shellharbour and 

.' . 

20km 

/ Major roads 

Site of potential 

Kiama LGA's is by far the most populous 
with southern IIIawarra LGA' s 
Shellharbour and Kiama currently 
experiencing high rates of population 
growth and development. The highlands 
(Wingecarribee) and southern IIIawarra are 
experiencing growth but this growth is not 
as great as that of northern IIIawarra. 
Macrae (1992) estimated that the IIIawarra 
region had approximately 15 years supply 
of construction sand at the time of that 
report, also stating that much of this 
material was contained in the southern 
highlands. Fine- to medium-grained sand 
is often obtained from barrier systems the 
are dominated by well-rounded 
predominantly quartz sand suited ideally 
as construction sand resources for use in 
concrete production (Young and Reffel, 
1981). 

Barrier systems as resources of fine- to 
medium-grained sand. 
Sandy barriers occupy many of the coastal 
embayments along the coast of the 
IIIawarra region. These barrier estuaries 

~~~:='£"id.~ _ ___ ~=~r.~so~ur~C~"~ig~ni~fi~ca~nc~e!.J are usually Holocene in age and are typical 
of barriers found on much of the New 
South Wales coast (Thorn, 1978; Roy et al 
2001). Generally the barrier systems are 
more extensive at the northern end of 

Figure 1. Sites of potential resource significance under this 
project of investigating large-scale overwash deposits of 
marine sand 

coastal embayments, a product of a dominant south to north littoral drift (Roy and Boyd 1996; 
Short, 1993). The general timing and rate of accretion in these systems is still debated but a 
broad consensus suggests that rapid barrier growth initiated with the onshore movement of sand 
during the post-glacial marine transgression and lasted until the mid- to late-Holocene (Roy et al 
2001). Barrier systems along the coast of the IIIawarra can be considered to have slowed in the 
late-Holcene to a relative state of equilibrium where the sediment budget is reorganised during 
erosive and accretionary periods. Since the 1900's many of these barriers have been subject to 
mining activities both consented and illegal. 

A Regional Sand Mining Study by Young and Reffel (1981) summarised, characterised and 
discussed the demands for sand resources in the IIIawarra region concluding that the majority of 
sand mining activity involved extraction from barrier systems along the IlIawarra coast with 
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some extraction from river systems and weathered bedrock in the highlands region. Further 
comment by Macrae (1992) suggested that any sand resources not part of active dune or river 
systems should be identified and landuse classifications modified to preserve deposits of 
resource significance. It is pertinent that this policy continues and that most barrier systems in 
the Illawarra are now considered as non-economical on the basis of possible environmental 
degradation. This paper describes a large sand deposit in a back-barrier environment from 
Dunmore. Extraction from this deposit by Dunmore Sand and Soil Pty. Ltd. commenced in 2000. 
This deposit is the product of a large scale oceanic inundation event during the mid-Holocene. 
Several other similar deposits exist on this coast and it is suggested that these deposits may 
provide significant resources of fine- to medium-grained sand for the construction industry and 
represent a future alternative to mining of barrier systems and the often proposed extraction of 
marine aggregate. 

500 1000 ! The Dunmore deposit. 

Scale 

Contour interval = 20 m 

The Dunmore study site lies in the 
southern Illawarra LOA of 
Shellharbour and occurs on the coastal 
plain in a sheltered embayment at 
Dunmore, New South Wales (figure 
2). Drilling (9), vibracoring (15) and 

Pacific 
Ocean 

Coastal sand bodies prior 
tn (.Slt .. HnlOC'l'n .. 

Figure 2. Dunmore embayment. The sheltered embayment was 
subject to significant overwash during the late-Holocene. 

auguring (10) techniques were used to collect sediment along 
three main transects within the embayment (figure 3). This 
sediment was logged to determine the stratigraphy and 
sampled for analysis. Conventional grain size, texture and 
mineralogical determinations of over 400 samples forms the 
basis for facies differentiation. These data were 
complemented by macrofossil and microfossil identification 
from selected samples from major stratigraphic units in the 
upper parts of the sequence. In response to sea level rise 
during the Holocene Marine Transgression the embayment 
became dominated by barrier and back-barrier sedimentation 
which infilled valleys incised into Permian basalt bedrock 
with an estuarine sequence of barrier sands, estuarine muds 
and flood-tide delta sediments. These sediments are overlain 
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basis for the stratigraphic interpretation 
infigure 4. 
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by a large volume of marine quartz sand in the form of two sand sheets (figure 4). These sand 
sheets appear anomalous as the sand occurs in the most sheltered parts of the embayment and 
indicates an incursion of marine influences several kilometers inland of the present coastline. 
Hypothesis considered for the deposition of the sand sheets are higher sea level, storms and 
tsunami. The sand sheets are spatially and sedimentologically unique in that no extensive sand 
sheets of similar characteristics exist in embayment that face north east or a sheltered by large 
dunes exceeding 6m negating a regional sea level change hypothesis. The late Holocene age of 
the sand sheets along with the lack of associated regressive beach deposits and evidence of wave 
scouring also suggests that a higher sea level hypothesis is unlikely. The highly variable nature 
of sedimentation and coarse debris associated with the two sand sheets is consistent with deposits 
attributed to tsunami inundation, each sand sheet deposited as the result of separate tsunami 
trains consisting of several waves. The flat-lying sand sheets taper landwards and can be traced 
throughout the sheltered embayment overlying Holocene sediments (figure 4). 

+5""=
o 

I Drillhole I Vibracore hole ~ Hand auger 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

HOLOCENE PERMIAN 

J]08j~~~~~~f:::..o====-I~ Volcanic bedrock 

11 PLEISTOCENE 

~ Overwash sand sheet 2 

[2] Overwash sand sheet 1 
(Soil development in upper sequence) 

~ Slighlly mottled mud ~ Estuarine mud 

[] Reverse lide delta muddy sand 

o Holocene transgressive sands, shelly 
sands and beach ridge development 

Figure" - Stratigraphy of the Dunmore embayment presented as cross-sections A-AI, 8-81 and C-CI. Note that some 
drillholes and vibracores have been projectedfrom off transect positions. All depths are presented in Australian height 
datum (AHD). 

Laser particle analysis on more than 200 sediment samples collected from various depths within 
the sand sheets show that both have an almost identical grain size distribution of positively 
skewed, mainly unimodal sediment with a fine tailed distribution of silt and clay (figure 5a). 
XRD analysis indicates that the fine fraction was most likely derived from the local basalt 
bedrock. Some cores display a series of fining up sequences that have an overall coarsening 
upward trend (figure 5b). The latter may be attributed to an inversion of coastal barrier sediments 
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that lie to the southeast of the deposit and provide a source of quartz marine sand and debris. As 
well as some fining upward successions, a general landward fining trend was also observed for 
the lower sand sheet. A range of debris including large rounded pebbles, wood fragments and 
rip-up clasts of mud were found in parts of the deposit, both as stratigraphic layers and 
incorporated in massive sand. 
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Figure 5 (a) Grain size distribution curves/or samples/rom overwash sand sheets 1 and 2 and (b) Figure (5) Down-core 
changes in mean grain size (KPVCI3) show a series o/fining up sequences in sand sheet 1. 

E~ONMENTALCONTEXT 
This deposit is of great environmental and resource significance. It represents the first large sand 
resource that is removed from the active areas of dune or river activity identified and exploited in 
the Illawarra. The emplacment mechanism is controversial as debate continues over the role of 
storm surge and tsunami on the coast. The volume of the collective sand sheets exceeds 6 million 
cubic meters and as such requires a depositional process of extreme magnitude. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The search for overwash deposits with similar characteristics to the Dunmore deposit continues 
along this coast with several other sites currently under investigation (some of which are located 
in Figure I). All sites under investigation share many of the characteristics of the Dunmore 
deposit and future work will characterize these deposits. It is anticipated that future development 
of similar deposits is probable and that these deposits may provide environmentally valuable 
resources of fine-to medium grained construction sand for the Illawarra region and possibly the 
highly stressed Sydney market. . 
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GEOLOGY - EVOLUTIONS AND EVALUATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Beau .c. Preston 

BHPBiliiton 
Hunter Valley Energy Coal 

The last thirty years has seen tremendous advances in all aspects of the exploration and mine 
process. The majority of easily accessible resources have either been allocated or developed. 
Any exploration programme or mine development project that is planned for the remaining 
resources are subject to increased public scrutiny and will require safety, environment, social, 
and economic justification before proceeding. 

It is the geologist who, more often than not is the first to become involved, both from a 
technical viewpoint and a community relations perspective. Indeed, when one views the 
evolutionary role of the geologist, there has been a fundamental change from the role of 
prospector in the early days of mining to the multi-skilled professional today. 

This paper outlines the history of coal mining in New South Wales and relates it to the 
evolving role of geology and the assessment of mining projects. 

EARLY MINING HISTORY AND OUR FIRST GEOLOGISTS 1800 TO 1900 
Coal was first discovered by escaped convicts Mary and William Bryant on 30 March 1791 
near Newcastle. Further discoveries near Newcastle by fishermen prompted an official report 
from Governor Hunter to Sir Joseph Banks on 20 August 1796 describing the appearance of 
the specimens obtained. In June 1797 three fishermen who had been rescued south of Botany 
Bay (near Coalcliff) reported the discovery of coal in the cliffs. Governor Hunter authorised 
George Bass to collect samples from this site and in another letter to Sir Joseph Banks and the 
Colonial Office dated 1 August 1797, wrote "we have much ore in this land beside Iron, at 
least I think so, this would be good amusement to a mineralogist". 

Less than a month later Lieutenant John Shortland confirmed the discoveries at Newcastle. 
However it was not until September 1800 that Governor Hunter dispatched Captain William 
Reid to Newcastle with the sole purpose of obtaining coal. This event was noteworthy in that 
Reid landed at Swansea 20 kilometres south of Newcastle and still obtained coal samples. 

In the meantime in England, Sir Joseph Banks was enthused by the coal discovery and he 
arranged for the dispatch of boring rods and parts to the colony. The purchase price was 40 
pounds and the equipment arrived in Sydney on March 1800 - probably the first drilling 
equipment to be sent to Australia (Branagan 1972). The earliest recorded drilling was 
undertaken by a convict, William Platt, near the Georges River west of Sydney - albeit 
unsuccessful. 

Platt moved to Newcastle in 1801 when Governor King authorised the establishment of coal 
mining using convict labour. This was the start of mining in Australia. 
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The official interest in geology was taken up with the appointment of Mr A W Humphrey by 
the Home Government as Governor King's mineralogist in 1803. He retained this position 
until 1812 without making any significant contributions to the establishment of the colony. 
No appointment to a similar position was made until 1823 when John Busby was made 
"Mineral Surveyor and Civil Engineer". 
Geological observations in the Newcastle area were recorded by the Rev T H Scott (1824), 
Rev C P Wilton (1833) and Sir Thomas Mitchell. From this time coal mining was 
accelerating with the growth of the colony and the monopoly granted to the A A Company. 
From the 1840's geological knowledge grew rapidly particularly with contributions from the 
Rev W B Clarke and J.D Dana. Major interest was shown in fossil assemblages and their 
comparison with those in India. 

Clarke in collaboration with John Mackenzie was the first to produce a massive 14 foot, 7 
inch geological column showing the relative age of different formations in the Sydney Basin. 
Included in this column were the Greta, Tomago and Newcastle Coalfields. 

Samuel Stutchbury became official geologist for NSW during the period 1850 to 1855. His 
first task was to report on the Newcastle Coalfield. He immediately made recommendations 
on mining methods and the permanent recording of mine plans: 

"I am not aware whether the proprietors have adopted the system of keeping plans and maps 
of the workings as they are extended, if such is not the case, I would suggest that it should be 
made imperative by legislative enactment as there can be no difficulty in so doing in a new 
country where mining operations are just commencing. The want of such plans .. .is now 
occupying the serious attention of the Imperial Government at home". 

Between 1855 and 1874 there was no official government geologist, however William Keene 
as "Examiner of Coal Fields" collected systematic information on the many operating mines 
up until the time of his death in 1872. He was reported as discovering the South Maitland 
field in 1856. C S Wilkinson was appointed to a governmental role as geologist in 1875 and 
it was from this point on that detailed geological mapping in NSW became well established. 

It was in 1886 that CS Wilkinson directed a new Government Geological Surveyor, 
Edgeworth David, to make a detailed survey of the Hunter Valley region. 
Edgeworth David, on Thursday 2nd September 1886, located a coal seam in a small shaft on 
Swamp Creek, which flows near the rail subway on the Cessnock-Kurri main road. Mr 
Edgeworth David advised his superiors that at Abermain he had proved a coal seam some five 
feet five inches (5 ft 5 ins) thick, and that it was coal of good quality, suitable for gas making. 
Coal reserves were estimated by David in terms of tons per acre - "allowing one third for 
waste in winning the coal, it should produce 4088 tons of large coal and 136 tons of small 
coal per acre". David's work is legendary and from this time a coal rush enveloped Cessnock 
and the Great Coalfield. The techniques for evaluating coal resources relied exclusively on 
the mapping of outcrops, trenching and the more expensive process of drilling. 

Up until this point in the development of Sydney Basin geology Branagan (1972) questioned 
whether the science of geology actually contributed much to coal mining. Branagan pointed 
out that the mining industry did not really grasp the importance of geology and exploration 
until after the disasters at Lithgow and Ferndale Collieries at about this time. 
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Ferndale Colliery was located in alluvial land north west of Newcastle Harbour and 
commenced in 1878 with the completion of a shaft to a depth of 15 metres. The mine 
workings were flooded by sand and tidal waters of Throsby Creek on 18 March 1886. An 
indication of how close the workings were to the surface was the fact that one of the two 
persons trapped underground and in danger of drowning was rescued via a rope from the 
surface. The findings of the subsequent Royal Commission influenced the mine planning in 
the adjacent Stockton and Hetton Collieries. An understanding of the geology of the 
overlying alluvial and hard rock interface above the seam had to be developed. 

At this time horizontal boring was undertaken in these mines to confirm dyke thickness and 
the barrier pillar thickness between workings to understand water ingress. 

The development of these collieries was often undertaken by groups of entrepreneurial 
businessmen who would drill a bore(s), sink a shaft and float a company. The Heddon Great 
Colliery Group utilised a Mr Azariah Thomas to prepare a report for inclusion in a prospectus 
to float a company. In his report, Mr Thomas estimated that the Group's reserves totalled 
34,820,608 tons of coal, which at an annual production of 100,000 tons would take 156 years 
to exhaust. The annual company profit should be £16,500-0-0 ($33,000.00). The prospectus 
was inaccurate - Heddon Greta Colliery operated for less than 8 years and produced in total 
some 472,000 tons of coal. 

EXPLORATION FROM 1920 TO 1960 
Exploration methods remained unchanged into the 1900's. Fallins (1992) described the 
exploration strategy to establish John Darling Colliery south of Newcastle: 

"In the early 1920' s by means of a geological survey and four boreholes, the depth, thickness, 
quality and dip of the seams was determined. The information from these bores fixed the 
siting of the shafts so that generally half of the coal would be on the rise side and half on the 
dip side of the shafts". 

Based on this information two shafts were sunk side by side to a depth of 275m. A rail line, 
mine surface facilities and powerhouse were established. The mine operated from 1925 until 
1987. 

John Darling Colliery was established to supply coal to the new steelworks that had been 
constructed in Newcastle in 1915. Similar events were emerging in Wollongong where the 
steelworks opened in 1928. 

In 1929, Mr Justice Davidson, Mr H W Gepp and Dr L K Ward conducted a royal 
commission into the coal industry, and in 1930 reported to the NSW Legislative Assembly on 
the outcomes of that review. 

The introduction to the report states the aims of the royal commission as follows: 

"The ultimate objects of our investigations are to describe the present position of the coal 
industry, to examine the effects and causes of that position, and to make recommendations for 
the reorganisation of the industry in the interests of itself and of the community". 
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The commissioner's made the initial recommendations that a Joint Coal Board be established 
albeit it was not until after WWIl that the commissioner's recommendations were acted upon. 

The Joint Coal Board was established in 1946 with sweeping powers over virtually every 
aspect of the NSW coal industry. These included control over mining methods, opening and 
closing of coal mines, distribution of coal including its purchase and sale, regulation of 
prices, employment in and recruitment to the coal industry and power to acquire and operate 
any mine or to manage any mine. 

The coal industry in 1946 was producing 11 million tonnes of coal from ·138 mines. About 
25% of the coal produced was used for power generation, 20% for railway use, 12% for coal 
gas manufacture and 12 % as metallurgical coke. 

Demand for coal was expected to increase rapidly hence the JCB in conjunction with the 
NSW Mines Department undertook a program of geological evaluation to identify open cut 
reserves that could be rapidly brought into production. In 1954 as a result of a political 
decision, the Board ceased all open cut prospecting. However at that time the NSW 
Electricity Commission approached the JCB to assist in delineating coal reserves for power 
generation - the focus of which was the Hunter Valley, Illawarra and Central Coast. This 
ultimately led to the establishment of the major power stations in NSW from the 1960's. 

At the forefront of all of this activity was Kenneth George Mosher who joined the Joint Coal 
Board in 1950. He played a pivotal role in standardising the methodology of coalfield 
geology including the development of the triple tube core barrel and the consolidation of 
colliery working plans to the same height datum so that it was possible to relate adjacent 
workings. 

GEOLOGY AND MINE APPRAISAL FROM 1960 TO 1970 
Both domestic and export demand for NSW coal increased rapidly from 1960. Between 1960 
and 1970 coal production in NSW almost doubled from 17 Mt to 32 Mt. New mines were 
developing in the Sydney Basin with much of the geological assessment undertaken by 
organisations such as the Joint Coal Board and major companies such as BHP. Major 
companies such as BHP had formed geological departments. Up until this point in time 
though, little had changed in terms of assessing coal reserves since the work of David in 
delineating the states coal resources. Exploration was confined to limited drilling and 
experience gained from nearby collieries. In fact, assessment for new development primarily 
looked to confirm the existence of a coal seam and that its quality would be suitable to 
market. Geomechanics, groundwater, gas outburst potential, roof and floor studies were still 
either in an infant stage or to be developed. This is illustrated in examining the historical 
development of mines during this period. 

In 1962, the J & A Brown Chain Valley Colliery opened on the southern end of Lake 
Macquarie. The geological assessment for this 5000 acre area was based on two boreholes 
and the fact that the adjacent Wallarah Colliery was working in favourable conditions. It was 
only after the mine experienced difficulties with water inflow and roof conditions that 
management recognised the need for the appointment of a geologist and it was then a detailed 
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drilling programme was instigated to establish geological structure (Vitnell pers comm. 
2003). 

In 1969 RW Miller proposed construction of Ironbark Colliery, an underground bord and 
pillar operation. Company exploration consisted of three fully cored exploration holes in 
1961 and fifteen holes in 1969 - of this total, ten were in the mine plan area. On this basis 
construction of the mine commenced in terms of driving the drift and erecting the preparation 
plant. Construction at the site ceased in 1970 when there was a major down tum in the coal 
markets. 

Harrison and Blackham (1972) stated that detailed geological investigations formed part of 
the development and planning work for the West Walls end N02 Colliery in the Newcastle 
Coalfield - work on the Colliery commenced in 1969. The structural geology of the 
surrounding workings of other collieries was analysed in conjunction with petrofabric 
analyses of oriented core samples (Moelle 1972). From this work recommendations were 
made as to the optimum mining direction. Both longwall and bord and pillar methods were 
proposed. Exploration within the longwall area consisted of thirteen cored boreholes - one 
for each longwall. 

With the exception of West Wallsend No 2, most of these mine development examples were 
not using methods of assessment much different from 100 years ago. However the 1960's 
were a time of change - underground mines were progressively becoming deeper and the 
advent of longwall mining was demanding innovation in geological knowledge. Complex 
multi-seam deposits were being found in the Hunter Valley. Geophysical techniques were 
now being adapted from petroleum exploration and the age of computers was coming. 

The need for understanding the State's coal resources was firmly established with the 
formation of the Standing Committee on Coalfield Geology of NSW (Crouch 2001). The 
role of a geologist had changed from that of prospector to that of a specialist providing advice 
on mining areas. 

GEOLOGY AND MINE APPRAISAL FROM 1970 TO 1982 
The oil shocks of the 1970's forced consumers to switch to alternative fuels, particularly 
steaming coal for power generation and cement manufacture. There was a massive surge in 
new investment in coalmines. Capital expenditure on NSW coalmines was $50 million in 
1970-71, $198 million in 1979-80 and $822 million in 1981-82. Between June 1976 and 
June 1982, 19 new mines began production - 13 underground and 6 open cut - coal 
production in NSW increased from 32 Mt in 1970 to 67 Mt by 1982. 

It was during this period that the fundamental change in mining methods took place, - the 
advent of the large open cuts in the Hunter Valley and the introduction of longwall. Both 
mining methods demanded more complete geological knowledge and hence significant 
improvements in the way geological knowledge was gathered and assessed. 

Increasing export demand saw the opening of large scale open cut operations in the Hunter 
Valley. Coal & Allied's Hunter Valley No 1 commenced in 1977 after a comprehensive 
exploration programme. This open cut project through the work of Wootton and Vitnell set a 
precedent with the systematic drilling of a multi seam coal deposit on a grid basis. The 
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project was one of the first to use computers for the development of physical geological and 
quality models that allowed quantification of reserves. It also allowed for systematic close 
spaced pre-production exploration and a seamless extension of the grid into adjacent areas 
that the mine is now operating within. 

The many advances in sedimentary basin analysis, geophysical techniques, database 
processing, coal properties and geotechnical appraisals were documented in the 
comprehensive 1982 Coal Group Geological Society of Australia Symposium (Mallet 1982). 

It was also during the 1970's that environmental issues came to the fore. Environmental 
Impact Statements became more detailed encouraging public debate. 

Ward (1982) put the role of the geologist quite succinctly - "The geologist has played a 
steadily increasing role in the Australian black coal industry over the past twenty years, and is 
now an indispensable member of a multi-disciplinary team with the task of delineating, 
developing and extracting the nation's coal resources in the most effective way possible". 

GEOLOGY AND MINE APPRAISAL FROM 1982 TO 2003 
Commencing in 1983, there was a major downturn in the NSW coal industry. World 
oversupply worsened for both steaming and coking coal as new production came on stream, 
leading to sharp price falls. TheNSW industry collectively lost $400 million in the five years 
ended June 1988. Primarily as a result of the world market situation, fifteen mines were 
closed in NSW between 1986 and 1988. There was major rationalisation of existing 
operations to absorb the increase in coal production to 76 Mtpa in 1988. Further expansion 
ensued such that by 1993 NSW was producing 101 Mtpa and in 2002 coal was being mined at 
a rate of 145 Mtpa. This massive increase in production was driven by matching advances in 
mining and computing technology. 

Large projects in that last decade evolved through various stages from concept, feasibility to 
execution. Exploration and data accumulation has become totally systematic. This 
information is utilised to build geological models similar to those a decade ago. However 
what we are now seeing (Bartlett et al 2000) is the seamless integration of geophysics, 
quality, geotechnical, groundwater, coal bed methane and sedimentological data into an 
integrated database. This information can then be utilised in mine planning and presented in 
any number'ofways (2D or 3D) to suit the user. 

In tandem with improvements in mine development practices, there have been significant 
changes in environmental assessment. Government requirements are now extremely rigorous, 
not only in mine operation but also during the exploration process. Geologists are often the 
first professional on site in new projects and need to have a working knowledge of the 
environment (both physical and social) in which they are working. Similarly knowledge of 
the various Acts and regulations governing exploration are required. 

The major change of the last decade however is the growing realisation that the development 
of a new project is not just about the integration of technical and environmental impacts into 
mine feasibility studies. It is just as important to integrate the social, cultural, economic and 
political impacts into the mine's development. In this sense the exploration, assessment and 
mining of a coal reserve demands a holistic approach. 
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Whilst Ward (1982) commented that the role of geologist had come from that of a prospector 
to a specialist in the early 1980's, I would challenge that the role of the geologist in the new 
millennium is becoming increasingly multi skilled in terms of project management and 
social/community issues. 

RESERVES AND RESOURCES - A MASS EVOLUTION FROM 1968 TO 2003. 
Coincidental with the increase in coal production from the 1960's there has been a need to 
clarify the standards with which coal resources and reserves were reported. The Standing 
Committee on Coalfield Geology of New South Wales ratified a "Code for Calculating and 
Reporting Coal Reserves" in 1968. A comparison of the revisions this Code underwent is 
illustrated in Figure I. 

From 1968 to 1986 Reserves were defined as Measured, Indicated, Assumed, or Inferred 
depending on the information available for their calculation. Recoverable Reserves and 
hence Marketable could be calculated from Measured, Indicated and Assumed Reserves up to 
1977. From 1977 to 1986 reporting of underground and open cut reserves and the categories 
from which they were derived was separated. This reflected the increasing dominance of 
production corning from the large multi-seam open cuts. 

The various codes were becoming more detailed in terms of the information required and in 
1982 Guidelines were issued for "Confidence Limits for an Estimation of Coal Reserves". 

The concept of reserve/resource reporting underwent a radical change in 1986 with the release 
of the "Australian Code for Reporting Identified Coal Resources and Reserves" (refer Figure 
2). The Code introduced the concept of Inferred, Indicated and Measured Resources. 
Reserves were classified as Mineable, In Situ, Recoverable and Marketable. The terms 
conceptual mine planning and detailed planning were introduced and related to reserves 
categories. The Code also referred to dilution/depletion parameters used in calculating 
Recoverable Reserves and defined minimum thickness for underground and open cut 
reserves. For the first time this Code specified the "qualifications of the person responsible 
should be stated". 

The release of a "Guide to the Systematic Evaluation of Opencut Coal Reserves" in 1994 by 
the Coalfield Geology Council of New South Wales prompted further discussion in the coal 
industry including the Joint Ore Reserves Committee (JORC) of the AusIMM. In 1999 
JORC released the "Australasian Code for Reporting of Mineral Resources and Ore Reserve". 
This Code introduced the concept of Proved and Probable Reserves in place of Mineable In 
Situ and Recoverable Reserves. 

This Code incorporates requirements of corporate governance and is specific in the 
qualifications and requirements of the Competent Person who must sign off on public reports. 

The Coalfield Geology Council and Queensland Mining Council published a guide to the 
JORC Code in 2003 - "Australian Guidelines for Estimating and Reporting of Inventory 
Coal, Coal Resources and Coal Reserves" (refer Figure 3). This guideline refers to 
"Inventory Coal" which describes coal beyond the reasonable economic constraints inherent 
in the JORC Code. 
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The principles governing the operation and application of the IORC Code are transparency, 
materiality and competency. These principles were embodied in the original coal codes in the 
1960' s and have matured into the present code we have today. 

BEYOND 2003 
The demand for export coal particularly energy coal is expected to increase substantially over 
the coming ten years. As some open cut mines near the end of their life more emphasis will 
have to be placed on developing highly productive underground operations. 

This in turn will finnly place the spotlight on more accurate knowledge of each block of coal 
to be mined. That knowledge must not only encompass the highly technical aspects of 
geology and mining but must also embrace the social, safety and political issues in an holistic 
fashion. 

In many ways the role of a geologist has changed from that of prospector, to that of specialist, 
and now - a multi skilled professional that is not afraid to go beyond the boundaries of their 
core scientific discipline. Geologists must approach a new development or project as part of 
a socio-technical system that enables direct communication between the coal face, 
government and the community. 
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Figure 1 A comparison of revisions to the Code for reporting Coal Resources and Reserves 
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Figure 2 Australian Code for Reporting Coal Resources and Reserves 1986 
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UNDERSTANDING UPLAND SWAMPS IN THE ILLA W ARRA - THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF SWAMPS AND SUBSIDENCE 

Claire Horsley and Gary Brassington 

ABSTRACT 

BHP Billiton Illawarra Coal 
Technical and External Services 
PO Box 92 Figtree NSW 2525 

Coal extraction is a major contributor to the local economy and community in the Illawarra. 
Overlying the coal operations is the Woronora Plateau, which covers an area of 
approximately 975krn2

• Upland Swamps associated with peat accumulations are an 
important ecosystem within this landscape. 

In two particular swamps (Swamp 18 and 19) lying to the east of Lake Avon, gullying has 
been recorded. The cause of this gullying is unknown. These two swamps are within the 
sensitive Sydney Water Catchment Area and overlie longwall panels of Elouera Colliery. 
The surface has been subject to mining induced subsidence. The swamps were exposed to an 
extreme fire event in January 2002 and intense rainfall in February and April 2002. 

A staged investigation was initiated to develop a greater understanding of swamp processes 
and to determine the cause of gullying and any management that may be required. Stage 1 of 
the investigation comprised extensive literature research, fieldwork and preliminary analysis. 
This paper will outline the results and conclusions reached and indicate areas for future 
investigation. 

INTRODUCTION 
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Many Upland Swamps of the Woronora Plateau 
overlie past, present and future workings of 
BHP Billiton operations in the Illawarra 
Coalfields. There are approximately 50 large 
swamps in the area of study, some of which 
have been previously undermined. About 15 
overlie the proposed workings of Dendrobium 
Colliery Area 3. 
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The current study commenced in September _". 
2002 following the discovery of a major erosion 
gully, which formed in Swamp 18 in ", 
February/April 2002. The investigation focused 
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on the processes of gullying in swamps, and any 
possible link with mining subsidence. The 
swamp is located directly over a senes of 
longwall panels as shown in Figure 3. A 
thickness of approximately 3.2m of coal is 
extracted from the Wongawilli Seam • l 

approximately 350m below the surface. This _~ 

results in up to 1.2m of subsidence measured at the 
Surface. The swamp was burnt by an extreme fire 

t 
4 , I I~ 

BHP Billiton 
IIIawarra Collieries ...... 

Figure 1 Location of Study Area (circled) 
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event in 2001/02, which reduced the peat layer to a loose ash/sand mixture. The loose 
sediment was eroded as a result of heavy rains in February and April 2002. Swamp 18 and 
19 both overlie the longwall panels of Elouera Colliery perpendicularly as sho\'/ll in Figure 3. 
It is interesting to note however, that only approximately 50% 
of the swamp area was burnt, despite the entire length being 
subject to vertical subsidence of up to 1.2m. 

STUDY LOCATION 
The area of study lies between Lake Avon and Cordeaux Dam 
in the Metropolitan Catchment Area, 15-20km west of the City 
of Wollongong as shown in Figure 1. The underlying geology 
of the Upland Swamps is identified with the Triassic age, and 
consists of Hawkesbury sandstone layers, underlain by Triassic 
Narrabeen group and the Permian Illawarra Coal Measures. 
The sandstone is composed of quartzose and is interbedded 
locally with minor layers of shale (Keith, 1994). The 
stratigraphy of the region is outlined in Figure 2. There are 
three main stratigraphic divisions: (from top) Hawkesbury 
Sandstone (Triassic), Narrabeen Group (Triassic) and the 
Illawarra Coal Measures (Permian). The strata dips regionally 
at 2° in a northerly direction, making depth of cover to 
Wongawilli seam about 100m on the east, deepening to about 
500m at Appin (Kapp, 1982). The average depth of cover over 
Elouera workings is approximately 350m. 

Method of Study 
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The method of study to determine the potential impacts of 
subsidence is based on four stages of investigation. These are: Figure 2 Straigraphic Columr 

Stage 1 Understanding swamp conditions 
Stage 2 Targeted investigation into swamp processes 
Stage 3 Development of swamp management program 
Stage 4 Investigating likely impacts of future mining 

Stage 1 
Thirty-five large swamps were selected from the area overlying past, current and future 
operations ofBHP Billiton's Elouera and Dendrobium Mines. They were investigated using 
various techniques. 

Analysis of the upland swamps has been conducted through: 
• Review of aerial photography from 1948-2002 to identify features of significance 

(ponds/channels) and variances in vegetation over the 54yr period. 
• Field investigation ofthe swamps to locate flowpaths, presence/absence of water, 

evidence of scour, vegetation types, geological and geomorphic features and the 
general condition of the swamps. 

• Review of historical and current mining operations and the effects of possible and 
known subsidence. 

• Analysis of historical rainfall and fire severity data for the 2001102 bushfires. 
• Literature review to identify results of previous studies and other swamp related 

documentation. 
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Elouera 

Dendrobium 

l 
Figure 3: Swamp Locations 
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Literature Review 
For the purpose of this study, an Upland Swamp is defined as a wetland area located in the 
tableland division or on a plateau in coastal division, occurring on flat or gently sloping land 
with the primary water source being groundwater (seepage) andlor run-off from a small local 
catchment. 

The Upland Swamps of the Illawarra are mostly treeless with organic rich soils. Their 
existence, which dates back for at least 17 000 years (Young, 1982), are related to a 
combination of the topographical location, lithology and the hydrological regime of the 
plateau (Young, 1986). The swamps are perched above the less permeable sandstone and are 
fed by horizontal subsurface flow and surface runoff. The Upland Swamps are 
approximately 300m above sea level and receive 1300-1500mm rainfall per annum on 
average, however rainfall of recent years has been much lower than this figure as a result of 
extended drought conditions. The swamps are classified as valley floor, valley side or 
headwater swamps, depending on their position within the catchment. Over 60 significant 
plant species and almost 40 mammals exist in the study area (Mooney, 1994). 

The Upland Swamps play an essential role in the ecosystem in which they support. The 
valley floor swamps are fed by a watercourse which can spread across the extent of the 
swamp, appearing in scour pools and natural ponds throughout the swamp, and then exiting 
as a similar watercourse. The swamps act as control mechanisms for the surrounding forests 
by: 

• Trapping sediment and nutrients. 
• Flood mitigation areas. The peat acts as a "sponge" absorbing and releasing water as 

required. This also provides a refuge for animals in time of drought. 

Due to the location of underground mining operations, many swamps have been subject to 
varying degrees of surface subsidence. Studies from Waddington Kay and Associates which 
have been undertaken as part of industry funded ACARP research reiterated that subsidence 
can cause a redistribution of horizontal stresses, unbalancing the state of natural equilibrium 
that exists in the base of topographical features such as valleys. Mining can therefore initiate 
natural valley forming processes such as valley deepening, pond change or formation, 
changes to subsurface flow, soil slippage and damage to vegetation (Waddington Kay, 2002). 
These concepts are particularly relevant to valley floor swamps in the study area, as the 
majority have narrow constrictions that may be exposed to these activities. 

Flora of the Upland Swamps falls into a few main vegetation types. The treeless swamps 
mostly support coarse sedges (Cyperaceae family) and rushes (Restionaceae family) (Young, 
1982). Vegetation communities can be broadly divided into: 

I. Ti-tree thicket 
2. Cyperoid heath 
3. Sedgeland 
4. Banksia thicket 
5. Restoroid heath (Keith, 1994) 

The distribution and diversity of the communities within the swamps are primarily controlled 
by the soil nutrients available and the variations in swamp gradients (Mooney, 1994), which 
can influence soil moisture and plant growth. The vegetation cover plays a significant role in 
the movement and accumulation of sediments. This would give reason to suggest, that 
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disturbance, either physical, burning or in other way damage to vegetation, will impact the 
sediment cycle and accumulation patterns. These patterns are integral in the formation and 
maintenance of the peat. 

Soil development on the Woronora Plateau results from a combination of erosion and in-situ 
weathering of the Hawkesbury sandstone and the decomposition of organic matter to form a 
humic layer. Peat is the matt of root mass, silt, and organic matter, bound by natural 
polymers. It is very dense and sponge-like when wet, however quite porous and light when 
dry. The soil layers of the Upland Swamps provide a record of the relationship between 
geomorphic and ecological processes (Young, 1982), and could prove a useful tool in 
analysing historic and recent changes in sediment movement and accumulation. 

Shallow overland flow deposits sediments and this allows maintenance of the gentle gradient 
of the valley axis. This encourages further deposition as part of a cycle (Young, 1982). 
Ground exposed to rain-splash and overland flow can experience greater erosion and 
sediment movement than surrounding areas not affected. Erosion generally only occurs after 
a geomorphic threshold is exceeded (Young, 1982). Once erosion occurs, it is a rapid process 
and will continue after an open channel is established. These processes of rain-splash, 
overland flow and head-ward gully erosion can be seen in Swamp 18. Drillhole Swamp 
(Swamp 37) has historically displayed signs of deep gully erosion, however vegetation within 
this gully is now well established and considered stable, indicating that swamps are able to 
recover from significant gullying under certain conditions. 

Few channels occur in the open planes of the Upland Swamps but tend to form on an edge 
adjacent to bushland or where rock outcrops create higher water velocities. The channel 
generally only extends a short distance upstream of the swamp exit and can include various 
discontinuous pools. The existence of these pools (scours), are natural and evident in a 
variety of swamps inspected, regardless of disturbance, including subsidence. 

Processes controlling the formation of channels are not well understood. A study by Prosser 
(1994) has revealed some aspects of gully formation that may be applied to the valley-floor 
swamps of the Woronora Plateau. The valley-fill stratigraphy reveals that gullies were 
constantly being carved during the Holocene, separated by IOOO-4000yr of mostly continuous 
wearing under swampy meadows with no obvious continuous channel. Prosser (1994) 
determined that channels were formed when the force of the water flow was greater than the 
resistance offered by the vegetation and soil. His experiments showed that no scour occurred 
on undisturbed ground, whereas areas where removal of vegetation, either just leaf matter, or 
root matter, changed the susceptibility of the valley to channel incision. Once the incision 
(knick point) has been created, the chance of additional erosion to the point of gully 
formation is increased. This demonstrated a strong control of valley-floor vegetation 
(Prosser, 1994). These concepts may be applied to the gully formation in Swamp 18, due to 
the lack of vegetation present to resist the scour following the intense fire. 

FIELDWORK RESULTS 
Of the thirty-five swamps studied in Stage 1 of investigations, nineteen are located over past 
mining operations. These operations include bord and pillar, pillar extraction, shortwall and 
longwall methods, resulting in varying degrees of subsidence of the surface. 

During the field investigation the majority of the swamps appeared dry, with the occasional 
sandstone outcrop showing signs of water present at the surface. Of the swamps studied 85% 
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had an absence of surface water with only 3% showing signs of flowing water. A majority of 
the dry swamps have not yet been undermined. Of the swamps studied, 43% had ponds 
present, mostly located in valley constrictions and often associated with the steps throughout 
the swamp in the form of a plunge pool. Using a probe, the moisture content of the swamp 
material was measured as an indication of water presence. Approximately half (56%) of the 
swamps were damp, with the remainder exhibiting dry conditions. Figures 4-6 display the 
data collected during the summer (dry) period. The following graphs represent the 
distribution of water within the swamps assessed. 
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The swamps were classified on a geomorphic basis as valley floor, valley side or headwater 
swamps. Valley floor swamps, representing 73% of swamps studied, are located along the 
main drainage line in the valley floor. They tend to be linear in shape, and some have 
branches that feed the main swamp. These branches generally occur on elevated levels, held 
back by sandstone steps. Valley side swamps, representing 12% of the sample are located on 
seepage paths emerging from bedding planes at the top of the valley catchment, and many are 

Figure 4 Surface Water in Swamps Figure 5 Water on Swamp Steps 

formed over a series of steps. The fmal category, 
headwater swamps have characteristics of both valley 
floor and valley side swamps. These swamps form an 
amphitheatre shape around a maj or drainage gully 
controlled by sandstone steps. Figure 7 shows the 
distribution of the swamp types. 

Almost all valley floor swamps are located either on or 
73% 

Figure 6 Water on Swamp Steps 
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adjacent to a channel, some on headwaters of larger creek systems such as Native Dog Creek. 
These channels are of various forms identified, which include stable and active channels, 
discontinuous channels, preferred flowpaths, chain of ponds, and step channels. Figures 8-13 
show schematic plans of the various channel types. 

Following the intense bushfire that occurred January 
2002, 94% of the swamps had vegetation burnt to 

Figure 7 Distribution of Swamp Types 

extreme levels, and 6% classified as bumt to a high level. Of the swamps that burnt, 23% 
show a degree of fire scarring, which generally included burning of the peat layer. Burning 
of the peat layer has been identified as a risk factor for the initiation of erosion within 
swamps. When the peat is bumt, its cohesive structure is lost, and organic components are 
converted to a loose ash that can easily be eroded by heavy rains. It is clear this has occurred 
in Swamp 18 and 19, resulting in loss of peat and sediment across the swamp floor. The peat 
ignited in only 5 of the swamps under study, suggesting that these may have been dryer than 
adjacent swamps prior to the bushfire in January 2002. Of these, the two most severely bumt 
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(Swamps 18 and 19) are in mined areas, while the other three have not previously been 
undermined. It is suggested that the drought conditions that existed may have influenced the 
response of these swamps to intense fire and burning. 
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Figure 10 
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Figure 8: Stable Channel
continuous permanent channel, 
not active ie no infill or 
enlarging. Contains significant 
bedrock control with sandstone 
or sediment base. 

Figure 9: Active: Channel
forms from a knick point, either 
existing pond, channel or scour 
feature and is active by eroding 
swamp sediment. 

Figure 10: Discontinuous 
Channel- section of channel 

generally associated with 

constriction in swamp and may 
link ponds within the swamp. 

Figure 11: Concentration of 
overland flow within the swamp. 
Is often associated with a slight 
change in vc:getation. 

Figure 12: Chain of Ponds 
Series of ponds located along a 
flowpath connected by indistinct 
or discontinuous channel. 

Figure 13: Step Channel -
section of discontinuous channel 
(with sandstone base) that occurs 

downstream of a step within the 

Stage 2 of the study involves various targeted investigations into processes within swamps. 
This includes monitoring of ground water levels in selected swamps, to further assess the 
influence of subsidence on Upland Swamps. A total of 13 piezometers have been installed in 
four swamps. Of the swamps selected, Swamp 18 has been undermined, Swamp 36 will be 
undermined in 2004 and Swamp 11 and lsb will act as reference sites and provide baseline 
data before they are undermined from proposed Dendrobium workings in around ten years 
time. Monitoring of water levels within the swamps will identify trends in groundwater 
levels with respect to changing climatic conditions and possibly longwall panel movement. 
The holes for the piezometers were drilled using a ~ 70mm hand auger. Each drill section 
was logged in the field by feel and visual observations. The logs for two holes are shown in 
Figures 14 -15 to demonstrate the changes within the soil profiles. 
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Basic detennination of moisture content, total volatile carbon and particle size distribution is 
being conducted on each section of the cores, to gain an overall picture and variances within 
the soil profiles. Slotted $50mm PVC piping, covered by a geo-textile sock was placed in the 
hole and continuous data loggers installed to monitor the water table levels in response to 
rainfall and longwall movement. Data col1ection has recently commenced. 

In conjunction with groundwater monitoring for stage 2, monitoring of flora and fauna 
communities and detennination of stream power within the swamps has begun. 

CONCLUSION 
At this stage of the investigation the exact impacts or influences of subsidence on Upland 
Swamps on the Woronora Plateau are inconclusive. The fieldwork has revealed that the 
swamps overlying past and future mine workings vary in many respects - size, orientation, 
catchment area, hydrology, geological features and numerous other aspects. Five swamps 
studied demonstrated evidence of burning of the peat layer in the intense fires of 200 1: two of 
these swamps are located over mined areas and three over unmined areas. The investigations 
have not identified a' geomorphic reason why the peat layer in Swamps 18 and 19 has been so 
severely burnt compared to other swamps, but it cannot be conclusively shown that 
subsidence has influenced the degree of burning of the two swamps. It is suggested that the 
drought conditions with or without other factors may have influenced the response of these 
swamps to intense fire and burning. 

The studies have however, provided a strong basis for future investigations into processes and 
features within Upland Swamps on the Woronora Plateau. 
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Marhnyes Hole is a local swimming hole located on the Georges River about one kilometre 
to the north and east of Appin township. To allow Longwall 5A4 at West Cliff Colliery to 
mine under Marhnyes Hole in September 2002, BHP Illawarra Coal undertook a range of 
mitigation and remediation activities aimed to preserve the integrity of the rock bar and the 
amenity of the adjacent rock pools. This paper describes the main component of mitigation 
strategy, a stress-relief slot designed to limit subsidence impacts on the structural integrity of 
the rock bar. 

The stress-relief slot was some 28.5m long, 18-20m deep and up to 150mm wide. It was 
constructed adj acent to Marhnyes Hole rock bar to limit the impact of subsidence 
compression on the structural and aesthetic integrity of the rock bar to a level that would 
allow it be restored to its original condition once mining was complete. 

The slot was successful in achieving its intended aims. The structural integrity of Marhnyes 
Hole rock bar was protected sufficiently to allow it to be subsequently remediated. Most 
importantly for the BHP Illawarra Coal, West Cliff Colliery was able to mine Longwall 5A4 
without interruption and adverse publicity was controlled. The cost of the slot construction 
was less than 3 % of the estimated cost of stepping the longwall panel around the site with 
consequential interruptions to longwall continuity. 

INTRODUCTION 
Marhnyes Hole is a named swimming hole located on the Georges River about one kilometre 
from Appin township as shown in Figure I. In this area, Georges River comprises a series of 
pools and rock bars. The pools range from tens to hundreds of metres long. They are 
retained behind sandstone rock bar formations. Marhnyes Hole rock bar is the largest of the 
rock bars along this section of river. It is about 6m high with a plan area of about 40m by 
40m. 

On the basis of subsidence predictions and previous experience, it was anticipated that 
mining subsidence would cause physical damage to the integrity of the rock formations that 
make up Marhnyes Hole rock bar. The slot described in this paper was aimed to limit the 
impact of compression strains caused by mining subsidence and to allow Longwall 5A4 to 
mine under the site without interruption. 

The concept of the slot was to provide an open space within the rock mass that could 
accommodate the predicted compressional movements without overloading the rock 
fOrmation that make up Marhnyes Hole rock bar. In this way, the structural and aesthetic 
integrity of Marhnyes Hole rock bar could be preserved sufficiently when Longwall 5A4 
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mined under the site to allow the rock bar to be restored to its original condition once mining 
was complete. 

This paper describes the layout of the site, construction of the slot and a review of the 
effectiveness of the slot based on monitoring instrumentation and general observations, 

SITE DESCRIPTION 
Figure 2 shows a photograph of the rock bar looking south across the river. There is a small 
rock wall located at the upstream end of the rock bar and there are numerous channels 

and small pools located within the rock bar itself. The rock bar retains a pool that is 
approximately 200m long. This pool is overlooked by several local residences. 
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Figure 2 Marhnyes Hole rock bar. 

Marhnyes Hole is a large rock pool some 2m deep immediately downstream of the main rock 
bar. This pool is a permanent waterhole used by the local community for swimming. 

The overburden depth to the Bulli Seam is approximately 500m. The seam thickness mined 
is 2.8-3.0m. Longwall SA3 is approximately 230m wide (rib to rib). Longwall SA4 is 
approximately 200m wide (rib to rib). Both panels retreated in a direction from north-west to 
south-east as shown in Figure 1. Longwall SA4 undermined Marhnyes Hole in early 
September 2002 and subsidence movements became apparent soon after the rock bar was 
directly undermined. 

Geological Setting 
The site is located within the upper Hawkesbury Sandstone in an area adjacent to an outcrop 
of the Liverpool Sub-Group of the Wianamatta Group. In this area, the Hawkesbury 
Sandstone comprises mainly horizontally bedded, medium to coarse grained sandstones with 
frequent cross bedding and little lateral persistence across the site. Boreholes drilled at the 
site indicate that there is approximately 30m of sandstone below the rock bar with a 
mudstone unit, at least II m thick, below that. There is a sequence of mudstone lenses 
overlying low strength sandstone at 16-18m below the surface that, although variable in 
thickness, appears to be persistent across the site. 
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Rock Properties 
Rock properties were measured from drill core recovered from Marhnyes Hole. The elastic 
modulus of the sandstone material was IIGPa (8-14) on eight laboratory scale samples 
indicating a rock mass modulus of 3-5GPa. The uniaxial compression strength of laboratory 
scale samples was 30MPa (21-42) indicating a rock mass strength of 10-20MPa. The 
mudstone had lower strength of 6MPa at laboratory scale. 

In Situ Stress Measurements 
BHP IIIawarra Coal undertook in situ stress measurements at the site using a proprietary 
downhole overcoring technique. These results indicate that (in 11 GPa rock strata), the major 
horizontal stress is approximately 7MPa (4.8-14) oriented just east of north. The minor 
horizontal stress is approximately 4MPa (1.4-9.6). These stress levels are broadly consistent 
with the results of previous overcore stress measurements made at nearby sites at similar 
overburden depths. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The concept of the slot was to provide a space within the rock mass to absorb compressional 
subsidence movements thereby reducing lateral loading on the rock bar. Ideally this space 
would extend around all sides of the rock bar, but this was not possible at Marhnyes Hole for 
various practical reasons including access, topography, cost and time. 

Design 

The stress-relief slot was designed to be as long as could be accommodated within the 
caIpark area, recognising the limitations of the site topography in the east and the proximity 
to the upstream pool in the west. The slot was ultimately constructed 28.5m long and was 
able to be constructed with only minimum impact on vegetation. 

The valley closure when both longwall panels was predicted to be 178mm indicating that a 
maximum width of the slot of about 180mm. No significant closure was observed (on survey 
pins located on the rock bar) when Longwall 5A3 had been mined, and the rock bar was 
expected to be able to accommodate some closure without damage. A maximum width of 
150mm was adopted as being practical to construct using readily available drilling 
equipment. 

The slot was constructed by drilling a series of overlapping vertical holes using a guided air 
hammer drill. With this system, a guide following down the previously drilled hole 
maintained the hammer on line in the new hole thus allowing a succession of overlapping 
holes to be drilled. The slot was ultimately constructed 150mm at the widest point of the drill 
hole and about 80mm wide across at the neck between adjacent holes. 

To be effective in isolating the rock structure from compressional movements associated with 
mining, the main mass of the rock bar needs to be able to move into the slot relative to the 
surrounding rock. This requires some form of base isolation or movement surface below the 
rock mass being protected. 
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The low strength sandstone immediately below the mudstone layers at about 16m was 
identified as a suitable horizon to provide basal isolation from the surrounding rock mass. 
The slot was therefore designed to be at least 18m deep. Most of the time it was easier to 
continue drilling to the end of the rod which meant that the slot was actually 20m deep over 
most of its length. 

Construction 
McDermott Drilling contractors constructed 'the slot. They developed and used a modified 
rig that had the ability to drill ten consecutive holes without having to move or reposition the 
truck. The back section of the truck with the drilling mast on it was able to slide relative to 
the main body of the truck. In this way the mast could be relocated from one hole to the next 
with a minimum of effort and the truck was moved only once a day, usually outside of the 
hours when drilling noise was permitted. 

Figure 3 shows a photograph of the drilling machine located on top of a compacted earth 
platform. This platform provided a level drilling surface for the rig so that the drill mast 
remained vertical and parallel as each hole was drilled. It also protected the underlying 
sandstone and evened out local topographic variations. A trench formed in the centre of the 
platform allowed drilling access to the surface of the sandstone. 

a) Compacted earth platform. b) Drilling Rig. 

Figure 3 Compacted earth platform with drilling rig in place. 

Construction proved more difficult than anticipated from an initial off site trial. Water make 
in the trench and the connection of each borehole to the previously drilled holes on one side 
made it difficult to recover drilling fines. However, these difficulties were overcome using a 
vacuum extraction system lowered into the hole and the slot was able to be completed before 
subsidence movements started to significantly affect the site. 

A significant effort went into site preparation to minimise impacts and to facilitate 
construction activities. Drilling commenced in early July 2002 and was completed on 28 
August 2002. After all the remaining drilling fines were removed from the slot, a steel cover 
was placed over the slot as a safety measure and to prevent against ingress of foreign 
material. 
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Figure 4 shows a photograph of the completed slot. 

Figure 4 Completed slot. 

Once mining subsidence was completed, the slot cover was removed and the slot was filled in 
four lifts using a sand cement grout. 

MONITORING 
A range of instrumentation and monitoring was used during construction of the slot and 
subsequent undermining to confirm the nature of the subsidence movements and the 
effectiveness of the slot in protecting the rock bar. The monitoring included: 

• A multi·point extensometer with reference anchor at 39m. 
• Stress change monitoring instruments. 
• Shear indicator holes. 
• Width profile measurements of the slot made using a caliper device. 
• Subsidence monitoring. 

Figure 5 shows the extent of the rock mass protected by the slot. In plan, the extent can be 
defined by the zones of fracturing that extend towards the rock bar off both ends of the slot. 
These fracture zones extend under the rock wall in the west and across the lower ledge of the 
rock bar in the east. They terminate against the capping sandstone that extends all along the 
northern edge of the rock bar and the northern side of Marhnyes Hole. This capping 
sandstone was not fractured, but appears to have moved over the top of the cross-bedded 
sandstone that forms the base of the rock bar. Some small sandstone blocks were dislodged 
along the boundary, but the damage was minor. 
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Plan View of Slot 

Cross Section Looking West showing Shear Movements 
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The cosmetic damage to the rock bar and stone wall caused by these fracture zones was not 
extensive and was able to be satisfactorily remediated using a cement mortar system coloured 
to the texture of the existing rock. 

Figure 5b shows the inferred zone of fracturing based on subsidence monitoring, the location 
where the shear indicator holes sheared off and the ;lone of maximum dilation measured on 
the extensometer. Subsidence measurements indicated high levels of compressive strain at 
the southern edge of the capping sandstone that extends across the northern half of the rock 
bar. Based on these observations and the rock fracturing that was evident in this area, it 
appears likely that the fracture zone extends some distance under the capping sandstone. 

Figure 5c shows the area in the plane of the slot where closure measurements indicate most 
closure occurred. This area is, by implication, the area of the rock mass that was protected by 
the slot. 

The slot closure measurements were made using a two arm caliper device lowered into the 
hole at multiple locations along the slot. Initial measurements made immediately after the 
slot was constructed indicated that the slot had closed some 20mm. This initial closure was 
consistent with relief of the in situ stress field. At the completion of mining, a second survey 
showed that closure of slot had occurred to approximately 17m in the centre of the slot, but 
that the basal fracture surfaces curved up near the ends where comer effects dominated. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The subsidence measurements, monitoring instrumentation and general observation support 
the view that the slot was successful in achieving its intended aims of protecting the integrity 
of the rock structure of Marhnyes Hole rock bar sufficient for it to be rehabilitated while still 
allowing uninterrupted mining ofLongwall5A4. 

Ultimately the design of the slot was a balance between the protection provided to the 
integrity of the rock bar and the cost/impacts of slot construction. The outcomes suggest that 
the balance at Marhnyes Hole was about right under the circumstances. 

Monitoring indicates that the slot accommodated some 50-60mm of compressional 
movement that would otherwise been available to damage the structure of Marhnyes Hole 
rock bar. The effective reach of the protection provided by the slot was about 30-40m. The 
length and depth of the slot both contributed to the protection that was provided. The slot 
was able to be constructed in a carpark area some 15m to the south of the rock bar without 
undue impact so that the protection afforded to the rock bar extended over most of its plan 
area. 

At the time that the rock bar was undermined, there was some concern expressed by the local 
community at the level of fracturing that had occurred. However, this level of fracturing was 
able to be successfully remediated, and was not sufficient to provide the media or community 
action groups with images that could be used to generate adverse publicity. 

If the slot was longer, and particularly if it had been possible to construct it so as to 
completely surround the rock bar, there is not doubt that a higher level of protection could 
have been provided. The cost of achieving this additional level of protection, however, 
would have been much higher. 
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If the slot was shorter and/or shallower, the construction costs would have been reduced, but 
the level of protection and the area protected would also have been reduced. If there had 
been no slot at all, it may still have been possible to remediate the fracturing that occurred, 
but it is likely that the level of impact would have been much greater and the risk of adverse 
publicity would have been significant. 

Construction of the slot at Marhnyes Hole was ultimately effective in achieving its intended 
aims. The structural and aesthetic integrity of the rock bar was preserved. Mining proceeded 
without interruption. The community and government agencies saw that BHP Illawarra Coal 
was prepared to go to commit to protecting an area that was seen as a cornmunity asset and 
BHP Billiton was able to avoid adverse publicity. 

The slot construction technique is not suitable as a generic technique for protecting rock bars, 
mainly because of access and cost constraints, but at Marhnyes Hole, it has been shown to be 
an effective strategy for achieving an acceptable balance between cornmunity expectations 
and the needs of a longwall operation. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Permian Nowra Sandstone, a widespread nearshore marine sandstone unit, was a common 
target in the deeper hydrocarbon tests of the southern and central Sydney Basin between 1960 
and 1970, but its hydrocarbon potential is now largely overlooked. The unit is interpreted to have 
been deposited as a lowstand wedge related to a significant, but short lived, forced regression as 
this relatively thin, high energy, estuarine channel to delta front and ?shoreface package lies 
between outer shelf mud-rich deposits of the . Wandrawandian Siltstone, below, and Berry 
Siltstone, above. These latter two units have the potential to be both a seal and hydrocarbon 
source. Isopach and isochron data for the Wandrawandian Siltstone have a NW -SE orientation, 
thickening NE, whereas a symmetrical NE-SW orientation is indicated for isopachs of the 
overlying Nowra Sandstone; this latter thickness geometry is interpreted to reflect deposition 
within a broad, low relief incision into the top of the Wandrawandian Siltstone. The isopach and 
isochron data for the overlying transgressive Berry Siltstone is oriented essentially N-S, 
thickening E, reflecting syndepositional down-to-the-east normal faulting. The top of the Nowra 
Sandstone was abruptly drowned by this transgression and appears to approximate a time
synchronous surface. 

More recent drilling results demonstrate a currently active gas-generative petroleum system (both 
carbon dioxide free and ethane enriched), probably sourced from both the Wandrawandian 
Siltstone and Berry Siltstone. Although previous tests were not located on valid structural traps, a 
tighter grid of modem seismic data and more detailed structural mapping may yield valid 
exploration targets within previously under-explored regions. The part of the Sydney Basin under 
review is adjacent to the Moornba to Sydney gas pipeline and strategically close to both the 
Wollongong and Sydney gas markets, implying relatively small gas discoveries have the 
potential to be viable. 

INTRODUCTION 
The N owra Sandstone within the southern Sydney Basin crops out extensively in cliffs to the 
north west and south west of Nowra, 58 km south west ofWollongong. The unit has been the 
subject of a number of previous studies (McElroy & Rose, 1966; McElroy et al., 1969; 
McKelvey et al., 1971; McKelvey & McClung, 1972; Fisher, 1972; Runnegar, 1980a; Herbert, 
1980), with the most recent comprehensive outcrop study by Le Roux & Jones (1994). The most 
recent integrated subsurface study is that of Arditto (2001) and forms the basis of this brief 
presentation. The nearshore marine Nowra Sandstone abruptly overlies marine outer shelf 
mudstones of the Wandrawandian Siltstone and is abruptly overlain by outer shelf mudstones of 
the Berry Siltstone. The Nowra Sandstone is generally correlated with the Muree Sandstone in 
the northern part of the basin (Mayne et al., 1974) although this latter unit has a different 
provenance (McClung, 1980). 
The Nowra Sandstone (sealed by Berry Siltstone) and the older Snapper Point Formation (sealed 
by Wandrawandian Siltstone) present widespread target horizons for deep petroleum exploration 
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wells wi thin the southern, central western and central northern Sydney Basin. The marine 
siliciclastic facies of the adjacent Berry and Wandrawandian Siltstones were considered as the 
hydrocarbon source rock as well as seal. However, to date, neither play has been successful 
(Mayne et aI., 1974; Bembrick & Lonergan, 1976). The main reason for failure of these deep 
tests appears to be a lack of valid structural trap, although reservoir quality was also poor, with 
porosity in both units typically less than 10% and negligible permeability «I md). Many early 
wells were located on surface anticlines (e.g. Mulgoa-2, Kurrajong Heights-I) but more recent 
wells have been located using seismic data, albeit sparse and of poor quality (e.g. Dural South-I, 
Victoria Park-I). 

Valid structural closures within tight reservoirs of similar age and facies in the Permian of the 
Denison Trough, Queensland, have yielded significant gas reserves (Paten & McDonagh, 1976). 
In the Denison Trough the local development of good porosity and permeability is a result of a 
complex interplay of depositional and diagenetic processes and is the critical factor in defining 
the hydrocarbon potential of that basin (Paten et al., 1979). The key to unlocking the remaining 
hydrocarbon potential of these deeper Permian targets within the onshore Sydney Basin is 
considered to be a combination of modem reprocessing of existing dynamite and vibroseis 
seismic data together with the acquisition of tighter grids of modem vibroseis data to define valid 
structural traps. 

NOWRA SANDSTONE OUTCROP AND CORE SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Le Roux and Jones (1994) recognised five lithofacies from outcrop data. They are low-angle 
planar stratified sandstone (comprising the bulk of the unit), high-angle tabular cross-bedded 
sandstone, interbedded low-angle tabular and trough cross-bedded sandstone, structureless 
(massive) sandstone and matrix- to clast-supported conglomerate. The first four lithofacies 
contain varying concentrations of Skolithos burrows, with Planolites burrows common in the 
massive sandstone, and rare disarticulated (reworked) brachiopods and bivalves. 

The fifth lithofacies includes the persistent Purnoo Conglomerate Member (Fisher, 1972), the 
base of which Le Roux and Jones (1994) interpret as a conglomerate-lined ravinement surface 
and attribute the conglomerate to lag concentration in a shallow marine setting after a period of 
low relative sea level. Within Shoalhaven Gorge the Purnoo Conglomerate lies on the 
Wandrawandian Siltstone and, farther west, directly on the Snapper Point Formation. McKelvey 
and McClung (1972) implied the presence of a regional disconformity at the base of the Purnoo 
Conglomerate. Le Roux and Jones (1994) recorded in many outcrops an abrupt transition from 
the Wandrawandian Siltstone to the overlying Nowra Sandstone, indicating a sudden change 
from deep-water mid-shelf deposition to high energy shallow marine deposition, without a record 
of intervening environments within a typical prograding system. Such an abrupt change in 
vertical succession is indicative of a significant downward shift in coastal onlap associated with a 
relative sea-level fall. 

Over 100 palaeocurrent measurements taken from high-angle tabular cross bedding within the 
upper half on the Nowra Sandstone (Le Roux and Jones, 1994) gave a low variance vector mean 
azimuth of 0 19° and this is indicative of regional unidirectional confmed flow. Like McKelvey et 
al. (1971), these authors assumed a north-south shoreline and attributed this palaeocurrent 
pattern to consistent unimodal longshore drift. Isopach data for the Wandrawandian Siltstone, 
however, indicates a more northwest-southeast shoreline orientation and it is argued that the 
unidirectional confined palaeoflow seen in the Nowra Sandstone, normal to this shoreline 
orientation, may be more fluvially-induced. 
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Shelly benthonic fauna is rare, generally occurring either below the Purnoo Conglomerate, 
within highstand sands at the top of the mid-shelf Wandrawandian Siltstone, or near the very top 
of the Nowra Sandstone, associated with the onset of the Berry Siltstone mid-shelf transgression 
(Runnegar I 980b). This faunal distribution may reflect brackish to fresh water conditions 
associated with fluvial- to estuarine-dominated deposition, related to a significant (tectonically
induced) downward shift heralded by the basal Purnoo Conglomerate. 

Only limited petroleum exploration well core data is available for the Nowra Sandstone. The 
interval was completely cored in Cataract-I, albeit an atypical distal succession, and the basal 
half was cored in Victoria Park-l and graphic logs for these cores have been previously given by 
Arditto (2001). The core in Cataract-l contains 20.8 m ofNowra Sandstone above the base of the 
Purnoo Conglomerate that is composed of fine- to medium-grained pebbly quartzose sandstone, 
with thin conglomeratic bands with common mudstone rip:up clasts, and rare shelly material 
near the very top of the unit. The homogeneous nature of the more muddy sandstone may be due 
to bioturbation. The interval is interpreted as a stacked distal estuarine channel succession. 

Two cores were cut in the basal half of the Nowra Sandstone in Victoria Park-I, recovering a 
total of 15.5 m, with the lower core terminating in the Purnoo Conglomerate. The total thickness 
of the unit was determined from wireline logs as 35 m. The bulk of these cores are medium to 
coarse grained homogeneous quartzose sandstone with minor pebble bands (pebbles up to 8 cm 
diameter), minor undulose shaly flaser laminations and sporadic, large, mud-lined burrow 
structures (?Rosseiia). The lower half of the cored interval contains matrix- and clast-supported 
polymictic conglomerate, with coarse pebble and cobbles up to 15 cm diameter, of quartzite, 
granite and rare feldspar porphyry clasts. The entire core interval is interpreted as a stacked 
proximal estuarine channel succession. Cross-bedding, common in many outcrops, was absent in 
both the Cataract-l and the Victoria Park-l core material. 

SUBSURFACE SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE NOWRA SANDSTONE 
A sequence stratigraphic framework for the Nowra Sandstone has been developed from an 
integrated study of core sedimentology and wireline log motifs tied into available reflection 
seismic data. This study has been extended to include the underlying Wandrawandian Siltstone 
and overlying Berry Siltstone to better constrain this sequence stratigraphic interpretation. 

Arditto (2001) recognised at least four widespread upward coarsening cycles within the outer 
shelf succession of the Wandrawandian Siltstone which are interpreted as parasequences (Van 
Wagoner et ai. 1990). The uppermost ofthese parasequences contains a characteristic gamma ray 
log motif, interpreted as a third-order maximum flooding surface, which has been used as a 
stratigraphic (time-synchronous) datum in well log correlations. The abrupt Berry Siltstone 
transgressive surface at the top of the Nowra Sandstone approximately parallels the underlying 
datum surface and is also considered as a time-synchronous surface. Isopach trends for the 
Wandrawandian Siltstone indicate a northeast thickening, reflecting a northwest-southeast 
shoreline trend during deposition. The isopach data for the Nowra Sandstone, above the base of 
the Purnoo Conglomerate, show a north-north-easterly oriented elongate sand body 
perpendicular to the trend for the underlying Wandrawandian Siltstone. The unit ranges in 
thickness from 40 m towards the southwest and thins to 10 m towards the northeast, northwest 
and southwest in an elongate symmetrical pattern. This isopach orientation closely parallels the 
orientation of the outcrop palaeocurrent data to the south west of the study area. 

The Nowra Sandstone isopach geometry may reflect a broad fluvial- to esturaine-dominated 
palaeodrainage system, incised into the top of the Wandrawandian Siltstone. This incision is 
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interpreted to have resulted from a brief forced regression during the early Late Permian, and 
acted as a conduit for coarse clastics to be supplied well out into the basin as a lowstand deposit. 
This abrupt influx may be associated with local glacial melt water, given the glacially-influenced 
deposition setting postulated for the underlying Snapper Point Formation and Wandrawandian 
Siltstone (Eyles et aZ., 1998). 

The overlying Berry Siltstone represents a significant transgressive event and a return to an outer 
shelf setting. The change in isopach trend for the Berry Siltstone compared to that of the 
Wandrawandian Siltstone is striking, the orientation essentially being north-south and thickening 
to the east. Seismic evidence suggests this trend is related to the development of down-to-the
east, north-south trending, syndepositional normal faulting. 

SEISMIC STRUCTURAL AND STRATIGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION 
The seismic grid used in this study includes 1963 single-fold dynamite data (Camden and 
Woronora Surveys) shot by Australian Oil and Gas Corporation Ltd (AOG), subsequently 
reprocessed by Hosking Geophysical Corporation (Australia) for Australian Gas Light Company 
(AGL) in 1986. In addition, minor high-resolution multi-fold dynamite data shot jointly by NSW 
Department of Mineral Resources (NSWDMR) and AGL (Victoria Park Survey) in 1983, 
processed by Digicon Exploration Ltd, and the multi-fold vibroseis CD87 Camden Survey shot 
by AGL in 1987, processed by Hosking Geophysical Corporation (Australia), were incorporated. 

Seismic lines through Woronora-l, Kirkham-l and Victoria Park-l clearly demonstrate that all 
these wells were drilled off structure at the Nowra Sandstone level. Previously published 
structure maps have concentrated on surface geology or the structural surface at the top of the 
Illawarra Coal Measures (delineated by drilling). This study has produced a reconnaissance 
seismic time structure map for the base of the Nowra Sandstone at a 20 millisecond contour 
interval (approximately 45 m contour interval) over the study area (Arditto 2001). The north
northeast-plunging faulted anticline, to the south east of the study area, is part of the Woronora 
Anticline tested by Woronora-I and Cataract-I. The north-south trending steeply-dipping faulted 
western margin of the study area, referred to as the Nepean-Kurrajong Fault System, was tested 
by Mulgoa-2 and Victoria Park-I (also Kurrajong Heights-I, to the north of the study area). 
Between the western Nepean-Kurrajong Faults and the south eastern Woronora Anticline is a 
broad, northeast-plunging depression referred to as the Camden Syncline (Bembrick et aZ., 
1973). No large-scale structural closure is evident at the Nowra Sandstone level within the sparse 
seismic grid coverage on the reconnaissance time structure map. Nevertheless small, untested 
low relief fault-related structural closures (4 to 9 krn2

) could exist along the eastern flank of the 
Nepean-Kurrajong Fault system, and farther eastward into the Camden Syncline. 

There are no seismic data along the southern flank of the study area, apart from minor and 
isolated high-resolution dynamite lines of the Tower Colliery survey (BHP) and Wilton survey 
(AGL), all shot by the NSWDMR in 1982. Unfortunately these surveys were designed to address 
aspects of the Illawarra Coal Measures and the deeper Nowra Sandstone is not adequately 
imaged due to the attenuated signal strength from the relatively low energy source used. Shallow 
coal exploration drilling in this area never reached the level of the Nowra Sandstone. 

The base and top of the Wandrawandian Siltstone are defined by relatively strong seismic 
reflections and the isochron trend is strongly north west-south east, similar to the more regional 
well isopach data (Arditto 2001). Unfortunately the Nowra Sandstone is too thin to be resolved 
on seismic to map out as a separate unit on the low frequency data so an isochron map for the 
combined Nowra Sandstone and Berry Siltstone has been produced (Arditto, 2001). This map 
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displays a strong north-south trend, similar to the regional isopachs of the well data. This change 
in orientation is interpreted as a function of syndepositional down-to-the-east normal faulting 
which initiated the drowning of the Nowra sandstone lowstand deposition. 

NOWRA SANDSTONE RESERVOIR QUALITY AND DIAGENETIC HISTORY 
The most recent work undertaken on the reservoir quality of the Nowra Sandstone was routine 
core analysis on seven conventional core plugs from Victoria Park-l by Core Services of 
Australia; follow up mineralogical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations was 
subsequently undertaken by Dowell Schlumberger (Wiltshire, 1985). Despite the relatively 
shallow stratigraphic position of the Nowra Sandstone in that well (942.8 - 955.5 mKB), core 
plug porosity/permeability was relatively poor and comparable to values from deeper 
intersections of that interval in earlier exploration wells (Arditto, 2001). Despite the relatively 
coarse grain size (0.1-2.7 mm), grain shape (sub rounded to angular), sorting (poorly to good) 
and pore size (10-104 microns), all determined from SEM studies, horizontal plug porosities 
were less than 11 % and permeabilities were generally less than one millidacy. Diagenetic 
modifications of the Nowra Sandstone have severely constricted pore throats and significantly 
reduced permeability. 

The detrital clasts are quartz (75-95%) with a trace of albite feldspar. Pore-filling rod-like radial 
growth clusters of dawsonite (1-7%), euhedral quartz overgrowths, rhombic siderite crystals (1-
5%), minor calcite (0-3%), fractured grains and silt fractions of quartz and micas (total clay 2-
10%) were observed in the cofe plug samples. The major diagenetic clay mineral is illite (60-
80% of total clay), with minor mixed-layer illite-smectite (10-30% of total clay) and kaolinite (0-
30% of total clay), and occur as grain-coatings/pore-linings. Euhedral siderite rhombs were 
generally 30 microns or less across, with radial growth clusters of dawsonite reaching over 400 
microns across. Dawsonite, a hydrated sodium aluminium carbonate, is a late stage diagenetic 
mineral widely recorded from the Permian succession of the Sydney Basin (Mayne et al. 1974). 
This latter mineral requires the presence of excess carbon dioxide for which isotope data 
indicates a magmatic source (Bai et al., 2001). Acid solubility and fresh water sensitivity 
(immersion) tests by Dowell Schlumberger (Wiltshire, 1985) indicate that the Nowra Sandstone 
reservoir was a candidate for a hydraulic fracturing type of stimulation treatment using a water
based fracturing fluid. 

REMAINING HYDROCARBON PROSPECTIVITY OF THE NOWRA SANDSTONE 
WITHIN THE ONSHORE SOUTHERN SYDNEY BASIN 
Unlike the natural gas derived from, and contained within, the Illawarra Coal Measures, which is 
contaminated with varying concentrations of carbon dioxide, gas from the Shoalhaven Group in 
Picton-I, near Victoria Park-I, (Mullard et al., 1983) is free of carbon dioxide and contains 
significant concentrations of ethane. This gas was probably sourced from both the 
Wandrawandian and Berry Siltstones. High formation gas pressures were encountered through 
the upper Shoalhaven Group during the drilling of Picton-l (Mullard et aI., 1983) and gas 
bleeding was described from cores cut in the Nowra Sandstone in Victoria Park-l (Wiltshire, 
1985). As there is no structural closure at the Nowra Sandstone level in these wells it may be 
assumed that the Camden Syncline is still actively generating gas and that it is migrating through 
carrier beds of the Nowra Sandstone in Victoria Park-I. The Nepean-Kurrajong Fault system 
appears highly fractured and too leaky to entrap this gas, and there appears little scope for large
scale accumulations along this trend. 

Given the coarseness of the current seismic grid, and poor level of control in mapping fault 
orientations, the area to the east of Mulgoa-2 and north of Kirkham-l could still contain untested 
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structures of the order of 4 to 9 lan2 at around 1,500 to 1,900 m subsea. Larger fault-dependent 
closures, up to 18 lan2

, could be present at similar depths within compressional faulted anticlines 
developed across the north-plunging Woronora Anticline. The only remaining unexplored area is 
within the southern part of the study area where there is currently no seismic grid. This area is 
worthy of future exploration for several reasons. Firstly, target depths for the Nowra Sandstone 
are relatively shallow, from 1,000 m to 1,220 m subsea. Secondly, the area is well situated to 
receive gas generated from the Berry and Wandrawandian Siltstones within the Camden 
Syncline and should have adequate seal thickness provided by the overlying Berry Siltstone. 
Thirdly, this area should contain some of the thickest and coarsest grained Nowra Sandstone 
reservoir interval, which may improve reservoir characteristics. Finally, the area is adjacent to 
the Moomba to Sydney gas pipeline and the Wilton 'City Gate', 25 Ian from the Wollongong gas 
market and 55 Ian from the Sydney gas market. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Nowra Sandstone has become a forgotten petroleum exploration target as the current 
exploration emphasis of the Sydney Gas Company NL (SGC) is on the methane drainage 
potential of coals within the younger Illawarra Coal Measures. To date, only nine conventional 
petroleum exploration wells have intersected the Nowra Sandstone (four within the southern 
Sydney Basin) and few, if any, of these appear to be valid structural tests. Reservoir quality has 
been an issue in the past (for oil rather than gas) although this problem has the potential to be 
overcome by modern hydraulic fracture stimulation technology. 

Reconnaissance structural mapping at the stratigraphic level of the Nowra Sandstone within the 
southern Sydney Basin gives an idea of the potential hydrocarbon entrapment styles to be further 
addressed by a tighter grid of modern seismic data. Previous exploration activities have 
demonstrated that a valid Shoalhaven Group petroleum system exists for the potential 
accumulation of carbon dioxide free, and ethane-enriched, natural gas. Further acquisition of 
modem seismic will be the key to determining the remaining gas reserves of the Nowra 
Sandstone. 
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EDGEWORTH DAVID: THE SOUTHERN COALFIELD AND BEYOND 

David Branagan 

School of Geosciences, University of Sydney 

ABSTRACT 
Edgeworth David carried out important work in the Southern Coalfield, mainly in 1890, 
which led to his correlation of the successions in the south with the those to the north. It was 
the first carried out on scientific lines. He also systematised the stratigraphy of the region. In 
contrast with these broad regional studies was the detailed examination made of the 
glendonite occurrence at Huskisson by David and his senior students. 

INTRODUCTION 
T.W. Edgeworth David's contribution to New South Wales Geology is best remembered 
mainly for his work in the northern part of the Sydney Basin, and in the adjacent New 
England Fold Belt, in coal geology, tin and Late Paleozoic glaciation. Nevertheless, David 
made important observations in the Southern Coalfield and beyond, which have been largely 
forgotten, and this paper is a brief reminder of this work. It deals with two different aspects 
of David's work: (1) regional geology; and (2) glendonites. 

REGIONAL STUDIES 
Having begun work at the NSW Geological Survey late in 1882 David had no official direct 
contact with geology south of Sydney until February 1886, when he made a brief visit to 
Heathcote to observe drilling through the uppermost coal seam, and to collect core. A year 
later he was more heavily involved in logging the strata in the Holt-Sutherland bore at Port 
Hacking, then the deepest (2307 feet (70m)) and largest (3 inches (7crns)) drillhole in 
Australia. David correlated the seams in the two bores, suggesting a northerly dip of 145 
feet/mile (1137). He was particularly intrigued with the native copper occurring disseminated 
in "scales and threads" in a 71 ft (21.5 rn) section of dark purple and green shales between 
1729 (524 m) and 1800 feet (545 rn) below the surface, speculated on their similarity to the 
German "kupferschiefer" beds, and on the potential for commercial exploitation at possible 
outcrop sites. 

Between 1888 and 1891, when he left the Geological Survey, there was more work on coal, 
first on the Moorebank bore, near Liverpool, and its relation to the other bores to the 
southeast, and then on the seams between Bundanoon and Picton Lakes, all concerned with 
possible commercial exploitation, and all done in connection with the Geological Survey. 

In 1890 David was .particularly busy on Geological Survey work, running here and there, as 
he tried to keep his own fieldwork going, mainly in the Hunter, but in the western Blue 
Mountains (oil shale), Bathurst (tunnel for water supply), Sunny Comer silver mines, Peak 
Hill gold and as far west as Bourke for artesian water, while he was acting as head of the 
Survey in the absence of C.S. Wilkinson, who had gone with J.E. Carne to represent NSW at 
the International Mining Exhibition in London. No wonder his thoughts turned to a possible 
quieter existence when the Chair in Geology became vacant at the end of the year, following 
the sudden death of W.J. Stephens. Apart from a brief visit to Bong Bong near Moss Vale, 
on behalf of the Prospecting Board, David made several important visits to the Southern 
Coalfield region. In addition, following his examination of the drill sites at Narrabeen 
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(where noticeable quantities of natural gas had b~en collected), he examined coastal sections 
north and south of Sydney and speculated on correlations from Narrabeen with the South 
Coast, a matter he developed in other reports that year. His report on the co.al measures in the 
vicinity of Lake Illawarra was apparently judged important enough to be published as a 
Parliamentary Paper. 

THE SOUTHERN COALFIELD 
In 1890 David, assisted by G.A. Stonier, covered a surprising extent of the region, from 
Clifton in the north to Conjola in the south and westward to Sassafras. His report (David, 
1890 Appendix No. 21) summarises the General Physical and Geological Features of the 
region in a manner which is hard to fault even today. While he recognises the difference in 
the plateau surfaces north and south of the Shoalhaven, the latter having a gradual, almost 
imperceptible rise from the coastal plain, compared with the strong cliff line to the north he 
does not specifically point out that the northern plateau consists of Hawkesbury rocks, while 
the southern consists of older, marir)e rocks, it is clearly implied in his cross-section (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 Cross-section from Coalcliffto Clyde River (David, 1890). 

At that time firm correlations from the north to south coalfields still remained uncertain and 
it was to be many years before this question was finally resolved. David pointed out that, 
based on the state of knowledge and his studies there were five possibilities. The lllawarra 
(Bulli) coal measures might be correlateable with: (1) the Greta Coal Measures; (2) the 
Tomago Coal Measures; (3) the Newcastle Coal Measures; (4) a combination of Greta and 
Tomago Coal Measures; (5) a combination of Tomago and Newcastle Coal Measures. 
Wilkinson had earlier suggested the first alternative, but had moved to the second. Robert 
Etheridge 1m. had rejected the suggested Greta correlation, pointing out that the "marine 
fossils beneath the Bulli coal-measures.,.. [were] identical with those in the Maitland 
district.. .. [and] overlied the Greta coal-measures." Based on his examination of the rocks in 
the Wollongong area David agreed with both Etheridge and Wilkinson, and this idea had 
received additional support from a further visit by Wilkinson and Stonier to the upper Clyde 
valley, where the coal and kerosene shale beds were dipping below 'upper marine' beds. 

David drew attention to what he thought was significant new information about the 
correlation question in the coastal section north of Wollongong, where the marine beds were 
dipping at 8°, whereas the 'Bulli measures' in the coastal range were dipping at only 2°. He 
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suggested a "probable explanation of this difference of dip is that an unconformity exists 
between the top of the upper marine series and the base of the Bulli coal-measures." He had 
already described a similar unconformity at East Maitland. 

David, however, felt there was another complication in that there was a slight unconformity 
also between the "Hawkesbury series and the top of the coal-measures" allowing some of the 
Newcastle Coal Measures to be eroded before deposition of the Hawkesbury series, which 
included what we now call the Narrabeen Group (Fig. 2). 

Ntwe,tST\.E , , , 

Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating possible correlation of"Bulli coal-measures" with combined 
Tomago and Newcastle Coal Measures (David, 1890). 

Nevertheless David opted for an alternative solution (close to our present idea) showing tlle 
Tomago Coal Measures wedging out southerly so that only the Newcastle Coal Measures 
persisted to outcrop in the south (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Diagram illustrating possible correlation of "Bulli coal-measures" with Newcastle Coal 
measures (David, 1890). 

He even followed up by suggesting that the Bulli seam might be the exact equivalent "with 
the seam worked at the Wallarah Colliery, near Catherine Bay, and made a number of 
calculations of dip variation of the seam, based largely on the available bore evidence. 

David and G. Stonier went to the Shoalhaven District to report on the Wandrawandian bore, 
which Wilkinson had thought should strike the Clyde Coal Measures. After examining the 
progress of the bore David recommended it be continued "and the coal was subsequently 
struck here, as you predicted". However, David noted the seam was "somewhat thinned as 
compared with its thickness at the head of the Clyde valley, owing to it being contiguous to 
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an underground hill of slate rock." Nevertheless David felt the fmd was significant as it 
established "beyond dispute the the Clyde coal-measures must underlie considerable areas of 
the Shoalhaven district, near Nowra and Jervis Bay." In terms of productivity David's hopes 
for the future did not come to fruition, as we now know. By 1915 it was clear that the Clyde 
Coal Measures had only limited extent, Harper (1915, p. 43) commenting with the contact 
between "Permo-Carboniferous rocks and the older Palaeozoic .... is to be seen over a length 
of several hundred miles, and the total extent of Lower Coal Measure outcrops does not 
exceed ten miles." 

The advances in knowledge in the next twenty years or so can be seen in David's large cross
section produced in colour in Harper (1915, facing p. 35) (Fig. 4) . 
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Fig. 4. Section from Harper (1915) after David. Original in colour includes section further 
north to Greta. . 

As to the volcanic rocks within the marine, which we now call the Gerringong volcanics, 
David gives a good summary, using the term Bomba for the uppermost flows. He attributed 
the volcanism as possibly emanating frc:>m Saddleback mountain (which we now suspect is a 
Tertiary vent). Harper (op. cit. p. 49) suggested the volcanism emanated from three main 
centres, "vents along a weakness east from the present coast" east of Termeil, Kiama and 
Port Kembla. 

David, of course, had something to go on when venturing fust into the Southern Coalfield. 
J.D. Dana had made significant observations and put some of these on to a map (1849). 
David knew of, and possibly had access to, a copy of this published version, but probably 
did not see the more informative working version which Dana had prepared on his visit to 
the area with the Rev. W.B. Clarke in 1840, (Viola and Margolis, 1985, p. 97) when Dana 
clearly recognised the divisions of the stratigraphy, which were not accepted by Clarke until 
much later, and became the broad standard for many years (Clarke, 1878, p. 66). As 
mentioned earlier David had already made important observations on the "chocolate shales" 
of what later became the Narrabeen Group, and he expanded on this several years later 
(1889) briefly discussing the regional stratigraphy, but he passes over these rather lightly in 
his south coast writings. 
While pointing out that the Rev W.B. Clarke (1847) was the first to argue this correlation 
[David's "possible relations to one another of our principal coal-fields"] Harper (1915 p. 70) 
makes it clear that "David fust sheeted the theory home, and definitely illustrated the 
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relationship," as shown on Figures 2, 3 and 4. Harper was probably unaware of similar 
earlier suggestions by George Bass and Thomas Mitchell (Branagan, 1972). 

GLENDONITES 
David was particularly taken by these features, which he studied in detail in 1905 with some 
of his senior students, T.Griffith Taylor, W. G. Woolnough and H.G. Foxall (David et al., 
1905) describing the glendonites as "probably no more remarkable crystal pseudomorphs 
have as yet been described from any part of the world." They were particularly large and 
abundant within limited horizons in what he called Permo-Carboniferous rocks, which we 
now regard as Permian (Figs. 5 & 6). They often enclosed fossils and it was difficult to be 
certain what was the primary mineral which had been pseudomorphed. Although recognising 
their relation to pseudomorphs (such as thinolite and gerstemkomer) described elsewhere in 
the world, David believed they were sufficiently different to deserve a local name, calling 
them Glendonites, after the village of Glendon in the Hunter Valley where they were fIrst 
described by J.D. Dana (1849, p. 481-2, 656-7). The paper analyses the features in 
considerable detail, and compares their stratigraphic position with the Hunter Valley 
horizons (Fig. 6). Consisting largely of carbonate of lime David pondered on the likely 
environment of formation and, reverting to one of his favourite topics - the Late Palaeozoic 
glaciation, postulated a shallow sea, "chilled by floating ice", an interpretation that still 
holds. 

Fig. 5. Outcrop of glendonites in rock platform, Huskisson, Jervis Bay (David et al., 1905). 

CONCLUSION 
David must have liked the south coast area, because he made Coalcliff the site of the fIrst 
stud~nt excursion he held when he became Professor of Geology at Sydney University. The 
50 strong group (male and female) not only clambered down the' cliff from the railway, but 
even ventured into the mine drive, equipped with candles. 

In later years there were many excursions to the South Coast, often based at Gerringong (in a 
guesthouse that still exists), and on these occasions David added to his observations about 
glaciation, such as the glendonite paper mentioned above. 
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In his last years as Professor, in the early 1920s David was still taking excursions to 
Coalcliff and Stanwell Park, but age and arthritis were taking their toll, and he noted ill his 
diary being very weary after the long day of train travel, walking and talking. 

Fig. 6 Individual glendonites at Huskisson showing crystal shapes developed (David et al., 
1905). 
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ABSTRACT 
The study area is within PEP 11, which is over 200 Jan in length, covers an area over 
8,200 Jan 2 and lies immediately offshore of Sydney, Australia's largest gas and petroleum 
market on the east coast of New South Wales. Permit water depths range from 40 m to 200 m . 
While the onshore Sydney Basin has received episodic interest in petroleum exploration 
drilling, no deep exploration wells have been drilled offshore. 

A reappraisal of available data indicates the presence of suitable oil- and wet gas-prone source 
rocks of the Late Permian coal measure succession and gas-prone source rocks of the middle to 
early Permian marine outer shelf mudstone successions within PEP 11. Reservoir quality is an 
issue within the onshore Permian succession and, while adequate reservoir quality exists in the 
lower Triassic succession, this interval is inferred to be absent over much of PEP 11. Quartz
rich arenites of the Late Permian basal Sydney Subgroup are inferred to be present in the 
western part of PEP 11 and these may form suitable reservoirs. Seismic mapping indicates the 
presence of suitable structures for hydrocarbon accumulation within the Permian succession of 
PEP 11 but evidence points to significant structuring post-dating peak hydrocarbon generation. 
Uplift and erosion in the order of 4 Jan (based on onshore vitrinite reflectance studies and 
offshore seismic truncation geometries) is inferred to have taken place over the NE portion of 
the study area within PEP 11. Published burial 
history modelling indicates hydrocarbon generation from the Late Permian coal measures 
commenced by or before the mid-Triassic and terminated during a mid-Cretaceous 
compressional uplift prior to the opening of the Tasman Sea. 

Structural plays identified in the western and southwestern portion of PEP 11 are well 
positioned to contain Late Permian clean, quartz-rich, fluvial to nearshore marine reservoir 
facies of the basal Sydney Group (Illawarra Coal Measures). These were sourced from the 
western Tasman Fold Belt. The reservoir facies are also well positioned to receive 
hydrocarbons expelled from adj acent coal and carbonaceous mudstone source rock facies, but 
must rely on early trap integrity or remigrated hydrocarbons and, being relatively shallow, 
have a risk of biodegradation. Structural closures along the main offshore uplift appear to 
have been stripped of the Late Permian coal measure succession and must rely on mid
Permian to Early Permian petroleum systems for hydrocarbon generation and accumulation. 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents the results of an integrated study of reprocessed marine seismic data 
(multi-fold air gun) covering the central and southern portion of PEP 11 and draws especially 
from onshore geological and seismic studies. Interpretations of these onshore reprocessed 
single-fold dynamite and multi-fold vibroseis seismic surveys have been previously given by 
Arditto (1987b, 2000, 2001). The marine seismic data used in this study was 48-fold, originally 
acquired in 1981 by ESP Exploration Pty Ltd (a wholly owned subsidiary of Sydney Oil 
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Company) who was the operator of the then original offshore PEP 9 acreage. These data were 
reprocessed in 1989 by the Santos Ltd led joint venture, but the resulting data quality still 
remained only poor to very poor. This joint venture subsequently shot additional seismic data 
in the northern part of their acreage during 1991, but these data are outside the current study 
area. During 2001 Bounty Oil & Gas (current operator of PEP 11) reprocessed a number of key 
lines from both of these seismic surveys and these, together with the 1989 reprocessed seismic 
data, were provided to the author to give an integrated interpretation as part of the PEP 11 work 
commitment. 

Key onshore deep petroleum exploration wells, coal bed methane drainage (CBM) and coal 
exploration bores have been incorporated into this study (many of which have been both fully 
cored and wireline logged) to tie the onshore geology of the basin offshore into PEPl!. 
Onshore exploration well and bore geological data were converted into seismic two-way time 
(TWT) data using the limited integrated sonic log and velocity survey information available. A 
more general tectono-stratigraphic history for the Permian and Triassic of the basin is given by 
Herbert (I 979) and will not be outlined here. 

STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL MAPPING 
The mapping of two key onshore regional seismic horizons, the base Narrabeen Group 
(approximate top Permian) and base Sydney Subgroup (intra-Permian Illawarra Coal 
Measures) was extended offshore into PEP 11. DM Cape Banks-I and Strevens Terrigal-l/IA, 
key geological calibration points located very close to the coast, have been used to 
approximately tie the base Sydney Subgroup reflector within PEP II (using velocity data from 
Dural South-I, Kirkham-I and Victoria Park-I). The top Permian marker mapped throughout 
the offshore dataset correlates closely with the base of the Narrabeen Group in Dural South-I, 
as identified by Grybowski (1992). In the offshore seismic data the base Sydney Subgroup 
horizon tie was determined down from the top Permian marker, based on the thickness 
observed in these onshore coastal wells and using an average interval velocity of 3,750 mls. 
Although the offshore seismic tie lines terminate close to these coastal wells, this jump 
correlation methodology must still be regarded as approximate only. 

A strong, fast-to-slow velocity reflector within the offshore seismic data, at the base of the 
Illawarra Coal Measures as correlated from Terrigal-IIIA, is interpreted to represent the top of 
the Gerringong Volcanics submarine latite flows. This is an important seismic reflector within 
the central and southern portion of PEP II, but dims towards the west. Such flows appear to be 
absent in onshore coastal wells, such as Terrigal-IIIA, which terminated within the upper 
Berry/Mulhring Siltstone near the top of the ShoalhavenlMaitiand Group. Outcrop of the 
Gerringong Volcanics occur towards the top of the Shoalhaven Group in the southern Sydney 
Basin south of Wollongong. To the north-northeast of the study area this reflector is truncated 
by the top Sydney Basin unconformity and mapping cannot be continues north of Latitude 33° 
20' S. The areal extent of the seismic reflector roughly corresponds to the extent of a 
significant offshore aeromagnetic anomaly illustrated in Grybowski (1992). 

Seismically, the eastern flank of the offshore syncline is the most obvious feature immediately 
offshore of the present day coast, as well as the offshore uplift farther to the east on the main 
continental shelf. These are structural terms coined by Grybowski (1992) and Bradley 
(1993a,b). Reflections below the top Gerringong horizon are generally poor, probably due to 
strong signal attenuation through the interbedded latite flows. There is no direct onshore tie to 
this horizon although stratigraphically its position Gump tied into Terrigal-1I1A) is 
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approximately that of the Camberwarra Latite Member in outcrop within the southern Sydney 
Basin (Carr, 1983). 

The deepest event that can be mapped with a reasonable level of confidence is the strong 
reflector inferred to represent the top Gerringong Volcanics (Arditto, 2003). The structure 
within the area of the offshore uplift is broadly interpreted as a SSW-plunging collapsed 
anticline. Closure of this feature to the NNE is uncertain as this marker is truncated by the top 
Sydney Basin unconformity, and any deeper data are obscured by hard sea bottom multiples. 
Closure to the W (into the offshore syncline) and SSW (the direction of the anticlinal plunge) is 
apparent on the time structure map for this horizon. 

The base Sydney Subgroup time structure map for the central and southern portion of PEP 11 
(Arditto, 2003) shows progressively more truncation to the NE by the top Sydney Basin 
unconformity. Included on this map is a structural outline of the onshore Dural Dome (targeted 
by Dural South-I) for the same stratigraphic level. The Dural Dome is a low-relief four-way 
dip closure that roughly parallels the offshore structural trend. It is opposite an offshore area of 
significant compressional overprinting, and the relatively straight NE-SW trending cliff line 
along the northern flank of Broken Bay-Cowan Water may be controlled by a wrench zone 
related to this feature. The marine Erins Vale FormationlKulnura Marine Tongue and 
underlying coal-bearing Pheasants Nest Formation (both volcanic-lithic rich) would 
successively subcrop the unconformity to the NE. Thus the onshore quartz-rich arenites 
(Marrangaroo Conglomerate) of the basal Sydney Subgroup, derived from the eastern flank of 
the Lachlan Fold Belt, are inferred to be absent offshore over the main area of uplift due to 
erosion. However a number of small tilted fault block closures along the eastern flank of the 
offshore syncline may contain this basal quartz-rich arenite succession. 

The base Narrabeen Group is the shallowest intra-Sydney Basin horizon for the central and 
southern portion of PEP 11 and the time structure map for this horizon also includes an outline 
of the Dural Dome at this stratigraphic level (Arditto, 2003). The Narrabeen Group has a much 
more restricted areal distribution offshore in PEP 11, being absent over the offshore uplift and 
confined to the eastern flank of the offshore syncline. Minor tilted fault block closures exist at 
this level within the offshore syncline but are very shallow and lack top seal. Thus the 
Narrabeen Group is not considered as a target within PEP 11 study area. 

The area immediately offshore of Sydney has a relatively narrow continental shelf where the 
sea floor gradient dips to the ESE. This, together with a slow velocity Cainozoic clastic wedge 
(average interval of 2,245 rn/s from seismic stacking velocity data) which thickens ESE, 
collectively distort the TWT structural picture along the SE margin of PEP 11 (Arditto, 2003). 
Thus the apparent SE dip along the eastern flank of the offshore uplift is exaggerated. An 
isochron map from the top Sydney Basin unconformity to the top 'Gerringong Volcanics' 
indicates a thickening below the top Sydney Basin unconformity along the eastern flank of the 
offshore syncline, and a gradual thinning eastward over the SSW -plunging offshore uplift 
(Arditto, 2003). The isochron clearly thickens in the direction of plunge, and also over the SE 
flank of the anticline, confirming real dip closure in those directions. Unfortunately, the eastern 
flank of the anticline corresponds to the permit boundary, and edge of continental shelf, where 
seismic lines terminate. 

OFFSHORE UPLIFT HISTORY 
Comparative studies of vitrinite reflectance profiles for the Cooper and Sydney Basins led 
Shibaoka and Bennett (1977) to conclude that the Sydney Basin had undergone significant 
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uplift since the Permian, inferring some two kilometres of post mid-Triassic missing section. 
Coal rank studies by Middleton (1989) indicated that uplift and erosion of several kilometres 
took place along the entire east coast of Australia. The more recent work of Faiz and Hutton 
(1993) supports this model. Burial history models presented by Middleton and Schmidt (1982), 
Grybowski (1992) and Bai et al. (2001) are all similar, indicating a strong mid Cretaceous 
uplift phase. These models are consistent with currently preserved sedimentary section, high 
vitrinite reflectance values in surface rocks, apatite fission track data (Dumitru et al., 1991) and 
fluid inclusion temperatures much higher than at present (Bai et al., 2001). 

Offshore seismic data indicates an additional 2.1 km of the combined Late Permian Illawarra 
Coal Measures and Early to Middle Triassic succession removed from the offshore uplift, in 
the NE comer of the study area, compared to the sections seen in Terrigal-lIlA and Dural 
South-I. Subsequent Tasman Sea rifting has caused the collapse and subsidence of the eroded 
subcrop edge of the top 'Gerringong Volcanics' to over 0.5 km below present sea level. 

The mid-Cretaceous uplift of the basin has serious implications for the integrity of earlier 
structural traps as well as casting doubt on the coincidence of any structuring with peak 
hydrocarbon generation and migration. Such a proposed significant late offshore uplift also 
impacts on the porosity of potential reservoir intervals and may have degraded potential carrier 
beds. This late stage structuring may have initiated and subsequently breached features such as 
the onshore Dural Dome and may account for the oil seeps and slicks detected around the 
central coast of New South Wales recorded by Strevens (1963). These slicks were probably 
sourced from mature to overmature fractured Illawarra Coal Measures preserved within the 
offshore syncline. 

RESERVOIR QUALITY 
Reservoir petrological studies combined with core plug porosity and permeability studies 
(Mayne et aI. , 1974) indicate that reservoir quality is a significant issue within the onshore 
Sydney Basin. Petrographic studies undertaken by Arditto (2003) indicate that the Broughton 
Formation (upper Shoalhaven Group) and Pheasants Nest Formation (lower Illawarra Coal 
Measures) are rich in labile volcanic lithic clasts, are choked with diagenetic clays, carbonates 
and zeolites and are not suitable reservoirs . In contrast, the Marrangaroo Conglomerate (basal 
Sydney Subgroup of the Illawarra Coal Measures) is quartz-rich and retains adequate reservoir 
characteristics (Arditto, 2003). Bai et al (2001) undertook a petrographic, isotopic and fluid 
inclusion investigation of sandstones from the basal Sydney Subgroup and overlying 
Narrabeen Group to document the fluid flow history of pore waters and hydrocarbons. Quartz
rich arenites of the basal Sydney Subgroup show successive diagenetic development of early 
ferroan carbonates (commonly ankerite), quartz overgrowths and late illite rim cements. Oil 
inclusions were evident in quartz overgrowths and healed fractures in intervals that are now 
water-wet. Dawsonite (hydrated sodium aluminium carbonate), the last diagenetic phase 
precipitated, requires the presence of excessive carbon dioxide for which isotope data indicates 
a magmatic source related to mid-Cretaceous basin uplift and the Tertiary volcanism evident 
over much of the onshore basin. 

HYDROCARBON PROSPECTIVITY 
Detailed seismic mapping within PEP II indicates that the potentially prospective reservoirs of 
the Narrabeen Group have largely been removed by erosion. Quartz-rich arenites of the basal 
Sydney Subgroup are also interpreted to be absent over the main area of the offshore uplift. 
The remnant volcanic litharenites of the basal Cumberland Subgroup which subcrop the top 
Sydney Basin unconformity over the uplift area are most likely to be poor quality and also too 
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shallow for oil preservation. The Nowra Sandstone is also likely to be only poorly developed or 
absent within the offshore uplift (Arditto, 2001, 2003). Adequate reservoir facies within the 
deeper Snapper Point Formation is difficult to predict, with the study area being 35 km more 
basinward of the nearest onshore control point in Dural South-I. Hydrocarbon kitchens able to 
source these Shoalhaven Group reservoirs (Berry Siltstone and Wandrawandian Siltstone) are 
also likely to be gas-prone at best. 

Structural closures around tilted fault blocks along the eastern flank of the offshore syncline 
may be the most viable oil targets. There is a significant thickness of Illawarra Coal Measures 
preserved within the offshore syncline which contain volumetrically appreciable amounts of 
liquid- and wet gas-prone carbonaceous and coaly source rocks. Mullard et al. (1983) and AGL 
(1985) give examples of oil occurrences generated from this coal measure succession. The 
basal quartz-rich arenites of the Sydney Subgroup (Marrangaroo Conglomerate), both as high
energy stacked fluvial channel and shoreface successions (Havord et ai., 1984), are also likely 
to be preserved within the offshore syncline. These quartz-rich facies are well exposed along 
the coast around Thirroul Beach, to the south, and in nearby exploration bores such as AGL 
Bootleg-2A and -8, DM Cape Banks-I and NGOC Balmain-I. 

Balmain-l was a percussion well drilled out from the base of the old Sydney Harbour 
Collieries Ltd 'Birthday Shaft' by the Natural Gas and Oil Corporation, during the period 1935 
to 1937, to a TD of 1504.2 m. At 1271.3 m the well encountered some 15 m of Marrangaroo 
Conglomerate equivalent before entering the Erins Vale Formation and terminating within the 
Kulnura Marine Tongue. Strong oil and gas shows were encountered throughout the 
Marrangaroo Conglomerate. This interval, together with the underlying Erins Vale Formation, 
was subsequently hydrochloric acid-stimulated (probably causing significant formation 
damage) and, later, shot using an unsuitable type of cartridge (Raggatt & Crespin, 1941). 
Natural gas, which flowed from this well (methane 97.2%, ethane 2.8%), was used as a petrol 
substitute in motor vehicles during WWII. 

Regional seal over the Marrangaroo Conglomerate reservoirs would be provided by the 
overlying distal delta front to prodelta mudstones of the basal Wilton Formation. This basal 
Sydney Subgroup hydrocarbon play has been previously discussed by Arditto (1987a). The 
basal Sydney Subgroup within this offshore tilted fault block trend is relatively shallow, 
however, generally 450 m or so below the top Sydney Basin unconformity, and biodegradation 
of any re-migrated oil may be a significant issue. Temperature data from the nearby onshore 
OM Cape Banks-I indicates a temperature gradient of 3°C/IOO m throughout the Triassic and 
Late Permian, which re-enforces the high risk of biodegredation. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents a relatively unambiguous stratigraphic and structural interpretation for the 
central and southern portions of PEP II. Maturation data and burial history modelling indicates 
the Sydney Basin is an exhumed basin with a relatively late uplift history. Reservoir quality has 
suffered too from having been previously more deeply buried. Present day structures capable of 
pooling migrated hydrocarbons are inferred to young (mid-Cretaceous) and are likely to post
date peak generation from the best oil- and gas-prone source rocks of the Illawarra Coal 
Measures. Nevertheless remigration of earlier pooled hydrocarbons can be invoked but with 
the risk of degraded carrier beds and poor reservoir quality. 

This study points to tilted fault block structural traps within the offshore syncline as being the 
most prospective for oil, albeit a high risk play. Quartz-rich arenites of the basal Sydney 
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Subgroup are most likely to be the best reservoirs, although preservation of reservoir quality is 
likely to depend on entrapment of hydrocarbons early in their burial history. Given the close 
proximity of good mature source rocks, the main geological risks for this play are structural 
timing/migration and preservation. Detailed structural delineation in this area of poor seismic 
data quality requires additional reprocessing of the 1981 data or acquisition of new data with 
processing taking into account the seabed along the western flank of PEP II being coincident 
with the indurated top Sydney Basin unconformity. 

Deeper structural objectives such as the Nowra Sandstone and Snapper Point Fonnation, if of 
adequate reservoir quality, cannot be directly imaged due to poor signal-to-noise ratio on the 
currently reprocessed 1981 data. 
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ABSTRACT 
Zircon-bearing rhyolitic and dacitic airfall tuffs in the Late Permian Sydney Basin coal 
measures provide ideal chronostratigraphic markers due to their widespread occurrence and 
rapid emplacement. SHRIMP U-Pb zircon dates for several stratigraphically-controlled 
airfall tuffs are consistent with their relative ages and biostratigraphic data, and indicate that 
the Illawarra Coal Measures accumulated in less than -12 million years. Isotopic ages of the 
Awaba Tuff and the Burragorang Claystone Member are indistinguishable within analytical 
uncertainty and support the correlation of these units proposed previously on the basis of 
geochemical fingerprinting. Deposition of coal-bearing sequences in the southern Sydney 
Basin apparently commenced a few million years before deposition of similar sequences in 
the Bowen Basin but deposition ceased at the same time in both regions. 

INTRODUCTION 
Deposition of the Sydney Basin coal-bearing sequence was coeval with volcanism associated 
with subduction along the east coast of Gondwana. Much of the volcanism was explosive and 
resulted in the formation of many, widely distributed felsic airfall tuffs that generally thin 
towards the western margin of the basin. Based on their distribution and the contemporaneity 
with Gondwanan magmatism, the source of the tuffs is attributed to an offshore volcanic belt 
that has been termed the Currarong Orogen (Jones et at., 1984; Veevers el al., 1994) or the 
Offshore Uplift (Herbert, 1994; Kramer el aI., 2001). 

The combination of a low energy environment and rapid burial of deposits in Sydney Basin 
coal measures was conducive to the preservation of these airfall tuffs, which can be used as 
chronostratigraphic markers due to their widespread distribution and essentially instantaneous 
emplacement. Geochemical fingerprinting has been used to correlate Late Permian tuffs and 
associated tonsteins in the geographically adjacent Newcastle and Wollombi Coal Measures 
of the northern Sydney Basin (Kramer et al. 2001), and three major tuffs in the IlIawarra Coal 
Measures of the southern Sydney Basin (Grevenitz el at., 2003). In addition, the latter study 
suggested that the Awaba and Warners Bay Tuffs of the northern Sydney Basin correlate with 
the Burragorang and Farrnborough Claystone Members of the southern Sydney Basin, 
respectively. These studies within and between coalfields have provided a relative time scale 
for the Permian sequence in the Sydney Basin. 

The major aim of the current study was to determine a numerical time scale for the coal 
measure deposition. We have identified and sampled five, zircon-bearing, rhyolitic to dacitic 
airfall tuffs that span the stratigraphic interval from the top of the Shoalhaven Group to just 
below the Hawkesbury Sandstone in the southern Sydney Basin (Figure 1). In addition, a 
sample of the Awaba Tuff from the northern Sydney Basin was also collected to determine its 
age and correlation with the Burragorang Claystone Member. 
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Figure 1 Simplified stratigraphy of the southern Sydney Basin. 

RESULTS 
Zircon grains were separated using standard crushing and heavy-liquid procedures. All 
sampled tuffs contain clear, euhedral, mainly prismatic zircon crystals with pyramidal 
terminations. Cathodoluminescence images reveal zoned internal structures indicative of a 
relatively simple, melt-precipitated history for the grains. SHRIMP II at the Research School 
of Earth Sciences, Australian National University, was used to determine the U-Pb age of 
crystallisation of these zircon grains. Because the airfalls are relatively cool, distal pyroclastic 
units, zircon crystallisation probably would have preceded stratigraphic emplacement but the 
time difference between crystallisation and eruption would be within the analytical 
uncertainty on measured isotopic ages. 

U-Pb SHRIMP dates have been determined for the Northfields tuff (informal unit a few 
metres below the top of the Shoalhaven Group), Huntley Claystone Member, Farmborough 
Claystone Member (two subunits 1 m apart), Burragorang Claystone Member and the Garie 
Formation. Within analytical uncertainty the dates for the five units concur with their relative 
ages based on stratigraphic positions. In addition, the isotopic data support the Late Permian 
and Triassic ages of the units based on biostratigraphic and other evidence, and indicate that 
the IlJawarra Coal Measures were deposited in the relatively short time interval of less than 
-12 million years. This estimate is very similar to that proposed by Gulson et al. (1990) who 
suggested that the combined Tomago and Newcastle Coal Measures of the northern Sydney 
Basin accumulated in -10 million years. 
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The Awaba Tuff occurs near the top of the Newcastle Coal Measures and can be correlated 
geochemically with the Burragorang Claystone Member from near the top of the Illawarra 
Coal Measures (Grevenitz et al., 2003). This proposed correlation is supported by our 
SHRIMP dates for these two units and a conventional U-Pb date on zircon from the Awaba 
Tuff published by Gulson et al. (J 990). All three dates are indistinguishable within analytical 
uncertainty . 

The new U-Pb dates provide a basis for comparing the timing of development of coal 
measures in the Sydney and Bowen Basins. The Platypus Tuff Bed of the Moranbah Coal 
Measures (basal unit of the Blackwater Group, Bowen Basin) has a SHRIMP U-Pb zircon 
age of 258.9±2.7 Ma (Michaelsen et al., 2001). This date implies that deposition of coal
bearing sequences in the Bowen Basin commenced a few million years after deposition of 
similar sequences in the southern Sydney Basin but deposition ceased at the same time (at the 
Permian-Triassic boundary; 251 Ma) in both regions. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Middle Permian Wandrawandian Siltstone at Warden Head near Ulladulla in the 
southern Sydney Basin is dominated by fossiliferous siltstone and mudstone, with a large 
amount of dropstones (lonestones) and some pebbly sandstone beds. Two general types of 
deposits are recognised from the cliff succession in view of the timing and mechanism of 
their formation. One is represented by the background (or primary) deposits of offshore to 
slope environments with abundant dropstones of glacial marine origin. This facies occurs 
throughout the cliff sections at Warden Head. The second type is distinguished by secondary, 
soft-sediinent deformational deposits and structures of the primary (background) deposits, 
and comprises three successive layers of sandy mudstone dikes. In the second type of deposit, 
metre scale, laterally extensive syn-depositional slump deformation structures occur 
extensively in the middle part of the Wandrawandian Siltstone. The deformation structures 
vary in morphology and pattern, including large-scale complex-type folds, flexural 
stratification, concave-up structures, small-magnitude faults accompanied by folding and 
brecciation. The slumps and associated syn-depositional structures are herein attributed to 
penecontemporaneous deformations of soft sediments (mostly mud and silty mud), formed as 
a result of mass movement of unconsolidated and/or semi-consolidated substrate following 
earthquake events. The occurrence of the earthquake event deposits (or seismites) at Warden 
Head supports the current view that the Sydney Basin was located in a back-arc setting near 
the New England magmatic arc on an active continental margin during the Middle Permian, 
and the timing of the earthquake events is here interpreted to indicate the onset of the Hunter
Bowen Orogeny in the southern Sydney Basin. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Permian System of the southern Sydney Basin comprises both marine and nonmarine 
sedimentary sequences, as well as igneous rocks. The marine portion of the Permian 
sedimentary succession comprises the Wasp Head Formation of the Tallaterang Group and 
the Shoal haven Group. The Wandrawandian Siltstone occurs in the middle part of the 
Shoalhaven Group and locally contains well preserved soft-sediment deformation structures, 
which form the primary subject of the present study. 

Several previous studies have summarized the stratigraphy of the Wandrawandian Siltstone 
and its faunas (e.g., Dickins et aI., 1969; Gostin & Herbert, 1973; Eyles et aI., 1998); but few 
have attempted to discuss the origin of the soft sediment deformation structures within the 
siltstone-dominated succession. Brown (1925, p.26) was probably the first to note in any 
detail the occurrence of these peculiar structures: "More intensive folding and contortion 
occur in fossiliferous calcareous mudstones at Warden Head and North Head of Ulladulla 
Harbour. These contortions seem to have been contemporaneous with the formation of the 
beds, as they do not affect those beds immediately higher in the series." Later Gostin and 
Herbert (1973), in a comprehensive stratigraphic study that summarized and rationalized the 
stratigraphic nomenclature of the southern Sydney Basin, also briefly noted the presence of 
soft-sediment deformation structures in the "Ulladulla Mudstone" (now Wandrawandian 
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Siltstone) and described them as "penecontemporaneous slump structures", but offered no 
interpretation as to how these slumps were formed. In the same paper, Gostin and Herbert 
(1973, p. 69) also noted that the zone of slumped beds "must have involved beds at least 4 
Icm' in area." In a passing comment of a detailed recent study of the depositional 
environments of the Lower Permian southern Sydney Basin sequence, Eyles et al. (1998, p. 
147) wrote that "The presence of volcanic ash and slumped mudstone horizons in F A6 (i.e., 
mudstones, graded conglomerates and sandstones) also suggests tectonic influence on slope 
activity, possibly arising from seismic shaking.", but no further discussions were provided. 

In the current paper, we attempt to present a new interpretation of the soft sediment 
deformation structures based on our recent field observations at Warden Head and also in 
view of comparisons with similar structures that have been reported from several overseas 
case studies. Our main conclusions are that these structures most likely represent earthquake 
event deposits and may have been caused by the onset of the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny. To this 
end, our conclusions concur on the suggestion made by Eyles et al. (1998). 

STRATIGRAPHY 
The Wandrawandian Siltstone is well exposed along the coast from Lagoon Head to Warden 
Head near Ulladulla in the southern Sydney Basin. At Warden Head, the unit is dominated by 
fossiliferous siltstone and mudstone, with a large amount of dropstones and minor pebbly 
sandstone beds. The maximum measurable thickness of the siltstone at Warden Head is about 
40 m (Fig. lB). Detailed field observations suggest that the Wandrawandian Siltstone at 
Warden Head can be divided into three units based on lithology and sedimentary structures 
(Shi in Shi & McLoughlin, 1997) (Fig. lB). The basal unit is exposed on the shore platform 
extending from the base of the Warden Head cliff eastward into an unknown depth and 
distance to the sea. This unit is dominated by fine pebbly sandstone and siltstone with 
bioturbated structures, clusters of concentrated pebbles, and occasionally large boulders 
("erratics") up to 1.5 m in diameter. The middle unit, which is dominated by fine-laminated 
siltstone and mudstone, is a "chaotic" interval comprising large, laterally extensive syn
depositional slumps (see below for more details). The upper unit is dominated by very 
fossiliferous, monotonously laminated, locally bioturbated siltstone and mudstone. 

Abundant marine fossils especially bivalves, brachiopods, bryozoans and gastropods occur 
throughout the Warden Head sequence, especially in the upper unit. A Terrakea-dominated 
brachiopod assemblage is particularly abundant in the middle part of the upper unit. An 
association of large bivalves such as Vacunella, Myonia and Deltopecten and brachiopods 
such as Tomiopsis and Sulciplica is concentrated near the top of the upper unit. On the basis 
of bivalves, brachiopods and foraminifera, Dickins et aI. (1969) determined the age of the 
Wandrawandian Siltstone as late 'Early Permian' in the old two-fold Permian 
chronostratigraphic scale. However, in view of the bipolar distribution of the Terrakea fauna, 
which also occurs in northeast Asia and several other places in the Arctic, a Wordian age 
(Guadalupian, Middle Permian) seems reasonable for the siltstone unit. 

To date, the Wandrawandian Siltstone has been widely interpreted as a deposit of offshore to 
slope environment, in which influence of wave actions was restricted probably by the 
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presence of both rafting surface ice and an offshore volcanic arc. As mentioned above, 
dropstones of varying sizes (10-150 em in dimensions) and types (quartzite, chert, slate and 
granite) are frequently encountered throughout the Wandrawandian Siltstone succession at 
Warden Head, and are most common in the lower unit on the wave-cut shore platform. These 
erratic pebbles and boulders have been widely interpreted to indicate the presence of rafting 
ice on the sea surface and hence cool climatic conditions at the time (Eyes et aJ. 1998). The 
cool climate indicated by the erratics is also evidently corroborated by the occurrence of a 
low-diversity, high-abundance benthic fauna and glendonites - pseudomorphs of cold-water 
glauberite or thenardite minerals. 

SOFT-SEDIMENT DEFORMATIONAL STRUCTURES 
Cracks and dykes 
Three successive horizons of steeply inclined to vertical cracks have been observed from the 
Wandrawandian Siltstone at Warden Head: two from the lower unit, and one from the base of 
the middle unit (Fig. I B). The cracks are mainly tensile, irregular in shape and profile, and 
confined within natural layers without conjugacy, and when viewed from depositional 
surface, they are oriented in disorderly fashion. 

All the cracks are filled by mud with minor sand, resulting in the formation of sandy 
mudstone dikes. Widths of the mudstone dikes from the lower unit vary from 3-8 em. A third 
dike, from the base of the middle unit, is wedge shaped, ranging in width from 1.5 cm at the 
bottom up to 30 cm at the top, and up to 70 cm in depth. Internally, the lithology of the sandy 
mudstone dikes is dominated by mud, mixed with minor amount of poorly sorted and angular 
to subangular quartz sand and occasional fragments of shelly fossils . The mud dikes are 
clearly demarcated in both lithology and primary color from the surrounding primary deposits 
of dark-grey, richly fossiliferous mudstones. These cracks and their in-filled sandy mudstone 
dikes are evidently different from desiccation cracks characterized by well defined geometry 
and connectivity; they are also evidently different from such post-depositional structures as 
conjugated tensile-shear or compression-shear structures, which are typically arranged in 
orderly fashion with planner fractures filled with quartz veins. We therefore consider the 
cracks and their in-filled sandy mudstone dikes as primary depositional features formed in a 
secondary process shortly after the deposition of the primary mud sediment as a result of soft
sediment mobilization and subsequent deformation (cracking/fracturing) followed by mud 
and sand infilling (see below for details) (Fig. IC). 

Folds, depressions, slumps, faults and brecciations 
Syn-depositional slump deformations of varying morphology are common at Warden Head. 
These are usually observed at metre scale and confined to the middle unit of the 
Wandrawandian Siltstone. Associated with these slump structures are large-scale complex
type folds, flexural stratification, concave-up structures (depressions), brecciation, and faults 
of small displacement. 

The large-scale complex-type folds are the most common deformation structures observed at 
the middle unit and extend laterally over the entire strike-parallel cliff section. In vertical 
section, the folds are frequently represented by inverse or recumbent folds with a complex 
and irregular shape. In almost every case, the overturned upper flank lies horizontally and 
merges into an overlying horizontal layer. Laterally, the folds emerge abruptly from an 
undistorted underlying layer and may disintegrate in discontinuous, subhorizontal beds. Most 
of the folds extend laterally for 2 to 8 m. Up section, the complexity of the fold shapes seems 
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graded, with more complicated shapes appearing in the upper part of the folded strata and less 
complex folds in the lower part. There are no discernible breaks recognisable at the contact 
between the folded strata and the underlying undisturbed layers, and in some cases the folds 
show evidence of clear shearing against the underlying layers. The shear planes resemble 
primary glide planes. The axes for most of the slumping folds are sub-horizontal or gently 
inclined southwards, and are roughly parallel with each other. The strike of the folds is SSW
NNE, with the axial plane generally gently inclined westward (260-2850) at a dip angle 
between 20-300, suggesting an easterly direction of slumping. 

At Warden Head, the complex-type recumbent folds are commonly associated with flexural 
stratification, depressions, brecciation, faulting of small magnitude. Flexural stratification 
usually develops in the middle unit, especially at the northernmost part of Warden Head, 
where it is measured 12 m long with dip angle at 20-250, and unconformably overlain by 
undeformed layers. The concave-up depressional structures develop locally within the folded 
strata and exhibit broad concave layers. An individual concave-up structure is up to 500 cm 
long and 50 cm deep. 

Small-scale, localized faults are usually found in the folded middle unit at Warden Head; they 
have undulant or curved concave-up shear planes. Most faults are oriented roughly parallel to 
each other, and gently inclined westwards, suggesting an easterly direction of slumping. In 
most cases, these faults are associated with brecciations. The latter are indicated by the 
accumulation of fragmented original sedimentary layers along the folded/fractured horizons. 
These fragments are distributed disorderly and range from 50 to 110 cm in size. In some 
cases, large fragments are seen totally displaced and 'floating' within the matrix rock, and as 
such they provide excellent examples of rotating and displacement of plastic sedimentary 
layers accompanying folding and faulting in the process of slumping and hydroplastic 
deformation. 

DISCUSSION 
The cracks described above look very similar to seismic cracks reported by Mohindra and 
Bagati (1996) from the 19 January 1975 Kinnaur earthquake of India. Likewise, the sandy 
mudstone dikes at Warden Head also appear strikingly similar to the infillings of seismic 
cracks created by earthquake events reported by Mohindra and Bagati (1996) in the Kinnaur 
earthquake and also resemble structures from some ancient seismites (Anand & Jain 1987; 
Guiraud & Plaziat, 1993; Mohindra & Bagati, 1996; Bose et aI., 1997; Rossetti, 1999; Du et 
aI., 2001). 

All the slump deformational structures cited above are restricted to the middle unit of the 
Wandrawandian Siltstone at Warden Head, separated from the undeformed beds of the lower 
and upper units, and can be correlated over a definite distance along the strike. This spatial 
pattern therefore appears to indicate that the various deformation structures are genetically 
related and represent penecontemporaneous syn-depositional deformation structures 
involving unconsolidated and/or semiconsolidated silty mud. Furthermore, it also appears 
apparent that the deformation events involved both slumping and sliding, and that the folding 
caused by slumping propagated below the sediment-water interface. The undeformed upper 
unit above the folded strata was clearly formed after the folding deformation occurred. 

Interestingly, the slump deformation structures observed at Warden Head exhibit forms 
similar to those reported by Mohindra and Bagati (1996), Bose et al. (1997), Rossetti (1999) 
and Rossetti and Goes (2000). In particular, the slump folds described above can be closely 
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compared with similar slump folds from the Koldaha Shale of India (Bose et aI., 1997), a 
submarine seismite deposit of the Tabernas Basin, Spain (Kleverlaan, 1987), and the 
seismites of a syn-sedimentary strike-slip basin of Upper Benue, Nigeria (Guirand & Plaziat, 
1993). These comparisons would imply that the slump folds at Warden Head were products 
of earthquake-related slope failure and subsequent slumping on an offshore inclined substrate 
of unknown gradient (Fig. I C). Similarly, the flexural stratification observed at Warden Head 
is very similar to flexures reported by Bose et al. (1997) from the slope-controlled seismic 
deformation of the Koldaha Shale, India, suggesting that the flexural stratifications at Warden 
Head were most likely initiated by the uplifting of unconsolidated wet or plastic-state 
sedimentary layers. 

Therefore, all the evidence in hand seems to suggest that the soft sediment deformational 
structures of the Wandrawandian Siltstone at Warden Head are reminiscent of similar syn
depositional deformation structures formed by external processes associated with seismic 
shock episodes, and may be related to contemporaneous seismic activities in the area during 
the Middle Permian. It is possible that seismically induced movements preferentially affected 
the offshore areas that were experiencing overloading due to either excessive and rapid 
sediment influx or intensified tectonic compression or both, causing substrate instability and 
hence increasing susceptibility to ramp failure and sediment mass movement. Absence of a 
discernible detachment plane with underlying undisturbed strata suggests that there was 
apparently strong basal resistance to sliding. This would therefore account for the upward 
progression in the complexity· of fold shapes. The concave-up depressional structures, 
judging by their scale, shape and especially their close association with other deformational 
structures within the folded strata, may have been formed by sinking of clayey plastic 
sediment layers involved in a submarine slump movement. 

The reaction of sediment deposited on a given slope to seismic shocks depends largely on 
their textures and grain size (Seilacher 1984). Unlike sand or silt, which is easy to fluidize 
and develop soft-sediment deformation, mud tends to behave differently. Because of their 
cohesiveness, individual beds of mud react plastically before slides and slumps develop. 
However, a large amount of bioclasts in the slumped mudstone beds would have increased 
their deformability. When seismic shocks took place, slides and slumps would usually 
develop on a failed slope. 

It is thus plausible that at least three intense earthquake events occurred during the deposition 
of the lower and middle parts of the Wandrawandian Siltstone at Warden Head, each 
corresponding to a layer of depositional dikes and slump deposits (Fig. 1 C). Furthermore, the 
up-section trend in the progression of the complexity of the deformation structures through 
the lower and middle units may suggest a progressive succession upwards from seismic 
cracking to slump deposits. Thus, it is possible to reconstruct the history of an individual 
earthquake event and the progression of resultant deformation structures (Fig. I C). When an 
earthquake took place, seismic cracks formed first as a result of intensive crustal vibration 
and the soft, semi-consolidated sedimentary layers became mobilized. These cracks were 
subsequently filled by mud and sand from deposition and mobilized sediment, resulting in the 
formation of sandy mudstone dikes. Finally, slumping and folding developed as the 
earthquake progressed and associated deformation of the semi-consolidated sediment layers 
intensified (Fig. 1 C). 

In terms of regional tectonic implications, the earthquake events inferred from the soft 
sediment deformation structures may be related to the Permian tectonism of the Sydney Basin 
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and neighboring New England Fold Belt. As noted by Tye et al. (1996), the Sydney Basin 
experienced three tectonic stages from the latest Carboniferous to the Middle Triassic: a 
back-arc extensional phase, a passive thermal sag phase, and a flexural loading and increased 
compressional phase. The timing of the above inferred earthquake events is broadly coeval 
with the start of the final compressional stage and therefore would indicate the onset of a 
major orogenic movement affecting the entire Sydney Basin at this time. Interestingly, this 
timing can be well matched with the emplacement of comparable "Upper Permian" (we 
interpret it as Middle Permian in the current three fold Permian time scale) submarine mass
wasting deposits in the Bowen Basin, which has also been linked to the onset of foreland 
thrust loading (Fielding et aI., 1997). 

As already suggested, the Wandrawandian Siltstone was deposited in a rapidly subsiding and 
unstable offshore environment located behind and protected by an offshore volcanic arc. This 
suggestion is consistent with current view that the Sydney Basin was a back-arc basin during 
the Middle Permian, facing to the east and northeast a rapidly rising magmatic arc system 
(i.e., the New England Magmatic Arc). In this interpretation, intensified westward 
overthrusting of the New England Magmatic Arc would be held accountable for the rapid 
subsidence and subsequent formation of an unstable east-facing shelf or ramp in the southern 
part of the Sydney Basin, characterised by submarine earthquakes and slope failure causing 
sediment flow, sliding, and slumping deformations. The three successions of sandy mudstone 
dikes and slump deformations recorded in the Wandrawandian Siltstone at Warden Head thus 
would be related to episodic seismic events that took place in an area close to the trench and 
subduction (overthrust) zone of the New England Magmatic Arc. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, we consider the cracks, sedimentary dikes and extensive soft-sediment 
deformation structures (folds, faults, slides, slumps, breeciations) from the lower and middle 
units of the Wandrawandian Siltstone at Warden Head as earthquake event deposits or 
seismites; they were formed on a relatively steep offshore to slope environment from mass 
movement of unconsolidated and/or semi-consolidated (i.e., plastic state) sediments and 
sedimentary layers. Each succession of depositional dikes and slumps appears to constitute a 
relatively complete earthquake event depositional track. The origin of the earthquakes is 
considered to be related to the onset of intensified subduction along the New England 
Magmatic Arc in the eastern and northeastern part of the Sydney Basin and may be correlated 
in timing with the onset of the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Wingecarribee peat deposit, was Australia's largest intact mainland peat deposit until a 
combination of factors in 1998 resulted in the collapse and erosion of the peat. Whilst 
perhaps disastrous for the long-term survival of the peat, the unique event exposed large 
sections of peat that provided an ideal opportunity to study a reasonably large body of 
precursor organic matter for coal seams. Measured sections of the peat provided knowledge 
ofthe peat-layer morphology and surveyed transects across the peat gave an insight into the 
basement topography and thickness ofthe peat remaining after the slump. Exposure oflogs 
and tree stumps provided material for radiocarbon dating. 

Coals are commonly divided into paralic coals, those that develop in coastal basins and 
limnic coals, or those that develop in lakes and continental basins. Apart from scale, does 
the Wingecarribee peat, and similar deposits, provide any insight into the early stages of 
coal formation? 

In this paper, the properties of the Wingecarribee peat are compared with the properties of 
coal and the setting of Wingecarribee peat is discussed in light of the three main factors 
influencing coal development given in most coal texts: 
1. evolutionary development of the flora, 
11. climate, and 
iii. geographical and structural position of the region. 

INTRODUCTION 
Wingecarribee Swamp, approximately 5km long (east to west) and 750m wide and elevated 
670m above sea level, contained the largest pristine montane peat deposit on mainland 
Australia until August 1998 when erosion and mass slumping resulted in structural failure 
and loss of a considerable part of the peat. The deposit lies 3km west of Robertson, and 
approximately 20km west of the Illawarra Escarpment, NSW and is part of the 
Warragamba hydrological catchment, which supplies the bulk of Sydney's water supply. 
The catchment covers an area of 40 square km with the main feeder creek, Caalang Creek, 
bringing the bulk of surface runoff to the swamp. It was also believed that the peat receives 
a lot of water through seepage from the adjacent grazing and agricultural land. 

Mining leases for the extraction of peat from Wingecarribee Swamp were granted as 
Special Leases 567 and 568 under the Mining Act 1906 on 16 June 1971. Consent to mine 
was granted by the Department of Mines in the same year. Peat was extracted from the 
swamp continuously from 1 July 1976, by several leaseholders, including Australian Peat 
Mining Pty Ltd, Timvic Pty Ltd and the most recent leaseholder, Emerald Peat Pty Ltd, a 
SUbsidiary of Amgrow Pty Ltd. 
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Emerald Peat used a wet extraction method where peat is extracted with a clamshell bucket 
dredge mounted on a floating pontoon Department of Mineral Resources (DMR), (997). 
The surface vegetation overlying the peat body was removed and stockpiled on the southern 
banks of the swamp (DMR, 1997). Underlying peat was then extracted to a depth of 
approximately 3m. A total of approximately 26 hectares of peat was extracted. In 1996 
extraction was at a rate of 86m2 per day (O'Loughlin, 1998). 

Mining lease 567 expired on 31 December 1991 and mining lease 568 on 31 December 
1992 (Sydney Water Catchment (SWC), 1998). Despite the expiration of both leases, 
mining continued until March 1998. In 1995 SWC, along with the NSW National Parks and 
Wildlife Service, the Environment Protection Authority, the Royal Botanic Gardens and the 
National Trust of NSW, objected to the renewal of both mining leases. In March 1998 the 
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning bypassed the Minister for Mineral Resources and 
placed an Interim Conservation Order on the swamp. This action, recommended by the 
NSW Heritage Council, forced the suspension of mining at Wingecarribee Swamp. 

Wingecarribee Swamp lies in the gently sloping upper catchment valley of the 
Wingecarribee River. Prior to the collapse of the swamp in 1998, the swamp acted as a 
natural filter that trapped sediments, nutrients and heavy metals, especially from nearby 
agricultural land. The swamp also acted as a screen to reduce velocity of flow into the 
reservoir. These important tasks have been essentially negated by the collapse. 

Although surface and sub-surface water (namely rainfall entering the swamp from Caalang 
Creek and the surrounding hills, and groundwater) are involved in the hydrological system 
of the Wingecarribee Swamp, the swamp water input was thought to have been maintained 
primarily by groundwater springs at the junctions of sandstone and basalt (Hope and 
Southern, 1984; Fiander, 1993). 

Prior to the collapse in 1998, the swamp surface was relatively flat and devoid of channels 
and fragmented islands of peat that characterise the swamp today. Although the flooding of 
the swamp to produce Wingecarribee Reservoir in 1974 altered the swamp hydrology, it 
was conditions were still favourable for peat accumulation. Mining in the swamp by 
Emerald Peat from 1976 to 1998 affected the internal structural integrity of the swamp and 
this was probably a contributing factor in the collapse. However, the majority of the swamp 
still supported a large array of plants and animals and effectively trapped water which 
filtered through the entire swamp and out into Wingecarribee Reservoir (A WT, 1998). 

The peat collapse of August 1998 has seen the hydrology of the swamp dramatically 
altered. Large fractures and gaps appear between sizeable blocks of peat, exposing the 
previously hidden stratigraphy in bare faces. The surface peat at the eastern area of the 
swamp is highly desiccated and has minimal moisture content. This loss of the water 
holding capacity of the peat may have caused irreversible damage to the peat deposit 
(A WT, 1998). Prior to the failure, standing surface water was not common except after 
heavy rainfall (A WT, 1998). 

Studies (Smith, 2000; Hales 2001) were was undertaken to provide some baseline data on 
the physical nature of the peat, the remaining thickness of peat, depth to the watertable and 
age of the peat, the premise being that growth rates and physical parameters of the peat may 
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Figure 1. Map of Wingecarribee peat swamp showing selected features 

provide an understanding of peat growth and development and from this it might be 
possible to better understand what might be done to allow peat regeneration. 
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CLIMATE 
The area surrounding Wingecarribee Swamp has a temperate climate, experiencing cool 
summers and cold winters (Sydney Catchment Authority & NSW National Parks and 
Wildlife Service, I 996). Temperatures in the coldest month, July, average 1.2°C (minimum 
daily temperature) to 11.7°C (maximum daily temperature). Temperatures in the hottest 
month, January, average l3°C (minimum daily temperature) to 24.SoC (maximum daily 
temperature). The average daily minimum temperature is 7°C and the average maximum 
daily temperature is l3°C. 

Rainfall is more variable spatially than temporally. The difference in rainfall between 
summer and winter is not significant. However, rainfall decreases to the west in the area. 
The average rainfall at the WIngecarribee Reservoir wall is 1400 mm, whereas to east of 
the swamp the annual rainfall increases to an average of 1600 mm. The orographic effect 
induced by the Illawarra escarpment results in the decrease in rainfall from east to west 
(Kodela & Hope 1992). 

Clearly the climate of the Southern Highlands is not a cold as would have been the case 
during parts of the Permian. Glendonites and drop stones in the Shoalhaven Group and the 
Erins Vale Formation of the Cumberland Group (Sydney Coal Measures) indicate a climate 
suitable for mountain glaciers. However, was the climate during the main episodes of peat 
formation as cold as that earlier in the Permian. There are few drop stones, if any, and no 
glendonites in the upper part of the Illawarra Coal Measures, apart from some small stones 
of equivocal origin in the Wilton Formation, which represent the part of the sequence 
deposited when the dominant peat forming episodes occurred. The question arises - was the 
climate during peat formation in the Permian in Australia as cold as we commonly believe? 

PHYSICAL NATURE OF THE PEAT 
A typical section through the peat shows at least layers of peat. At the base is a 20 cm layer 
of gelatinous peat that lack any substantial texture or particulate matter. Above this is a 
layer of matted fibrous peat. At the top of the peat is a layer dead and partly altered 
herbaceous plant matter derived from plants such as Phragmites and other plants growing 
in wet conditions. The substrate below the peat is commonly a white clay to grey 
carbonaceous clay that has developed through the weathering of the Hawkesbury 
Sandstone. The interesting feature is that in many cores there appears to have been little 
accumulation of organic matter in the clay and the boundary between the overlying peat 
and clay is very sharp. In at least three holes in the southwestern section of the peat where 
it has not been affected by slump, quartz pebbles derived from the Hawkesbury Sandstone 
are common immediately below the peat. For the Wingecarribee peat, the existence of a 
'seat earth' is debatable. 

Cross-sections of Wingecarribee Swamp measured by Smith (2000) and Hales (200 I) show 
profiles of the remaining peat and the swamp basement. The undisturbed arm of peat is 
characterised by a slightly domed topography, with the centre of the arm approximately 50 
cm higher than the edges. The peat surface is free from channels and generally covered in a 
shallow layer (1 to 20 cm) of water. The water level on the western side of the undisturbed 
arm was significantly higher than the water level on the eastern side on the one occasion it 
was measured. 

In contrast to the relatively smooth topography of the peat in the undisturbed southwest arm 
of the swamp, the main arm of the swamp is highly dissected. Peat blocks measuring from 
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Figure 2. Cross Section 1, disturbed peat central part of peat deposit. 
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Figure 3. Cross Section 3, disturbed peat central part of peat deposit. 

one square metre (plan view) to 10m by 10 m are separated by areas lacking peat, with 
erosion the swamp has eroded. An important feature is that basement has at least two 
major valleys. 

The stream now dissecting the swamp flows in a depression in the basement. Further east, 
the area of the swamp eroded to the basement decreases, however, large peat blocks are 
separated by areas eroded to basement 

There is a striking contrast between the basement profile of the Wingecarribee peat and the 
typical basement profiles of coal seams as revealed both by mining and drilling programs. 
Wingecarribee peat occupies a small highlands valley that is probably in the very early 
stages of erosion vertically despite the undulating hills surrounding the peat. The relatively 
flat basements for most coal seams suggest that the precursor peats occupied more mature 
valleys. A logical conclusion is that small highland pats such as Wingecarribee peat are 
unlikely to be precursors to coal. 
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AGE OF THE PEAT AND EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT OF FLORA 
Smith (2000) measured 14C values for pre-treated peat fibres and wood fragments obtained 
from a core and on cellulose extracted from wood from in-situ tree stumps throughout the 
western part of the swamp. Ages of the organic matter were calculated. 

Radiocarbon ages are listed in Table 1 where the 14C age is reported as years before present, 
where present is taken as the year 1950 AD (Arnold, 1996). The oldest peat fibres obtained 
were dated at 1780 ± 50 BP. The fibrous peat mat was dated as modern. 

Table 1. Ages of Peat, logs and stumps (from Smith, 2000) 

Material Dating Method Date ct 4c yr BP) 
Peat mat AMS Modern 
Fibrous peat RM Modern 
Fibrous peat AMS 50±40 

Tree stump RM 1120 ± 60 
Tree stump RM 2920 ± 90 
Tree stump RM 2370 ± 60 

N.B. AMS = Accelerator Mass Spectrometry at ANSTO AMS Laboratory, Lucas Heights NSW 
RM = Radiometric Dating at University ofWaikato Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory, NZ 

Smith (2000) recognised three growth phases of peat accumulation in Wingecarribee 
Swamp. The initial phase of accumulation had an accumulation rate averaging 2.77 emil 00 
years. The second phase had a higher accumulation rate of 68cmll 00 years, and the third, 
youngest phase occurred at a rate of 125cmll OOyears. 

Tree stump ages obtained from the central section ofWingecarribee Swamp fall between 
the ages of2320 ± 100 BP and approximately 2920 ± 90 BP. These ages are considerably 
older than the 14C derived age of 1120 ± 60 BP obtained from one in-situ stump further to 
the east. 

From a coal formation viewpoint, the significant differences in the ages of the peat derived 
from the herbaceous plants and the woody tissue from the stumps and logs is striking. The 
age for the basal gelatinous peat is much younger than the ages for the wood which 
maintains its textural integrity and appears to have undergone little peatification if any, 
despite its age. 

The commonly accepted premise is that vitrinite is derived from woody tissue that has 
undergone alteration in an oxygen-free environment and inertinite has undergone alteration 
in an environment with some oxygen. It is difficult to accept that woody logs and stumps, 
some in growth position, in the Wingecarribee peat have experienced different physico
chemical conditions since deposition. Also it is difficult to reconcile that the logs and 
stumps, given their dimensions and are enclosed in a matrix of herbaceous plants, could 
produce the vitrinite-inertinite textures found in most coals. 

On a larger scale, the history of the Wingecarribee peat appears to be of little change in that 
it has been dominated herbaceous plants throughout its history. There is no evidence of the 
community evolution that is commonly depicted in texts such as Stach (1982). Clearly the 
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Wingecarribee peat is either different to the predicted models that show community 
evolution or it still in the early stages of its evolution. However, given that the trees 
represented by logs and stumps were likely killed as a result of excess water levels, it is 
difficult to see similar plants developing in the future. 

CONCLUSIONS 
When considering the three main influencing factors in coal fonnation, a study of the 
Wingecarribee peat does not appear to be an analogue for coal formation. The 
Wingecarribee peat deposit has been derived mostly from herbaceous plants with no 
evidence of a forest stage and subsequent incorporation of large amounts of woody material 
into the peat. On the contrary, the distribution of tree trunks and the presence of stumps, 
with roots firmly anchored in the clay substrate, suggest that the swamp was originally 
occupied by woodland communities similar to those that surround the swamp at present. 
Terrestrial trees provided little organic matter to the peat layer. 

Profiles across the peat show the surface on which the peat developed is not flat but quite 
undulating with at least two valley-like depressions infilled with peat. The northern 
depression probably acted as a 'root' when slip occurred, thus preventing removal of peat 
from this area thus allowing the peat to maintain integrity in this part of the swamp. 

Radiocarbon dating of tree stumps and logs give much older ages the peat layers derived 
from herbaceous organic matter. Tree stumps and logs give ages ranging from 
approximately years 1120 years BP to 3000 years BP whereas the peat gives generally 
younger ages. There is little evidence that the stumps and logs have undergone significant 
textural alteration whereas the lowest peat layer appears to have been derived from 
significantly altered herbaceous plants. 

Wingecarribee peat is lacking is significant amounts of woody material. A coal that 
developed from a precursor similar to the Wingecarribee peat would be lacking in macerals 
derived from woody tissue. It would likely be a vitrinite-rich, inertinite-poor coal. 
Wingecarribee peat is not a good analogue for the cold climate Gondwana coals of 
Australia that have approximately equal amounts of vitrinite and inertinite. It is suggested 
that if the Wingecarribee peat was coalified it would probably produce desmocollinite 
rather than telocollinite. 

It is difficult to see that the Wingecarribee peat is similar to the precursor peats of the 
Permian cold-climate Gondwana coals of Australia and other Southern Hemisphere 
continents. 
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COMMENTS ON THE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE APPIN DISTRICT, SOUTHERN 
COALFIELD, NSW 

ABSTRACT 

John F Doylel and Greg. R Poole2 

IGeosensing Solutions PO Box 7 MARIULAN 2579 
2BHP Billiton Illawarra Coal PO Box 97 FIGTREE 2525 

Detailed exploration drilling through the Triassic and Upper Coal Measure sequence at 
Appin and Westcliff Collieries has provided an opportunity to examine the lateral variations 
in those strata as they diverge from the classic stratigraphy of the coastal escarpment of the 
Illawarra area. The Triassic Narrabeen strata are becoming rapidly sandier. The basal 
Coalcliff Sandstone has developed different geotechnical properties. 

INTRODUCTION 
BHPBilliton, Illawarra Coal has undertaken a series of boreholes and extensive seismic to 
delineate reserves in the Appin and Westcliff Collieries intended for extraction in the next 
five years. The bore holes have been drilled across the Douglas Park Syncline and in 
conjunction with previous exploration to the near north serve to illustrate the lithological 
variations of the Narrabeen Group in this area. 

r-~~~~~----~--~ 

Figure 1 : Locality Diagram 

The lowermost formation of the Narrabeen Group is the CoalcliffSandstone which is 
overlain by the Wombarra Shale. Bunny (J 972) in his reporting of the geology of the 
Southern Sydney Basin used the term "Wombarra Formation" which included the "Coalcliff 
Greywacke" Moffitt (\998) retained the formation status of the CoalcliffSandstone, but 
restricted its presence to the eastern portion of the Southern Coalfield. Both the Wombarra 
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Formation of Bunny and the Wombarra Claystone (or Shale) of Moffit are in common use at 
present in this north western portion of the Southern Coalfield. 
The Coal cliff Sandstone in its coastal exposures and the mines located behind the Illawarra 
escarpment consists of a massive quartz lithic sandstone with usually excellent properties as a 
mine roof. Often the mine roof in these eastern mines consisted of either mudstones and 
shales or a laminate facies that have been interpreted as being deposited as a continuation of 
the underlying coal measure sequence. (Diessel et al (1967). The massive sandstone strata of 
the Coalcliff sandstone are erosional into these strata and onto the roof of the Bulli Coal. 
Diessel observed that current flow in the laminate facies was from south to north. Source of 
the mudstone facies was also from the south. However the source of sediments for the 
sandstone facies of the Coalcliff Sandstone was from the north. 

Two coal mines operate beside each other in the Appin district ofthe Southern Coalfield. 
Westcliff Colliery and Appin Colliery are located on the eastern flank of the Douglas Park 
Syncline and across the syncline respectively. Each mine is developing in a north north west 
direction along the axis of the syncline. The Douglas Park Syncline is a feature that has been 
active from the Permian and throughout the Triassic at least until the end of the Narrabeen 
sedimentary period discussed here. 

Diessel al produced a plan of the distribution of the sandstone facies of the Coalcliff 
Sandstone showing a south westerly flowing braided stream pattern. (Diessel et al 1967, Fig 
2) His plan was based on exploration boreholes and extensive underground mapping of the 
coastal collieries. An additional forty years of mapping and drilling has added detail to his 
original interpretation and confirmed its correctness, although much of this data has been lost 
with the closure of these same mines. Figure 2 depicts the distribution of facies as depicted 
by Diessel et al. Significant to this discussion is the thick (>6m) mudstone facies trendinding 
northerly through the Appin District. 

Appin Colliery has normally mined beneath a thick mudstone and shale sequence devoid of 
any significant sandstone layers in the mine roof. For many years this fragile and brittle roof, 
combined with the 500m plus depth of cover caused difficulty in the design of suitable roof 
support systems. Traditionally these strata could be recognised in core as grey "Coalcliff' 
type, shales and mudstones; while higher in the sequence the grey green "Wombarra" type 
mudstones were recognisable. However with the general movement'to the north of the 
exploration and mining activity, this distinction has become more subjective. In recent 
drilling grey and grey green mudstones have tended to become interbedded and more 
importantly grey green "Wombarra " mudrocks have been noted within the bolting horizons 
of the Bulli Coal. WestcliffColliery's eastern workings were beneath dominantly sandstones 
and mudrocks that are characteristically Coalcliff Sandstone. Present development has 
extended beneath strata similar to that encountered in Appin Colliery. 
Three rock types are recognisable in the Bulli seam roof of Appin Colliery. 
The thick mudstones mentioned above dominate the area excavated bty the present mine 
workings. The mudstones grade quickly but not abruptly from the underlying Bulli Coal. A 
transition zone of a few tens of millimetres consisting of carbonaceous and black shales is not 
unusual. Bedding is horizontal and fracture is flaggy to blocky. The mudstones vary 
considerably in strength from say 40Mpa to 70Mpa. The variation appears at leas in part 
related to the shaliness of the rock as measured by the gamma log, the more shaly rock s 
having the lower strengths. 
The laminate rock types are poorly represented in Appin and Westcliff Collieries. Typically 
the ratio of shale to sand in these rocks are very high and their recognition is often difficult. 
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They are associated with UCS strengths that of the order of 60MPa and hence are associated 
with areas of more competent roof. In the Appin district they appear to be a lateral equivalent 
of the mudstone strata. No evidence of a sedimentary discontinuity between the mudstones 
and laminites has been seen by the author at Appin Colliery. It is doubtful that the very shaly 
laminites that are developed in Appin Colliery are equivalent to those described by Diessel et 
al in relation to the often more sandy laminites of the coastal collieries . 
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Figure 2: Distribution of Coalcliff facies on roof of Bulli Coal (from Diessel et 011967) Diagram has been 
edited during digital translation from poor copy of original. Contours depict thickness of strata between roof of 
Bulli Coal and sandstone facies. 

CONCLUSION 
The thick mudstone sequence in the Appin district has properties that differ from the 
CoalC\iff strata known in the coastal collieries. 
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GROUNDWATER COMPOSITION IN THE PRESENCE OF IGNEOUS INTRUSIONS, 
LATE PERMIAN COAL MEASURES, UPPER HUNTER REGION, AUSTRALIA. 

Alexandra N. Golab and Paul Carr 

School of Geosciences, University ofWollongong, Wollongong 2522 

Groundwater samples were collected to investigate whether igneous intrusions could be detected 
at Dartbrook Coal Pty Ltd mine. Dartbrook is situated near Muswellbrook, within the Bowen
Gunnedah-Sydney (BGS) basin system. Dartbrook Coal mine has several dykes and other 
intrusions that run through the mine-lease. Fifty-three groundwater samples were collected from 
the mine lease both down drill-holes and within the mine workings. The major and trace element 
geochemistry and the 834S and 87Sr/86Sr composition was determined on all samples. 

Some differences are evident in the groundwater composition with depth at Dartbrook. Fewer 
variables and sources of elements affect the groundwater composition in the deep aquifers than 
the shallow aquifers. Both the shallow and deep aquifers have three major influences, although 
neither the identity nor the dominance of each is the same in each aquifer. The first end member 
that influences the composition of the shallow aquifers results from the dissolution of marine 
halite, sulphates and carbonates that precipitated in the sediments from trapped Late Permian 
connate brine and mixing with meteoric water. The second end member results from potassic 
alteration ofK-rich feldspars and clays and the third influence on this aquifer is Fe-carbonates. 
The deep aquifers are dominated by the water containing the products of potassic alteration of 
feldspars and clays, while the marine influence is secondary. The third influence on this water is 
the Na-HC03-type water that interacted with dawsonite. 

An igneous influence was detected near a major intrusion. The ratios of KINa, SICa, SlMg, Na/S 
and NalBr and the Rb composition show spatial trends that indicate the location of the intrusions. 
The 834S values vary greatly spatially and indicate an igneous influence. The 87Sr/86Sr ratio 
increases towards igneous intrusions. 
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RESOURCE ASSESSMENT OF THE BRIGALOW BELT SOUTH BIOREGION 

Michael B L Hill 

Geological Survey of New South Wales, Christie St, St Leonards. 

ABSTRACT 
In 1998, the New South Wales Government initiated the regional assessment of western New 
South Wales to guide future land management, conservation, and regional planning. The 
assessment is coordinated and funded through the Resource and Conservation Council (RACAC) 
and involves relevant government agencies working with regional and local stakeholders. The 
first part of western New South Wales to be assessed was the Brigalow Belt South Bioregion 
(BSSB) covering 6.2% of the State. The bioregion extends from the Liverpool Ranges to the 
Queensland border and covers significant parts ofthe Gunnedah, southern Bowen, and Surat 
Basins. 

In June 2001, the Coal and Petroleum Geology group of the Geological Survey of New South 
Wales commenced a coal and petroleum resource assessment of the BBSB. A team offifieen 
including external petroleum and geophysical contractors contributed to the final report presented 
to RACAC in august 2002. The bioregion was subdivided into a number of areas for assessment. 
The outcomes were combined to produce coal, coal seam methane and petroleum "resource 
potential" tract maps which identify areas in the bioregion with high, moderate or low potential. 
These tract maps combined with data from other stakeholders will form the basis for future land 
use decision making in the bioregion. 

Two boreholes, DMs Goonoo DDH I and DDH 2, were drilled to assist resource assessment in 
the Tooraweenah Trough, in the southwest of the bioregion. The results of this work made a 
major contribution to the understanding of the geology of the basin: 
• The stratigraphy of the Tooraweenah Trough was clarified. 
• The nature of the Rocky Glen Ridge, a major basement structure, was defined. 
• Previously unknown low ash coal resources were located in Early Permian sediments 

equivalent to the Maules Creek Formation. 
• Attention was drawn to potential open cut resources to the west of Dunedoo. 
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CARBON AND OXYGEN ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF DA WSONITE FROM LATE 
PERMIAN COAL MEASURES, UPPER HUNTER REGION, AUSTRALIA. 

Alexandra Golab l, Daniel Palamaral, Paul Carrl, Rodney Doyle2 

I School of Geosciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong 2522 
2 BHP Billiton Illawarra Coal 
PO Box 92 Figtree NSW 2525 

Cleat carbonates in coals from the Upper Wynn Seam of Dartbrook Coal Pty Ltd mine, which is 
situated near Muswellbrook, Upper Hunter region, have been investigated using I)IlC and 1)180 
analyses. The aim of the study was to determine the source of the carbonates, and to evaluate if 
igneous intrusions, which are common throughout the mine lease, have affected the carbonates. 
Seventy-six coal samples were collected at various distances from known intrusions. The butt 
cleat minerals are dominated by carbonates, particularly mono-mineralic dawsonite 
[NaAlC03(OH)2] (26 samples). The other minerals present at Dartbrook include kaolinite, 
calcite, ankerite, dolomite, siderite, strontianite, and kutnhorite [CaMgMnC03]. 

Very little variation occurs in the 1)13C results (range -1.7 to +2.4%0 and 0' = 0.7%0). The low 
variation is as expected when the narrow spatial extent of the project is considered. The probable 
carbon source for the dawsonite is magmatic carbon. The 1)180 values have a broad range (+ 13.6 
to +19.8%0 and 0' = 1.7%0) for such a small study site. The broad range of values may reflect a 
high level of fluid-rock interaction where the fluids precipitating the dawsonite interacted with 
external fluids. Alternatively, the variation may be due to the effect of local igneous intrusions 
either directly through heating of the dawsonite, or indirectly through exchange with the host
coal. 

A strong link occurs between the I) 180 composition of the dawsonite and the position of a major 
dyke, the 1)180 values decrease approaching the dyke. This indicates that the heat of the dyke or 
associated fluids may have caused the lowering of the 1)180 values. The abundance of 
hydroaluminosilicates at Dartbrook indicates that the dawsonite probably formed by the attack of 
N~C03- or NaHC03-rich solutions on the hydroaluminosilicates. 
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PALAEOECOLOGICAL STUDY IN THE WESTLEY PARK SANDSTONE MEMBER, 
OF THE GUADALUPIAN (MIDDLE PERMIAN) BROUGHTON FORMATION, 
SOUTHERN SYDNEY BASIN, AUSTRALIA. 

Elizabeth Weldon and Guang Shi 

A palaeoecological study of the low diversity cool water fauna in the Westley Park Sandstone 
Member was conducted on a single bedding plane on the rocky shore platform of Black Head, 
Gerroa, New South Wales. The bed was composed of fine-medium grained sandstone, with 
occasional volcanic or granitic pebbles and cobbles. A transect was set up and 25 one meter 
square quadrats spaced five meters apart were sampled. Information recorded at each quadrat 
included genera present, size, orientation and preservation of fauna, and types, size and roundness 
of pebbles present. 

The results indicate that the palaeocommunity present included the brachiopod genera Tomiopsis, 
Su/ciplica, Notospirifer and Terrakea, the gastropod genera Pleurocintosa and Peruvispira, 
juvenile bivalves, and crinoids. An infrequent occurrence of bioturbation was also recorded. The 
large size of the brachiopod specimens sampled indicated a relatively mature assemblage. The 
brachiopod assemblage also illustrated a strong preference for the hinge lines to be orientated 
approximately I OO/l90 degrees and the beak to be facing the south. Tomiopsis was the dominant 
species in the palaeocommunity. The ventral valves of the Tomiopsis population were commonly 
found disarticulated with the internal of the valves facing upwards. A small number of 
specimens in the brachiopod assemblage were found in life position. Preservation of articulated 
and disarticulated valves was moderate to high and the shell fragments observed were relatively 
large. 

The results of the paleoecological study indicate that a predominantly epifaunal community was 
living in relatively clear water, and that current activity introduced additional sediment into the 
area which prompted the mortality of the palaeocommunity, disarticulated Tomiopsis and carried 
the lighter, dorsal valves away. 
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HIGH-RESOLUTION SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE SYDNEY 
SUBGROUP. SOUTHERN SYDNEY BASIN: PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 

Peter A. Arditto 

ABSTRACT 
The Wilton Formation and Bargo Formation to Allans Creek Formation successions of the Sydney 
Subgroup are third-order sequences which both contain three readily identifiable parasequences 
that have been correlated across the Southern Coalfield. These sequences can be readily observed in 
outcrop, core, wireline log and seismic data. Isopach, percent sand and percent coal maps for 
individual parasequences have been generated to present, in detail, the progressive depositional 
history from the base of the Sydney Subgroup to the top of the Bulli Coal. Isopach data for 
individual parasequences within both the Wilton Formation and Bargo Claystone to Darkes Forest 
Sandstone demonstrate progressive downlap from NE to SW throughout deposition, indicating a 
north easterly source. 

The quartz-rich Marrangaroo Conglomerate equivalent (basal Wilton Formation), below the 
Woonona Coal, and the quarz-rich unnamed sandstone below the currently defined (published) 
Tongarra Coal, near the top of the Wilton Formation, are interpreted to be tectonically-induced 
lowstands. These were derived from the uplifted Tasman Fold Belt to the west, as indicated by 
palaeocurrent data. The quartz-lithic Kembla Sandstone, below the Wongawilli Coal, and quartz
lithic Loddon Sandstone below the Bulli Coal are interpreted as I owstands, with isopach and 
palaeocurrent data collectively indicating a north easterly source. 

The regionally extensive Woonona, Tongarra, Wongawilli and Bulli Coals are associated with the 
basal transgressive phase of these third-order sequences. The coals within the late highstand 
component of these third-order sequences, such as the Allans Creek Formation, have their best 
development within the more distal lower coastal plain portion of the succession, away from 
significant coarse alluvial siliciclastic input. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Late Permian Sydney Subgroup of the IlIawarra Coal Measures within the southern Sydney 
Basin offers a unique opportunity to use an integrated high-resolution sequence stratigraphic 
approach to delineate the detailed depositional history of this significant economic coal-bearing 
interval. High-resolution sequence stratigraphy, integrating available outcrop, core. wireline log 
and seismic data. uses the correlation of significant time-synchronous marine flooding surfaces. 
which punctuate nearshore to lower coastal plain progradational packages commonly referred to as 
parasequences (Van Wagoner et al. 1990). Such parasequences form the fundamental building 
blocks of the third-order sequence, defined as a succession of genetically related strata bounded by 
unconformities or disconformities (Vail et al. 1977). The internal geometry of these sequences is a 
function of sediment supply and relative sea-level (the combined response of eustacy and 
tectonics). The stacking arrangements of these parasequences can be used to determine systems 
tracts components of these third-order sequences which are either aggradational (lowstand). 
retrogradational (transgression) or progradational (highstand). 
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Arditto (1 987a,b, 1991), and subsequently Herbert (1995) applied a sequence stratigraphic 
framework to the Illawarra Coal Measures and upper Shoalhaven Group. Both authors implied that 
the sediment distribution resulted from the interplay of tectonics and eustatic sea-level changes, 
however, in a foreland basin setting such as proposed for the Late Permian of the Sydney Basin, 
tectonics appear to have had a more significant influence. Evans and Migliucci (1991) advocated 
such a tectonic influence on sedimentation as the cause of significant marine incursions into the 
basin. Nevertheless, whatever the cause of such marine incursions, the internal stacking 
arrangement of the systems tracts making up the resulting third-order depositional sequence are the 
same as for passive margins where eustasy is the driving force. Stunz (1972) was one of the earlier 
workers to recognise the significance of widespread marine incursions, such as the Bargo 
Formation (and the equivalent Dempsey/Denman Formations), used in basin-wide correlations. 

Bamberry et al. (1995) presented the sedimentology of the Wilton Formation, above the Woonona 
Coal Member, as a single depositional unit (Deltaic System B) and from the base of the Bargo 
Claystone to the top of the Bulli Coal as a single depositional unit (Deltaic System C). No sequence 
stratigraphic framework was applied to these successions and no attempt was made to further 
subdivide the more marine-dominated sections into higher order parasequences for detailed 
correlation. This poster paper attempts to demonstrate the parasequence and sequence concept as a 
powerful tool in detailed stratigraphic analysis. 

METHODOLOGY 
The Southern Coalfield of the Sydney Basin is a unique study area for high-resolution sequence 
stratigraphic analysis due to the presence of good coastal outcrop sections which can be tied into a 
high density coal exploration DDH core dataset, many of which have also been wireline logged. 
Included in this subsurface dataset are a number of deep petroleum wells that can be tied into a 
relatively extensive grid of reprocessed single-fold dynamite and more modern multi-fold vibroseis 
reflection seismic data. Thus a truly integrated sequence stratigraphic study of the IIIawarra Coal 
Measures can be undertaken. The correlation sections and maps presented rely heavily on DM 
DDH data, including AGL methane drainage DDH data, and outcrop palaeocurrent data from 
McCrae (1978) where appropriate. Apart from isopach maps, percent sand and percent coal maps 
are included for a number of the parasequence and systems tract intervals. These were generally 
derived directly from the DDH core lithology logs and, in the case of petroleum wells, from the 
gamma ray and sonic/density logs. Synthetic seismograms and integrated sonic logs were used to 
translate core and wireline log defined sequence boundaries to reflection seismic data. The general 
vertical succession of parasequences, systems tracts and third-order sequences is well displayed on 
the Kirkham-I gamma ray log motif. Stratigraphic nomenclature is that of Bunny (1972), with 
modifications from Carr (1983), Havord et al. (1984), Bamberry et al. (1995) and Armstrong et al. 
(1995) and is illustrated on the Kirkham-I gamma ray-sonic wireline log. 

SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHIC FRAMEWORK 
Cumberland Subgroup 
Although this paper is primarily concerned with the Sydney Subgroup, for completeness, isopach 
maps for units comprising the underlying volcanic lithic-rich Cumberland Subgroup of the 
Illawarra Coal Measures are included. The lower Pheasants Nest Formation is transitional from the 
underlying Broughton Formation of the Shoalhaven Group and consists of high sinuosity fluvial 
channel, coastal plain and deltaic units including thin discontinuous coals. The isopach trend for 
this interval is NNW-SSE, thickening from less than 20 m in the SW to over 190 m to the NE 
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across the study area. Palaeocurrent data from fluvial channel trough cross-bedding in outcrop 
between Towradgi and Bellambi (McCrae, 1978) gave a vector mean of 016°, with moderate 
variance. Isopach data for the overlying Erins Vale Formation and Kulnura Marine Tongue give an 
arcuate thickening trend from 0 m to the W, SW and S of the study area to over 130 m to the NE. 
The transgressive surface at the base of this unit may represent a sequence boundary. Palaeocurrent 
data for this interval is confined to hummocky cross-stratified shoreface sands near the top of the, 
interval between Corrimal and Bulli (McCrae, 1978), gave a vector mean of 210° with moderate 
variance. This direction may reflect more the direction of storm wave surge rather that palaeoslope 
as vertical and lateral lithofacies associations imply palaeo bathymetry increasing to the NE. 

Sydney Subgroup 
The base of the Sydney Subgroup is a locally incised disconformity surface at the top of the Erins 
Vale Formation and is interpreted as a regional sequence boundary. It forms a strong, easily 
mappable, seismic event. A quartz-rich fluvial arenite facies, equivalent to the Marrangaroo 
Conglomerate, rests on this incised surface. The contact is well exposed at Thirroul Beach and the 
Sturdee Avenue railway cut (Jones and Hutton, 1984) and palaeocurrent data from cross-bedded 
sandstones here (McCrae, 1978) give a vector mean of 082° with high variance. The isopach of the 
fluvial quartz-rich interval, from the sequence boundary to the base of the Woo nona Coal, ranges 
from 0 m to the S W of the study area, to over 15 m along the northern portion of the study area. A 
channel-like morphology for the unit is implied, with a main E-W channel near Kirkham and a 
secondary SE channel through the Thirroul Beach area. This unit is interpreted as a lowstand 
package but derived from a westerly source, unlike the main Wilton Formation. 

The isopach map for the Woonona Coal, including bands and splits, shows a thickening from 0 m 
to the SW to 17 m to the NE. Net coal thickness ranges from 0 m to over 7 m. This coal is 
considered to have developed in response to coastal plain ponding, causing significant widespread 
peat aggradation, during the onset of a transgressive cycle. The remainder of the Wilton Formation 
can be divided into a transgressive systems tract, composed of two parasequences, and a highstand 
systems tract, here termed the uppermost parasequence. The isopach for the basal parasequence has 
a downlap zero edge across the middle of the study area, and thickens to over 15 m to the north, 
and the percent sand map shows increasing sand content to the north and east. The isopach for the 
second parasequence overlaps the first, with a downlap zero edge in the SW corner of the study 
area, and thickens to over 28 m to the NE. The percent sand map shows local sand input from the 
west and south. These two parasequences display a successive upward fining or deepening 
character on gamma ray logs, such as Kirkham-I, indicating they are within the transgressive 
systems tract. The top of the second parasequence is interpreted as the peak of landward 
transgression (maximum flooding surface). 

The third (uppermost) parasequence is the thickest, ranging from 15 m to the SW to over 50 m to 
the NE, and displays an overall upward coarsening or shallowing motif on gamma ray logs, such as 
Kirkham-I, and is interpreted to represent the highstand systems tract. The percent sand map 
indicates local sand input from the SW, although recent regional work undertaken by the author 
indicates the main sand supply is derived from the NE, beyond the immediate study area. 

The top of the Wilton Formation is taken as the base of the Tongarra Coal although there is a 5 to 
10m thick coarse quartz-rich fluvial arenite locally present between the base of the Tongarra Coal 
and the top of the more typical Wilton Formation lithofacies. Isopach data, between the scoured 
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base to the base of the Tongarra Coal, indicates this intervening unit is best developed to the NW 
and N of the study area and absent in coastal outcrop to the east. In coastal outcrop around 
Austinmer the Tongarra Coal rests directly on a storm wave-dominated distal delta front succession 
within the uppermost Wilton Formation highstand systems tract. Arditto (l987a) recognised the 
base of the fluvial arenite where present, or the base of the Tongarra Coal farther to the east, as a 
regional sequence boundary which is a strong seismic event. The quartz-rich fluvial arenite is 
similar to the underlying Marrangaroo Conglomerate equivalent and is interpreted to have a similar 
provenance. This unit is also interpreted as a tectonically-induced lowstand. 

The Tongarra Coal, including bands and splits, ranges from I m to over 3 m across the study area 
and is considered to have developed as a result of coastal plain ponding during the onset of a 
transgressive cycle. Net coal thickness ranges from 1 m to 2 m. It is overlain by the Austinmer 
Sandstone Member of the Bargo Formation, a very fine grained muddy and intensely burrowed to 
bioturbated sandstone in coastal outcrop. DDH core from coal bores such as DM Picton-I show the 
unit to contain storm wave generated features indicative of a distal lower shoreface setting (Arditto, 
1991). Isopach data for this unit is arcuate in trend, with a centre to the WSW, and the percent sand 
map indicates sand input for this unit was derived from the W. The Austinmer Sandstone is 
interpreted as a parasequence deposited over the top of the Tongarra Coal where the peat swamp 
was drowned as the rate of transgression increased. It also represents a drowning of the westerly 
sediment source as the shoreline is pushed farther west. 

The Austinmer Sandstone parasequence is drowned and overlain by prodelta marine claystones of 
the Bargo Formation, which range in thickness from less than 5 m in the SW to over 25 m in the 
NE. It represents deposition within the early to late transgressive systems tract. This unit contains 
tuff horizons, with a prominent one at the top of the unit referred to as the Huntley Claystone 
Member which is rich in biotite mica flakes, an easily recognised lithology in core, is a regional 
sharp gamma ray spike marker. The top of the Austinmer Sandstone to the base of the Huntley 
Claystone is recognised as a regional parasequence with the top interpreted to represent the peak of 
landward transgression (maximum flooding surface) and is a useful stratigraphic datum in regional 
correlation. Above this claystone marker the succession upward coarsens into sparsely burrowed 
proximal delta front and mouth bar sandstones of the Darkes Forest Sandstone, which is interpreted 
as representing an early highstand systems tract. The Darkes Forest Sandstone ranges from less that 
5 m in the SSW to over 20 m in the N across the study area and percent sand trends indicate sand is 
sourced from the Nand E. 

The nearshore marine Darkes Forest Sandstone is overlain by the Allans Creek Formation (late 
highstand) coaly coastal plain succession and these two units collectively form the upper 
parasequence of this delta complex (the lower half of Deltaic System C of Bamberry e/ al. 1995). 
The Allans Creek Formation ranges in thickness from less than 5 m to the SW to over 50 m in the 
NE across the study area. Percent sand data suggests the sands are sourced from the NE. 
Petrographic data (Arditto, unpublished data) indicates that channel sandstones within the Allans 
Creek Formation, like the Darkes Forest Sandstone, are rich in volcanic lithic fragments . Percent 
coal data indicates a concentration of coal to the SW, coincident with the more distal portion of the 
delta complex. This delta complex was dominated by sediment derived from an exposed volcanic 
hinterland to the NE that became active by the end of the deposition of the Austinmer Sandstone 
when quartz-rich input from the west ceased. 
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The late highstand Allans Creek Formation is abruptly overlain by the Kembla Sandstone, a 
medium to very coarse grained quartz-volcanic lithic fluvial channel succession. Isopach data for 
this unit gives a channelised morphology with a broad WSW-ENE orientation. Thickness ranges 
from 5 m to 20 m over the study area. Palaeocurrent data taken from coastal outcrop by McCrae 
(1978) gave a vector mean of 211 0 with a moderate variance, indicating that this fluvial unit was 
derived from the NE. The Kembla Sandstone is interpreted to be a tectonically-induced lowstand 
derived from rejuvenation of the volcanic hinterland to the NE. The base of the unit is interpreted 
as a regional sequence boundary and forms a strong seismic marker. This fluvial succession upward 
fines, with increasing preservation of abandonment facies, to the base of the Wongawilli Coal, and 
this abandonment is attributed to the onset of another transgressive cycle, accompanied by coastal 
plain ponding and aggradational peat development. 

The Wongawilli Coal, including bands and splits, varies in thickness from locally less than 4 m to 
over II m across the study area. It contains a number of prominent kaolinitic tonstein bands 
including the widespread Farmborough Claystone Member, which can be traced from coastal 
outcrop in the east to outcrop in the B urragorang Valley beyond the western margin of the study 
area. Net coal thickness ranges from I m to 9 m across the study area. The peak of transgression is 
likely to be a marine influence within a dirt parting near the top of the Wongawilli Coal recognised 
by Byrnes et al. (1981) who recorded small inarticulate brachiopods in the nearby Belanglo State 
Forest. The Wongawilli Coal is 'overlain by the Eckersley Formation, including the Burragorang 
Claystone Member that is present to the Wand SW of the study area. 

The lower Eckersley Formation is composed of interbedded sandstone, siltstone and claystone with 
associated coal seams. Although considered deltaic in origin, no strong marine indicators, such as 
burrowing and bioturbation, are evident. The gamma ray log motif in bores through this interval, 
such as Kirkham-I, display an obvious upward coarsening signature. The percentage of fines 
increases from NE to SW over the study area (Bunny, 1972). The top of the lower Eckersley 
Formation is taken at the top of the Balgownie Coal Member or base of the Loddon Sandstone 
Member (Bamberry et al. 1995). Isopach data for the lower Eckersley Formation gives a thickness 
range of over 95 m in the NE to locally less than 8 m in the SW over the study area. The interval is 
considered to have been deposited within a highstand systems tract. 

The base of the upper Eckersley Formation is marked by the scour surface at the base of the quartz
lithic Loddon Sandstone, a stacked fluvial channel succession similar in character to the underlying 
Kembla Sandstone. The base of the Loddon Sandstone is interpreted as a sequence boundary, with 
strong seismic signature, and the unit is considered to have been deposited within a lowstand 
systems tract. Isopach data give a similar channel morphology to that seen in the underlying 
Kembla Sandstone, with thickness ranging from 0 m to 35 m across the study area. Palaeocurrent 
data from coastal outcrop (McCrae, 1978) give a vector mean of 1790 with low variance. The unit 
is considered to have been derived from an uplifted volcanic hinterland to the NE. The Loddon 
Sandstone upward fines, with successively greater preservation of abandonment facies until it is 
overlain by the Bulli Coal. 

The isopach for the Bulli Coal, including bands and splits, ranges in thickness from 0 m to the SW 
to over 7 m in the NW over the study area. The net coal isopach ranges from 0 m to 4 m over the 
study area. This coal is interpreted to have developed during the onset of transgression, where 
coastal plain ponding allowed for the widespread aggradational accumulation of peat. Although the 
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top of the Bulli Coal is traditionally taken as the top of the Permian coal measures, the Bulli Coal i! 
locally overlain by the Wombarra Formation, a mudstone and laminite facies containing sparse 
burrows, dessication cracks, flame structures, mud draped ripple laminations and palaeosols with 
rootlet horizons. The Wombarra Formation is interpreted as a brackish water lower coastal plain 
highstand succession. This interval is overlain by medium to coarse grained quartz-lithic fluvial 
Coal Cliff Sandstone which locally erodes down to the top of the underlying Bulli Coal. Thi! 
erosive undulating surface is interpreted as a sequence boundary and is a strong seismic marker. 
Palaeocurrent data from coastal outcrop cross-bedding for the Coal Cliff Sandstone lowstand 
succession (McCrae, 1978) gave a vector mean of 2100 with a low variance. Palaeocurrent data 
from cross-bedded channel sandstones in the Bulli Coal roof strata of underground coal mines in 
the area (Diessel et al., 1967) gave a similar vector mean of 2060 with low variance. This unit has a 
similar sediment source to the underlying Loddon and Kembla Sandstone lowstands. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This paper updates the earlier work of Arditto (1991) and is an interim report on a more integrated 
regional study of the Southern, Central, Northern and Western Coalfields of the Sydney Basin 
currently undertaken by the author as a non-exclusive client study. Application of sequence 
stratigraphic principles to these separate coalfields will lead to a more unified synthesis of the 
depositional history of the economic coal-bearing Late Permian succession of the Sydney Basin. 
This will lead to a better understanding of coal distribution and quality and make possible a more 
rapid assessment of the remaining economic coal and coal bed methane potential of the Sydney 
Basin. 
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